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Abstract 

 

This dissertation examines Jorge Luis Borges’ and Ricardo Piglia’s production 

as editors of translated crime fiction. Borges embarked on four crime fiction 

editorial projects centred around the whodunnit: the regular magazine feature “El 

cuento policial” (1933-1934), the anthologies of crime stories Los mejores 

cuentos policiales (1943) and Los mejores cuentos policiales 2 (1951), and the 

crime series El séptimo círculo (1945-1956). Piglia edited the hardboiled series 

Serie Negra (1969-1976) and the crime story anthology Cuentos de la serie negra 

(1979). Despite being the main editorial interventions within the realm of crime 

fiction in Argentina, there is a considerable research gap where their critical 

analysis is concerned, as no in-depth study has been attempted thus far. 

 In the context of a renewed emphasis on translation history within 

Translation Studies, this dissertation recognises the contribution of these 

publications to the history of Argentine literature. Borges’ and Piglia’s editorial 

endeavours are complex and sophisticated cultural productions that engage with 

key contemporaneous literary debates and constitute important elements in the 

construction of the writers’ literary personas. These publications are critical 

statements that seek to establish the writer-editors’ poetics and thus influence the 

development of Argentine writing. Through their editorships, and resorting to a 

wide variety of manipulative strategies, both authors assert the centrality of 

specifically literary criteria in the face of external and utilitarian demands, 

placing the problem of literary autonomy at the centre of contemporaneous 

discussions, and enacting a radical interrogation of literature and its function 

within the social world. By examining how these crime publications articulate 

these autonomist poetics, this thesis emphasises their nuances and specificities as 

creative forms of cultural intervention, ultimately demonstrating their potential 

to complement our understanding of Piglia’s and Borges’ oeuvres and careers. 
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Introduction 

 

Washington Cucurto’s short story “La serie negra” (2015) begins by describing 

a Buenos Aires where the demand for books has reached absurd proportions. The 

number of print runs and publishers has skyrocketed, and Argentines do little 

other than reading:  

 

Casi todo el país se fue inclinando fervorosamente hacia las novelas 

policiales. Buenos Aires, de pronto, se convirtió en un gran devocionario 

del género policial …. Las calles comenzaron a llamarse como las 

novelas: Debe ser una broma, La ventana siniestra, El último adiós, Sin 

un peso en el bolsillo, Una pistola para Marck, El día de la marmota, Mis 

rincones oscuros, Extraños en un tren, Loco por Dona, Algodón en 

Harlem. (11) 

 

Although a thick fog now covers the city thanks to “un geólogo admirador de 

Chase [que la] extraía … de la cuarta capa subterránea utilizando unos poderosos 

motores extractores” in order to “darle a Buenos Aires el aspecto que le faltaba”, 

not all is about imitating stylish British and US mysteries. Remarkably, all the 

titles of the novels in Cucurto’s story do not appear in English but in the existing 

Spanish translations.1 The streets of Buenos Aires are now named not so much 

after foreign crime novels, but after translated crime novels.  

I can think of no better image to illustrate the importance that translated 

crime fiction has had in Argentina. As one of the Latin American publishing 

centres, Buenos Aires spearheaded the importation of crime works for most of 

 
1 For instance: Debe ser una broma is the title of Emecé’s 1979 translation of James Hadley 

Chase’s You Must Be Kidding; La ventana siniestra is Edgardo Goligorsky’s classic version of 

Raymond Chandler’s The High Window; Mis rincones oscuros and Loco por Dona correspond 

to the Spanish versions of James Ellroy’s My Dark Places and Destination: Morgue! respectively; 

Algodón en Harlem to that of Chester Himes’ Cotton Comes to Harlem; El día de la marmota is 

a voluntary mix-up between the film Groundhog Day and Frederick Forsyth’s novel The Day of 

the Jackal. The only Hispanic or Argentine novel alluded to is the Hungarian-Argentine Pablo 

Urbanyi’s Un revólver para Mack.       
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the 20th century (Simpson 29). The vestiges of this publishing era remain on the 

shelves of dusty second-hand bookshops, libraries, a friend’s home, or your 

grandfather’s, and you inevitably also find people who cherish these 

publications: your friend’s friend who is a Chilean singer in New York; a German 

librarian in Berlin; countless nameless, hedonistic readers who swarm in 

Santiago and Buenos Aires.2 

 Two main figures have marked this editorial phenomenon: Jorge Luis 

Borges and Ricardo Piglia (Lafforgue and Rivera 17-27), both of whom 

inaugurated a new era in the reception of the genre with their respective crime 

series, El séptimo círculo (ESC) and Serie Negra (SN). This is known history for 

scholars, yet I cannot help but notice an enormous research gap in the analysis of 

Borges’ and Piglia’s pursuits as editors of crime fiction. Ignored, disregarded, 

rarely read, and superficially discussed—often disseminating erroneous 

information—these crime series and anthologies remain largely forgotten by 

critics, probably due to the double marginality of being a popular genre in 

translation.3 Furthermore, Borges and Piglia scholars are usually not zestful 

readers of crime fiction. This often results in mistakes and crude generalisations 

where the crime writing tradition is concerned. One constantly finds scholars 

who, despite their remarkable knowledge of Argentine letters, are clueless as to 

who the Continental Op is. As a consequence, Borges’ and Piglia’s ideas about 

the genre are unwittingly and passively reproduced, and some critics even see 

confirmation of these notions in the very works these writers edited. However, 

as I will show, the crime publications edited by these authors cannot be 

understood solely as an actualisation of the ideas they developed in essays and 

reviews. All these problems have inspired me to write this thesis (for more details 

regarding relevant scholarship see Chapters 3, 4, 8, and 9).4 Expanding on 

 
2 All kinds of bookmarks are left between the pages of these books. Some improvised, some old, 

some beautiful. The range goes from pieces of toilet paper to the official card of an Argentine 

congressman. 
3 The main exception is, of course, the Lafforgue-Rivera duo, particularly their classic Asesinos 

de papel. In addition, they are admirably versed in crime fiction, as are Carlos Abraham, Juan 

Sasturain, and Pablo de Sanctis.    
4 I have integrated the traditional literature review into each chapter, both to save space and to 

makes things easier for the reader. As it will be apparent, my argument is based on a very detailed 
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Piglia’s idea that “la historia de la literatura policial en Argentina tendría que 

incluir necesariamente la historia de las traducciones” (Las fieras 8), this thesis 

aims to recognise the contribution of this editorial pursuits to literary history in 

Argentina.           

 

My thesis focuses on the two most emblematic cases of translated crime 

fiction published in Argentina: the Emecé crime publications edited by Borges 

and Adolfo Bioy Casares, and Tiempo Contemporáneo’s SN, edited by Ricardo 

Piglia.5 I analyse how Piglia’s and Borges’ editorial pursuits as editors of 

(primarily) Anglo-American crime fiction are a way of engaging with essential 

literary debates of their times. Both of their contributions to the literary 

discussion have in common the fact that they centre on the issue of literary 

autonomy and the place of fiction vis-à-vis the real, or external world. In Borges’ 

case, he opposes the dominant politicised aesthetics and modernises the literary 

field, establishing a fully autonomous practice of literature where the assessment 

of value rests solely on aesthetic or “internal” criteria.6 For Piglia, the discussion 

focuses on how to produce socialist revolutionary literature while maintaining 

both literary quality and the specificity of fiction.  

As the first in-depth scholarly approach to SN and the Emecé crime 

publications, this thesis aims to show that Borges’ and Piglia’s editorial 

endeavours are complex and sophisticated cultural objects in their own right, and 

that they actively engage with current literary debates, addressing such complex 

 
examination of different sources and many problems of different nature will arise in the 

discussion. Having the reader relate back to a literature review on top all the subtle, and 

complicated network that constitute the crime series and anthologies analysed in this thesis would 

have seriously compromised the readability of my dissertation.   
5 Space limitations make it impossible to properly consider Bioy’s contribution to the Emecé 

crime publications. As is well known, Bioy was much more liberal than Borges in some matters, 

which, arguably, may have had an impact on ESC (for instance, in the inclusion of James Cain’s 

novels). Bioy has said that he was especially fond of Michael Innes’ Lament for a Maker (volume 

3), and that there are some echoes of this novel in his later “El héroe de las mujeres” (1978) 

(Memorias 105), which is definitely worthy of inspection. Given Bioy’s submissive attitude 

towards Borges in literary matters, it does not seem that this omission compromises my analysis 

in any relevant sense. For the collaboration between Borges and Bioy, see Yates (“La 

colaboración”) and Williamson (“Borges y Bioy”). 
6 These could be equated with Bourdieu’s autonomous principles of hierarchization (Field 38), 

although said concept is, I think, broader than the mere criteria for aesthetic assessment. 
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issues as autonomy, literary value, and the relationship between literature and 

reality (or politics). Thus, they go beyond their mere function as breadwinning 

activities to constitute key elements in the establishment of the editors’ poetics 

and in their attempt to participate in the development of Argentine literature. 

Furthermore, I hold that said endeavours cannot be reduced to a mere illustration 

of the points made by Borges or Piglia in their essays, reviews, and fiction, as 

most scholarship assumes. Moreover, since the series have their own specificity 

and role within the editors’ poetic interventions, a better understanding of these 

editorial pursuits can serve to enrich the view of Piglia’s and Borges’ influential 

approaches to crime fiction.   

 

I. Preliminary Concepts  

 

One of my contentions is that Borges’ and Piglia’s work as editors 

addresses the relationship between literature and reality—and, as Piglia said, 

reality in Argentina often means politics (“Cortázar”). This entails discussing the 

role and specificity of fiction (and therefore of the writer) within the real world. 

Borges seeks to establish a radically autonomous literary poetics with its own 

specific criteria, against the dominance of socially utilitarian poetics. The young 

Piglia, in his turn, attempts to answer the question of how to produce 

revolutionary literature without compromising literature’s specificity, quality, 

and autonomy. Both cases, then, seek to maintain poetic criteria in the face of 

external demands. Nevertheless, crime fiction is a genre with a strong 

commercial element, which, in principle, contradicts aesthetic autonomy. Given 

this juncture of the artistic, the political, and the economic, it will be useful to 

adopt a perspective in dialogue with Pierre Bourdieu’s. 

 

I.a On the Concept of Political Heteronomy 

 

 It will be apparent that much of this dissertation is indebted to the 

Bourdesian notions of the autonomy and heteronomy of the literary field. 
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However, my perspective here is not concerned so much with the conflict 

between the market and art (see Bourdieu Rules 83), as with the conflict between 

literary autonomism and sociopolitical instrumentalisation, which is more 

relevant for the Latin American context (Sarlo and Altamirano 

Literatura/Sociedad 85, García Canclini 42, Altamirano 22-24).7 My main object 

is to understand these editorial endeavours as addressing contemporary literary 

debates that have literary autonomy at their centre.8  

To this end, I align with Jarad Zimbler’s critique of Bourdieu, since 

“identif[ying] the heteronomous principle exclusively with the principle of the 

market” is certainly reductive. Zimbler argues for an “addition of further 

principles of hierarchization and the reconfiguration of the notions of autonomy 

and heteronomy”, given that “practices and motivations [are] too varied to be 

accommodated by a rigid, dualist division between art for the sake of art and art 

for the sake of money”. Social art, continues Zimbler, is poorly accounted for in 

Bourdieu, remaining “bracketed as a scholarly afterthought rather than explicitly 

theorised” (“Neither for Love”). If autonomous literary fields function with a 

“charismatic economy based on the social miracle of an act devoid of any 

determination other than the specifically aesthetic intention” (Bourdieu Field 40), 

we need room for more than one heteronomous principle of hierarchisation. 

 Among the Bourdesian critics who have addressed the problem, the most 

notable is Gisèle Sapiro. Recognising that Bourdieu analysed autonomisation 

“essentially with respect to the new economic constraints imposed on writers by 

the industrialization of the book-publishing market”, she is adamant that “the 

 
7 Questioning the applicability of Bourdieu’s theory to Latin America is a topic of Latin American 

cultural studies (see Moraña 185 and ss., Neiburg and Plotkin 17-21, Sarlo and Altamirano 

Ensayos 14). Ramos’ comments on the question of autonomy and “pure” literature by the end of 

his analysis of José Martí seem to tend in that direction as well (153-154). It is worth noting that 

more recently, with the expansion of the publishing market, the relationship between “literary” 

writing and sales has become more complex, allowing for a variety of nuances. This has led 

Josefina Ludmer to speak of “post-autonomy” (“Cómo Salir” 295-300, Aquí 177-178), an idea 

that has been questioned by Martín Kohan, see “Sobre la posautonomía”. Revista Landa, vol 1, 

no 2, 2013. https://revistalanda.ufsc.br/PDFs/ed2/MARTIN%20KOHAN.pdf (Accessed 23 3 

2021). 
8 This means that the specific issue of the conflict between mass fiction and literary writing is not 

a central concern in this dissertation. Although addressed at some points, it is always in relation 

to literary, intellectual, and translation histories. 

https://revistalanda.ufsc.br/PDFs/ed2/MARTIN%20KOHAN.pdf
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literary field was also becoming independent of the sphere of political power” 

(“Forms” 634-635). For Sapiro, “the situation of the different national literary 

fields depends on two main factors: the degree of economical liberalism and the 

degree of political liberalism…. It is thus possible to class [them] according to 

their greater dependence upon the State or upon the market” (“Literary Field” 

442). Furthermore, elsewhere Sapiro treats religious institutions as capable of 

exerting heteronomous interventions (Sociología 51). Then, heteronomy can be 

political when it comes from non-cultural regulatory institutions or, in her own 

words, “[the producers’] degree of autonomy hinges on their independence from 

outside demands from social groups or their spokespersons (political 

organizations)” (“Rethinking”).  

To characterise political heteronomy, Sapiro speaks of “ideological 

constraints” (“Literary Field” 460) or aesthetic-political determinants 

(Sociología 37). All this leads her to a more nuanced account of the different 

positions within the literary field (see “Forms” 643). Other objections aside, the 

question of how direct (or explicit) the heteronomous pressure needs to be to 

render a field non-autonomous still stands.9 This is crucial for the Latin American 

case, since the idea that literature must participate in the formation of nation 

states and national identity, although stemming from the undifferentiation of the 

cultural and political fields during most of the 19th century, survives as a literary 

ethos long after writers and statesmen became differentiated (Rama La ciudad 

55). In various cases, the Latin American writer is still an “organic” intellectual 

in the service of power, maintaining a role of “conducción spiritual de la 

sociedad” and a “función ideologizante” (Rama 90-110) well into the 20th century 

(Altamirano 22).10 Even if one embraces Julio Ramos’ more nuanced 

perspective, the Latin American writer’s fragile situation and the region’s 

 
9 Or, indeed, how effective, powerful, programmatic, conscious, institutionalised, formalised, etc. 

How do we define, for instance, the different forms and methods of pressure that a non-ruling 

and even weak party can exert over its militant writers? How can we understand Zhdanovism’s 

weight outside the sphere of real socialism? 
10 It is hardly a coincidence that Latin American literature is treated as inexorably identitarian, 

national, and political, while the craft of writing remains the sole domain of Western Europe and 

the US. Art is still the privilege of metropolitan art.  
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“modernización desigual” (136) still mean, for Ramos, that Latin American 

literature cannot reach the “purity” attributed to modern Western European 

letters.11 Ramos’ idea of a “cruce de autoridades” that defines the 

“schizophrenic” aesthetico-political attitudes of José Martí and other writers may 

very well serve to recognise Latin America’s fragile aesthetic autonomism (153-

154).  

Therefore, the concept of political heteronomy is crucial to understand 

the emergence of contemporary Latin American literature. Political 

heteronomism is, in my understanding, the ethos by which art is conceived of as 

valid when fulfilling a (progressive or conservative) social function in the form 

of a pre-defined “mission” or demand exerted on the producer.12 When that social 

function is adopted as an inescapable principle of hierarchisation, the dominant 

ethos is unquestionably heteronomous. In the face of such heteronomous poetics, 

I will show, Piglia and Borges respond by asserting the specificity of fiction and 

its functions. 

 

I.b Translation and Literary History 

 

The cases at hand involve the use of translated literature to both produce 

changes in the literary field and respond to a specific crisis in the dominant 

poetics. In other words, we are dealing with cases where translation plays an 

important role in literary debates and ultimately literary history. Therefore, this 

 
11 Admittedly, Ramos’ concept of unequal modernization is rather vague, but a discussion of what 

he means by that would take us into an altogether different direction than the one I am interested 

in. I do not intend to engage with the Rama/Ramos discussion, but certainly Ramos introduces 

useful nuances to Rama’s understanding of politics and literature (139-143). 
12 I do not intend this to be my own refoundation of Bourdieusianism. The concept is hardly 

original (just useful to account for my object of study). Additionally, the issue is far from solved. 

Zimbler correctly points out that “[Bourdieu’s] model cannot be corrected simply by adding a 

third principle of hierarchization and a third sub-field of production”. While recognising “a triadic 

structure” as “an improvement”, he thinks that it is still not “of sufficient complexity and 

plasticity to account for the various functions associated with literary production, and the various 

modes of evaluation attached to these functions” (“For Neither Love”). 
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dissertation should be understood in the context of a renewed interest in 

translation history within Translation Studies.13 

Translation Studies has long discussed the contributions of translation to 

the development of literary traditions. This is a major concern in Itamar Even-

Zohar’s Polysystem Theory. Even-Zohar argues that translation can play an 

innovative (or “primary”) role in literary evolution by shaping the centre of the 

local poetic system under certain conditions. Often “leading writers” or those 

“about to become leading writers … produce the most conspicuous or 

appreciated translations”. New elements can be introduced in the local literature, 

including “not only new models of reality …, but a whole range of other features 

as well, such as a new (poetic) language, or compositional patterns and 

techniques” (46-47).  

 Among the conditions that favour translation’s innovative position, 

Even-Zohar identifies two that are relevant for my purposes. Translations can 

play a major role in the development of “peripheral” literatures, for whom 

translating from central traditions is key (47). This is very much the case of 

Argentine literature. Argentine writers saw the increasing influence of 

translations from the 1920s (Willson Constelación 47), an influence which 

became systematic during the 1930s and 1940s with the arrival of exiled Spanish 

publishers and the emergence of Sur. Translation, thus, became intimately 

associated with literary innovation (74), remaining so today (see Gargatagli 42-

48).14  

 
13 The importance of translation history was noted by Berman (3) and is tacit in Translation 

Studies’ Cultural Turn (Santoyo 11-13). For more recent developments see the volume Charting 

the Future of Translation History, ed. by Georges L. Bastin and Paul F. Bandia. University of 

Ottawa Press, 2006; and also Andrea Rizzi, Birgit Lang, and Anthony Pym’s What Is Translation 

History: A Trust-Based Approach. Palgrave Macmillan, 2019. See also A History of Translation 

Knowledge, ed. by Lieven D’hulst and Yves Gambier. Benjamins, 2018. 
14 It is worth noting that Willson and Gargatagli do not seem to consider the role of translation in 

the circulation of ideas during the 19th century. According to Sorá, the importation and circulation 

of European ideas—particularly “el romanticismo, el positivismo y el modernismo”—is key in 

the construction of “las culturas nacionales” in Latin America since the mid-1800s. However, 

this drive towards importation was at odds with “la pobreza de los desarrollos regionales”, which 

included literacy levels and the material basis for a developed print and publishing industry (38). 

The changes noted by Gargatagli and Willson are directly related to the growth in formal 

education and the emergence of a mass reading public. For another interesting reflection on the 

role of translations in the formation of Argentine identity, see Piglia’s “Nota sobre Facundo” and 
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Moments of crisis within an established literary system also constitute an 

opportunity for translated literature to occupy an innovative function (Even-

Zohar 48). This is more significant for my purposes. Through their editorships, 

both Borges and Piglia address the key literary crises of their times; the former, 

with a radical poetic modernisation based on the principles of literary autonomy 

against traditional and outdated poetics (see Chapter 1), the latter, by answering 

the pressing issue of revolutionary writing in the context of the writers’ 

radicalisation in the long sixties (see Chapter 6). As Even-Zohar would expect, 

these interventions involve importing techniques and devices, but they also work 

at the more crucial level where literature and fiction are redefined, and their 

purposes and principles restated (see Chapters 2, 4, 6, and 9).  This is to say, they 

aim for a change at the levels of both inventories and definitions, which are the 

two levels that constitute the poetics of a period or school (Lefevere Translation 

20).15 Both Piglia and Borges effect a radical interrogation of literature and its 

relationship with the real world, and their editorial pursuits are important 

moments in this process.     

Using detective fiction16 to engage with contemporary cultural debates 

implies a strong element of manipulation, which is not alien to translation itself. 

 
“La ex-tradición”. As Piglia noted, Mariano Moreno published his translation of Rousseau’s 

Social Contract in 1810 (Último lector 32). Perhaps Bartolomé Mitre’s translation of the Divine 

Comedy (which he began to publish in 1889) should be included in future accounts. 
15 Lefevere rightly pointed out that “a poetics can be said to consist of two components: one is an 

inventory of literary devices, genres, motifs, prototypical characters and situations, and symbols; 

the other a concept of what the role of literature is, or should be, in the social system as a whole” 

(20). This statement by Lefevere can be taken to act as the definition of the concept of poetics 

with which I am operating in this thesis. Re-formulating it, but still following Lefevere, I 

understand the concept of poetics as a general view of literature informed by a set of principles, 

definitions, and adscribed functions, including the notion of quality, its modes of assessment, and 

all their associated expectations, all of which guides both the reading and writing of literary texts. 

A poetics is, then, a belief about and a practice of literature in general terms, but also implies a 

positioning with regards to the literary tradition(s) and an assessment of what literature needs to 

do now. 
16 I will speak indistinctly of detective and crime fiction, although my tendency is to favour the 

latter for its comprehensiveness. The complex subject of genre definition is beyond the scope of 

my work. The reader can simply understand the genre as a form of popular fiction that deals with 

crime, its causes, and/or aftermaths, often (but not necessarily) revolving around the investigation 

of a mystery posited by the crime (who did it, how was it done, where is the criminal or victim 

now, etc). It is probable that any definition of crime fiction is broader than the genre itself (i. e. 

can we honestly say that Crime and Punishment is crime fiction in the same sense that The Black 

Dahlia is?). The reason for this is that the genre is not just a formal/stylistic/thematic 
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Manipulation is clearly included in Lefevere’s concept of rewriting, which 

encompasses translations, reviews, adaptations, illustrations, or any “version” of 

an original work. “Rewriters”, explains Lefevere, “creat[e] images of a writer, a 

work, a period, a genre, sometimes even a whole literature. These images exis[t] 

side by side with the realities they compet[e] with, but the images always ten[d] 

to reach more people than the corresponding realities d[o]” (4). Rewritings 

“adapt, manipulate the originals …, usually to make them fit in with the 

dominant, or one of the dominant ideological and poetological currents of their 

time” (5). Although “translation is one of the most obvious forms … of 

manipulation that we have … it makes its images together with other media” 

(“Translation” 26), including paratexts, both as peri and epitexts (“Why Waste” 

17).17 As this thesis shows, Borges and Piglia created images of the crime genre 

that deeply impacted Argentine culture. To this end, they wrote essays, reviews, 

works of fiction, but they also devoted much time and effort to editing crime 

series and anthologies that presented an image of the Anglo-American crime 

fiction tradition. As it will become apparent, their framing of the genre constitutes 

their signature marks as editors; it is particularly noticeable in the peritexts and 

text selection, although it includes textual elements of the translations themselves 

as well.  

Far from simply offering a version of the genre, these efforts addressed 

the current literary debates, seeking to influence them. Jean-Marc Gouanvic’s 

description of the role of the French editors of translated science fiction applies 

 
phenomenon, but a writing tradition. As such, any work of fiction willing to participate in the 

genre must somehow engage (or be made to engage) with that tradition. Useful discussions of the 

definition of crime fiction can be found in Todorov’s “Typology of Detective Fiction”, Julian 

Symonds’ Bloody Murder: From the Detective Story to the Crime Novel, Stephen Knight’s Form 

and Ideology in Crime Fiction, Charles Rzepka’s Introduction in A Companion of Crime Fiction, 

Blackwell, 2010; and Richard Bradford’s Crime Fiction: A Very Short Introduction, Oxford 

University Press, 2015. For studies on the translation of crime fiction see The Translator issue 

26, a special issue on the subject; Susan Bassnett’s “Detective Fiction in Translation: Shifting 

Patterns of Reception” in Crime Fiction as World Literature. Bloomsbury Academic, 2017, pp. 

143-156; and Amanda Hopkinson and Karen Seago’s “Crime Fiction” article in The Routledge 

Handbook of Literary Translation. Routledge, 2018, pp. 220-239.     
17 I use the concept following Kathryn Batchelor’s amendments to Gerard Genette’s classical 

definition. According to this new perspective, “a paratext is a consciously crafted threshold for a 

text which has the potential to influence the way(s) in which the text is received” (142). 
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very well here: the editor seeks to impose “dans le champ un nouveau producteur 

et un nouveau produit, vecteurs d’un nouveau système de goûts, et susceptibles 

d’entraîner un réagencement des hierarchies de goûts en vigueur dans le champ” 

(Sociologie 16).18 This explains why both writers strived for a strong association 

between the genre and their own image. Just like the French science fiction 

editors, Borges and Piglia present crime fiction following “la logique de la 

découverte” (17),19 showcasing the very process by which they are opening new 

paths for Argentine fiction.20 

 

II. Defining the Corpus 

 

Having established the main concepts that guide this dissertation, it will 

be beneficial to offer a quick description of the objects of study. Borges 

intervened as an editor of crime fiction mainly in three different instances: first 

on his own as an editor for the Revista Multicolor de los Sábados, and then in 

 
18 “on the field a new producer and product, [which are] vehicles of a new taste system, and 

capable of bringing about a rearrangement in the field’s current hierarchy of tastes”.   
19 “the logic of discovery”. 
20 Evidently, this thesis deals with the more “literary” aspect of the object of study. Other 

approaches are not only possible, but necessary. I trust that my dissertation will be useful for 

future inquiries into Argentina’s publishing history, which has become a developing field of study 

(see de Diego’s Editoriales y políticas editoriales en Argentina. Fondo de Cultura Económica, 

2006). In particular, ESC and SN are good cases of study to contrast with other influential crime 

series in Argentina, and more broadly with the publishing of translated popular fiction (on this 

subject, see the exemplary studies by Carlos Abraham). A history of Argentine readers of popular 

fiction is another area that could be further explored and a dimension I could not include here. 

Sadly, just like Borges and Piglia, this dissertation looks at translated crime fiction from the point 

of view of “high culture” and therefore is, to an extent, guilty of that attitude by which “studying 

translated popular fiction usually means using popular fiction to study something else” (Carter 

“Translating” 431). ESC is particularly relevant in this respect, having a deep influence on 

Argentine and South American readers’ idea of crime fiction. Walk into any second-hand 

bookshop in South America, go to the policiales, find that ESC title, pick it up, and the grumpy 

owner will raise her gaze from the newspaper and growl “Esa es la colección que dirigieron 

Borges y Bioy Casares”. This footnote is an homage to all the booksellers who contributed to this 

thesis, including the good, the bad, the ugly, and the one who unironically called himself “el 

mejor palindromista del mundo”. For more on the study of translated popular fiction see Carter’s 

“Translating”, Bianchi and Zanettin’s “‘Under Surveillance’: An Introduction to Popular Fiction 

in Translation”. Perspectives: Studies in Translation Theory and Practice, vol 26, 2018. 

https://doi.org/10.1080/0907676X.2018.1510017. For the issues of defining popular fiction see 

Ken Gelder’s Popular Fiction: The Logics and Practices of a Literary Field. Routledge, 2004.  

https://doi.org/10.1080/0907676X.2018.1510017
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collaboration with Bioy, with whom he edited two short story anthologies and 

the ESC book series.  

As an editor of the Revista Multicolor, a supplement to the sensationalist 

journal Crítica (August 1933-October 1934),21 he created the section “El cuento 

policial” shortly after publishing his first two texts on crime fiction, “Edgar 

Wallace” (1932) and “Leyes de la narración policial” (April 1933). Starting with 

issue 17 (12 September 1933), he promised a weekly short story, but the section 

only appeared intermittently. Translation already had an important place in this 

section: out of seventeen published stories, at least nine were translated texts. 

These are often sloppily presented, with no identifiable translator or stable 

selection criteria, but are the forerunners of the more influential Emecé 

publications.  

Later came the collaboration with Bioy as literary advisors for the then-

small publisher Emecé. For Emecé, Borges edited the crime story anthology Los 

mejores cuentos policiales (LMCP, 1943), the crime novel series ESC (1945-

1956), and the second Emecé anthology LMCP2 (1951), which, as a late product, 

I consider tangentially. In addition, the editors published their translation of 

Chesterton’s “The Three Horsemen of the Apocalypse” in Anales de Buenos 

Aires (volume 15-16) before it finally appeared in LMCP2. This short story is the 

only case where we can establish with complete confidence that the translators 

were Borges and Bioy themselves.22 Although Borges and Bioy are announced 

as the translators of LMCP, in truth they recycled and heavily altered pre-existing 

translations (most notably Alfonso Reyes’ version of Chesterton’s “The Honour 

of Israel Gow”, but also some of those published in “El cuento policial”).23 

 
21 For an analysis of Crítica, see Sylvia Saítta’s Regueros de tinta. El diario Crítica en la década 

de 1920. Editorial Sudamericana, 1998. 
22 However, for reasons of space, I cannot offer a detailed reading of this particular translation, 

which ended up being a marginal text within Borges’ editorial work.  
23 Later editions maintain this attribution to Borges and Bioy as translators. It should be noted 

that later editions introduce changes in the translated texts and modify the text selection. The 

initial selection was maintained at least until the third edition (1947), after which changes in 

selection were made by the original editors. The preface appearing in some late Emecé editions 

is an addition by Borges and Bioy. It should be noted that these later editions, for some reason, 

invert the order of LMCP and LMCP2, treating the 1943 anthology as volume 2 and the 1951 as 

volume 1. These are currently the more accessible editions.  
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Translation and copyediting seem, however, much more careful in LMCP. 

LMCP2, conversely, names a variety of translators. 

ESC acknowledges the translator of each volume and, in the first years, 

translation and editing is generally conscientious. Under Borges and Bioy, ESC 

published 139 novels in eleven years, some volumes being published in various 

editions in large print runs. As the most successful and influential of these 

endeavours, it is not surprising that ESC’s first editions can still be bought in 

second-hand bookshops from Santiago to Mexico City. ESC was later edited by 

Carlos Frías (from volume 140 onwards), who is responsible for the late 

incorporation of hardboiled writers.24 There are several ESC reeditions that 

considerably alter both the translated texts and paratextual apparatuses.25  

Emecé, which was to become one of the protagonists of Argentina’s 

publishing Golden Age alongside Sur’s publishing house, Losada, and 

Sudamericana, was by 1943 a small publisher mainly dedicated to classics. 

Borges and Bioy’s crime publication projects, although initially met with 

scepticism, turned out to be one of Emecé’s most solvent ventures (Bioy 

Memorias 104). LMCP’s second edition appeared in less than a year (quite a feat 

for a short story anthology) and ESC ran from 1945 to 1983 reaching print runs 

of over 14,000 copies at its peak (De Sanctis “Mejores asesinatos”).      

Piglia published SN from 1969 to 1976.26 Tiempo Contemporáneo was 

one of Jorge Álvarez’ publishing houses. As such, it was a small independent 

publisher notable for being at the front of the New Left’s theoretical renovation.27 

Piglia worked with Álvarez from as early as1967, earning a living by editing 

series such as Trabajo Crítico, Clásicos, and SN, alongside the anthologies 

 
24 Borges and Bioy still appeared as editors of the series for a while until Frías was recognised as 

editor (see Lafforgue and Rivera 17-18). 
25 The most notable reeditions are Emecé’s (for the Spanish Market), Alianza’s (for the Hispanic 

market more broadly), and La Nación’s (for the Argentine readership).  
26 Tiempo Contemporáneo was dissolved after the coup of August 1976. However, the last 

volumes of SN were printed in 1977. Already in January 1976, however, Piglia spoke of SN using 

the past tense (“Reivindicación” 23). 
27 Thanks to Piglia and Eliseo Verón, Tiempo Contemporáneo introduced structuralism to 

Argentina and South America. Many of the reference texts used, for instance, to teach literary 

theory in Chile up until 2014 were Tiempo Contemporáneo editions, most notably the anthology 

Análisis estructural del relato (1970), edited by Verón. Tiempo Contemporáneo had an exclusive 

deal with Communications.  
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Crónicas de norteamérica (1967) and Yo (1968). SN consists of twenty-one 

volumes, the first of which (Cuentos policiales de la serie negra) is a short story 

anthology that somehow emulates LMCP. Most of the titles are novels, but 

volumes 6, 12, 16, and 18 are small collections of Raymond Chandler stories. It 

is likely that more volumes were planned when the 1976 coup shook Argentina. 

In 1979, Piglia published a second anthology of crime stories, Cuentos de la serie 

negra (published by CEAL), which I examine in less detail since it was less 

influential than SN. In the early 1990s, Piglia edited a second crime series, 

Sudamericana’s Sol Negro, which was aimed at a connoisseur readership and was 

not successful.28 Sol Negro falls beyond the scope of this dissertation but 

certainly deserves critical attention. 

Finally, there are other cases in which Argentine or River Plate authors 

are involved in the publication and/or translation of crime works, but which could 

not be included in this thesis (or not to the degree they deserve). Rodolfo Walsh’s 

translations for Hachette and the magazine Leoplán still await rigorous scrutiny 

(see, however, my comments in Chapter 5). Edgardo Goligorski’s translations 

and pseudotranslations for various popular crime series have only been touched 

upon by Lafforgue and Rivera (23-25). Juan Carlos Onetti translated two crime 

novels for Acme’s series Rastros. Carlos Correas translated an anthology of 

Dashiell Hammett stories in 1974 (Lafforgue and Rivera 23). Finally, the most 

accessible Spanish translations of Chandler’s Farewell, My Lovely and The Little 

Sister today are those by César Aira; Aldo Giacometti’s translations of Lee Child 

and Carlos Gardini’s noir translations published by La Bestia Equilátera still wait 

critical scrutiny. Furthermore, River Plate authors who have been active 

consumers of popular crime series include Horacio Quiroga, Mario Levrero, Juan 

Sasturain, Pablo de Sanctis, Guillermo Martínez, Luis Chitiarroni, and a very, 

very long etcetera. All these should be fruitful terrain for future scholarship.29 

 

 

 
28 The series was published at the request of Sudamericana’s editor Luis Chitiarroni (Arias). 
29 In addition, there is also the work of Argentine exiles for Spanish publishers like Bruguera. 

This has been analysed by Alejandrina Falcón (see Traductores).  
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III. Structure of This Thesis and Final Opening Remarks 

 

 Since this dissertation deals with two similar cases, it is divided into two 

parts that mirror each other, the first devoted to Borges (chapters 1 to 5), the 

second to Piglia (chapters 6 to 10). Chapter 1 shows how the mature Borges’ 

poetic intervention emerges in response to the dominance of political 

heteronomism in Argentina. Attempting to modernise Argentine writing, Borges 

advances a poetics of literary autonomy and radical aestheticism, engaging in a 

discussion about form and composition that aims to build an objective or rational 

base upon which to debate the issue of literary value. Chapter 2 describes how 

Borges addresses these problems in his critical writing on crime fiction, showing 

that, for him, the genre serves as a space where poetics can be debated with 

profundity. Crime works would act as exemplary tours de force that allow the 

writer to test her true value and skill through formal ingenuity and wit. In 

addition, the genre serves to promote a hedonistic reading practice distant both 

from moral/politics and romantic irrationalism. 

Chapters 3 and 4 directly address Borges’ intervention through the Emecé 

crime publications, by looking mainly at the paratextual apparatus and text 

selection. Chapter 3 analyses the strategies followed by Borges to imbue crime 

fiction with literary prestige, establishing that, despite their condition as popular 

fiction publications, LMCP, LMCP2, and ESC show clear signs of addressing an 

Argentine intellectual elite. With a humble beginning in the Revista Multicolor 

de los Sábados, Borges’ legitimation efforts become stronger as time passes, until 

they reach a peak during the ESC editorship, which also marks the decline of his 

interest in the genre. Somewhat contradictorily, analysing Borges’ legitimation 

strategies also reveals his ambiguous stance towards crime fiction’s value and 

the will to cast a self-image as expert. Chapter 4 describes Borges’ editorial 

response to the issues of autonomisation and literary value, revealing different 

emphases when compared with his critical production. First, it shows how Borges 
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seeks to present himself as the founding father of Argentine crime fiction by 

promoting a foreignized image of the genre, thus positioning himself as authority 

and innovator. While Borges rewrites the genre as a symbol of his own poetics, 

his editorial work has to face the differences between the genre he seeks to 

manipulate and his own rewriting of it. As a transition, Chapter 5 aims to offer a 

quick glance to the impact of Borges’ editorial work both on himself and on other 

writers, revealing his influence both on Sur and on the young Rodolfo Walsh. 

Chapter 6 describes the collapse of aestheticism during the long 1960s 

and the advance of socialist and revolutionary projects in the cultural field. 

Describing the problems this meant for literary autonomy, it introduces the young 

Piglia’s approach to the issue of revolutionary literature. The chapter identifies 

crime fiction as one among different paths Piglia experiments with in order to 

produce such a literature. Chapter 7 examines Piglia’s critical discourse on crime 

fiction, focusing on its earlier manifestations, and identifying its central concerns 

such as the representation of money, the representation of physical action, and 

the role of omission in narrating politics. 

Chapter 8 looks at SN’s legitimation strategies, stressing the influence, 

use, and manipulation of foreign and mainly French sources. It additionally 

discusses how SN seems to oppose other crime series of a more commercial and 

popular nature, and how Piglia also seeks to appear as an expert on crime fiction. 

Chapter 9, the longest in this thesis, shows the complex reflection on fiction and 

revolutionary literature that is behind SN. First, by looking at Piglia’s manuscript 

diaries, it starts by establishing that his experience as an editor of SN profoundly 

impacted his understanding of the hardboiled. Piglia, in fact, seems to have 

developed his well-known theory of the hardboiled as centred around money over 

the course of his editorship. The chapter offers a new interpretation of the role of 

money in Piglia’s early theory of noir by combining elements from SN and the 

diaries, and moves on to then analyse the many forms in which the topic of money 

appears in the series. Next, the analysis proceeds to examine how the device of 

omission is dealt with in SN and how it diverges from Piglia’s later critical 

discourse. Afterwards, the figures of the detective and the criminal are explored 
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as means of dealing with several issues related to revolutionary literature, such 

as the writer and fiction’s autonomy and their relationship to praxis and reality. 

Chapter 9 then explores SN’s connection with Piglia’s interpretation of Roberto 

Arlt, which includes an analysis of the series’ use of language, and explores its 

true stance with respect to popular Argentine crime series. Finally, it examines 

how the opposition to and comparison with Borges through Piglia’s series reveals 

a conscious effort of self-canonisation that would later lead the author to mythify 

and rewrite his own series through different means. Chapter 10 succinctly 

explores SN’s impact on Piglia’s later work and on Argentine literature more 

broadly. 

I should say from the outset that some of these chapters are (perhaps 

extravagantly) different in length. Chapters 5 and 10 are extremely brief and I 

have consequently labelled them as “notes”. In contrast, owing to the complexity 

of SN, Chapter 9 is considerably longer than its Borges-related equivalent, 

Chapter 4. I have broken down each chapter into different sections to better guide 

the reader through them, except for the briefer chapters 5 and 10. Since this thesis 

deals with a great number of works and performs a very detailed analysis, the 

sections and subsections, alongside signposting, aim to make the broader 

argument visible at all times.  

The greater emphasis on Piglia is also a conscious move on my part, and 

accounts for part of the difference in chapter length. This reflects my belief that, 

today, a debate with Piglia is more urgent for Latin American literature. After 

Piglia’s death, it has become necessary to move away from the reception he 

himself prepared for his work. Reading Piglia not from Piglia is important if we 

want to keep learning from him and fully understand the richness of his work. I 

wrote this dissertation out of love for crime fiction, popular translation series, 

Latin American writing, and writing itself, in the hope that some of the problems 

here discussed will prove relevant for scholars but for others too. I believe that 

the issues raised by Borges and Piglia, such as autonomy, literary craft and value, 

and a serious scrutiny of the writer’s approach to politics, are still relevant for 

contemporary writing in the Hispanic world and beyond.  
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 On a more scholarly plane, this thesis shows that Piglia’ and Borges’ 

editorial endeavours constitute complex literary material that engage with crucial 

literary debates, have their own specificity and function, and have been 

influential for Argentine literature. Therefore, they deserve further research and 

more in-depth examination than has been the case. My thesis aims to open new 

areas of inquiry in the history of Argentine literature and literary translation and 

to repair critical research gaps with respect to these crime publications. In this 

way, it seeks to make an important contribution to the field of Latin American 

studies.
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Chapter 1. Borges: A Cultural Context 

 

This chapter offers a brief account of the cultural context within which Borges’ 

editorial work should be understood. It is divided into two sections, each one 

addressing a different dimension. The first is a summary of the early reception of 

the crime genre in Argentina. Dealing with popular fiction, it addresses issues 

related to its commercial function. The aim is to offer a short account of the 

development of the genre and its popularity in Argentina. Although highbrow 

writers tried their hands at it before Borges, crime fiction is largely a phenomenon 

of popular fiction. 

 Since this thesis focuses on literary debates and translation history, I give 

more attention to the second section, which deals with the intellectual context, 

framing the discussion in such a way that its relevance is plain to the reader. 

Section 1.1 is but a glance at issues such as relevant political events, on the one 

hand, and literary context (dominants, trends, and debates), on the other.1 The 

first entails addressing the advent of fascism and World War 2, and the 1930s in 

Argentina. The latter involves a description of the literary field and the 

perceptions of the role of the intellectual and literature, the poetics of realism, 

nationalism, psychologism, and avant-garde and experiments akin to Modernism. 

By taking this route, we will then be equipped to explore Borges’ approach to 

crime fiction as a form of literary debate.  

   

1.1 Crime Fiction in Argentina: A Glance at the Pre-Borges Era 

 

Although it was long thought that Borges and Bioy were the initiators of the 

Argentine crime fiction tradition, later scholarship has shown that the beginnings 

 
1 I borrow the concept of dominant from Tinianov (149). The idea that the literary work is 

constructed by different levels or subsystems is already present in his work but was famously 

expanded by Yuri Lotman’s The Analysis of the Poetic Text and is, of course, coherent with Even-

Zohar’s theory. 
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can be traced back to at least the last decades of the 19th century.2 Since then, the 

tradition has oscillated between popular and literary fiction, with Raúl 

Varela/Raúl Waleis’s La huella del crimen (1877) and magazines such as Caras 

y caretas at one end, and Paul Groussac’s “El candado de oro” (1884) at the other. 

Eduardo Holmberg’s novels and Horacio Quiroga’s “El triple robo de la 

Bellamore” (1918) constitute grey areas.  

By the turn of the century, with the gradual expansion of the reading 

public, popular literature began to emerge in Argentina. Crime and detective 

fiction appeared very quickly. I should also mention that popular narratives of 

crime in written and oral forms go back well into the 19th century.3 These will 

not be discussed, since here the relevant works are those that consciously 

participate in the tradition and genre as such.4 Schnirmajer points out that the 

19th century also saw a boom of policemen writers (17-18), the most famous of 

whom remains Fray Mocho. All these products suggest an early interest in stories 

of criminals. 

Many pre-Borges texts were genre-conscious. Groussac’s short story 

clearly follows Edgar Allan Poe’s model. Further examples of Poe’s influence 

can be found in stories by Laurentino Mejías (Schnirmajer 18), Vicente Rossi, 

and Quiroga. However, these are isolated events (Lafforgue and Rivera 14). 

There is a stronger consciousness of the genre in young-adult magazines, which 

translated Poe, Conan Doyle, Gaston Leroux, and Émile Gaboriau from the last 

 
2 The best study of the origins of Argentine crime fiction is Román Setton’s Los orígenes de la 

narrativa policial en la Argentina alongside his many articles on this subject. Néstor Ponce has 

also produced relevant contributions (Diagonales del género, for instance). For the “cultured” 

line of crime writing see Sonia Mattalia’s La ley y el crimen. It is useful to see also Ariela 

Schnirmajer’s prologue to her anthology ¡Arriba las manos! and Setton’s anthology El candado 

de oro. Lafforgue and Rivera’s Asesinos de papel also provides some information about earlier 

crime works (14). In La editorial Tor, Carlos Abraham provides information about authors who, 

to my knowledge, had not been discussed before. 
3 José Hernández’ Martín Fierro (1872), Argentina’s national poem, is in part the story of a 

criminal and outlaw. For the motive of crime and transgression, see Josefina Ludmer’s El cuerpo 

del delito. Libros Perfil, 1999. 
4 Likewise, the crime chronicle that was championed by the newspaper Crítica during the 1920s 

and 30s arguably contributed to the popularity of the genre, but it is not central to this study. For 

an in-depth view of Crítica see Sylvia Saítta’s Regueros de tinta. Siglo XXI, 1998. 
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years of the 19th century (14).5 Translation (and pseudo-translation) 6 thus played 

a key role in creating a crime fiction public from early on, with other notorious 

translated authors including Maurice Leblanc.7 A landmark in terms of genre 

demarcation is Sherlock Holmes Magazine (1911-1913), which is the first 

publication dedicated to the crime chronicle and crime fiction in Argentina 

(Vilariño). The use of the sleuth’s name and the application of the classical 

detective story framework to real-life cases attests to a wide-spread awareness of 

the genre.8 

 While those early serialised publications contributed greatly to this genre 

awareness, the crime revolution had to wait until the 1930s for the cultural 

industry to completely shape a public. The hero of this story is Juan Carlos 

Torrendell’s publishing house Tor (1916-1971), which published the country’s 

earliest crime series. As the first Argentine book publisher with an entirely 

commercial focus (Abraham La editorial 38), Tor created the Sexton Blake series 

in 1930 (77) and Colección Misterio (later Serie Amarilla) soon followed. There 

is ample evidence of the popularity of both series.9 Sexton Blake produced the 

first national fandom (119-123) and Serie Amarilla constituted one of Tor’s most 

profitable ventures (132).  

 Mass publishing, and especially Tor, created that reading public from 

whom Borges would benefit through his main editorial intervention. Later 

 
5 Examples are Nick Carter, Tit-Bits, and Buffalo Bill Magazine. The first issue of Tit-Bits (1909), 

for instance, included a Sexton Blake story (Abraham La editorial 118). The children’s magazine 

Billiken is a later instance of this: from 1919 onwards, it published many detective stories, most 

notably of the Sexton Blake saga. See Lauren Rea. “Education, popular literature and future 

citizenship in Argentina’s Billiken children’s magazine (1919–1944)”. Sage Journal. Vol. 8 no. 

3, pp. 281-291. https://doi.org/10.1177/2043610618797403 
6 There is still significant work to be done on Argentine crime pseudo-translations, starting, 

perhaps, with Tor. Carlos Abraham has advanced important information in his books on Tor and 

Acme. 
7 Gaboriau was first translated in 1879 and Leblanc in 1894 (Setton Los orígenes 11), while the 

first Sherlock Holmes stories translated in Argentina go back to 1890 and 1898 (Vilariño n4). 

The popular series “La biblioteca de La Nación” (1901-1920) included Conan Doyle’s work as 

well. Carlos Olivera’s 1884 translation of Poe’s stories is often cited among the inaugurals, 

although its author-based focus reduces, in my view, its importance. 
8 This statement is a slight modification of Vilariño’s suggestion that the magazine helped to 

mould the crime fiction reader, which she conceives following Borges’ characterisation in the 

conference “El cuento policial”. This puzzle-like mode of presentation of the chronicles is already 

present in the first issue. 
9 See, for instance, Abraham (La editorial 78 and 116).  
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editorial successes would build on Tor’s contribution. Tor popularised the 

paperback format for genre fiction, and the strategy of using newsstands as 

selling points (49). The eye-catching signature front covers respond to this sales 

strategy, and constitute one of ESC’s debts to Tor. The very notion of a genre 

book series originated in Tor. After it, many crime series appeared in Argentina, 

especially during the forties.10 Sexton Blake and Misterio’s popularity and 

ground-breaking style mean that translated popular fiction created a consumer 

public aware of the genre and its specificities. 

Curiously enough, Borges started his editorial intervention in the 1930s, 

although in a humbler way. As co-editor of the weekly miscellaneous supplement 

Revista Multicolor de los Sábados, he created the section “El cuento policial”, 

which appeared sporadically from issue 17 (12 September 1933).11 Its connection 

with Tor is suggested by the fact that Borges’ first text on crime fiction, the 1932 

note titled “Edgar Wallace”, appeared in a Misterio volume, proving that Borges 

knew the series before creating his weekly section. Meaningfully, “Edgar 

Wallace” displays a partial knowledge of the genre, suggesting that he acquired 

the lore later as reviewer for El Hogar from 1936 to 1939.  

“Cultured” authors only rarely turned towards crime fiction. With Borges, 

however, the genre becomes part of the literary debate in Argentina. The meeting 

of both dimensions—mass readership and the literary field—will produce the 

Emecé crime publications edited by Borges and Bioy. To understand them, one 

needs to consider the poetic debates in which they seek to intervene.   

 

 

1.2 The Quest for Autonomy: Towards Borges’ Radical Aestheticism 

 

The mature Borges—the Borges of the forties—displays a conscious and 

aggressive poetical intervention that involves what I term a radical aestheticism. 

 
10 Emecé’s ESC, Hachette’s Evasión and Serie Naranja, Acme’s Rastros, Fabril’s Club del 

Misterio, and Poseidón’s Pandora are among the classics. 
11 Although it aimed to publish one short story every issue, its place within the supplement is 

rather unstable. 
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The introduction of such a conception of literature logically presupposes the 

implementation of an autonomous space that allows art to exert its own 

independence. Borges’ refusal of the social determination of literature is a battle 

cry for such a space. Attitudes such as the “arbitrary” reading of Roger Caillois’ 

Le roman policier, for example, should be understood as affirmations of 

literature’s autotelism. The introduction of this poetics, and the struggle it entails, 

are at the core of Borges’ work, permeating both his fiction and essays. In this 

section, I divide this poetic intervention into two interrelated issues: that of 

literary autonomy and that of literary value. As Borges fights on various fronts, 

it will be useful to distinguish between them. To that end, I establish a logical 

articulation between autonomism and aesthetic value, beginning with an analysis 

of the first.  

 

1.2.1 The Nationalist Tradition 

 

 Borgesian autonomism is highly original for the Argentina of the first half 

of the 20th century, even with early modernismo and the avant-garde as 

forerunners. Latin American literatures engage first with nation-building. This is 

not only because post-independence writers are mostly statesmen, the so-called 

letrados of the 19th century (Rama La ciudad 32-40),12 but also due to a perceived 

lack of cultural tradition. Therefore, literature emerges closely associated with 

the project of creating a nation, producing a tradition of practices that still haunts 

Latin American letters today.  

Argentina was not the exception. At the time of Borges’ intervention, the 

dominant literary ideology was nationalism. This tradition can be traced back to 

Domingo Faustino Sarmiento (Sarlo and Altamirano Ensayos 163) and had 

gained strength during the 1910s with the Centenario generation. Carlos 

Altamirano’s definition of that generation’s take on national writing is useful to 

define the ideology of literary nationalism: “¿qué es la historia literaria de un 

país? La manifestación del desenvolvimiento del espíritu nacional” (Ensayos 

 
12 See also Ramos (140-143). 
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204). Argentine literature, then, appears strongly associated with heteronomous 

functions of a political and communitarian nature. Towards the turn of the 

century, when writers are beginning to specialise, they still act as ideologues of 

the nation. The most prominent figure in this respect is the national poet 

Leopoldo Lugones, who converted from decadent aestheticism to right-wing 

nationalism by the 1910s and 20s, when he occupied the centre of the field (220-

221). 

Nationalism is also strong within the younger writers of the Centenario 

generation, who showed an ambivalent attitude towards autonomy. Even though 

they took decisive steps towards autonomisation by establishing an emerging but 

differentiated cultural field, they still maintained strong “elementos arcaicos” 

(172). Their contribution, however, was significant: they moved away from the 

model that David Viñas called “the gentleman writer” to a professional one who 

acquires social identity as a writer. They established their own mechanisms of 

canonisation and debated cultural legitimacy (168-170). All this was represented 

by Alfredo Bianchi and Roberto Giusti’s magazine Nosotros (1907-1943), which 

quickly became a central place for intellectual debate, gathering people from 

different generations and programmes. But the old attitudes were still strong. 

Many members came from traditional families of “criollos viejos”. This social 

extraction was at the base of their reaction to the increasing waves of European 

immigration, which lead them to “defend” traditional national values. In Sarlo 

and Altamirano’s words, such writers as Lugones, Manuel Gálvez, and Ricardo 

Rojas set themselves the task of “construir un mito nacional” to preserve 

Argentina’s threatened identity, conceiving the role of the writer as that of 

exerting a “tutela cultural” over the country (188). Sarlo and Altamirano’s 

description of Gálvez’ poetics perfectly illustrates those heteronomous 

principles: “el escritor tiene una capacidad y una función que es estética, moral 

y social” (193).13 This poetics was still dominant at the time of Borges’ 

intervention.  

 

 
13 Unless otherwise stated, all emphases are in the original. 
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1.2.2 A Shy Avant-Garde: Martín Fierro and Criollismo 

   

The first attempt to promote and establish a fully autonomist perspective 

would come in the 1920s at the hand of the avant-gardist Florida group gathered 

around the magazine Martín Fierro (1924-1927). In opposition to the rival Boedo 

group, who supported engaged realism, they were experimental poets who 

promoted the poetics of the new and artistic freedom, disputing the centrality of 

Nosotros. According to Sarlo, although they contributed by introducing dissent 

within the cultural field, they were but a moderate avant-garde whose members 

still admired Lugones and collaborated in Nosotros (Ensayos 248-249).  

Florida’s moderation extended to the issue of nationalism. Although they 

proposed an authentic debate on the role of literature, they fostered only a 

rudimentary form of autonomism. It is true that they demanded new mechanisms 

of consecration and defended free artistic endeavour. Certainly, the group created 

a space where specific literary concerns could be debated to the point that “la 

militancia estética podía ser concebida por fuera de la práctica político-

ideológica” (Saítta “Nuevo periodismo” 260). Evar Méndez, the founder of 

Martín Fierro, insisted on the magazine’s apoliticism until its very end. 

However, the avant-gardists were not aestheticists in a strict sense. The group 

showed a criollista tendency to defend a “true Argentineness” (Ledesma 190-

191) in the face of immigrants. Sarlo stresses their self-representation as 

“argentinos sin esfuerzo” (Ensayos 232), which continues Centenario’s idea that 

writers from traditional families represented the threatened national spirit. 

However free, the writer finds a heteronomous function in the preservation of 

national identity, which is plain in the very name of the magazine. These “formas 

ideológicas tradicionales” (Sarlo and Altamirano 215) led to the closure of 

Martín Fierro in 1927, motivated by the conflict between the supporters of 

Yrigoyen’s candidacy and Mendez’ apoliticism.   

But the role of the martinfierristas in the quest for literary autonomy 

should be recognised. As an alternative meeting space for a new generation 

(Ledesma 187), Martín Fierro is a typical autonomisation mechanism. From its 
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pages, the martinfierristas attacked Boedo, Gálvez, Rojas, and sometimes even 

Lugones, thus paving the way for future autonomism. By the end of the decade, 

Cayetano Córdova Iturburu tried to resurrect the martinfierrista spirit, launching 

his own magazine. There, he formulated the decidedly autonomist claim that “el 

arte no puede ser vehículo de doctrinas, sino que tiene su finalidad en sí mismo” 

(qtd Saítta “Nuevo periodismo” 260). Córdova’s project instantly proved 

unsuccessful. It was 1931 and the times would make such an attempt impossible 

(Saítta 260). 

Finally, it is important to note that Gálvez, Rojas, and Lugones still 

occupied central positions in the 1920s. According to Gramuglio, realism is “la 

tendencia dominante de las primeras cuatro décadas del siglo XX” (“El imperio” 

26), which went hand-in-hand with nationalist heteronomism. Therefore, Florida 

is not an indication of realism’s obsolescence, but of the struggle against a 

dominant poetics. In fact, the 1930s proved even harder for autonomism. With 

the global economic crisis and the advent of Uriburu’s conservative regime, the 

political debate rose to an enhanced prominence in the intellectual field, 

invigorating the nationalist tradition on the right wing, and revolutionary projects 

on the left. 

 

1.2.3 The 1930s: An “Infamous Decade” 

 

The Borgesian turn towards radical aestheticism responds to more 

immediate events as well. The mature Borges’ attitude is well-known for its 

sceptical and distanced view of politics, which contrasts with his early 

enthusiasm for the Radical president Hipólito Yrigoyen (Williamson “Borges y 

Bioy”). The 1930s meant changes for both Borges and Argentina. The twenties 

had been a period of relative stability and prosperity, at least for the wealthy. This 

translated into a “reduced ideological antagonism” (King Sur 30). The Radical 

governments (1916-1930) were among Argentina’s first democratic experiments. 

However limited the progress, the contrast with the previous Conservative rule 

was patent. Argentina experienced a period of wealth, but after the 1929 Crash 
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turmoil ensued. The re-elected Yrigoyen failed to control the situation and on 6 

September 1930, José Félix Uriburu headed a coup that inaugurated a series of 

dictatorial governments. The term “Infamous Decade” points to the fraudulent 

and corrupt nature of the presidencies of Uriburu, Justo, Ortiz, and Castillo, a 

period that ended with another coup on 4 June 1943. For liberal intellectuals the 

international panorama did not look any better. Stalin had risen to power in 1927, 

international Fascism was on the rise, and the Spanish Civil War marked the 

second half of the decade. Borges’ transition towards aestheticism took place 

during a bleak, anti-democratic period, in circumstances that he deeply resented. 

The “Infamous Decade” also saw an important political radicalisation. 

Under authoritarian rule, the polarisation of Argentine society was marked by the 

growing presence of mass movements such as fascism and communism, in a 

process that would end in the rise of Peronism during the 1940s. On a personal 

level Borges begins to shun this unbearable reality and take refuge in the sphere 

of literature. This will only increase with the advent of European fascism and 

World War 2 (which were intensely debated in Argentina) and, later on, with 

Peronism.14 In the author’s detached attitude towards politics, there is a mixture 

of escapism, liberal reaction to authoritarianism, and elitist concern about mass 

political movements. Clearly Borges’ horror and disappointment in the face of 

the political situation frames his own poetic project.  

 

 

1.2.4 The 1930s in Letters: Autonomy Recoils 

  

The fact that Lugones redacted the proclamation of Uriburu’s coup 

signals the position of writers in the decade. For Saítta, the thirties were “un 

 
14 This has been explored in detail by Annick Louis (see Borges and “Borges”). For the specific 

connection between Borges’ approach to the detective story and Peronism and the Argentine 

masses, see Avellaneda (361-362) and Simpson (186), who comment on Borges and Bioy’s Seis 

problemas para don Isidro Parodi (1942). Hernández (115-116) nuances some of Simpson’s and 

Avellaneda’s statements. Another analysis in this vein, although from a much more markedly 

postmodern perspective is Sonja Stajnfeld’s Verdad y nacionalismo según Honorio Bustos 

Domecq y Benito Suárez Linch. Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, 2017.  
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periodo … en el cual las posiciones políticas impusieron, en la mayoría de los 

casos, las modalidades de la intervención cultural” (La cultura 2). Far from 

exceptional, Lugones’ attitude was replicated by Gálvez. After openly supporting 

the coup, and helped by Eduardo Mallea,15 he found space within the country’s 

most prestigious newspaper La Nación for a series of right-wing articles about 

the social crisis (Gramuglio “Novela y nación” 162).16 Gálvez would become, 

for Borges, the representation of obtuse patriotic realism.  

The social crisis and mass movements also impacted left-wing 

intellectuals. Ironically, former aestheticist Cayetano Córdova stated in 1933 that 

“el que no pone su inteligencia, su arte … al servicio de la Revolución, lo pone, 

por ese hecho, al servicio de la burguesía” (12) and soon entered the Communist 

Party. As Saítta shows, the beginning of the decade saw the emergence of many 

left-wing literary magazines, which discussed commitment and social art (“Entre 

la cultura” 1-2).17 The second half of the 1930s ended these divisions as liberal 

and left-wing artists united forces against international fascism (34-35), but the 

issue of autonomy was still largely postponed by more urgent political debates. 

Liberal writers also reacted to these troubled times by asserting the 

heteronomous functions of art. Ezequiel Martínez Estrada and Mallea expressed 

their “escepticismo político y el pesimismo”, prolonging the discussion about 

national identity and “el destino [del] país” (3). Martínez Estrada’s Radiografía 

de la pampa (1933) and Mallea’s Historia de una pasión argentina (1937) are 

perhaps the thirties’ most notorious essays on “the national issue” (Gramuglio 

“Posiciones” 342). While still inscribed within the liberal response, Borges 

begins a campaign for a wholly autonomist conception of literature that criticizes 

the dominant heteronomous perspectives by focusing on various intrinsic and 

technical questions of the craft. It is as part of these questions that he begins a 

discussion of the crime genre. 

 
15 Mallea was then Sur’s most prominent figure and would become Borges’ main target.  
16 These views also informed such novels as Hombres en soledad (1938) (164). 
17 The magazine Contra occupied an important position on the cultural left. It is noteworthy that 

Contra’s main polemic was sparked by Borges’ jesting response to a survey that asked whether 

art should be at the service of social issues. In fact, Córdova’s statement on revolutionary art is 

from his reply to Borges. 
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1.2.5 Sur and Borges’ Initial Marginality 

 

During the 1930s Borges begins to voice his autonomist perspective, 

mostly in the magazines Sur and El Hogar. There, he develops his basic ideas on 

crime fiction in essays and reviews. He also attempts his first editorial 

intervention with “El cuento policial”. Thus, Borges’ approach to crime fiction 

is part of his response to the strengthening of heteronomy during the “Infamous 

Decade”, as well as an expression of his own dissatisfaction with the national and 

international landscapes.      

 Nevertheless, Borges was still a marginal figure when compared with 

heteronomist authors such as Lugones, Gálvez, Martínez Estrada, and Mallea. 

Revista Multicolor de los Sábados and El Hogar were hardly the epicentre of the 

literary debate. Sur was not yet a quintessential magazine, and Borges occupied 

a secondary position within Victoria Ocampo’s group.18 As an illustration of the 

official dominance of nationalism, the reader can note that the National Prize for 

Literature was regularly awarded to authors of so-called “national themes”.19 Sur 

itself appeared first as a magazine devoted to the discovery of the Americas under 

Waldo Frank’s influence, although it quickly turned its gaze towards Europe 

(King Sur 54).  

Furthermore, within Ocampo’s magazine, Mallea was the most 

influential writer, “acclaimed by everyone” in John King’s words (87). Deeply 

influenced by Gálvez’ Hombres en soledad (Gramuglio “Novela y nación” 164), 

he directed the literary supplement of La Nación. According to King, “Historia 

de una pasión argentina … seemed to sum up that moral side of Sur, which was 

particularly evident in the mid-1930s” (88). Historia’s bestselling success 

tellingly occurred “at a time when Borges proudly announced that he had sold 

 
18 See, for example, Sarlo (“Borges” 165). 
19 For example, Carlos Ibarguren (1930), Ezequiel Martínez Estrada (1932 and 1937), and the 

soon-forgotten Eduardo Acevedo Díaz (1942). 
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exactly thirty-seven copies of Historia de la eternidad” (89). Scholarship has 

often mentioned Borges’ subterranean dispute with Mallea in Sur.20 

 

1.2.6 Disputes within Sur 

 

 Despite a certain tendency to see the Sur group as homogenous, criticism 

has identified disparities within it, especially with regards to Borges and Mallea’s 

veiled confrontation. In recent decades, Judith Podlubne has stressed Sur’s 

internal disputes, arguing that two loosely defined groups met in a sort of oblique 

debate: those who promoted a humanistic poetic ethos, and a formalist axis 

centred around Borges. The discussion is inherited from the broader debate on 

the function of intellectuals and literature, and their relations with politics and 

society (“Compromiso” 20). Only in the context of these discussions, both in 

Argentina and Europe,21 can one understand the importance that the debate had 

for Sur. The following reflections build on Podlubne’s contribution.22 

 Victoria Ocampo and Mallea are the most prominent figures in the 

humanistic perspective that dominated in Sur during the 1930s. Despite certain 

differences, they coincide in a defence of the moral and social role of the 

intellectual, who must stand for the essential human values that are now 

threatened by totalitarian collectivistic ideologies. The free exercise of culture 

and the full expression of individuality is the artist’s way of preserving the 

human. Therefore, art’s key value is the manifestation of intrinsic human 

qualities through the artist’s self-expression. Thus, the humanistic view offers an 

alternative to both pure and political art. By revealing her dramatic conflict with 

 
20 See, for instance, Gramuglio (“Sur” 194). One should not interpret Mallea’s stance as 

equivalent to fascist or left-wing heteronomism. In fact, Mallea displays important elements of 

cosmopolitanism (Podlubne “Sur” 58).   
21 According to King (Sur 44) and Podlubne (22), Jacques Maritain and Julian Benda’s humanistic 

approach was an important influence in this discussion. In their turn, they were reactions to the 

rise of fascism and communism in Europe, and to the increasing adherence of artists to political 

causes.   
22 Although Podlubne does not approach the issue explicitly in terms of autonomy versus 

heteronomy, I estimate that her analysis can easily be put in those terms. 
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her own time and exerting her individuality through art, the intellectual engages 

with society’s central issues and shuns political action, remaining true to herself.  

This perspective finds a clear expression in Mallea’s distinction between 

the “agonistic” and “contemplative” writers in an essay significantly titled “El 

escritor de hoy frente a su tiempo” (1935) (“Compromiso” 20-24). Ocampo 

repeatedly expressed similar views during these years. Both writers share an 

autobiographical-expressivist approach and the idea that the social role of the 

writer is to defend culture and the human, a conjunction that Podlubne accurately 

describes as vitalism (“Sur” 47). Other members of Sur expressed similar 

views.23 While moderate when compared with, and even opposed to, Gálvez’ and 

Lugones’ nationalism (“Sur” 54), this poetics still retains important elements of 

heteronomism. The writer has a mission in society, which is to protect the 

supreme values of individual freedom and high culture (“Compromiso” 23). 

Even if allowing enough freedom for literature, this perspective explicitly 

opposes aestheticism and focuses more on content and the writer as a person than 

on form and technique. 

 As the main representative of aestheticism in Sur, Borges will oppose the 

humanistic poetics by undermining the biographical view and the social mission 

of the writer, with an attitude that stresses form and artificiality and is dismissive 

towards politics. In this, his friendship with Bioy is essential, though José 

Bianco’s editorial role also allowed greater space for the autonomist front in a 

magazine funded by Victoria Ocampo.24 Through an intense campaign led by 

Borges and Bioy, their position will gradually gain dominance through the 

forties, with the result that, in the 1950s, Sur completely accepts Borgesian 

poetics as Borges earns a national reputation only paralleled by Lugones’ 

(Podlubne “Sur” 52). 

 

 
23 Among them were Guillermo de Torre, Enrique Anderson Imbert, Amado Alonso, Luis Emilio 

de Soto, Ángel Rosenblat, Leo Ferrero, and Ernesto Sabato (“Compromiso” 22, “Sur” 50, and 

“Borges” 170). 
24 Carlos Mastonardi also made important contributions to the cause (“Borges” 47) and arguably, 

Silvina Ocampo, Manuel Peyrou, and later Enrique Pezzoni were significant figures of 

autonomism as well, although they did not participate as actively in the debate. 
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1.2.7 The Dominance of Heteronomist Poetics 

 

Now the reader can perceive the overwhelming dominance of 

heteronomism that is the background for Borges’ mature work, including his 

editorship. Despite the differences in the prevailing views of art, from Ocampo’s 

personalism to Lugones’ fascism, they all coincide in placing the true value of 

writing on a moral plane, assigning craft a secondary role. In Sur this is expressed 

mainly through a humanistic and personalist perspective, which translates into 

vitalist, biographist poetics. In short, the dominant views in the literary field are 

a blend of Romantic nationalism and realism and, within Sur, humanistic 

expressivist vitalism. Realism, nationalism, and expressivism are, therefore, the 

poetics that Borges needs to fight in his quest for autonomy. 

 There is a well-known episode when all these forces met in an Aleph-like 

fashion. It is 1942, Borges has published his first short story collection, El jardín 

de los senderos que se bifurcan (1941), and his potential has become obvious to 

the Sur élite. Hopes are that Borges will be awarded the National Prize for 

Literature, but the jury chooses Eduardo Acevedo Díaz’ Cancha larga, a 

nationalist realist novel. Sur responds with the issue entitled “Desagravio a 

Borges”, featuring different intellectuals discussing the jury’s decision. As a 

retort, Nosotros publishes a text explaining the jury’s reasons.  

As this is an official voice that maintains nearly all the heteronomist 

points we have explored, it is worth quoting it at length. The explanation, 

according to Nosotros, is El jardín’s 

 

carácter de literatura deshumanizada, de alambique; más aún de oscuro y 

arbitrario juego cerebral, que ni siquiera puede compararse con el juego 

de ajedrez, porque éstas responden a un riguroso encadenamiento y no al 

capricho que a veces confina con la fumisterie. [E]l jurado entendió que 

no podía ofrecer al pueblo argentino, en esta hora del mundo, con el 

galardón de la mayor recompensa nacional, una obra exótica y de 

decadencia, que oscila, respondiendo a ciertas desviadas tendencias de la 
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literatura inglesa contemporánea, entre el cuento fantástico, la 

jactanciosa erudición recóndita y la narración policial; oscura hasta 

resultar a veces tenebrosa para cualquier lector, aun para el más culto  

(116 emphasis added) 

 

This dominant view, therefore, judges Borges from the multiple angles that we 

have been examining: vitalism, realism, and nationalism. Furthermore, Podlubne 

has shown that Sur’s humanistic subgroup tries to “humanise” Borges to speak 

of his literary virtues in the “Desagravio” (“Sur” 52-53). It is hard to find a clearer 

example of the clash between these opposing conceptions of literature. 

 Therefore, Borges’ intervention attempts to modernise the Argentine 

literary field, establishing a true literary debate. Borges’ approach to crime fiction 

is inseparable from the context of the dominance of heteronomism in its many 

forms. Of course, there is much posturing and mockery in Borges’ polemics, 

especially his dismissal of politics. As the first radical Argentine aestheticism of 

its kind, Borgesian poetics quickly modernised local fiction, raising the level of 

literary debate. Mallea’s work aged quickly, whereas Borges’ is still read and 

admired in Argentina and well beyond. Of course, this does not mean that 

Borges’ position remained uncontested. Mallea and Ocampo kept voicing their 

views, and the younger Sabato will do his best to promote a vitalist and engaged 

practice of literature. 

 

1.2.8. Struggles in Form: Against Barroquismo  

 

Treating Borges’ intervention as simply calling for autonomy would not 

be sufficient, since he did make clear his preferences regarding specific literary 

forms. I want to stress now his concern with order and composition, which is key 

to his understanding of crime fiction. The mature Borges declared war on the 

psychological novel, and this is also part of a dispute with Mallea and Ocampo. 

Mallea’s pompous style, centred around the main character’s passions, is, 

perhaps, Borges’ main concern. Victoria Ocampo also showed preference for 
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expansive prose, such as Virginia Woolf’s,25 but Borges’ quest against chaotic 

writing went well beyond Sur.26 

 The growing cosmopolitanism in Argentine letters27 and Borges’ own 

international background, among other factors, allowed him to establish a 

discussion with international literary trends. Therefore, Borges’ promotion of 

economy and order emerged in the context of Modernism and the international 

avant-garde. His tongue-in-cheek attitude towards Joyce and Pound, for instance, 

shows that his concern with order responds to both local and international literary 

events. Of course, it was crucial to displace Mallea, whose psychologism was 

just another opportunity to attack him, but part of Borges’ modernisation is his 

pan-American and transatlantic perspective. This is clear in Borges and Bioy’s 

approach to the genre when they write “creemos que en el mundo entero, y desde 

luego en esta república, la literatura policial ejerce una influencia benéfica sobre 

las diversas ramas de la literatura” (“El séptimo” 112).  

 These considerations are relevant when approaching one of the key texts 

in Borgesian poetics, the preface to Bioy’s La invención de Morel.28 Borges 

attacked Ortega y Gasset’s defence of the “novela morosa”, the sort of novel 

centred on characters and language rather than plot. Borges’ target choice is 

telling in that it works on both the international and local levels, from Modernism 

to Sur. As suggested by Podlubne, Ortega was friends with Ocampo and exerted 

considerable influence over many members of the group (“Borges” 171). 

Therefore, Borges’ concept of the psychological novel should be regarded, from 

his point of view, as a symbol that synthesizes a deep-rooted poetic ideology.29   

 Borges’ promotion of the values of composition, order, and rationality 

show that he went beyond the avant-gardist demand for free artistic 

 
25 Borges’ translation of Orlando is an interesting episode in this confrontation (see Willson La 

constelación 154).  
26 It will be contested, for instance, by Leopoldo Marechal’s Adán Buenosayres (1948), a parody 

of martinfierrismo often compared with Ulysses. 
27 Sur was perhaps the main party responsible for the dissemination of cosmopolitanism in 

Argentina. 
28 On this point, Podlubne puts too much emphasis on the rivalry with Mallea (“Borges” 178) and 

forgets that the debate is much broader.         
29 In this I am expanding Pastormerlo’s idea that Borges uses writers (especially Valéry) as 

symbols of poetic trends (Borges 109). 
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experimentation. Exceeding avant-gardism’s mere negativity, he sought to 

establish positive aesthetic values. This is why Borges’ main concern throughout 

most of his career is with debating which works are good and which are not.30 

Borges’ main critical preoccupation is with literary value. His rationalistic 

understanding of literature attempts to establish the clearest possible way in 

which the poetic fact, which he called literature’s “misterio” (“Las versiones” 

239), could somehow be measured. Given that autonomous criteria should be 

established for the appreciation of literature, the literary debate should be centred 

around them, and each writer should try to promote her criteria. For Borges, 

striving for an autonomous literary field implies ensuring a way of demonstrating 

that one is a good writer. To make quality clear, to lend it the weight of a fact, 

Borges suggests, literary virtues should be exerted through intelligence and wit.31 

This conception is at the core of Borgesian poetics and underlies his 

understanding of crime fiction. Therefore, his emphasis on plot composition is 

also, to an extent, symbolic: it illustrates certain aesthetic values, but it is far from 

being a demand on writers.32 

 Taking all this into account, one can understand Borges’ dismissal of 

what he would later call barroquismo: convoluted, obscure writing in the manner 

of many Modernist and avant-garde experiments.33 It is not mere whim that 

guides his dismissal of Joyce, but a complex poetics that seeks to understand the 

issue of literary value. That is why he would later state that the barroquista writer 

“está pidiendo o si no está exigiendo un tributo” (Borges, el palabrista 77), 

therefore skipping the test. Barroquismo is one instance of the contemporary 

writer’s attitude that Borges describes with the concept of literary superstition 

and the topic of the forgotten reader.34 He writes “¿cuántos escritores de nuestro 

 
30 Or, at least, that is partially the reason, personal traits aside. 
31 This is also in line with Pastormerlo’s suggestion that, for Borges, the aesthetic fact is 

comprehensible (Borges 118-119). 
32 This explains the many stories that are not centred on plot, such as “Pierre Ménard”, and much 

(but not all) of his so-called “arbitrariness”.  
33 Of course, Borges has been read as a baroque writer. For an interpretation from a neobaroque 

perspective (one very different from my own), see Sergio Rojas’ “Borges y el barroco”. Escritura 

neobarroca. Temporalidad y cuerpo significante, Palinodia, 2009, pp. 277-292.  
34 The best analysis of this concept is, to my knowledge, in Pastormerlo (“Besos bárbaros”). For 

relevant examples, see “Las ruinas circulares” and “El Ulises de Joyce”. 
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tiempo sospechan esa necesidad [de interesar al lector]? ¿Cuántos, en vez de 

interesar al lector, no se proponen abrumarlo o intimidarlo?” (“José Bianco” 

272). Chaotic writing, then, is a rhetorical way of skipping the reader’s test, or of 

disguising the lack of aptitude or ideas.35 Conversely, crime fiction is the genre 

that demands from writers “el mayor rigor” and, by writing a detective story, the 

writer “se compromete así a una doble proeza: la solución del problema planteado 

debe ser necesaria, pero también debe ser asombrosa” (“El séptimo” 111 

emphasis added). Detective fiction is, then, the ultimate test of value.36 

 

1.3 Conclusions 

  

 Borges’ take on crime fiction is an essential part of his battle against 

dominant heteronomous views on literature and the writer’s role, especially those 

grounded in nationalism. The struggle additionally involves establishing new, 

internal criteria for the judgement of fiction, displacing other sorts of 

autonomism. Responding to a political, literary, national, and international 

context, Borges’ aims are centred around local intellectual debates, both inside 

and outside Sur, but address international poetic trends as well. To modernise the 

Argentine field, he approaches a popular genre, taking advantage of an already 

developed readership and market. As a field largely ignored by Argentine 

intellectuals, crime fiction serves as an external vantage point from which to 

judge the literary field and refute rival poetics. In a typically Borgesian insult, he 

implies that popular international writers produce better works than the local 

highbrow. Curiously, to defend radical aestheticism he resorts to a popular genre, 

that is, to one that is heteronomous in a different sense: it belongs to commercial 

fiction. The obliteration of this aspect of crime fiction is one of the fundamental 

manipulations in the Borgesian interpretation. 

 
35 See especially, his commentary on Góngora’s “pobreza mental”, according to Bioy (Borges 

1568).  
36 This idea clearly opposes Trelles Paz’ interpretation of Borges’ perspective on detective fiction 

as “más que literaria es ideológica” (45). 
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Chapter 2. Borges’ Critical Discourse on Crime Fiction 

 

This chapter analyses how the problems outlined in Chapter 1 shape Borges’ 

critical production with respect to the crime genre. I examine how Borgesian 

criticism on detective fiction deals with the issues of value and heteronomy, 

challenging certain scholarly views while complementing others. I finish by 

introducing the main topic of Chapter 3—namely, Borges’ case for the literary 

value of crime fiction—from the perspective of his critical discourse.  

Crime fiction emerges in Borges’ critical writing during the thirties, 

simultaneously with his turn towards radical aestheticism. This critical 

production has received considerable scholarly attention and reviewing every 

contribution would be impossible here.1 Two tendencies in this area of 

scholarship need mentioning. On the one hand, some scholars tend to conceive 

of the author’s theorisation as a monolithic set of rigid rules (Fernández 35 and 

66, Setton 43, Sarlo Borges 113, the exception being Balderston [El precursor 

123]). The effects that prescriptivist texts like “Leyes de la narración policial” 

(1933) and “Los laberintos policiales y Chesterton” (1935) might have on 

pluralist sensibilities may perhaps account for this. Be that as it may, it is 

common for critics to limit themselves to those two texts or read the rest simply 

as extensions of them. Borges’ ideas would thus appear to have crystallised in 

1933 remaining unchanged thereafter. This dissertation challenges such an 

assumption. 

On the other hand, criticism has often noted that Borges’ take on the genre 

is related to the introduction of his own aesthetics. Fernández has described 

Borges’ approach to crime fiction as an aesthetic campaign (29-30), in a similar 

 
1 The best surveys are Fernández Vega’s (“Una campaña”) and Balderston’s chapter 5 of El 

precursor. King offers useful insights (Sur 91-93), as well as Sarlo (Borges 113). Lafforge and 

Rivera provide an account of Borges’ influence on the development of Argentine crime fiction 

(17-22). Other important contributions are Brescia’s (“Whodunnit”), Parodi’s (“Borges”), 

Pellicer’s (“Borges, Bioy”), and Hernández’. In a more hermeneutic vein, Irwin’s The Mystery to 

a Solution investigates Poe’s and Borges’ approach to the “metaphysical detective story”. There 

is a wealth of papers on “La muerte y la brújula”, which should be easy to find for the interested 

reader. On Borges’ specific interest in Chesterton, Anderson Imbert (“Chesterton”) is exhaustive. 
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vein to Gramuglio (“Una década” 214). This means that translated commercial 

writing is used (partially, at least) for intellectual ends, a singular use which is 

worth noting. Probably the person who has displayed most awareness of the 

specificity of Borges’ editorial practices is José Emilio Pacheco, who wrote that 

without “su obra de crítico, traductor y editor … no se explicarían el poeta, el 

cuentista y el ensayista” (72). 

However, Borges’ major work as an editor of crime fiction for Emecé is 

preceded by a large amount of critical writing in the form of essays and reviews 

(Fernández 28). From 1932 to 1945, Borges published these texts in different 

magazines, especially El Hogar and Sur, outlining views that seem at the same 

time coherent and shifting. Certainly, Borges’ take on detective fiction is part of 

a discussion with the dominant trends of the Argentine literary field (see Chapter 

1). In that respect, criticism and editorial projects share a common aim as appeals 

to intellectuals—although driven by monetary gain as well. As Bioy suggested, 

Borges thought that crime fiction “ejercitaba … la inteligencia de los escritores” 

(Memorias 105). Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5 are especially dedicated to deepening 

this thesis. 

 

2.1 Defining Multiple Battlefronts 

 

From “Edgar Wallace”, his very first text on crime fiction, Borges uses 

the genre to comment on and address the Argentine field. An appendix to the Tor 

edition of Wallace’s autobiography, the text uses Wallace as an excuse for 

attacking rival poetics: 

  

la organización y la aclaración de un suculento asesinato o de un doble 

robo, siquiera mediocre, exigen un trabajo intelectual que es muy superior 

a la fétida emanación de sonetos sentimentales o de diálogos entre 

personajes de nombre griego o de poesías en forma de Carlos Marx o de 

ensayos siniestros sobre el centenario de Goethe o de meritorios estudios 
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sobre el problema de la mujer, Oriente y Occidente, la ética sexual, el 

alma del tango y otras formas de la ignominia. (20-21) 

 

These victims include expressivism, engaged literature, literary nationalism, and 

humanism, among others.2 The 1933 version of this passage added attacks to both 

barroquismo and Ortega’s poetics.3 Evidently, this is a criticism of various 

heteronomist and barroquista perspectives. Such a compressed definition of 

battlefronts is rare even from Borges. A complete awareness of this operation is 

displayed in his closing remark that “espero que nuestra literatura argentina 

merecerá tener, algún improbable día, sus Wallace” (21), as if foretelling his own 

revolution. 

 Very soon Borges re-worked these ideas in “Leyes”, which alongside its 

later version “Los laberintos”, are Borges’ most quoted statements on crime 

fiction. In the fashion of Golden Age rule lists, Borges prescribes fair play,4 few 

characters, economy of the elements of mystery, emphasis on the how over the 

who, a discreet representation of death, and a solution that must be necessary and 

wonderful at the same time.5 Furthermore, Borges dismisses realistic depictions 

 
2 The studies on women and on East and West relations alluded to are, perhaps, a veiled attack 

on Victoria Ocampo. The “dialogues between Greek characters” may allude to modernismo’s 

reception of French Parnassianism.  
3 Pointing to barroquismo (and the Spanish 1927 generation) Borges attacks the “ensayos … 

sobre Góngora [como] precursor”; the allusion to Ortega is more direct as “la deshumanización 

del arte” refers to one of his better-known texts. Another addition is “la casera elaboración de 

sonetos perfectos” (39), which may point again to modernismo, but also to French symbolism. 

Let us remember that Borges’ cerebral aestheticism is quite different from the “aboli bibelot 

d’inanité sonore”.   
4 Fair play in the classical whodunnit “means that authors must give readers the chance to arrive 

at the solution before the detective does. They should show readers the clues needed for solving 

the case, while simultaneously confusing them as to the correct meaning of these clues” 

(Pyrhönen 46).   
5 To my knowledge, no one has suggested that these texts follow a tradition of decalogues and 

rules for writing whodunnits. These texts conform to a true Golden Age genre including well-

known examples such as Father Knox’s “Ten Commandments” (1929) and S. S. Van Dine’s 

“Twenty Rules for Writing Detective Stories” (1928). See also Chesterton’s principles in “How 

to Write a Detective Story” (1925) and Dorothy Sayers’ initiation oath for the Detection Club. 

Martin Edwards writes that these “rules and their purposes have been shrouded in myths and 

misunderstanding”. Knox’s rules are in fact “tongue-in-cheek”, but “over the years the joke got 

lost” (Howdunit! 03:20-4:55).  
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of police investigation, and the use of mechanical or physical solutions (37-39).6 

This stance suggests a rigid view that favours the short story over the novel. At 

various times, Borges would insist on some of these ideas, as criticism has noted, 

but he also often reassessed them. 

 In the context of an aestheticist struggle, the spirit behind these texts is to 

re-think, in Sarlo’s phrase, “the very ethics of literature” (Borges 51). Borges 

used crime fiction to establish a way of demonstrating literary value through wit 

(see Chapter 1). His prescriptivist approach, too, is a proposition of how to 

perform the value test. For Borges, the issue of value in an autonomous field 

should be decided by performing a tour de force. Fair play combined with a 

wonderful and unavoidable solution are exactly that: a challenge for the writer 

that the reader can clearly follow and appreciate.7 His objection to realistic 

detection does not seek to “eludir dificultades, sino … imponerlas” (“Laberintos” 

127). Indeed, the challenge of writing a detective story “representa … la 

obligación de inventar” (“Roger Caillois” 250). The reason behind the Borgesian 

rules is not merely tyrannical control,8 but a proposal for the assessment of 

literary value performed with polemic zeal. If Borges wrote that “en Inglaterra el 

género policial es como un ajedrez gobernado por leyes inevitables” (“Les sept” 

237), he also said that “el género policial, como todos los géneros, vive de la 

continua y cuidada infracción de sus leyes” (“Excellent Intentions” 227). 

 

2.2 Autonomy as Hedonism and Fictiveness 

 

Among the elements at play in Borges’ critique of heteronomism is the 

hedonistic approach to both the genre and literature. Already in 1929 Borges had 

declared himself “un lector hedónico” (“Paul Groussac” 233). This is, however, 

a marginal topic in Borges’ critical writing on crime fiction. Its most explicit 

 
6 These two are not explicit laws but are treated as requirements earlier in the text. Examples of 

mechanical and physical solutions would be eccentric machines or unknown poisons that work 

as Deus ex machina. 
7 Borges and Bioy thought that “no hay lector del todo insensible” to the genre’s charm (“El 

séptimo” 112). 
8 Borges’ own genre production proves it (Balderston El precursor 126). 
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declaration is the review of Manuel Peyrou’s La espada dormida, where he states 

that “un libro que propone (y logra) la felicidad del lector es, en cualquier época 

de la historia, en cualquier país del planeta, algo agradable e impar” (283). Later, 

the introductory text to ESC suggested that those who despised crime fiction 

believed that “un acto meramente agradable no puede ser meritorio” (112). Thus, 

Borges transforms the thrills of the crime genre into a version of art for art’s sake. 

Strangely, an aspect linked to the genre’s commercial nature (suspense, the desire 

to know more) becomes here Bourdieu’s “‘pure’ reading” par excellence,9 

rewriting economic heteronomy as autonomy.  

More important for this struggle against heteronomism is the whodunnit’s 

fictiveness. Crime works can be ingenious and interesting, Borges suggests, 

despite their implausibility. The conventionality of the genre becomes patent 

when contrasting fictional detection with actual police methodologies (“Los 

laberintos” 127). The fact that the genre succeeds without realism acts as a 

critique of the realist ethos.10 Accordingly, Borges stresses the fictive quality of 

the whodunnit in a few texts, but this remains another marginal topic in his 

writing, contrary to his editorial work (see Chapter 4).  

The statements on this subject refer to either the genre’s general 

fictiveness or to the fictiveness of setting. The first mention of this issue appears 

in “Los laberintos” where Borges rules out “las cotidianas vías de la investigación 

policial” (127). He came to define the genre as “acaso el más artificial de cuantos 

la literatura comprende” (“The Paradoxes” 323), and later as “un género 

artificial, como la pastoral o la fábula” (“Manuel Peyrou” 282). The fictive 

setting appears in some of these texts as well. Borges describes Chesterton’s 

crime scenes as “cuidadosa y sensacionalmente fals[a]s” (“Los laberintos” 129) 

and John Dickson Carr’s Paris as “un París que se sabe irreal” (“It Walks” 212). 

 
9 Like the “pure” gaze for visual arts, “pure” reading is the mode of literary reception of the 

expert, who reads texts “as timeless objects of a purely aesthetic delectation” (Bourdieu 304). For 

Bourdieu, the “pure” reader “excludes any reductive reference to the social history of production 

and producers” and “naturally espouses the ‘intention’ … of all works which have no other 

intention than not to have an intention, except that inscribed in the very form of the work” (Rules 

305). 
10 As shown by “El escritor argentino y la tradición”, Borges criticises realism as a poetic 

programme or demand, not necessarily as an effect. 
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With the Dupin stories, Poe realised the advantages of setting the story in a 

foreign milieu for an unreality effect (“Manuel Peyrou” 283).11 Both setting and 

detection, therefore, counteract realism’s demands. 

 The use of the genre for antirealist ends is best expressed by Borges’ 

remark that “en un cuento policial escrito en Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires no debe 

figurar, o sólo debe figurar deformado, como en las páginas de Bustos Domecq” 

(283). This is an allusion to “La muerte y la brújula”, a text known for its 

palimpsest-setting that superposes Buenos Aires to an unnamed French city 

(Cortínez 136). The issue of foreign setting appears specially linked to crime 

works in Borges’ critical writing, and the author can even treat it as a genre 

requirement. The genre’s foreignness strengthens its autonomy, in line with 

Borges’ aestheticism. Foreign or artificial settings, indeed, “impiden que para 

juzgar la ficción … se recurra a la mera realidad” (283). The attack on realism is 

explicit when he writes, in the review of José Bianco’s crime novel Las ratas, 

that among the three kinds of typical Argentine novels, two are the urban and the 

rural realist (273). 

 Borges’ depiction of crime fiction as a foreign genre also serves as a 

critique of realism and local colour. Already “Edgar Wallace” opposes the 

English and criollo temperaments, detective fiction representing alleged English 

values.12 The idea that the genre is fundamentally English appears in the 

manipulative review of Roger Caillois’ Le roman policier and in the following 

“Observación final”. The reviewer contradicts both the genre’s alleged French 

and social origins as one single mistake, pointing to its Anglophone roots and 

dismissing the problem of its social genesis (“Observación” 252-253). 

Establishing the genre’s lack of connection with society goes hand-in-hand with 

stressing its Anglophone origin.13  

 
11 For the relationship between distant settings and the writer’s freedom, see the note to the second 

edition of El Aleph. In “Manuel Peyrou” Borges also sees the foreign setting as allowing more 

freedom of invention.  
12 These are the values of order and adventure, which Borges somehow finds very English. Like 

many Latin Americans, Borges sometimes speak of the English and England meaning British and 

Britain. 
13 Somehow Borges associates England with placelessness and unreality. Of Herbert Ashe it is 

said that “en vida padeció de irrealidad, como tantos ingleses” (Cuentos 79). As I will suggest 
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 Detective fiction’s fictiveness and foreignness appear as an instance of an 

argument against social heteronomism, pointing to the allure and merit of a kind 

of writing that rejects local and social reality in favour of intellectual exercise 

and creativity. Borges’ critique of the realist ethos is explicit when he denounces 

“la mera verosimilitud sin invención, de los Payró y los Gálvez” (“José Bianco” 

273). This dismissal of social context is, of course, a way of obliquely alluding 

to it, which is illustrated by the well-known conclusion of his 1940 Ellery Queen 

review: “escribo en julio de 1940; cada mañana la realidad se parece más a una 

pesadilla. Sólo es posible la lectura de páginas que no aluden siquiera a la 

realidad”; among them “problemas frívolos de Queen o de Nicholas Blake” 

(232). This complex relationship with society affects Borges’ editorship as well, 

but space reasons prevent me from covering it in this thesis.14 However, the point 

is that addressing such transcendental topics as the nation, contemporary politics, 

or human values does not guarantee the literary value of the work; or, as he puts 

it, “una superstición de nuestro tiempo juzga que un libro que debate un problema 

es, de antemano, superior a otro libro que únicamente quiere encantar” (“Manuel 

Peyrou” 282).  

 Crime fiction’s artificiality contradicts heteronomism not only in its 

social aspects, but also in the form of humanism and confessionalism, therefore 

approaching the problems of form associated with psychologism. This issue is 

addressed by Borges’ emphasis on plot (rather than characterisation) in the 

“obras de imaginación razonada” famously expounded in the prologue to Bioy’s 

La invención de Morel (24), and also by his rejection of emotion in favour of cold 

logic. “Leyes” and “Los laberintos” speak of crime fiction’s “musas glaciales”, 

which are “la higiene, la falacia y el orden” (38 and 128). Thus, the crime story 

 
below, translation makes it easier to ignore the social or contextual dimension of the translated 

work. 
14 See Camps, who interprets the 1943 translation of Jack London’s “The Minions of Midas” as 

transforming London’s socialist views (187-189). Less speculative, I think, would be seeing the 

translation of Chesterton’s “The Three Horsemen of Apocalypse” as a critique of Nazism. The 

text, which blatantly mocks Prussian military discipline, was rejected by Emecé for fear of 

political repercussions, according to Borges (García 314). 
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acts as an exemplary case of the short story’s fitness for plot prominence to the 

detriment to realism and character development.15 

 In Borges’ criticism, the attack against humanism and the centrality of the 

“homúnculos verbales” (“Moral y Literatura”” 298) is addressed through the 

figure of the sleuth. Borges criticises the eccentric detective trope, praising 

Auguste Dupin as an “ingenioso autómata” of whom “ignoramos hasta la cara; 

no tiene otro visible atributo que la infinita noche y las bibliotecas” (“Ellery 

Queen” 231).16 Borges even phantasises over a novel “sin detective … que 

planteara un problema y que luego declarara la solución” (“Howard Haycraft” 

266). He describes Sherlock Holmes as “casi humano y nadie ignora que la 

humanidad puede ser un atributo incómodo” (“Ellery Queen” 232). The dismissal 

of the sleuth’s depiction as an eccentric genius in favour of an analytic actant is 

one of the clearest ways in which Borges opts for plot and wit (i.e. mystery and 

solution) over character.  

Closely related to this abstract investigator is Borges’ preference for the 

armchair detective. This, however, is another marginal topic, which is mostly 

addressed in Borges’ review of Chesterton’s The Paradoxes of Mr Pond. 

Nonetheless, “Leyes”, “Los laberintos”, and the review of Michael Innes’ Death 

at the President’s Lodgings stress the speculative resolution of a crime distant in 

time or space.17 This is another element that acquires greater protagonism in the 

editorial work (see Chapter 4). Like the analytic automaton, the armchair 

detective is not merely a device but a symbol of a literary ethos. Therefore, 

Sherlock is severely criticised as “descifrador de cenizas” (“Ellery Queen” 231) 

and a match collector (“The Paradoxes” 132-133). The Borgesian detectives are, 

then, a way of representing his stand against humanism, realism, and 

psychologism. 

 
15 See the Aristotelic “Nathaniel Hawthorne” (1949). I believe that Molloy’s famous 

interpretation misses Borges’ point on character development (22). Her concept of “vaivén” (23), 

however, is still very useful to describe Borges’ slipperiness. 
16 Similarly, he thinks Ellery Queen is “el más impersonal y menos molesto de todos los 

detectives” (232). 
17 In Seis problemas para don Isidro Parodi (1942) the pretentious critic Gervasio Montenegro 

writes that “la inmovilidad de Parodi es un símbolo intelectual y representa el más rotundo de los 

mentís a la vana y febril agitación norteamericana” (12-13). 
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2.3 A Question of Proof: Literary Rationalism as a Solution to the Mystery 

of Value 

  

Opposing moral or utilitarian poetics leads Borges to the intrinsic debate 

on literary form. Despite his hesitations, there is indeed considerable 

systematicity in Borges’ reflection, which favours my argument that Borges is 

discussing the feasibility of objectively assessing literary value. This is why 

Borges can bring together a critique of heteronomism, expressivism, and 

barroquismo in a single sentence, like “interjecciones y opiniones, incoherencias 

y confidencias, agotan la literatura de nuestro tiempo”. Conversely, crime fiction 

“representa un orden y la obligación de inventar” (“Roger Caillois” 250). Order 

and originality are formal expressions of value. By proposing a problem, the 

writer “se compromete” to being creative and to performing an impressive feat 

(“El séptimo” 111). 

This critical discourse on detective fiction tackles a major Borgesian 

issue, the question of literary value. All of Borges’ critical exercises involve some 

sort of literary assessment, but around no other subject does he articulate so rich 

a view of value.18 Resembling the definition of the multiple battlefronts, then, 

detective fiction tacitly acts as a court or microcosm where literary culture can 

be debated, in the way a personal dispute can be settled with a game of chess. 

Therefore, the dimension of form corresponds mainly to a critique of the 

poetics of barroquismo, emphasising order, composition, and (ideally) briefness. 

Borges sees most modernist works as merely chaotic, their occasional charms 

originating in chance.19 Chance, in fact, “puede suministrar a sus clientes la opera 

omnia de Vicente Huidobro o un verso de Ezra Pound”, but never a good 

detective story (“Manuel Peyrou” 282). In his classification of the types of 

Argentine novel, the third kind corresponds to the trend that “niega el principio 

 
18 Translation is the only rival I can think of. Additionally, Pastormerlo mentions the art of the 

insult (Borges 132), which is clearly a minor topic. 
19 I use modernism in a broad sense, encompassing Anglo-American modernism and the avant-

garde. 
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de identidad …, confunde el porvenir y el pasado, el sueño y la vigilia; no está 

destinado a la lectura, sino a satisfacer, tenebrosamente, las vanidades del autor” 

(“José Bianco” 273). This idea closely resembles others dispersed in his work, 

such as the passage that reads “yo conozco distritos en que los jóvenes se 

prosternan ante los libros y besan con barbarie las páginas, pero no saben 

descifrar una sola letra” (Cuentos 121); or that ironic, closing quotation in “El 

Ulises de Joyce” where Lope de Vega presumably says of Góngora that he will 

admire “con veneración lo que no alcanzare a entender” (qtd in 25). Modernism, 

then, is falsely original, falsely difficult to write, and falsely admired by 

highbrow readers.  

Thus, while the superstition around obscurity allows the barroquista 

writer to skip the value test by intimidating the reader with an abstruse work, the 

wit-demanding mechanism of the crime story exhibits the writer’s abilities, 

allowing the reader to judge. Its merits can be discussed with some objectivity. 

For Borges, this is exemplified, for instance, in Bianco’s Las ratas, which, 

additionally, is one of those books that attends to the need to retain the reader’s 

interest. Writing a crime story therefore requires true craft, not mere simulation 

or luck, which explains the genre’s privileged position in Borges’ criticism.20 

The idea that value can sometimes be demonstrated is present in Borges’ 

review of Bioy’s Luis Greve, muerto (1937). Among the book’s stories, “hay 

muchas que absolutamente me gustan … pero sospecho que su encanto es 

indemostrable a quienes no lo sienten”; others, he explains, “pueden o no agradar, 

pero su rigor y su lucidez, su premeditación y su arquitectura, son indudables” 

(150). We can thus divide literature’s effects between “milagros brutos” (where 

there is a strong element of randomness) and “razonables misterios” 

(“Elementos” 124). In his quest for value Borges sought texts where “parecía 

reducirse la indefinición del juego de la literatura” (Pastormerlo Borges 132) and 

detective fiction proved the best candidate. While the charms of the metaphor 

belong to the unverifiable, the intellectual effects derived from hyper-causality 

 
20 Balderston notes crime fiction’s prominent position within Borgesian critical writing (El 

precursor 123). 
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can be reasoned out. My contention is that, for Borges, among the works of 

“rational imagination”, detective stories were those whose quality was easier to 

ascertain. Detective fiction offers the possibility of solving the issue of literary 

value, since it resorts to the most intelligible aspect of the literary art.21  

 

2.4 Breaking with the Romantic Tradition 

 

Through premeditation and construction crime fiction additionally 

“demonstrates” the creative power of reason, contradicting the pervading 

romantic ideology that sees spontaneous, free imagination as the source of great 

art.22 Another form of opposition to romantic irrationalism is the emphasis on 

order. Borges’ targeting of chaos is very much in the spirit of Syme in The Man 

Who Was Thursday, who, in response to Gregory’s contention that “an artist is 

identical with an anarchist”, retorts that “the rare, strange thing is to hit the 

mark…. We feel it is epical when man with one wild arrow strikes a distant bird” 

(13). Therefore, Borges’ intervention implies a rejection of one of the dominant 

literary ideologies of western modernity in favour of a “classic” ideal.23  

In this scheme, the classic perspective sees order as a means for true 

innovation, while the romantic view seeks to dismantle an allegedly conservative 

order. Borges regards such a deconstruction as being a “superstición de 

modernidad” that conceives the new as automatically superior (Preface 23). The 

equation of chaos with originality would come from that sort of accepted idea. 

Borges challenges the very originality of chaos. In Bioy’s words, “los escritores 

que siempre buscan formas nuevas suelen ser infatigables principiantes”. Instead 

of trying to “inventar una trama; se propone[n] inventar una literatura”. Thus, 

chaotic pseudo-originality is conceived of as a mere repetition of a thought 

 
21 The opposite end is assigned to poetry, since “a todo poeta le ha sido dado, si quiera alguna 

vez en la vida, escribir el mejor verso del mundo” (“Vindicación” 150). 
22 I understand romanticism in broad terms, similar to Löwy and Sayre, as a modern “collective 

mental structure” (14). 
23 Borges’ opposition of classic and romantic writers seems taken from the debates within Anglo-

American Modernism (as exemplified by T. S. Eliot, or T. E. Hulme). One should note that 

Borges’ narrative theory is suspiciously similar to Aristotle’s Poetics. His careful reading of the 

Poetics is evident in “La busca de Averroes” (1947).  
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scheme of alleged, futile rebelliousness or “valientes insubordinaciones que 

hacen moderno cualquier escrito, y lo envejecen” (“Jorge Luis Borges” 61-62). 

The partisans of chaos, Borges suggests, think that it is “muy hábil redactar una 

novela sin argumento” and that creating new stories is, in Ortega’s words, 

“prácticamente imposible” (qtd in Preface 22). James, Kafka, and crime fiction 

prove them wrong. The implication is that romantic chaos actually comes from 

lack of creativity. Reasoned construction, then, is the true path to originality, a 

break with (certain) literary traditions on a deeper level.24 

Against romantic irrationalism, the Borgesian poetics promotes the idea 

that value and originality can be achieved through rational exercise. The tour de 

force involved in the necessary and wonderful solution, with its display of 

ingenuity and deceitfulness, shows that the wonders of reason can be as good as, 

or even better than, those of fancy. In fact, Borges addresses the confrontation of 

the fanciful and rational imaginations through the opposition of mystery and 

solution, illustrated by Chesterton’s seemingly supernatural mysteries and 

perfectly rational endings.25  

The genre, then, represents a rationalist ethos. As Bioy suggests, it has 

produced “un ideal de invención, de rigor, de elegancia” (“Jorge Luis Borges” 

61). Far from rhetorical, to speak of an ideal means that plot-centred fiction 

stands here for constructions of rational imagination.26 Plot-centred fiction 

symbolises a poetics that conceives of the work as a multi-layered system 

prioritising the level of logical imagination, as opposed, say, to diction, 

characterisation, or visual imagination.27 This is why Borges and Bioy often write 

about plot in terms of systematicity, the idea that “nada sobra (ni falta)” (Bioy 

62) or that “todo, invariablemente, propende a su fin” (“El Séptimo” 113). The 

 
24 Writing on Borges, Italo Calvino pointed to his belonging to a minoritarian intellectual tradition 

within modern literature, which is opposed to a dominant vitalist irrationalism (Por qué leer 298).  
25 Although Borges hesitates on the exact nature of this opposition and would even come to decide 

in favour of fancy in a late prologue (“La cruz” 14), for the Borges of the 1930s and 1940s, crime 

fiction makes it possible to show the reader the magic of reason. 
26 Thus, Borges’ defence of plot is only inconsistent with the mostly plotless “Pierre Ménard” 

and “Funes el memorioso” if we take him too literally. 
27 I therefore hold a different view on the issue of visual prompting than Balderston (see El 

precursor 61). 
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defence of plot, then, represents a form of autotelic aestheticism that works on 

the level of abstract thought as a dominant, reducing the randomness associated 

with other levels of literary expression. 

 

2.5 As Brief as Possible: The Crime Story and the Psychological Crime Novel 

     

Borges’ rule of “meagre economy of means” (“Leyes” 37 and “Los 

laberintos” 127) is coherent with his general defence of briefness. As part of this 

quest for synthesis, the differences between the crime story and novel become 

central in Borges’ criticism, in which scholarship has sometimes seen a general 

dismissal of the crime novel (see Fernández 43). This perspective, however, is 

simplistic. Although Borges favoured the crime story, his position regarding the 

crime novel is a wavering one.  

Let us examine this hesitation. While “Los laberintos” discusses the 

story’s “strict” character opposing it to the novel’s psychologism (127), only a 

year later Borges defended the crime novel against the espionage novel. The 

following year, he criticised Michael Innes’ Death at the President’s Lodging 

because “hace de la novela policial una variedad de la psicológica” (“Death” 77), 

praising Eden Phillpots’ novels for his “economía y severidad” (113). The 

contention now is that the crime novel is not inherently bad or even 

psychological. Furthermore, the “estudio de carateres humanos” at least is “más 

encantador que el estudio del plano de una casa” in Van Dine’s novels (“Death” 

78). But Borges insisted on the advantages of brevity: “yo espero demostrar algún 

día que la pura novela policial, sin complejidad psicológica, es un género espurio 

y que sus mejores ejemplos ... ganarían muchísimo reducidas a cuentos breves. 

Es irrisorio que una adivinanza dure trescientas páginas” (“Sic Transit” 164-165). 

Still, he recommends the reviewed novel enthusiastically (165). Even when 

contradicting his allegedly monolithic laws, a novel can convince him. Writing 

about Innes’ Hamlet, Revenge!, he criticises the solution for using two criminals 

instead of one; notwithstanding, he still concludes that the novel is “admirable” 

(192). Endorsing Nicholas Blake’s The Beast Must Die, he re-writes his last 
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declaration on the crime novel: “el cuento policial puede ser meramente policial. 

En cambio, la novela policial tiene que ser también psicológica si no quiere ser 

ilegible. Es irrisorio que una adivinanza dure trescientas páginas” (247). 

Psychologism here is positive for the crime novel. Borges’ reviewing activity 

shows how one-sided it is to consider his approach as inflexible. While Borges 

always favoured the crime story, his attitude towards the novel is obviously 

nuanced. 

If his promotion of crime fiction involved a critique of the psychological 

novel, the assessment of psychology changed when focused on the crime novel 

itself. Borges rejected the psychological novel’s formlessness, which does not 

seem to apply to the crime novel. This distinction is, to my knowledge, 

misleadingly absent from previous criticism. Borges would still attack the crime 

novel occasionally (in 1939 he derided its “extensión y los inevitables ripios” 

[“Dos novelas” 313]). This contradiction in Borges’ critical writing appeared in 

its clearest form in the introductory text for ESC (1946). It stated that “la novela 

policial es, ante todo, una novela, es decir, una obra en la que tienen decisivo 

valor la psicología de los personajes, la eficacia del diálogo, el poder de las 

descripciones y el estilo del narrador” (113). Here the novel is described in terms 

more suitable for the short story: in the crime novel, “no hay frase ni detalle 

ocioso” and “la unidad de acción es imprescindible; asimismo conviene que los 

argumentos no se dilaten…. Trátase, pues, a despecho de ciertas adiciones 

románticas, de un género esencialmente clásico” (111). After recognising the 

value of the novelistic elements, the editors cannot help a certain disdain towards 

what they see as typically romantic elements. However, one can safely say that, 

for Borges, the crime novel is the novel that demands from the writer the “mayor 

rigor” (113), and, therefore, is still a worthy opponent to Ortega’s “novela 

morosa”. Detective fiction is treated as an aesthetic ideal, with economy, 

premeditated and rational composition, and artificiality as the main albeit not 

exactly mandatory values. 
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2.6 Conclusions 

 

Crime fiction plays an essential role in Borges’ aestheticist project. Its 

essential position is due to the whodunnit’s ability to promote autonomism and 

to prove the writer’s ability through wit and construction. The genre allows for 

the establishment of an almost fully autonomist cultural field, with its own rules 

of hierarchisation around literary value. Of course, this is an attempt to introduce 

Borges’ own poetics in the Argentine field. Such a campaign leads him to seek 

the most objective grounds on which to dispute the question of value, which is 

partially a cultural and rhetorical strategy, partially a break with tradition’s “deep 

Romanticism”,28 and partially a complex reflection on the nature of the aesthetic, 

fiction, and literary field dynamics. Borges’ rationalism, personal preferences 

aside, is his manner of solving the vague but inevitable issue of what “good” 

means in literature.  

 Seemingly a prescriptive and inflexible discourse (which is not alien to a 

polemicist’s pose), Borges’ critical writing displays a certain flexibility that often 

passes unnoticed and is clearest in his discussion of the crime novel and the uses 

of psychology. When Borges is completely immersed in the crime genre itself, 

he allows psychology to play its part, following, as I will show in Chapter 4, the 

Detection Club’s debates on the future of the genre. For now, I should stress that 

Borges is defending a poetic ideal that certainly allows for the transgression of 

its principles.  

 Finally, I would like to close with a brief allusion to the issue of granting 

literary credentials to the genre. This is yet another relevant problem in Borges’ 

approach. Regarding his critical writing itself, however, the matter is perhaps the 

most marginal of all. In fact, there is an explicit defence of crime writing only in 

“Edgar Wallace” and the 1946 presentation text. In the former, this is limited to 

Borges’ “no soy de los que misteriosamente desdeñan tramas misteriosas” (20). 

The 1946 presentation, ESC’s main epitext, expands on the highbrow reaction to 

the crime genre: 

 
28 For an overarching view of Romanticism as worldview, see Löwy and Sayre (14-15). 
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La tradición del género policial es nobilísima: Hawthorne lo prefiguró en 

algún cuento de 1837; el ilustre poeta Edgar Allan Poe lo creó en 1841; 

lo han cultivado Wilkie Collins, Dickens, R. L. Stevenson, Kipling, Eça 

de Queiroz, Arnold Bennett y Apollinaire …. Cabe sospechar que si 

algunos críticos se obstinan en negar al género policial la jerarquía que le 

corresponde, ello se debe a que le falta el prestigio del tedio. (112)  

 

Passionate as it is, this defence is an exception. There are several reasons for this. 

First, the fact of introducing the genre into the debates held by a magazine such 

as Sur is itself a legitimising gesture (nonetheless, he published most of his 

critical interventions in El Hogar, which was far from Sur’s highbrow profile). 

Secondly, most of Borges’ reflection on detective fiction consists in explaining 

its merits and favouring it over contemporary Argentine writing; thus, the issue 

is indirectly treated throughout his critical production. And thirdly, as argued in 

Chapter 3, the legitimation effort was largely left to his editorial work at Emecé. 

The fact that his most explicit critical statement is in one of ESC’s peritexts is 

already an indication of that.    
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Chapter 3. Legitimation Strategies in Borges’ Translation Projects (from 

Revista Multicolor de los Sábados to El séptimo círculo). 

 

 

This chapter analyses the strategies through which Borges’ editorial work seeks 

to persuade readers of crime fiction’s literary value, a process that I call 

legitimation.1 Therefore, I engage with the question of the strategies utilised to 

show that the published works are aesthetically and culturally valuable. Chapter 

3 shows that legitimation constitutes a conscious effort in the publications 

analysed. This means that, despite the economic nature of Borges’ work for 

Emecé and Crítica, the function of these publications exceeds the merely 

commercial.2 However, as the latter part of this chapter will argue, it is not 

possible to dismiss the economic factor entirely, not even when analysing 

Borges’ more literary facets. The demanding work as an ESC editor is directly 

related to his late dismissal of the genre. 

 Legitimazing crime fiction is essential to advance an interpretation that 

affects the cultural field. Therefore, legitimation and interpretation (respectively 

addressed in Chapters 3 and 4) are mutually related and overlapping movements.3 

This chapter shows that Borges’ editorial pursuits resort to a series of conscious 

 
1 I understand legitimation in the narrow sense of the process by which a text or a body of texts 

is promoted from a discredited realm of culture to enter the orbit of the participants in the “field 

of restricted production” (Bourdieu Field 115), here mainly literary artists and commentators. I 

am using the term to describe the efforts of elevating a genre of popular fiction in the eyes of the 

producers of literary culture. Of course, the opposition between high literature and popular fiction 

is both ideological and problematic. For a useful discussion of the ideas and attitudes at the base 

of this opposition, and a discussion of how ideological this distinction is, see Ken Gelder’s 

Popular Fiction. The Logics and Practices of a Literary Field. Routledge, 2004. A classic study 

of the differentiation between popular and literary writing is Andreas Huyssen, After the Great 

Divide. Modernism, Mass Culture, Postmodernism. University of Indiana Press, 1986.  
2 This means that Borges’ editorial endeavours are potentially problematic for Bourdieu’s theory 

of literature as an “economic world turned upside-down” (Rules 81). By focusing on the 

specifically literary aspect of the question, I sidestep these problems, which would require an 

altogether different study. ESC is, I think, an excellent example of how complex the relationships 

between economics, politics, and literature (and translation) can be. Therefore, it constitutes a 

challenging case for the sociology of literature (and translation).  
3 Admittedly, the distinction is to a degree merely heuristic. I think, however, that it is useful to 

successfully address the various problems at stake when trying to understand the cultural 

importance of these editorial endeavours for Argentine literature.   
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legitimation strategies, among which are the inclusion and manipulation of 

critical discourse, plagiarism of critical sources, comparison with canonical 

authors, and the intellectualisation of this popular genre. These strategies are 

mainly introduced through peritexts, which prove crucial to the editor’s 

statements. As the latter part of this chapter will show, in Borges’ case this 

legitimation effort is far from being unproblematic, which clearly emerges in the 

peritexts by the end of his ESC era. 

 

 

3.1 Borges’ Editorial Work as an Address to Intellectuals 

     

Borges intervened as an editor of crime fiction mainly in three different 

instances. First, with “El cuento policial”. Later, as a literary advisor for Emecé, 

editing LMCP (1943), the ESC series (1945-1953), and LMCP2 (1951). Their 

differences notwithstanding, all these efforts are considerably coherent. First, as 

suggested, they are all paid jobs, but cannot be reduced merely to economic 

need/profit. Although Borges’ editorship appears in salary-earning contexts only, 

it shows clear signs of cultural and literary initiative. Borges-the-editor is not 

simply a worker in the publishing industry but also a cultural agent concerned 

with renewing Argentine letters. His editorial work is characterised by the 

writer’s unmistakable stamp, which is particularly true of the Emecé 

publications. Consciously inlaid elements in them suggest that Borges’ editorial 

endeavours need to be approached, at least in part, as an address to Argentine 

writers and intellectuals. Just like his essays and talks, ESC and LMCP cannot 

be separated from Borges’ broader poetic intervention. This includes Borges’ 

case for crime fiction’s literary credentials. 

Suggesting that the Emecé publications addressed Argentine intellectual 

circles and commented on their dismissal of crime fiction might seem 

exaggerated. However, this is clearly illustrated by Bioy and Silvina Ocampo’s 

Los que aman, odian (ESC volume 31, 1946), a parodic whodunnit that 

comments on ESC itself. The first-person narrator Humberto Huberman 
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embodies intellectual pretentiousness and pedantry: “¿cuándo renunciaremos a 

la novela policial …, cuándo volveremos … al ameno cuadro de costumbres?” 

(7-8). Huberman lodges in a coastal hotel to work on his precious translation of 

Petronius only to find there the people he was escaping from. Among the guests 

is Mary, a translator of crime novels “para una editorial de prestigio” (19) that 

publishes “novelas de tapa arlequinesca” (75, see figure 1 to compare with 

ESC’s). After Mary’s sudden death, Huberman launches his own investigation. 

His incapacitating self-centredness is tacitly paired with his dismissal of crime 

fiction’s “inconcebible frivolidad” (75), as Huberman is constantly proved wrong 

by those who read Mary’s translations. Thus, it transpires that Mary’s supposed 

suicide note is a manuscript sheet with a translated fragment from Eden Phillpots’ 

Mr Digweed and Mr Lumb (ESC volume 12).4 After the events, Huberman’s 

friends have him write an account of his “participation” in the case, obviously 

ridiculing him. The novel clearly mocks members of Sur, most probably those of 

the humanist axis.  

As a commentary on both the series and Sur, volume 31 unquestioningly 

thematises ESC’s address to intellectuals and the effort to promote crime fiction 

as a valid form of writing. This means that Borges and Bioy kept different readers 

in mind, and that the Emecé publications stand at a crossroads between poetic 

debate and popular publishing. Nevertheless, Borges’ career as an editor of crime 

fiction did not always target intellectuals as clearly as in Emecé. There is, in fact, 

a clear evolution from “El cuento policial” to ESC regarding the strictly literary 

uses of the genre, which can be traced in Borges’ legitimising use of peritexts.        

 

3.2 “El cuento policial” in Revista Multicolor de los Sábados: Borges’ First 

Editorial Intervention  

 

The humble starting point for Borges-the-editor was the Revista 

Multicolor de los Sábados, the supplement he edited with Ulyses Petit de Murat 

 
4 One wonders if Bioy and Silvina are not subtly mocking Borges here, since the translator of 

volume 12 (i.e. the real-life Mary) was Borges’ mother. 
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for Crítica.5 Blending high and low cultures (Saítta “Estudio” 1), the Revista 

featured texts ranging from stories of cold-blood killers to translations of Novalis. 

Borges himself regarded Crítica as a commercial endeavour. In July 1933 he 

wrote to Alfonso Reyes asking for contributions: “lo que resuelva usted, pero sin 

olvidar el carácter popular que esta clase de publicaciones requiere” (García 260). 

However, here we already see Borges trying to make use of the available spaces 

to intervene. It is in this context that he will edit crime fiction for the first time.   

In number 17 (12 September 1933), the editors inaugurated the section 

“El cuento policial” promising a short story in every issue. Intermittently 

published, it was devoted to detective stories with translations significantly 

represented.6 It is not possible to determine who translated these stories.7 

However, the section bears a clear Borgesian mark both in the text selection and 

in the occasional inclusion of peritexts. “El cuento policial” is the antecedent of 

better known and later interventions such as LMCP, LMCP2, and ESC. Among 

the features in common with later publications, the most remarkable is the reuse 

in LMCP of stories first appearing in the supplement. 

  It is relevant to note the date on which Borges initiated his editorship of 

translated crime fiction. “El cuento policial” was created after the publication of 

his first text on crime fiction, “Edgar Wallace” (published in 1932) and, 

especially, after his first programmatic text on the same topic, “Leyes de la 

narración policial” (April 1933). Both Borges’ own texts and the translations 

published in “El cuento policial” can be considered different outputs of the same 

 
5 The Revista is also relevant for Borges’ career as a storyteller. Here, he published the texts that 

would later form his first collection of stories (mostly retellings), Historia universal de la infamia. 

Incidentally, Historia also saw the light of day via popular publishing: it appeared as part of the 

Tor catalogue (Delgado and Espósito 68-69). Borges’ “Edgar Wallace,” as mentioned in Chapter 

2, is a paratext included in one volume of one of Tor’s series. 
6 Nine pieces are undoubtedly translated texts, while seven are Spanish American. Only the story 

published in issue 27, “El cadáver viviente” by one Ludwig Bauer, seems to me of an uncertain 

nature. María Mascioto suspects it is a pseudonym of a local author (“Pistas” 638n25). 
7 Some of them have been attributed to Borges himself (see Zangara 307) but on a weak basis, as 

impeccably demonstrated by Annick Louis (“Instrucciones” 256-257). Louis states that “es 

evidente que ciertos textos fueron objeto de una corrección lexical y de estilo”. She soundly 

concludes that “parece imposible determinar el alcance del trabajo de corrección realizado”, 

which does not prevent her from speaking of some sort of “presencia de un ‘Borges corrector y/o 

traductor’”. Louis also points out that only one translation is signed in the entire supplement 

(256). 
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effort, which, as seen, criticism has termed an “aesthetic campaign” (Fernández). 

From “Edgar Wallace”, Borges used the genre to make claims about both 

Argentine literature and poetics more broadly. Using the genre to speak about 

both local letters and literature itself is something that permeates Borges’ 

activities around crime writing, including his editorship and occasional 

translations. Most importantly for this section, “Edgar Wallace” already displays 

an ambiguous attitude towards the genre. The author’s approach is evidently 

opportunistic (and, from this use of crime fiction one may deduce that it is not 

valued intrinsically). Furthermore, while declaring that he is not “de los que 

misteriosamente desdeñan las tramas misteriosas”8 and that he hopes that 

Argentine letters will soon have their own Edgar Wallace, Borges readily 

confesses that he has never read the author (20-21).9   

 In order to undertake the cultural operation regarding autonomy and 

poetic value described in Chapter 1, it is first necessary to grant the crime genre 

intellectual and literary credentials. If Borges did contribute something to the 

appreciation of the genre in Argentina, it is the idea that crime writing of a certain 

kind can be literarily and intellectually rewarding. After Borges, this seems no 

longer debatable in Argentina. In this chapter I shall inspect the strategies used 

in these publications to imbue detective fiction with cultural value. I will show 

that Borges’ editorial pursuits deploy a series of strategies through peritexts, but 

that the fundamental ambiguity in “Edgar Wallace” never disappears completely. 

 Crítica’s supplement was hardly the ideal starting point for a legitimation 

endeavour. It was simply at hand. As such, “El cuento policial” is shy in its 

defence of the crime genre, contrasting with Borges’ attitude in “Leyes”. 

Nevertheless, the creation of the section aims to offer a reading of the genre in a 

separate space, a space that strengthens the sense that we are now reading one 

genre and one tradition. In this, Borges was doing something similar to Tor’s 

series Colección Misterio and Serie Amarilla, which established a stricter generic 

demarcation (Delgado and Espósito 68-69, Lafforgue and Rivera 15). The 

 
8 The sentence also appeared in “Leyes” (39). 
9 Wallace would later become one of Borges’ symbols for bad crime fiction. 
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creation of such a space is also relevant in the context of Crítica itself, since it 

ranged widely to include pieces on criminals and crime chronicles where the 

boundaries between fact and fiction were often blurry (Masciotto 631-632). 

Crítica had even made explicit fictional attempts, such as publishing in 

instalments Sauli Lostal’s crime novel El enigma de la calle Arcos in 1932.10 But 

the creation of “El cuento policial” explicitly separates true crime from crime 

fiction. Thus, detective stories are presented at the same time as separate both 

from real life and from other forms of fiction.11 “El cuento policial” is, then, 

Borges’ first attempt at creating awareness of detective fiction and gathering a 

collection of texts that would generate an idea of what the genre is.  

   As stated, Borges’ peritexts are his main tool for achieving the genre’s 

legitimacy. “Edgar Wallace” was, indeed, a peritext found in volume 75 of Tor’s 

Colección Misterio. If the text offers an enthusiastic defence of detective fiction, 

it lacks the perseverance and thus the potentiality to influence the public that 

Borges’ own editorial work will later have. What it does share with “El cuento 

policial” is that both instances are not aimed at the cultured reader. Even if the 

Revista appealed to a non-literary public, Borges’ own position as editor allows 

him to begin a somewhat shy intervention. 

In fact, it is possible to see some legitimation strategies in the section. 

Although “El cuento policial” was published discontinuously, the fact that many 

issues dedicated one of their eight pages to a detective story speaks of a privileged 

place within the supplement.12 Contrasting with the use of paratexts in the Emecé 

publications, here peritexts seem closer to commercial rather than literary 

concerns. They often announce the next issue’s story, trying to spark the reader’s 

curiosity. A small box at the bottom of the first published story reads “Todos los 

 
10 Sauli Lostal is the pseudonym of Luis A. Stallo (Vaccaro “El fin”). Juan Jacobo Bajarlía and 

others mistakenly identified him with Borges himself. El enigma was said to be the first Argentine 

crime novel, which is another misconception. For a discussion of the Borgesian attribution see 

Louis’ “Retrato policial: Borges y la novela.” Alp: Cuadernos Angers - La Plata. 1999, vol. 3, 

no. 3, pp. 45-65. 
11 Even some detective stories published in the Revista are excluded from the section, such as 

Manuel Peyrou’s “Una espada en la orilla,” published in issue 61. 
12 Especially as compared to other sections, such as the more stable but shorter “Museo de la 

confusión”. 
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números CRÍTICA REVISTA MULTICOLOR publicará un gran cuento 

policial. ¿Se suicidó o fue asesinado el millonario Jervinson? Lea en el próximo 

número el relato de este caso misterioso por Ronald Knox” (Bell 4). These 

peritexts are characteristic of the first half of the short history of “El cuento 

policial” (issues, 17-23; with the exception of coloured illustrations, paratexts 

disappear from the eighth story onwards).  

The most evident case of legitimation in the Revista comes in issue 

number 21, which features a translation of Chesterton’s “The House of the 

Peacock”,13 the only crime story to appear on the first page and to spread over 

two complete pages. The prefatory note dedicated to the author (the only one in 

“El cuento policial”) seems relevant. The first sentence highlights Chesterton’s 

technical contributions, since “ha renovado la técnica del cuento policial”. This 

seems to consist in the main feature of the Father Brown stories, which highlights 

the potential wonders of rational plot composition. The note suggests that Brown 

is “siempre incrédulo de la explicación sobrenatural de los crímenes y 

descubridor de una explicación racional aún más maravillosa” (2). A similar 

quality had been attributed to Chesterton in “Leyes”: “Chesterton, siempre, 

realiza el tour de force de proponer una aclaración sobrenatural y de remplazarla 

luego, sin pérdida, con otra de este mundo” (38-39). In this way, Borges is 

showing the reader that the crime story can be subjected to experimentation and 

technical discussion, an instance that he uses to briefly and subtly infiltrate his 

own opinion that rational composition can have even more interesting results 

than pure fantasy. In this gesture, he summarises the essential point of the poetics 

expressed in “Leyes”. This short, isolated text is the first case of Borges’ use of 

prefatory notes to incorporate his own reading of the genre. As I will show here 

and in Chapter 4, Borges’ use of peritexts is central for legitimacy and 

interpretation purposes in the Emecé crime publications. 

“El cuento policial”, however, offers little more in terms of this quest for 

cultural value. As a marginal publication, its possibilities were few. The 

mentioned presentation note is relevant, notwithstanding, since it is the first in a 

 
13 This is a Gabriel Gale story from The Poet and the Lunatics (1929). 
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long series that will expand from LMCP to the final volumes of Borges and 

Bioy’s era as editors of ESC. These peritexts seem to play a more crucial role 

when we take into account that those included in other anthologies such as 

Antología poética argentina (1941) did nothing but introduce matter of fact 

information on the author (such as date of birth and publication history).14  

 

3.3 Legitimation in Los Mejores Cuentos Policiales 

 

A gap of almost ten years follows the last publication of “El cuento 

policial” between July 1934 and the publication of LMCP in 1943. During this 

period, Borges was involved in an intense effort of reviewing crime fiction for 

the magazine El Hogar and for Sur (see Chapter 2). Much of his later editorship 

establishes a dialogue with these texts. The next step took place when Borges and 

Bioy were commissioned to edit the anthology of crime stories that was to 

become LMCP, probably the first Argentine cultured anthology of crime fiction. 

Contrasting with other crime books, it was published by a house that had cultural 

ambitions, alongside an important concern for sales (De Diego, “1938-1955” 98). 

Emecé would eventually become a protagonist of Argentina’s publishing Golden 

Age (91), but it was still a small publisher by the beginning of the forties. 

Although Borges’ and Emecé’s ascension throughout the forties and especially 

the fifties certainly contributed to the genre’s credentials, it would be an 

exaggeration to regard either the writer’s or the publisher’s prestige as a major 

force in the years of LMCP and the first volumes of ESC. Given the state of the 

writer’s reputation at the time,15 it is more likely that the fact that he showed 

interest in the genre had a deeper influence on cultured readers than on the 

 
14 The notes in Antología de la literatura fantástica (1940) are generally closer to the 1941 

anthology in this respect. However, some of them do introduce elements related to a Borgesian 

poetics See especially the prefatory note to Chesterton (156), which will be partially recycled in 

Los mejores cuentos policiales (156). I have not been able to find the first edition of the anthology 

and several alterations were introduced in the second (1965) (Louis “Definiendo un género” 434-

436). For examples of notes from the 1940 edition see Balderston (“De la antología” 218).  
15 Borges was by then well-known in literary circles but not to the general public (see King Sur 

117). Estela Canto comments that around 1944 “Borges era muy apreciado en los círculos 

literarios, pero el gran público no lo conocía” (22). 
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broader public. As I will show, the fact that Borges was the editor of ESC did 

make the Sur élite more receptive to these publications (see Chapter 5). 

LMCP shows a stronger set of canonising strategies, which is, however, 

still not as sophisticated as ESC’s. The first two editions (1943 and 1944) 

appeared with a dust jacket whose art alludes to the contents of the different 

collected stories, and which does not seem to fulfil more than an ornamental 

function.16 However, the text on the front flap emphasised the modernity of crime 

fiction, stating that “el relato policial es el más reciente de los géneros literarios. 

Cabe también aseverar que es el género literario de nuestro tiempo”. To this, it 

adds a list of important readers: “recordemos a Gide, a Keyserling, a Victoria 

Ocampo, a Jung, a Alfonso Reyes, a Alberto Gerchunoff, a Huxley”.17   

Inside the anthology itself, every short story is preceded by a prefatory 

note of the sort found in issue number 21 of the Revista. Most of these laconically 

introduce the different authors and a list of works and thus resemble the notes in 

Antología poética argentina (1941). The first of them, Nathaniel Hawthorne, for 

instance, is simply described as “escritor norteamericano” (8). Further on, more 

interesting examples appear. Some of these texts, in fact, seem to suggest that 

crime fiction has interested important writers and, therefore, that the genre has a 

connection with high literature that needs to be unveiled (clearly, the selection of 

authors seems to point in the same direction). Chesterton is associated with a 

reinvention of poetry, the novel, literary criticism, the biography, and crime 

fiction (96); Poe not only invented crime fiction, but also renewed the genre of 

fantastic fiction and influenced Baudelaire, Chesterton, Conan Doyle, and Valéry 

(24). Such figures as Guillaume Apollinaire, “el famoso poeta francés”, also tried 

their hand at crime writing (89). Additionally, some of the notes mention studies 

of the authors, especially in the case of more canonical figures (Poe, Hawthorne, 

Stevenson). In other words, the anthology subtly suggests an image of the genre 

as a forgotten side of high literature. 

 
16 It is necessary to correct Pellicer’s mistake regarding the prologue appearing in some editions 

of the anthology. It is a late addition and it was not published in 1943, as she seems to suggest 

(“Borges, Bioy” 43). 
17 The mention of Ocampo might be intended as a joke. 
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  Surprisingly, Borges also surreptitiously uses these peritexts to 

undermine his own strategy. Such seems to be the case with problematic authors. 

See, for instance, the rough description of Conan Doyle as merely “el inventor 

de Sherlock Holmes”, in an act of voluntary reductionism (49). The sleuth’s 

methods had been criticised in several texts between 1933 and 1940;18 in 1965 

Borges did perhaps expand on the meaning of the quoted statement: “Sir Arthur 

Conan Doyle … fue un escritor de segundo orden a quien el mundo le debe un 

personaje inmortal: Sherlock Holmes” (Borges and Vásquez 55). Another 

example is provided at the end of the prefatory note to Georges Simenon, in the 

form of a somewhat ridiculous (and, with all probability, forged) quotation of the 

obscure crime and science fiction writer Miriam Allen deFord—here spelled 

Myriam Allen de Ford. In a typically ironic and odd use of verbs, Borges tells us 

that Allen deFord “certifica que ‘su ingenio, su urbanidad y dominio de la palabra 

son indiscutibles’” (228). Simenon was also regarded as a minor writer by 

Borges.19 Borges’ slight parody of crime writers’ pseudonymic mannerisms 

could also be interpreted in this vein. While bluntly unmasking Milward Kennedy 

and Ellery Queen, he also points out that Georges Simenon is the pseudonym of 

Georges Sim (which, of course, is not true; this may be an allusion to the English 

popular writer Georges Sims) (229). Although these subtle hints are easily lost 

within the general context of the anthology, it is interesting to notice that Borges 

is adding layers to his presentation of the genre, perhaps establishing limits to his 

own legitimation effort. 

 

3.4 Stronger Strategies: El séptimo círculo 

 

Borges’ exercises in legitimation would be further explored in ESC 

(founded in 1945). If “El cuento policial” needed to draw the borderline between 

detective fiction and fanciful crime journalism, this new endeavour would have 

to stress its difference with regards to popular crime series (Mattalia 116), such 

 
18 See, for instance, “Leyes de la narración policial” (37); “Los laberintos policiales y Chesterton” 

(127-128); “Ellery Queen” (231).   
19 See his review of 1938 (“Les Sept” 236-237) and “Observación final” of 1942 (252). 
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as Tor’s Colección Misterio or Hachette’s Serie Naranja (also created in 1945). 

However, it would be a mistake to see ESC’s cultural efforts as a mere distinctive 

mark within the panorama of the book market. As will emerge in the following 

analysis, the editors’ initiative has considerable elements intended to address 

Argentine “literary” writers. ESC is a strange blend of the commercial and the 

literary, being a paid job pursued with honest interest.20 

ESC’s legitimation strategies range from the obvious to the subtle. As has 

been noted, the very name of the series points to a canonisation effort that alludes 

to the circle of violence in Dante’s Inferno (Lafforgue and Rivera 124, Miranda 

32, Pellicer “Borges, Bioy” 44, and others).  A black chess knight was chosen as 

the symbol of the series, a multiple allusion to rationality and intellectual 

complexity.21 The most conspicuous feature of the series, however, is its front 

covers, designed by artist José Bonomi (see figure 1).22 These were clearly 

conceived to stand out against other products, making the volumes easily 

recognisable. 23 As such, they are directly involved with the commercial 

dimension of ESC. Nevertheless, Bonomi’s art also contributes cultural value by 

resorting to a blend of Cubistic (Miranda 32) and Expressionist aesthetics 

suggesting a poetics of abstraction and rationality that is at the same time modern. 

The framing of Bonomi’s drawings, which divides the cover into four striped 

corner sections, each one reversing the order of the colours of the two adjacent 

 
20 As pointed out in the Introduction, the commercial aspect of ESC is only addressed when 

relevant to my argument and is not in itself an object of analysis. As an illustration of the 

popularity of ESC, Estela Canto tells of a time when Borges and she were arrested for 

“inappropriate behaviour” in a public area. At the station Borges told the officer that he worked 

as an editor and that he had created ESC, which resulted in them being discharged (107-108).  
21 Of course, comparisons between the puzzle novel and chess are fairly common, but this has 

some novelty in Argentina. 
22 The role of the front covers is also stressed by Miranda (32) and Lafforgue and Rivera (124). 

Bonomi also designed the art for the 1953 anthology. For more information on the artist see 

Lafforgue and Rivera (127-128n2). Years after ESC had disappeared, Bioy wrote that “el diseño 

de la tapa, de Bonomi, nos gustó mucho y creo que le debemos buena parte del éxito” (Memorias 

100). Edward McKnight Kauffer’s abstract art for Gollancz’ crime novels (Edwards The Golden 

28) might have inspired Bonomi. ESC’s art is also remarkably similar to Ruth Reeves’ 1930 

textile Figures of Still Life.  
23 A clear example of how easily recognisable these books are is their brief appearances in Pablo 

Larraín’s film Neruda (2016), which shows the poet’s manifold activities while being the subject 

of a half-hearted political manhunt. Among them is the reading of ESC novels. The casual 

appearance of some volumes acts as a subtle touch to the film’s photography and establishes an 

interesting parallel with its noirish moments.   
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panels, is extremely suggestive as well. It speaks of the superposition of two 

orders (lie and truth, investigation and crime) and bears a sort of hypnotic and 

symmetric quality. It is difficult to think of a better visual representation for the 

effect that Borges sought when he demanded “necesidad y maravilla en la 

solución” (“Leyes” 38). 

In 1946, after the first year of the series, Borges and Bioy wrote possibly 

their most complete text on crime fiction: a presentation of ESC for Emecé’s 

catalogue, which was published in the form of a magazine. Compared to the 

peritexts that we will examine shortly, the effects of this epitext for canonisation 

ends are weaker. It cannot compete with the distribution of the books themselves 

and does not appear in a prestigious publication, despite its resemblance to a 

manifesto. For the moment, suffice it to say that the text begins by stating that 

crime fiction is “una de las pocas invenciones literarias de nuestro tiempo” (“El 

séptimo círculo” 111), later goes on to suggest that the crime novel is a superior 

form of novel (“de todas las formas de la novela, la policial es la que exige a los 

escritores mayor rigor”), and insists on the genre’s irresistible appeal, the critical 

prejudice against it being based on “el prestigio del tedio” (112). However 

interesting this is, the texts that accompany the ESC novels prove more efficient, 

given their wider circulation, their closeness to the actual works, and the general 

systematicity of the strategies.     

The back covers and prefatory notes included in the different volumes 

offer a richer source of legitimising efforts when compared to the above 

strategies. Indeed, these texts seem to approach the issue of the relationship 

between low and high culture within the genre in a complex and perhaps more 

persuasive manner than the 1946 text. I will presently show that this is achieved 

through a highlighting of the authors’ cultural pedigree, the inclusion of critical 

discourse, and the suggestion that crime fiction is proper literature.  

If we examine the prefatory note in volume one (Nicholas Blake’s The 

Beast Must Die), we find a good example of the former. The first piece of 

information given is that “Nicholas Blake es el poeta inglés Cecil Day Lewis (n. 

1904). Desciende, por línea materna, de Oliver Goldsmith. Se educó en Oxford” 
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(7). The intellectual behind the pseudonym and the Oxbridge connection is 

something that Blake shares with many of the authors published in the series, as 

Lafforgue and Rivera have commented (17). Notwithstanding this, the fact that 

Blake is a “literary” writer seems more important: the note lists his poetical works 

and informs the reader that Blake/Day Lewis “ha traducido, también, en verso 

inglés, las Geórgicas de Virgilio”, hardly a fact that would interest the average 

reader of thrillers. So far, Borges resorts to any available symbol of cultural 

prestige. Nevertheless, the implied hierarchy between crime fiction and high 

literature is reversed at the end of the note. In the closing lines Borges quotes two 

critics, with John Strachey stating that “cuando condesciende con Nicholas 

Blake, escribe aún mejor que cuando ‘se da por entero a la literatura’ como Day 

Lewis” (qtd in 7). In other words, writing “literary” genres such as poetry does 

not necessarily result in good writing, nor does writing popular fiction produce 

bad prose automatically. A good crime writer is preferable to a mediocre poet. 

That quality detective fiction is possible, is confirmed by the last quotation in this 

brief text. This is a statement by critic Howard Haycraft, who calls Blake “uno 

de los pocos autores que concilian la excelencia literaria con el arte de urdir 

misterios perfectos. Trátase de un maestro del género policial” (qtd in 7). 

Like most information in this and other notes, both quotations are taken 

from Howard Haycraft’s study Murder for Pleasure (1941), although this is 

never indicated. In Haycraft’s book we find the source of the Strachey quote, 

which says “he writes even better when he is, presumably, pot-boiling as 

Nicholas Blake than when he is ‘giving himself to literature’ as Day Lewis” (qtd 

in 190). Here we see the conscious hand of Borges translating “pot-boiling” with 

an odd (and Borgesian) use of the verb “condescender”. The translated text thus 

focuses exclusively on cultural hierarchy (literature versus popular fiction), 

effacing not only the monetary element but the key fact that the novel probably 

exists only as a means of funding more valuable work. In this way, Day Lewis 

seems to allow himself to write detective fiction for sheer fun and, in so doing, 

he achieves more than when he has deeper aspirations. This is another instance 

in which Borges subtly introduces an aesthetic value, namely, his revindication 
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of enjoyment as the purest value in literature against merely prestigious and dull 

works. If Blake is better than Day Lewis, it is because only the former has fun 

writing. Borges is careful to let us know that writers and intellectuals 

“condescend” to and even excel at crime fiction.24 

An additional strategy for lending cultural value to the genre is the use of 

criticism. Haycraft’s figure seems to occupy the central position in this respect. 

He is mentioned in the peritexts of several other volumes in the series, such as 

Michael Innes’ Hamlet, Revenge! (volume 34), Richard Keverne’s The Man in 

the Red Hat (43), and John Dickson Carr’s The Four False Weapons (64). 

François Fosca, author of Histoire et technique du roman policier (1937), is the 

second most quoted commentator, appearing in Milward Kennedy’s The 

Murderer of Sleep (volume 6) and Dickson Carr’s novels The Waxworks Murder 

(18) and Till Death Do Us Part (33).25 

The use of critical discourse in the series is somewhat different in the case 

of the most prestigious authors Charles Dickens, Wilkie Collins, and Anton 

Chekhov. Especially in Dickens’ volume, a greater protagonism of critical 

commentary can be observed. The Mystery of Edwin Drood (volume 78) 

appeared in ESC with a different sort of critical apparatus consisting of two 

translated peritexts: a preface by Chesterton and the critical “Note on The 

Mystery of Edwin Drood”.26 The back cover announces both the “magistral 

prefacio” and the “epílogo analítico de la edición de Oxford” and describes the 

book as “quizá el que ha suscitado más polémicas en la literatura británica”. On 

the other hand, Chekhov’s The Shooting Party (volume 9) included a preface by 

the translator Manuel Peyrou, and Collins’ The Moonstone and The Woman in 

White (volumes 23 and 30) displayed an array of critical commentaries, as we 

 
24 The idea of an intellectual who produces more valuable works in the crime genre was also 

present in his brief biography of S. S. Van Dine, published in El Hogar in June 1937 (Textos 138-

139). 
25 Borges had alluded to this study in 1942 (“Roger Caillois” 251). 
26 Borges and Bioy used two different source editions: Oxford University Press’ first edition 

(1924) for the note, and J. M. Dent’s first edition (1926) for Chesterton’s text. This was the only 

time in the series that a volume was based on two different publications and, therefore, points to 

the importance of offering the reader a cultured product. The inclusion of these texts, especially 

the scholarly “Note”, additionally speaks of a different kind of intended reader. 
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will see shortly. As shown by these volumes, ESC gave more protagonism to 

critical discourse in the case of authors who needed almost no additional value. 

In that sense, both the selection of these novels and the use of criticism must be 

seen as benefiting the whole series, granting cultural prestige by contagion in a 

similar way to the selection of stories by Stevenson, Apollinaire, and Hawthorne 

in LMCP. It shows that crime fiction participates in canonical literature. 

Critical commentary from writers is an additional strategy for conferring 

cultural value on ESC. Significantly, this approach becomes more evident with 

regard to the canonical Wilkie Collins, whose novels The Moonstone and The 

Woman in White were published in two tomes each. The peritexts of these 

editions seem more carefully designed, in a similar vein to Dickens’ novel. The 

prefatory note in The Moonstone is, in fact, the longest in the series, and expressly 

refers to critical commentary and to the novel’s connection with high literature. 

Both The Moonstone and The Woman in White  

 

merecen algo más que un frío y respetuoso interés histórico; muchos 

críticos -bástenos recordar a Alexander Woollcott [New Yorker critic] y a 

Chesterton- las han juzgado superiores a los más afortunados ejemplos de 

la escuela contemporánea. Swinburne afirmó que La piedra lunar era una 

obra maestra; Fitzgerald, el insigne traductor de Omar Khayyám y de 

Calderón, prefirió La dama de blanco a las obras de Fielding y Jane 

Austen. (9) 

 

Edward Fitzgerald’s opinion appears as the most radical and, again, enacts that 

subversion of the hierarchies that we saw in the note to volume one. Fitzgerald, 

however, does not seem to have taken Collins’ novel so seriously. In a letter of 

January 1861, he comments that “The Woman in White comforted me with its 

absurdities” (382). 

A clearer manipulation of Fitzgerald’s opinion would appear later in the 

form of a quotation on the back cover of The Woman in White, which reads “La 

dama de blanco, con su conde Fosco, es muy superior a Fielding y a Jane 
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Austen”. The source of the quotation is a post scriptum in Fitzgerald’s letter to 

W. F. Pollock on 24 December 1870. A glance at this text shows that the second 

half of the quotation is not literal (the fragment that mentions the names of 

Fielding and Austen). More importantly, the text is not so enthusiastic a 

commendation considering the writer’s low opinion of said authors. Fitzgerald’s 

text is a commentary on Pollock’s article, which listed the best English novelists. 

The source sentence appears mingled with crude criticism: Fielding’s characters 

are “common and vulgar types”; Fitzgerald accuses Pollock of being “blown 

away by fashion” for putting Austen in third place; he adds that the author of 

Persuasion “is capital as far as she goes: but she never goes out of the parlour …. 

I think The Woman in White, with her Count Fosco, far beyond all that” 

(emphasis added). He immediately comments that a friend of his reads Austen 

“after his Sanskrit is done”, because she is the kind of author who does not 

interrupt one’s thoughts (206). Therefore, on the back cover, Fitzgerald’s 

quotation is manipulated by de-contextualisation and used to draw prestige from 

the figures of Austen and Fielding, whom he disliked, as much as from his own.  

 The back cover of The Moonstone shows three quotations by different 

writers. In the following order, Chesterton calls the book “probablemente, la 

mejor novela policial del mundo”, while Dorothy L. Sayers opines that “es la 

mejor novela policial que se ha escrito”, and finally T. S. Eliot states that “La 

piedra lunar es la primera y la mejor de las novelas policiales”. On the back cover 

of The Woman in White we find praise by Fitzgerald, Dickens, the Encyclopaedia 

Britannica, and Eliot, and the introductory note extensively quotes Swinburne’s 

praise of Collins’ characterisation skills (7), additionally including the longest 

bibliography in the series (9-10). Collins’ novels seem to deserve to be treated as 

classics. Thus, ESC expands the use of signs that point to it being a cultured 

endeavour, making a clear point of it.  

  So far, I have analysed an explicit use of criticism in the quest for cultural 

value in ESC. Compared to other strategies, such as Bonomi’s art or the name of 

the series, this is certainly more complex. In addition, it is possible to see a clear 

evolution in the legitimation effort from the shy intervention in Crítica’s “El 
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cuento policial”, through the hints in LMCP, to Emecé’s crime series. 

Comparatively, ESC shows a growing concern with the strategies that will affect 

the reception of the texts, which translates into a more evident Borgesian mark 

in these peritexts. An additional example of the latter will be provided shortly, 

while still dealing with the use of criticism for legitimation ends.     

I have already mentioned Howard Haycraft’s Murder for Pleasure as a 

source for Borges’ peritexts. Although Borges had written an unfavourable 

review of the book in September 1943, describing it as gossipy and alarming 

(“Howard Haycraft” 265), traces of its influence can be found in LMCP. 

However, Haycraft’s presence is even stronger in ESC. Not only is he the most 

quoted critic, but he is also the source of much of the information displayed in 

these peritexts, often amounting to plagiarism. The prefatory notes to authors 

frequently published in the series such as Eden Phillpotts, Nicholas Blake, 

Anthony Berkeley, Michael Innes, Richard Hull, and John Dickson Carr draw 

from the book.27 

More interestingly, the editors sometimes resort to a distorting plagiaristic 

practice. For instance, a fragment of the note introducing R. C. Woodthorpe in 

volume 53 (The Public School Murder) is taken from Haycraft’s statement that  

 

R. C. Woodthorpe … once placed an amusing conceit in the mouth of one 

of his characters, whom he induced to declare that if he ever attempted a 

police novel he would steal the plot of Hamlet and translate it into modern 

dress: laying the whole action in some quiet suburb, with the players’ 

scene to be staged by the village dramatic society and the ghost of 

Hamlet’s father to appear at a spiritualistic séance. (244) 

 

For their own part, Borges and Bioy write that  

 

 
27 It will certainly take too much space to analyse on a case-by-case basis how Borges plagiarises 

Haycraft. For information regarding the mentioned writers see, respectively, pages 134; 189-190; 

145-147; 186-188; 196-198; and 199-202. 
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uno de sus proyectos, hasta ahora no ejecutado, es la composición de una 

novela policial basada en el argumento de Hamlet. La acción transcurriría 

en nuestros días, en un tranquilo pueblo suburbano; el fantasma del padre 

aparecería en una sesión de espiritismo; una compañía de aficionados 

representaría la tragedia de Hamlet, para que el culpable se delatara. (7)    

 

Evidently the editors alter the plagiarised sentence. The idea now belongs to the 

author and not to a character, and the actors stage Shakespeare’s complete 

tragedy and not just the play performed within Hamlet. The example shows that 

Borges not only displays his sources in a legitimation effort, but also hides them 

and poses as an expert who knows different anecdotes. He alternates between 

showing, through the inclusion of criticism, that these novels possess cultural 

value, and appearing as an authority on the genre by plagiarising critical 

discourse. Another example of the concealment of sources is found in the 

prefatory note to The Woman in White, in which Borges writes of Collins as the 

unsurpassed precursor of crime fiction’s modern focus on characterisation and 

psychology (7), which echoes Haycraft’s (39) and Dorothy Sayers’ (xiii) 

analysis.   

On the other hand, the prefatory note in volume 53 (published in 1949) is 

clearly more Borgesian than the source text. Here the author devises a novel in 

which the actions copy and at the same time include Hamlet (with its own play 

within a play), which somehow echoes Borges’ “El tema del traidor y del héroe” 

(1944), a story that plays with the technique of the mise en abyme and with the 

possibility that reality may copy a Shakespearean work. As Borges expands his 

use of peritexts, these become, as said, more Borgesian. This note also shows that 

Borges is not necessarily using Haycraft to quickly dispatch work but taking time 

to play little hidden tricks, like devising some sort of flash story on this anecdote 

trouvé. The gesture of leaving an authorial mark here and there seems to point to 

crime fiction as belonging to Borges.28        

 
28 It is well-known how fiercely Borges responded to Caillois’ Le roman policier, as if disputing 

the very space of detective fiction. 
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 Finally, another legitimation strategy is establishing comparisons or 

connections between the crime writer and more canonical authors. Thus, Dickson 

Carr’s gloomy atmospheres “suele[n] recordar a las New Arabian Nights de 

Stevenson y las invenciones de Chesterton” (7). “Richard W. Webb y Hugh C. 

Wheeler”, who wrote under the penname of Patrick Quentin, “leen con asiduidad 

a Jane Austen y Anthony Trollope” (7). Leo Perutz’s work has been compared 

with Thomas Mann’s, as announced on the back cover of volume 27 (Der Meister 

des Jüngsten Tages). British criticism, according to the back cover of Lynn 

Brock’s The Stoat (volume 29), compared him with Poe and Faulkner; and, 

finally, François Fosca is quoted as describing Dickson Carr’s detective Gideon 

Fell as “una mezcla del doctor Johnson y de Chesterton” 29 on the back cover of 

Till Death Do Us Part. Wilkie Collins has the strongest connection with high 

literature: he was inspired by Richardson and Cholderlos de Laclos, and has 

influenced Robert Browning, Joseph Conrad, and Faulkner (9). 

 Such an apparatus may be summarised by the claim that crime fiction is 

proper literature. Or, as the back cover of volume 35 describes Blake’s work, 

“como todos los libros de Nicholas Blake, ¡Oh, envoltura de la muerte! no es 

solamente una gran novela policial; es, también, una gran novela”. In other 

words, detective novels can be judged by literary standards. The peritexts directly 

praise the technical skills displayed by the published authors, justifying the 

selection of the work by attributing different features to the novels. These features 

always exceed mere plot design and cover such technical aspects as 

characterisation, description, and dialogue. The “decoro literario” and “el 

alucinatorio poder de sus descripciones de personajes, de montañas y de 

desiertos” are characteristic of Michael Innes’ Lament for a Maker (volume 3), 

while Dickson Carr’s The Black Spectacles (volume 2) is praised for “la 

intensidad de los caracteres, la energía del diálogo y las hábiles sorpresas del 

argumento”. Therefore, ESC presents crime novels as stylistically interesting 

works. Compared to the 1946 introduction to the series, the argument for the 

literary status of the genre is doubtlessly more convincing, as it highlights a 

 
29 The quotation is literal (see Fosca 172). 
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feature of the work (style) and not an aspect of its composition (how challenging 

it is to write).    

The defence of the genre’s quality is visible from volume one, when 

Borges quotes Haycraft as saying that Nicholas Blake reconciles “la excelencia 

literaria” with “el arte de urdir misterios perfectos” (7). This translated quotation 

works better than the original for legitimation purposes. Haycraft is actually 

somewhat disdainful when he writes that Blake “is one of the rare writers who 

manage to bring high literacy and thrills together under one cover” (192) 

(emphasis added).30 Despite being one of the first studies of detective fiction, 

Murder for Pleasure takes considerable distance from its subject. Although its 

author admits to being an enthusiast, he describes the genre as “a frankly non-

serious, entertainment form of literature” (ix). That this is (understandably) never 

acknowledged by Borges is perhaps his biggest manipulation with regards to 

criticism, especially given Haycraft’s importance for the series.  

 

3.5 Getting Tired: From Ambiguity to Rejection 

 

One may wonder how honest these remarks about the true literary nature 

of crime fiction are, especially in the context of peritexts. A first sign that 

counteracts the efforts described thus far is the absence of any evident 

problematisation of the translation process in ESC. If the original were 

considered a sophisticated work (as the paratexts suggest), translation, then, 

should have become an explicit issue to a certain degree. Borges and Bioy, 

however, almost completely effaced the work of translators. Even with good 

translator-writers of the Sur group at their disposal, or even translators that 

Borges may have felt proud of for purely personal reasons, the editors never 

thought that this could constitute an asset for the series.31  

 
30 I shall return to the translation of the second half of this sentence. 
31 This does not mean that translators were not acknowledged. Despite claims by Miranda (36-

37), this was done in every single volume of the series. Among the notable ESC translators were 

Estela Canto, Rodolfo Wilcock, Silvina Büllricht, José Bianco, and Leonor Acevedo, Borges’ 

mother. 
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Another sign of ambiguity is found in Borges’ correspondence. Around 

that time,32 he wrote to his lover Estela Canto that he was “abrumado de tareas 

que lindan con la literatura: El séptimo círculo, La puerta de marfil (esta 

enumeración es suficientemente poética, pero en breve decae) y, ahora, Los 

anales de Buenos Aires que dirigiré” (Canto 131-132).33 Borges’ perspective is 

surprisingly ambiguous in this message. The crime series does not really belong 

to literature. However, the enumeration is called poetic and is made to contrast 

with the literary magazine Los anales (or is this just a joke about the titles of 

these publications?). Whatever the interpretation of the sentence, Borges’ 

relationship with the series does not seem completely positive.  

Borges’ apparent disregard of ESC in his letter to Canto may be explained 

by his workload. He had complained about this in a previous postcard, in which 

he alluded to the publication of The Moonstone (130). ESC’s publishing pace 

must have meant intense work for him and Bioy. Sixteen volumes were published 

yearly in 1945 and 1946; the following years generally saw only a slight decrease. 

In most of them ten or more novels were published. Borges was also engaged in 

several other projects. According to Canto, he was incredibly busy at the time but 

seemed to enjoy it (130), a statement that is coherent with his sometimes playful 

use of Haycraft. As much individual initiative as they show, the Revista 

Multicolor de los Sábados, LMCP, and ESC were, in the end, paid jobs. Their 

very existence depended on an economic factor. Together with the initial 

ambiguity displayed by Borges, this aspect may have contributed to the erosion 

of the editors’ enthusiasm. Given the greater amount of work involved, ESC must 

have been critical in this respect. Indeed, Borges himself said that “the amount 

of reading required in the selection of these books [for ESC] rid me, in time, of 

 
32 The correspondence was probably sent at some point in 1946. I deduce this from the fact that 

it comes after another one describing the arrangements for the publication of the translation of 

The Moonstone, which appeared that year.  
33 I am not following the transcription (in Canto 132) but the printed picture of the reverse of 

Borges’ postcard (131), as the former shows evident mistakes. La puerta de marfil was another 

Emecé series edited by Borges and Bioy, far less successful than ESC. It focused on European 

and North American novels, the most published author being Joseph Conrad. A few ESC novels, 

like Vera Caspary’s Bedelia (volume 99), were first published in La puerta de marfil and later 

recycled for the crime series.    
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my boyish craze for the general run of such games and puzzles” (The Aleph 

274).34     

In fact, alongside legitimation efforts, signs to the contrary effect began 

to appear in ESC. As editor of the crime series, Borges slowly begins to take 

distance from the genre. Two first and subtle signs of this appear as early as 

volumes 16 (Clifford Witting’s Midsummer Murder) and 78 (The Mystery of 

Edwin Drood). In the latter, Stevenson’s praise of the novel hints at a major issue 

within the detective genre: the novel’s vivid characterisation and humour “según 

lo ha sugerido Stevenson, confieren a El misterio de Edwin Drood su convincente 

realidad y lo ‘rescatan de esa trivialidad mecánica’, que es uno de los riesgos que 

acechan a las letras policiales”.35 The back cover of the earlier Midsummer 

Murder is even subtler. It displays a fake quotation: “como certeramente observa 

Farrel Du Bosc, ‘Clifford Witting sobresale por la vívida concepción de cada 

personaje y de cada episodio’, y agrega que ‘es difícil hallar una novela mejor 

concebida, mejor construida o mejor narrada que Asesinato en pleno verano’”. 

The trick was almost impossible to detect, as Farrel Du Bosc is an apocryphal 

critic invented by Borges and Bioy, who would later appear in the anthology El 

libro del cielo y del infierno (1960), and “Homenaje a César Paladión” (1964) 

representing charlatanism and false intellectuality in a parody of literary 

criticism.36 Du Bosc’s second statement is an obvious exaggeration, a reductio 

 
34 This declaration was already noted by Anderson Imbert (491). However, he was concerned 

with Chesterton’s impact on Borges and does not discuss the significance of this fact for ESC. 

However, Anderson Imbert did not discuss the broader impact of all this in Borges’ work. 
35 The source of this sentence is in the epilogue to Stevenson and Lloyd Osbourne’s The Wrecker. 

In this text, Stevenson writes that in crime novels “the mind of the reader, always bent to pick up 

clues, receives no impression of reality or life, rather of an airless, elaborate mechanism; and the 

book remains enthralling, but insignificant, like a game of chess, not a work of human art”. 

Stevenson also observes that the method of resorting to the features of “the novel of manners” to 

avoid such risks “had been invented previously by … Charles Dickens in his later work” (455-

456 emphasis added). The Wrecker was alluded to in 1942 (“Observación” 253). The back cover 

is, to my knowledge, the first instance in which Borges speaks of mechanical quality as a 

drawback of the perfect plot. 
36 It does not seem a coincidence that in the text of 1964 Du Bosc appears quoting another 

commentator who had been associated with an earlier case of false quotation: Myriam Allen de 

Ford. As we saw, Borges and Bioy “quoted” her in the prefatory note to Simenon in LMCP. Juan 

José Saer has commented on the parodic quality of “Homenaje a César Paladión”, implicitly 

placing Du Bosc in the context of Borges’ Francophobia (37-38). Du Bosc also appeared in 

“Catálogo y análisis de los diversos libros de Loomis” (1967). Both texts were collected in 

Crónicas de Bustos Domecq (1968). 
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ad absurdum of that reversal of hierarchies that had appeared in volume one. 

Volume 16, the publication that closes ESC’s first year, displays a trick by which 

Borges and Bioy parody their own peritexts and legitimation strategies, in a sort 

of self-examination. 

Such signs of distance and weariness are isolated cases in those two 

volumes. They will, however, become more systematic as time passes, being 

concentrated in the last years of Borges and Bioy’s editorship. The first example 

is volume 103 (Josephine Tey’s Brat Farrar), published in 1953. Bioy’s diary 

shows the editors completely disengaged with their work: “después de comer, 

con Borges redactamos una contratapa para Brat Farrar de Josephine Tey, un 

libro que ninguno de los dos ha leído; ni siquiera tenemos el jacket inglés: 

inventamos un crítico y su juicio” (73). The text, which constitutes Du Bosc’s 

second appearance, is a new and more radical parody of the canonising peritexts. 

The editors write that 

 

En su reflexivo artículo “¿Qué hacer con Sherlock Holmes?” Farrel du 

Bosc plantea el problema: ¿con qué valores la nueva generación emulará 

a la de los grandes maestros? ¿Quiénes competirán mañana, en el campo 

de las letras policiales, con Nicholas Blake, con Michael Innes, con 

Patrick Quentin, con Anthony Boucher y con John Dickson Carr? La 

respuesta del ponderado crítico de Tiger’s Eye cifra todas las esperanzas 

del porvenir en un solo nombre: Josephine Tey. En efecto, las novelas de 

Josephine Tey sobresalen por su educada ironía, por su agudo 

conocimiento del alma humana y por el acento trágico. El manejo de la 

expectativa es, en todas ellas, magistral y la trama del enigma, impecable. 

Ninguna nos parece mejor que Brat Farrar.   

 

Du Bosc is again exaggerating, this time so obviously that he casts doubt on the 

seriousness of the series’ other peritexts. Furthermore, the back cover points to a 

more serious pondering of the genre: it suggests that the poetics represented by 

authors frequently published in ESC is already exhausted and the proposed 
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replacement is obviously not a serious alternative. The description of Tey’s 

works seems a degeneration of crime novels’ previously highlighted qualities 

into melodrama. They are presented almost as in the blurb of a best-seller: 

Dickens’s “vivid humour” is now Tey’s “educated irony”, psychology becomes 

an “acute knowledge of the human soul”, and volume one’s “intensa culminación 

de una trama perfecta”, a “tragic accent”. In other words, after two decades of 

activities around the genre, the gold mine of crime fiction is now exhausted.37 

 Although they will not give up the series until 1956, volume 103 is the 

expression of a turning point in Borges and Bioy’s editorship. ESC is now a paid 

job only, and a nuisance. They will insist on expressing their detachment in a 

self-parodic and generally half-concealed way. In volume 108 (Vera Caspary’s 

Stranger Than Truth) we read that “como dijo Tristán Tzara, Más extraño que la 

verdad, es un juego trágico y admirable, que no borrará el olvido”. Two volumes 

later they will quickly interrupt the description of Dickson Carr’s Night at the 

Mocking Widow to stress the genre’s stereotypes: “cuando en una aldea de 

Inglaterra ocurre un asesinato, hecho nada infrecuente, por lo demás, en la 

literatura del género…”. Later, in volume 117 (Eric Linklater’s Mr. Byculla), the 

novel is praised at the same time as the genre is attacked, namely, the convention 

of the “laborioso capítulo explicativo” and “el ‘suspenso’ utilizado como 

procedimiento para apoyar una historia vana”. Myriam Allen de Ford is again 

quoted on the back cover of volume 128 (Robert Elliot Burns’ I Am a Fugitive 

from a Georgia Chain Gang!). Finally, the editors make their new attitude 

explicit when they state, in volume 130 (Blake’s Whisper in the Gloom), that “no 

creemos que Strangeways cuente Susurro en la penumbra entre sus casos más 

afortunados”. This period of detachment is summarised in Bioy’s diary when he 

writes in September 1953 that “después de comer redactamos risueñamente tres 

contratapas para libros policiales de Emecé” (88). Three volumes after the 

 
37 For another, brief commentary on this back cover see Marieta Gargatagli “Borges: de la 

traducción a la ironía” 1611. Revista de historia de la traducción. No 3, 2009. 

https://ddd.uab.cat/pub/1611/19882963n3/19882963n3a7/gargatagli2.htm. Gargatagli does not 

explore the significance of the text for ESC. She is not concerned with Borges’ approach to crime 

fiction through translational projects but with debunking some myths around his conception of 

translation. 
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explicit rejection of Blake’s novel, on the back cover of Julian Symond’s The 

Thirty-First of February, there will be no space for concealed humour; they will 

not even bother to write the text and will instead copy a paragraph from the 

introduction they had prepared for the series in 1946. Their work as editors of the 

series would not last more than six additional publications.38 

  It is apparent, then, that ESC finally impacted both editors’ judgement of 

the genre in a negative way. To my knowledge, existing criticism has failed to 

acknowledge this fact and its mark on the series. We get some additional 

glimpses of this in Bioy’s diary. As early as September 1949, he writes: “visita a 

Emecé, por la tarde. Nos encargan una segunda serie de Los mejores cuentos 

policiales; siempre los libros menos interesantes son los que podemos ejecutar” 

(45).  Borges’ disregard for the genre is made explicit in September 1951, when 

Bioy records the following statement by his friend: “me he pasado la vida 

discutiendo contra la opinión general (que Cervantes es superior a Quevedo, que 

en las novelas los caracteres son más importantes que la trama, que el policial es 

un género inferior), contra la opinión que ahora sustento” (59). When, in 1961, 

Borges and Bioy prepare a text on the genre for the magazine Vea y Lea, they 

again self-plagiarise the introduction to ESC. Bioy comments “qué bien 

escribíamos. Ahora no escribimos así. Estamos en decadencia”, to which Borges 

replies with his utmost expression of exasperation with crime writing: “no: ahora 

no podemos pensar en serio en las novelas policiales …. A la mierda con las 

novelas policiales” (722).  

 I have examined a series of strategies that aim to confer cultural value on 

crime fiction, from Revista Multicolor de los Sábados to ESC. “El cuento 

policial”’s main contribution is establishing a demarcation between the genre and 

other forms of writing, including crime journalism. The establishment of this 

separate space for the genre would later be implied in the anthologies and the 

series, although Emecé´s crime books obviously do not deal anymore with 

journalistic crime writing and are only concerned with the genre as a specific 

kind of fiction. Much more important are the strategies directly involved with 

 
38 The lack of relevant legitimation efforts in LMCP2 seems to point in the same direction.  
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paratexts (and peritexts in particular), which are very limited in the Revista 

Multicolor de los Sábados but grow in complexity in Emecé. Of these, back 

covers and prefatory notes have proven denser in meaning and of the greatest 

importance. The texts insist on the literary status of the genre, and it is even 

possible to see a clear development from the prefatory note to Chesterton in “El 

cuento policial” to the Borgesian tricks in LMCP and especially in ESC. The 

strategies found in such peritexts resort to every possible source of cultural value, 

ranging from the authors’ ancestry and studies to technical aspects. Among these 

strategies I have identified: a general description of the crime writer’s intellectual 

background, including his non-genre work; a use of critical discourse both from 

literary critics and authors, with the special prevalence of Howard Haycraft; 

comparisons with prestigious writers; and the description of the technical virtues 

of specific works and authors. 

 Additionally, Borges plays with critical references beyond the mere 

legitimation agenda. He sometimes plagiarises and hides his sources, making a 

statement pass as his own. I interpret this as an attempt to show and establish 

himself as an expert on the genre, which is something that he certainly achieved.39 

Borges even allows himself tricks that sometimes bring the work in question 

closer to his own creative production, drawing surreptitious parallels. At other 

times these subtle hints seem to set limits on his own legitimation strategies. Such 

tricks certainly do not seem devised for a mass readership and may suggest that 

Emecé’s publications are aimed at an intellectual public as well. 

 Finally, Borges’ initial ambiguity towards crime fiction, which consisted 

of both an opportunistic approach and a hesitating attitude regarding the genre’s 

true value, is never completely resolved. Ultimately, the pressure of commercial 

publishing, added to this hesitant evaluation, evolved into a negative attitude. The 

genre’s potentialities are treated as exhausted and Borges and Bioy distance 

themselves from it. In fact, after ESC Borges did not produce significant new 

ideas on detective fiction and kept borrowing from texts from his earlier years (a 

good example of this is his 1978 talk “El cuento policial,” in which he adds 

 
39 For details, see Brescia (Modelos y prácticas 97-98). 
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almost nothing new, and which can be better described as a conference on Poe). 

Unexpectedly, one of the ways in which ESC contributed to the Borgesian 

approach to crime fiction was by making him turn away from the genre.      
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Chapter 4. Borgesian Poetics and Intervention in “El cuento policial” and 

the Emecé Crime Books   

 

 

This chapter describes the interpretation of crime fiction emerging from Borges’ 

editorial projects, exploring to what extent they were shaped by his aestheticist 

programme and his corresponding reflection on fiction. As a response to the 

problems that the times posed to artists and intellectuals, this reflection takes up 

a position with regard to the relationship between literature and politics, opposing 

any utilitarian or moral conception of art. This debate is Borges’ point of 

departure, which leads him to address the issue of the role of fiction within the 

real world, against a background of different poetics (see Chapter 1). Therefore, 

these pages discuss the treatment and dissemination of Borges’ ideas around the 

genre in his editorial endeavours, addressing the question of the specific role 

played by translations. 

 At the core of Borges’ editorial work are the autonomist conception of art 

and the related problem of literary quality. On the one hand, he calls for a radical 

autonomisation of the Argentine literary field. Simultaneously, he comes up with 

a set of internal criteria for the assessment of fiction. Discussing the role of 

literature and the ways in which it should be evaluated are, therefore, conjoined 

movements. Additionally, Borges’ programme seeks to reduce the 

incomprehensibility of the aesthetic fact (Pastormerlo Borges 118) when 

establishing these principles of evaluation, a process in which detective fiction is 

instrumental. Writers must prove their value on the page just as the crime writer 

proves her ingenuity. The originality of the Borgesian approach consists in using 

a popular genre to discuss all these matters. As argued in Chapter 3, Borges’ 

editorial work at Emecé is partially aimed at a cultured public, and this reflection 

is part of his address to writers and intellectuals.  

This chapter’s objective is to describe the Borgesian editorial response to 

the problems of autonomisation and of literary quality. However, if these 
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editorial projects are used for the dissemination and promotion of the ideas and 

values addressed in Borges’ critical writing, do they remain unchanged in his 

editorial work? Criticism has partially addressed this issue. Fernández Vega has 

written about Borges and Bioy’s “aesthetic campaign” regarding crime fiction 

and sees ESC as an unmediated promotion of their ideas (62). Similarly, María 

Teresa Gramuglio suggested that the anthologies of crime and fantastic fiction 

“prepararon … el terreno para sus propias ficciones” (“Una década” 214), a claim 

that I test at the end of this chapter.  

The different ideas and values involved in Borges’ editorship are often 

interlinked and overlapping to a point that can be confusing. To better navigate 

them, I have divided my efforts to focus on two major problems in Borges’ 

cultural operation. The first (and briefest) deals with how Borges utilises the body 

of edited crime works to grant himself a place within the local and international 

crime fiction traditions as both importer and founder. This puts his work at Emecé 

in direct relation to his own literary work, showing how important it is for Borges 

to craft an image of himself. The second problem is the analysis of the Borgesian 

promotion of a literary ethos, which consists of more general aesthetic ideas, 

values, practices and even techniques involving both the acts of reading and 

writing. It is this part that poses most of the problems. Now let us consider the 

first issue. 

 

4.1 Borges the Importer: Crime Fiction as a Foreign Genre 

 

One important feature of Borges’ interpretation of crime fiction is that it 

is a foreign genre. From the very beginning in his initial portrayal of the genre in 

“Edgar Wallace” to his various reviews in Sur and El Hogar, Borges conceived 

of crime fiction as an essentially Anglophone mode of writing. Let us remember 

how important it was for him to place its origin in Poe (which led him to confront 

Roger Caillois in 1942). Paradoxically, as is known, Borges’ contribution to the 

development of Argentine crime fiction is critical. 
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Given that Borges conceived of the genre as essentially foreign, it is 

unsurprising that he turned to translation in all his instances as editor of crime 

fiction. “El cuento policial” consists of nine translated texts, seven Argentine 

stories, and one of uncertain origin (see Chapter 3). LMCP included sixteen 

stories, three of which were Argentine productions.1 ESC, finally, published 139 

volumes under Borges and Bioy, only five of which were non-translations.2 

Peyrou’s “Julieta y el mago” and Borges and Bioy’s “Las doce figuras del 

mundo” were the only Argentine texts in LMCP2. The obvious primacy of 

translations helps Borges construct and reinforce the foreignized image of the 

genre.3  

 Following a similar line, many of the selected Argentine or South 

American stories are set in Europe. In the Revista Multicolor, Emanuel Courter’s 

“El bárbaro crimen del tren” and Emilio Villalba Welsh’s “La acusadora falta de 

pruebas” are set in Paris, while Juan Erjford’s “Ha desaparecido una perla” and 

Oscar Peyrou’s “Matando de sobremesa” take place in England. In LMCP, 

Peyrou’s story is set in London, while Pérez Ruiz’ takes us to England and 

colonial Calcutta. The pseudo-French setting of “La muerte y la brújula” is 

known to be an oblique representation of Buenos Aires, as Borges himself 

admitted in “El escritor argentino y la tradición” (157). In ESC, Peyrou’s El 

estruendo de las rosas is set in Europe and Amorim’s El asesino desvelado 

significantly begins in Paris to later arrive by boat at a nocturnal Buenos Aires, 

 
1 These were Carlos Pérez Ruiz’s “A treinta pasos”, Manuel Peyrou’s “La espada dormida”, and 

Borges’ “La muerte y la brújula”. Later editions replace Pérez’s story with Silvina Ocampo’s “El 

vástago”. 
2 These were El asesino desvelado (volume 14), by the Uruguayan author Enrique Amorim; Bioy 

and Silvina’s Los que aman, odian (31); Manuel Peyrou’s El estruendo de las rosas (48); Bajo el 

signo del odio (102), by Alejandro Ruiz Guiñazú, under the penname of Alex Rice Guinness; and 

María Angélica Bosco’s La muerte baja en el ascensor (123). 
3 We should not forget the foreign settings of Borges’ own crime production. I refer here to the 

three canonical crime texts “El jardín de los senderos que se bifurcan”, “La muerte y la brújula”, 

and “Abenjacán el Bojarí, muerto en su laberinto”. The only context in which Borges set detective 

stories in Argentina is in Bustos Domecq’s stories, which he did to comic effect. I regard 

“Hombre de la esquina rosada” as engaging with the crime tradition (its similarities with Agatha 

Christie’s The Mysterious Affair at Styles have already been noted a number of times), but also 

as a transitional story. Another possible exception would be stories that do not engage directly 

with the crime fiction tradition but may be said to point in that direction. Such stories would be 

“Emma Zunz” and “La espera”, which can be interpreted as closer to the hardboiled for their 

crude(r) realism. 
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while Ruiz Guiñazu’s English pseudonym disguises him as a foreign author of a 

novel set in Switzerland and New York.4  

Even if this foreignized image is present both in “El cuento policial” and 

in the Emecé publications, numbers show a much more radical protagonism of 

translations in the latter. Between his job for Crítica and that for Emecé, Borges 

wrote for the magazine El Hogar in the foreign authors section, reviewing a great 

number of crime books. He also published essays and reviews in Sur. By so 

doing, he seems to deepen his understanding of the genre, a process which hardly 

involved any Argentine author. The only Argentine crime books he analyses are 

authored by Manuel Peyrou and José Bianco, members of Sur. Similarly, 

Emecé’s Argentine crime books are usually authored by Sur’s writers, as if 

Argentine crime fiction did not exist outside this cosmopolitan group. One can 

explain translation’s growing protagonism by the fact that Borges took his 

promotion of detective fiction at Emecé more seriously than the irregular section 

in Crítica’s supplement. After all, we have seen that Emecé’s books seem to 

address the intellectual elite, and some of the Argentine crime stories published 

in Crítica are too different from Borges’ poetics.5    

There are two main reasons for the promotion of a foreignized image of 

the genre in Emecé. The first is that Borges’ approach to detective fiction is 

closely associated with a defence of a poetics that opposes realism and any 

political agenda. Taking distance from Argentine reality would then be a way of 

emphasizing this non-mimetic aspect and eliminating any sort of political or 

social reference. Through translation, it becomes easier to neutralise all the social 

or political dimension of a work of fiction. Moreover, this dissociation from the 

local context is coherent with ESC’s translation policy of aiming for a Spanish 

American standard. Although the use of standard Spanish was an established 

publishing practice, the possibility of using the local forms was brought up in the 

first edition of volume 1 and was consciously avoided afterwards. The 1945 

 
4 The prefatory note to Bajo el signo del odio, however, acknowledges that Rice Guinnes is the 

pseudonym of an Argentine writer (7). 
5 See, for instance, the sentimental “La educación para la muerte”, by Albert Dubois, in issue 

number 43, page 6, of the Revista. 
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version of La bestia debe morir resorts to rioplatense in several contexts.6 For 

instance, the original “James paid me a flying visit this afternoon, ‘just to see 

how you’re getting on’” (8) is rendered as “esta tarde recibí una rápida visita de 

James; ‘solamente para ver cómo seguís’” (13 emphasis added). Later editions 

substitute the vernacular for standard choices.7 Accordingly, James is reported as 

saying “solamente para ver cómo sigues” (13).8 Despite translator Rodolfo 

Wilcock’s attempt to introduce rioplatense in La bestia debe morir, it seems that 

the editors decided that standarisation was more coherent with their approach. 

The first edition of volume 2 (translated by Marta Acosta van Praet) already 

avoids the local, as all subsequent volumes will (including those translated by 

Wilcock). Thus, this translation policy contributes to the construction of the 

foreignizing image of the genre.9 

A second and more important reason for the promotion of this foreignized 

image is that Borges is enacting an erasure of all Argentine crime writing 

previous and contemporary to his own intervention (Setton 11), except for some 

members of Sur. The originality of Borges’ intervention is then stressed, and his 

role as the expert importer strengthened. That such a radical rewriting of 

Argentine detective fiction was a conscious attempt is proven by the fact that 

Borges knew about Argentine crime works that he never acknowledged, not even 

to dismiss them. He certainly knew about the novel El enigma de la calle Arcos 

(1933), which had been published in Crítica while he worked there. He must 

have known about Roberto Arlt’s detective fiction, some of which was published 

in the magazine El Hogar while he worked for them (see Borré 119). He did 

know about Leonardo Castellani’s stories collected in Las muertes del Padre 

 
6 This is, however, not an attempt at replicating the heterogeneous forms of speech in the original. 

As will be evident from the examples, rioplatense is used here to replace unmarked words. 

Conversely, when a farmer or pub local speaks, the translation does not turn to River Plate 

Spanish.      
7 I have not been able to find the second edition (1948). The changes are present in the third 

(1951). The mistake in the front cover of the first edition noted by Martino (1) was amended in 

the second. It is, therefore, quite possible that these changes were already present in 1948.  
8 Other examples include “driver” (24) first translated as “volante” (26) and later as “conductor” 

(26), “petrol” transformed into “nafta” (27), which is then replaced by “gasolina” (27); a “farm” 

(32) was a “chacra” (33) in 1945 but became a “granja” afterwards (33).    
9 This seems in the vein of Borges’ neutralisation of Reyes’ use of local language in the version 

of Reyes’ translation published in LMCP (see Rafo 219). 
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Metri (1942), which he and Bioy parodied in the cryptic Un modelo para la 

muerte (1946), as shown by Néstor Ponce (2). Argentine authors published by 

the Revista Multicolor, such as Emilio Villalba Welsh, Alfonso Ferrari Amores, 

or Carlos Pérez Ruiz, are never discussed by Borges. Only Pérez Ruiz appeared 

in the early editions of LMCP. 

As criticism has shown, there is a previous tradition of Argentine crime 

and detective fiction that includes such authors as Luis V. Varela, Carlos Olivera, 

Carlos Monsalve, Paul Groussac, Eduardo Holmberg, and Vicente Rossi, with 

the addition of the Uruguayan Horacio Quiroga.10 The lack of awareness of these 

texts that existed among Argentine scholars prior to Néstor Ponce’s and Román 

Setton’s studies is telling of the strong influence of Borges’ operation. The role 

of translation in obscuring this pre-existing tradition has, however, not been 

considered by previous scholarship. 

Borges’ operation consists largely in ignoring previous and contemporary 

local crime works. Additionally, on two occasions Borges and Bioy completed 

the task by explicitly rewriting the history of local crime fiction in the peritexts 

of Emecé’s crime series. The back cover of Enrique Amorim’s El asesino 

desvelado (1945) describes it as “la primera novela policial escrita en español”, 

despite El enigma de la calle Arcos (1933) and others. The manipulation on the 

back cover in María Angélica Bosco’s La muerte baja en el ascensor is more 

perverse. It starts with a partial contradiction of the foreignizing representation 

of the genre:  

 

deformando acaso una verdad, se ha dicho que el género policial es inglés. 

Algunas personas parecen creer que sin la bruma y el laberinto de calles 

de Londres, que sin la ambigua paz de una aldea de los Marsh, que sin 

jueces con capa y con peluca, que sin la horca definitiva, nadie puede 

escribir decorosas novelas policiales. 

 

 
10 The best study on this subject is Román Setton Los orígenes de la narrativa policial en la 

Argentina. See also Sonia Mattalia’s La ley y el crimen and Néstor Ponce’s Diagonales del género 

(Editions du Temps, 2001). 
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A Borges reader cannot help but feel that this denunciation is farcical. This is 

confirmed later on when the text attacks Borges and Bioy’s own perspective on 

North American crime authors, which they had expressed in the introduction to 

ESC. The editors turn against their own claims, writing that “esa misma gente 

declara que los norteamericanos producen ingenuas aventuras, amenizadas con 

violencia y sexo y carcomidas de sentimentalismo”. This not being enough, the 

complaint ends by stating that “contra tan deprimentes supersticiones militan 

muchos libros hermosos”, proceeding to a brief enumeration that includes only 

the South American novels published in ESC.  

 In conclusion, it is certain that LMCP and ESC were essential parts of a 

manipulation strategy that sought to obliterate the presence of previous and 

contemporary Argentine crime writing, promoting a foreignizing image of the 

genre, establishing Borges and his friends as the main importers and exaggerating 

their originality (one may wonder if the prominence of ESC in the Argentine 

book market has played a role in the establishment of this foreignized image). 

Translation here represents a conservative force if seen from the perspective of 

the development of an Argentine crime fiction tradition, since it is used to reduce 

the heterogeneity of local production. 

Borges’ operation would leave its mark in the first published anthology 

of Argentine crime stories in 1953. Diez cuentos policiales argentinos (published 

in Hachette’s Evasión series) was edited by the would-be political writer Rodolfo 

Walsh, then a translator for Hachette. The back cover opens with a significant 

statement: “el cuento policial en la Argentina tiene apenas diez años de 

existencia”. Now “los ingenios del ‘detectivismo’, antes exclusivamente 

anglosajones o franceses, emigran a otras latitudes”. This appears to be thanks to 

Borges and friends. Although Walsh mentions Castellani’s and Peyrou’s stories 

in the prologue, his emphasis is clearly on Seis problemas para don Isidro Parodi 

(1942) and “La muerte y la brújula” (1942) as the founding texts of the Argentine 

tradition (7). Ferrari Amores, whose first crime stories appeared in the Revista 

Multicolor (1933-1934), is then presented as one of the many who wrote crime 

fiction after Borges (8). 
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4.2 Preliminary Steps: Borgesian Poetics 

 

The promotion of the foreignized image of detective fiction and 

obliteration of local production is part of the careful construction of Borges’ own 

image as authority and innovator. Furthermore, this appears to be a strategic 

movement by which he subsumes the whole genre under his own interpretation. 

It is easier to manipulate and control the meaning of crime writing when that 

genre is represented as foreign, and the main importer and expert is oneself. In 

this manner, Borges can easily turn crime fiction into a symbol of his own 

conception of literature. This is apparent in his book reviews, in which the 

Borgesian reading is often more important than the reviewed work itself. In his 

editorial work, the presence of the editor’s interpretation can be especially 

detected in peritexts and text selection. I am not contending that Borges enjoyed 

absolute freedom in this manipulation, and I will show that he encountered at 

least one major obstacle.  

Borges’ promotion of his literary ethos through crime fiction tends to 

oscillate between one of two poles: the pole of the modes of writing, and that of 

the modes of reading. It can be difficult to discern between the two because 

Borges and Bioy themselves constantly shift from one perspective to the other 

and, in general terms, these are two sides of the same coin. Nevertheless, it will 

be useful to distinguish between them as cultural operations and in the interest of 

order. 

In general terms, the mode of reading involves the reader’s attitudes and 

perspectives when approaching the text, whereas the opposite pole involves the 

attitudes with which the writer confronts her craft. I will show that the aspects 

concerning the mode of reading are directly involved with the autonomy of 

literature per se, that is, with opening a space exclusively dedicated to the 

appreciation of literature. On the other hand, the mode of writing, while based on 

that autonomist conception, is directly involved with the issue of literary quality, 
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with the questions of how it can be said that a work is good or how a writer can 

prove her worth.  

 

4.2.1 The Reader as Hedonist: Crime Thrills as Aesthetic Contemplation 

 

Against such approaches to fiction as the politically engaged or 

nationalistic, or even the autobiographical approach represented by Victoria 

Ocampo, Borges seeks to promote a reading practice centred on the work itself. 

For Borges, the “lectura hedónica” was the “primera y quizás única justificación 

de toda relación con la literatura” (Pastormerlo Borges 150). Fiction is not to be 

judged by external criteria, only the effects on the reader and the manner of 

achieving them should be relevant. In other words, he is looking for a mode of 

reception comparable to what Bourdieu calls “‘pure’ reading”.  

Nevertheless, instead of turning to works like the modern aestheticist 

texts Bourdieu refers to, Borges turns to a popular and commercial genre. A 

reason for this was offered by the editors in the introduction to ESC, in which, as 

we have seen, they denounced critics who look down on crime fiction (for lacking 

“el prestigio del tedio”), finding in such an attitude “un inconfesado prejuicio 

puritano: considerar que un acto puramente agradable no puede ser meritorio” 

(112). In other words, “descending” to popular fiction is a radical aestheticist 

move, as enjoyment and fun take precedence over any “mission” or function 

attributed to literature, and even over spiritual or cultural nourishment. Compared 

with Bourdesian “pure” reading, this is more complex than the approach of the 

expert reader who follows the rules of the autonomous literary field. Borges is 

acting as an expert who demands an honest and unprejudiced attitude from other 

experts. By opposing the innocent enjoyment of the consumerist readership to 

the boredom of the intellectual, Borges argues for a renewal of cultured modes 

of reading: the reader should only care about the text and the effects it elicits. 

Even cultural prestige is subdued by enjoyment. 

 By replacing aesthetic effect with the thrills of the crime genre, Borges 

also reinforces the idea that the poetic fact can be comprehensible. Such an 
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attitude sustains an emphasis on form that I will analyse later. For now, it is 

important to note how Borges establishes the connection between his version of 

“pure” reading and a non-realist reception of literature. Detective fiction is 

especially suitable as an example of this mode of reception; despite its obviously 

fictive representation of crime and investigation, its effects of intrigue and 

deception are clearly felt by the reader. Accordingly, Borges stresses the fictive 

quality of the whodunnit in a few reviews and essays.11 For him, “trátase de un 

género artificial, como la pastoral o la fábula” (“Manuel Peyrou” 282). However, 

this trend is stronger in his editorial work than in his criticism, as revealed by the 

text selection. 

Several of the selected works highlight their own fictiveness. For 

instance, Milward Kennedy’s “The End of a Judge” (included in LMCP) features 

a discussion between a retired policeman and a crime writer about the lack of 

realism in the genre; the detectives in Michael Innes’ Death at the President’s 

Lodging (ESC volume 26) are in constant astonishment because the mystery is 

so “artificial, strikingly fictive” (20). In Dickson Carr’s The Hollow Man (volume 

40), detective Bencolin interrupts a discussion to deliver a lecture on locked room 

mysteries. “All those opposing can skip this chapter”, he says. “We’re in a 

detective story, and we don’t fool the reader by pretending we’re not” (221). 

Finally, one character in Innes’ Lament for a Maker (volume 3) confesses that he 

enjoys detective novels, a genre he describes as “a species of popular fiction 

which bears much the same relation to the world of actual crime as does pastoral 

poetry to the realities of rural economy” (205-206). Borges’ own comparison 

between the pastoral and crime fiction seems to spring from this passage.12 

I have briefly analysed both artificiality and hedonism as elements 

associated with this pole of reading, but they are also connected with Borges’ 

 
11 For instance, see “It Walks” (212) and “Los laberintos” (129). 
12 Borges’ remark appears in a review of Manuel Peyrou’s La espada dormida, which was 

published in the same month as the Spanish version of Innes’ novel, March 1945. Borges had not 

reviewed Lament for a Maker and the novel was more of Bioy’s liking (Bioy Memorias 104). It 

is likely that Borges only read the novel when preparing the series. If this is the true source of 

Borges’ statement, his most radical expression of his view of the genre’s artificiality is closely 

intertwined with ESC. 
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appeal to writers. The commandment of artificiality is, in fact, an attack on 

realism as a poetic programme. According to that famous remark in “El escritor 

argentino y la tradición” (1951), after many years of consciously trying to capture 

the atmosphere of Buenos Aires’ suburbs, Borges achieved it in “La muerte y la 

brújula” precisely because that was not his aim (157). Strikingly, a similar remark 

appears much earlier in one of the short stories included in LMCP: “cuanto más 

se busca el realismo …, más irreal es el resultado” (Los mejores 173). There is a 

subtle manipulation in the translated text, which reduces the statement to a 

general, impartial, and epigrammatic version. The longer original is explicitly 

grounded in the crime genre: “the more you aim at realism …, the more 

ridiculously unreal is the result. Your realism of normal things, so to call them, 

makes your crime and detection absurd” (Kennedy “The End” 345). In 

Kennedy’s text, the character is clearly speaking about crime writers (“you” 

stands for them), while in the translation the character states a general rule, which 

is the same that “El escritor argentino” applies to “La muerte y la brújula”. The 

inclusion of “The End of a Judge” foreshadows the Borgesian reflection on his 

own detective story and could be read as an appeal to writers to forget about the 

(self-sabotaging) mimetic imperative. 

More importantly, Borges and Bioy establish a close relationship between 

entertainment and form in their introduction to ESC, showing that their 

considerations on form are closely linked to the reflection about the role of 

enjoyment in fiction. In the 1946 introduction, the editors stress crime fiction’s 

ability to achieve a “delicada dirección de las emociones y pensamientos del 

lector”, which stems from the meticulous composition of the plot and veiled 

articulation of the solution. They even speak of the genre’s powerful charm, 

which they see as irresistible to any reader (112-113). In other words, charm, 

entertainment, and enjoyment are intimately related to form. And Borges’ appeal 

to writers through detective fiction will involve a close analysis and statement on 

form.  

Thus, from hedonism and artificiality we move to Borges’ intervention 

into the modes of writing. Borges uses crime fiction to promote an ethos of 
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writing in a direct appeal to Argentine authors. We will see that a series of 

attitudes and problems are posed in his editorial work. These include the function 

of order and design, and their relationship with aesthetic value; the function of 

rationality in the creative process; the idea that writers must prove their worth by 

producing tours de force; a poetics of abstraction or “conceptual literature”; the 

narrative devices of speculation and paradox; and, to a lesser extent, a poetics of 

briefness. 

 

4.2.2 Crime and Reason: The Poetics of Order and Composition 

 

Order and composition are among the main values that Borges seeks to 

promote in his approach to the crime genre. This appears to be in opposition to 

some forms of Modernism and the avant-garde, particularly as they were received 

by some members of Sur, and especially Victoria Ocampo’s emphasis on 

Virginia Woolf and Ortega y Gasset’s theory of the novel (which Borges 

explicitly rejected in the prologue to Bioy’s La invención de Morel). Borges finds 

in the crime genre an alternative to Modernism’s chaotic experiments. 

One of Borges’ main points in this cultural operation was to emphasise 

the creative and compelling power of reason. Consequently, from the very 

beginning, in “Edgar Wallace”, he identifies detective fiction with rational, well-

planned composition. This will be further stressed in “Leyes” and “Los 

laberintos”, especially in rules that emphasise fair play and the necessary and 

wonderful solution. Understood as a surprising and yet inevitable solution to a 

mystery, the wonderful solution relies on a well-achieved plot composition, while 

fair play consists in the writer’s ability to disseminate all the necessary clues and 

still succeed in outwitting the reader. Good crime fiction is then always a tour de 

force that challenges the reader and establishes order (a solution) in an 

unexpected and original way.13 Crucially for Borges, it demonstrates that order 

and rationality can be surprising and creative. Thus, creativity is not only on the 

 
13 The tour de force quality of crime fiction is further stressed by other rules sketched in “Leyes” 

and “Los laberintos”, such as the primacy of the how over the who in mystery and solution, and 

the importance of an economy of elements (especially of characters). 
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side of irrationalism and fragmented or chaotic works. In fact, the advantage of 

the crime genre is that it obligates the writer to be creative: “interjecciones y 

opiniones, incoherencias y confidencias, agotan la literatura de nuestro tiempo; 

el relato policial representa el orden y la obligación de inventar” (“Roger 

Caillois” 250). True creativity is then rational. What is more, plot-centred fiction, 

such as crime writing, can demonstrate creativity.   

Both Borges’ editorial work and critical writing maintain that good crime 

works demonstrate reason’s creative potential with the invention of new plots 

and the finding of new ways to fool the reader. But, in his editorial work, a 

stronger emphasis on composition through mystery-solving distinguishes ESC 

from the anthologies and “El cuento policial”. This is evident from the first 

volume onwards. As we have already seen, in the prefatory note to volume 1 

Borges translated Haycraft’s remark that Nicholas Blake “is one of the rare 

writers who manage to bring high literacy and thrills together under one cover” 

(192) in the following manner: “[Nicholas Blake es] uno de los pocos autores que 

concilian la excelencia literaria con el arte de urdir misterios perfectos” (7 

emphasis added). In addition to the legitimising manipulation involved in 

translating “high literacy” as “literary excellence” (see Chapter 3), the 

transformation of “thrills” into “the art of weaving perfect mysteries” stresses the 

element of challenging composition. In the same line, the introductory text to the 

series states that “las ficciones policiales requieren una construcción severa” 

(111). Thus, according to Bioy and Borges, the crime novel is the tour de force 

novel par excellence: “de todas las formas de la novela, la policial es la que exige 

a los escritores mayor rigor: en ella no hay frase ni detalle ocioso”. They require 

not only cleverness, but a perfect equilibrium: “todo, en su decurso, propende al 

fin, para demorarlo sin detenerlo, para insinuarlo sin delatarlo, para ocultarlo sin 

excluirlo” (113). As discussed in the previous chapter, the series’ front covers 

emphasise the appeal of the values of order, regularity, and symmetry.14  

 
14 A similar emphasis can be noted in the title given to Jack London’s “The Minions of Midas” 

in the 1943 anthology, “Las muertes concéntricas”. The story had previously appeared in the 

Revista Multicolor de los Sábados as “Las muertes eslabonadas”.  
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Compared to the anthologies or “El cuento policial”, ESC places a 

stronger emphasis on composition. However, many translated pieces illustrate 

such an ethos throughout Borges’ editorial work. For the sake of brevity, I will 

focus on just one relevant crime work that exemplifies Borges’ emphasis on 

composition, showing that it seems to have been selected particularly for how it 

works at the level of plot. The story that better illustrates Borges’ ideas is 

Anthony Berkeley’s “The Avenging Chance”, translated as “El envenenador de 

Sir William”. The centrality of the text is evident from the fact that it was 

published in “El cuento policial”, LMCP, and ESC (with several changes, 

Berkeley rewrote the short story as a novel).15 For the benefit of the reader, I now 

offer a brief summary of the story.   

 

The text presents the amateur sleuth Roger Sheringham, who investigates 

the poisoning of Mrs. Beresford. Sheringham is visited by Chief Inspector 

Moresby, who tells him about the case. Graham Beresford and his wife were rich. 

A few days previously, Graham was seated in the Rainbow Club next to the 

despicable womanizer Sir William. The latter had received a box of chocolates 

with a note from the manufacturer asking for his feedback on this new product. 

The annoyed Sir William was about to throw it away when Graham commented 

that the night before he had lost a bet to his wife (the bet was that she could not 

spot the villain’s identity in the play they were watching); now he owed her a box 

of chocolates. The box was handed over. Back home, husband and wife tried the 

too-spicy chocolates, and Graham left Mrs Beresford trying to decide whether 

she liked them or not. He returned to the club later that day, collapsed, and was 

sent to the hospital. His wife died at home. The investigation revealed that the 

 
15 María Mascioto has analysed the translation published in the Revista as a shortened rewriting 

of Berkeley’s novel The Poisoned Chocolates Case. In ignorance of the fact that the novel is itself 

a rewriting of “The Avenging Chance” and even the very existence of the short story, she 

interprets it as a Borgesian adaptation in the light of Borges’ preference for the short story 

(“Anthony Berkeley”). I should add that The Poisoned Chocolates Case significantly alters the 

plot of “Avenging Chance”. The investigation of the mystery is left in the hands of the Crimes 

Circle, a group of aficionados of criminology. Each member of the Circle must find an 

explanation that is later discussed by the group as a whole. Various solutions are suggested and 

discarded throughout the novel. The explanation offered in the short story version is regarded as 

the most ingenuous by members of the Circle. However, it is later shown to be mistaken.  
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chocolates were poisoned, and the manufacturer never sent the box. With these 

facts before him, Sheringham says that one of Sir William’s many ex-lovers may 

have tried to kill him, unwillingly ending Mrs Beresford’s life instead.   

Later, Sheringham comes across a mutual friend of Mrs Beresford, Sir 

William, and Sherihngham himself. She tells him how strange it is that such a 

puritanical person as the deceased lied to her husband, even in such a small 

matter. What she means is that Mrs Beresford and herself had seen the play before 

the night of the bet. Sheringham then has an idea and runs his own investigation, 

at different points of which it is hinted that he suspects Sir William. During the 

final conversation with Chief Inspector Moresby, Sheringham seems to be saying 

that Sir William and Mrs Beresford were lovers, and that he wanted to get rid of 

her. Sheringham, however, reveals that he has gathered evidence to prove that 

the killer is in fact Graham Beresford, the husband.  

What follows is the sleuth’s explanation. After hearing that the puritanical 

Mrs Beresford had seen the play on an earlier date and taken on the bet 

nonetheless, he concluded that her husband had lied. He had probably grown sick 

of his wife and had, in the first place, married her for money. He then devised the 

almost perfect murder. He took his wife to the theatre, posted the parcel between 

acts, went to meet Sir William next morning, hinted at wanting the chocolates by 

speaking of a non-existent bet, received them, gave them to his wife, and took a 

milder dose himself. At this point, Chief Inspector Moresby asks the natural 

question: “Suppose Sir William hadn’t handed [over] the chocolates after all?” 

(223). The answer is that the chocolates sent to Sir William were harmless and 

Beresford replaced the box on his way home. Sheringham’s claims are 

substantiated by the evidence he himself provides. 

The solution to the mystery is impressive not only in accounting for all 

the facts but in revealing a cunning way of establishing an alibi and a persuasive 

red herring. The surprise comes at the end, when it is revealed that the seemingly 

over-complicated plan is in fact a very simple one. In that manner, the story 

satisfies Borges’ demands: a necessary and wonderful solution is provided, and 
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the effect of amazement comes not from who committed the crime but from how 

he did it.  

Furthermore, a re-reading of the story reveals it as the strictest composition, with 

clues arranged all-along. A few of them will suffice. Graham Beresford receives 

the box from Sir William “concealing a smile” (206-207). The reader is 

practically told that Sir William is not the killer in such an innocent-looking 

sentence as “of the three unconscious protagonists in the impending tragedy, Sir 

William was without doubt the most remarkable” (207). Although Berkeley is 

referring to Sir William, Mrs Beresford, and her friend (as a second reading 

shows), the first-time reader is led to understand that the other two unconscious 

protagonists are Mr and Mrs Beresford, thus diverting suspicion from the real 

murderer.  

 When Beresford gives his wife the chocolates, he does it with “some 

jesting remark about paying his honourable debts” (208). He does not allude to 

the bet (that never happened), but to the monetary debts that he will pay with his 

deceased wife’s money. Finally, the rereading is all the more impressive for the 

fact that all the copious clues were laid out in Chief Inspector Moresby’s account 

to Sheringham, which means that both the reader and the police have failed to 

see them. Furthermore, the murderer appears now in his full perversity. He was 

so sure of his plan that he even mocked the police in his statement (the “jesting 

remark” must have been invented by the murderer in his statement to the police; 

the bet he invented consisted in guessing who the criminal was in the play).  

Berkeley’s story not only satisfies the requirement of fair play but is truly 

a multi-layered composition. As such, it exemplifies the values that Borges 

sought to promote within Argentine literature, which explains the recurrence of 

this text in his editorial work. The translation of the short story’s title strengthens 

the strategy of misleading clues. “El envenenador de Sir William” seems to point 

at the beginning to the first hypothesis (somebody intended to kill Sir William). 

By the end, it acquires a metaphorical meaning. Sir William was almost framed 

or, at best, made an unwilling poisoner to everyone’s mind. 
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Stories such as this possess an ingenuity that is easy to perceive and 

difficult to deny. The effect of surprise and amazement derives from the very 

manner in which the story is built and narrated, and requires a rational exercise 

from both reader and writer. In the Borgesian perspective, by writing a story that 

manages to surprise and cleverly outwit the reader, the writer puts herself to the 

test, shows her talents and, therefore, proves her value. If good crime fiction is a 

tour de force, producing an efficient detective story or novel is a way of proving 

one’s worth as a writer. Something as ethereal as literary quality is reduced (for 

better or worse, that is not the point) to a game of wits. For Borges, any true tour 

de force, like those found in crime fiction, is an arena in which to solve the issue 

of literary value.  

Furthermore, the crime genre offers the opportunity to prove another 

crucial literary value, originality. Borges is not content with simply stating that 

crime fiction represents the writer’s obligation to invent new plots. ESC is clearly 

concerned with presenting works that are innovative within the genre’s tradition. 

Volume 1, The Beast Must Die, manages to convince the reader that the most 

obvious suspect is not the culprit, despite an outstanding amount of evidence, 

only to show his guilt at the end through an analysis of the first part of the novel 

itself (which is the diary of said suspect). The Black Spectacles (volume 2) is an 

evident innovation in the tradition of the locked room mystery. The novel 

reverses the premises of this tradition and now the crime is committed in a lighted 

room in front of several witnesses, it is even filmed, and yet no one can tell who 

the killer is. One last example would be Anthony Berkeley’s Trial and Error 

(volume 62), which combines the subgenres of the story of the perfect murder 

and the story of detection: the protagonist devises and carries out a perfect murder 

and, seeing that an innocent man whom he likes is about to be hanged for the 

crime, must now convince a sceptical jury of his own guilt. Thus, writing crime 

fiction not only proves the writer’s skills, it also proves her ability to invent. 
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4.2.3 Crime and Reason: How to Deal with Monsters 

  

As part of the conceptualisation of crime writing as a tour de force, Borges 

discusses Chesterton’s technique of suggesting a supernatural explanation and 

then replacing it with a logical one without a feeling of diminishment. These 

preoccupations appear early albeit unsystematically in Borges’ editorship. Thus, 

in the prefatory note to Chesterton’s “The House of the Peacock” in the Revista 

(issue 21), Borges argues that the Father Brown stories are characterised by this 

technique, described in the same terms as in “Leyes”. The only difference is that 

here Father Brown’s explanation is not merely something that occurs “sin 

pérdida” (39), as in the earlier text, but is described as “aún más maravillosa” 

than the mystery (2). Thus, Borges promotes the value of rational composition 

by suggesting that rationality provides its own kind of amazement, which is 

superior or equal to that provided by mere fancy.16  

Additional illustrations of the point can be found in LMCP. In Ronald 

Knox’s “Solved by Inspection”,17 a mystic millionaire has seemingly starved 

himself to death in his fasting quest for nirvana. In Chesterton’s “The Honour of 

Israel Gow”, nobody has seen the now-deceased Scottish nobleman who lived 

secluded in the castle of Glengyle. When Father Brown and his friends unearth 

the body and find it headless, their mental reaction is described in the following 

words: “half-witted visions of a headless baby born to Glengyle, of a headless 

youth hiding himself in the castle, of a headless man pacing those ancient halls 

or that gorgeous garden, passed in panorama through their minds” (Father Brown 

85). Despite all the changes that Borges introduced into Alfonso Reyes’ 

translation of this text,18 he maintained Reyes’ translation of Flambeau’s 

exclamation “God! …; he hasn’t got a head” (85) as “¡Dios! … no tenía cabeza” 

(Reyes 123, LMCP 108). This clearly contributes to the suggestion of 

 
16 A similar example in the Revista is Chesterton’s “The Oracle of the Dog” (issue number 40), 

where a dog seemingly foretells the arrival of the news that his owner has been killed. 
17 This short story was published as “El millonario que murió de hambre” in LMCP. It had first 

been published as “Jervinson, el millonario que murió de hambre” in issue 18 of the Revista. 
18 For an analysis of both versions, see Kristal 67-70. 
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supernatural fancy. Furthermore, the story takes the struggle between the rational 

and irrational to an extreme. Feeling defeated, Brown exclaims: “something has 

fallen on us that falls very seldom on men; perhaps the worst thing that can fall 

on men …. We have found the truth; and the truth makes no sense” (85). When 

the logical explanation is found, the priest triumphs over the nightmare of 

absolute irrationality.19 

The triumph of reason over supernatural fancy is also present in ESC. But, 

since Chesterton favoured the short story, a novelistic replacement was needed. 

The natural candidate, in Borges’ view, should have been Ellery Queen,20 but the 

translation rights were not available (Bioy Memorias 106). The place was taken 

by John Dickson Carr,21 known for his gloomy atmospheres and playful 

suggestion of supernatural horror (Edwards Story 83, Greene 164). The link 

between both authors is established on several occasions through the character of 

detective Gideon Fell (“El séptimo” 114, back covers of volumes 18, 33, and 

36).22 Chesterton’s importance for Borges and the centrality of the technique of 

replacing a supernatural explanation with a logical one may explain why Dickson 

Carr is the most published author in the series.  

ESC features many examples of Dickson Carr’s suggestions of the 

supernatural. In The Hollow Man (volume 40), “two murders were committed, in 

such a fashion that the murderer must have been not only invisible, but lighter 

than air”. The murderer “killed his second victim in the middle of an empty street, 

with watchers at either end; yet not a soul saw him, and no footprints appeared 

in the snow” (11). The Waxworks Murder (volume 18) plays with the hypothesis 

that the strikingly lifelike sculptures in a wax museum come to life to kill the 

visitors. The back cover of The Eight of Swords (volume 52) stresses the novel’s 

 
19 In LMCP Hawthorne’s “Mr Higginbotham’s Catastrophe” (translated as “La muerte repetida”) 

also suggests a supernatural explanation at some point. The trend is also present in the 1953 

anthology. In Agatha Christie’s “The Sign in the Sky”, a servant sees the figure of a clutching 

hand in the smoke trail left by a train. Right after that, the murder is committed in an adjoining 

room. The servant’s “vision” is ultimately a key clue in the solution of the mystery. 
20 See, for instance, his review of Half-Way House in El Hogar: “Ellery Queen juega con lo 

sobrenatural, como Chesterton, pero de un modo lícito: lo insinúa para mayor misterio en el 

planteo del problema, lo olvida o lo desmiente en la solución” (40). 
21 Dickson Carr also published under the pseudonym of Carter Dickson. 
22 Dickson Carr admitted that Gideon Fell was inspired by Chesterton himself. 
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“circunstancias realistas y apariencias mágicas”. Similar comments appear on the 

back covers of volumes 60, 64, 74, and 94. The feature at hand extends to ESC 

titles authored by other writers.23 In this respect, even if no works by Chesterton 

were published in the series, it does bear a Chestertonian mark. 

 

4.2.4 Crime and Reason: The No-Police Paradox 

 

These examples are enough to perceive a certain systematicity in Borges’ 

selection of titles. Throughout Borges’ editorship there are examples of works 

that emphasise the tour de force aspect of crime fiction, and thus the importance 

of rationality and composition. This is not to say that all the selected texts match 

a strict version of Borges’ approach to the genre or even the Borgesian poetics of 

thoughtfully planned composition. Indeed, the selection criteria behind these 

crime publications seem more lenient than the Borgesian rules laid out in “Leyes” 

and “Los laberintos”. 

Deviations from the Borgesian dogma found in his editorial work can be 

superficial, as with the number of ESC novels featuring maps or bloody scenes 

(Dickson Carr often resorted to both). A more relevant deviation from the 

Borgesian rules, nevertheless, is the replacement of the detection story with a text 

that lays out a paradox which most of the time is explained afterwards. This can 

mostly be observed in LMCP. Borges’ understanding of the genre as often 

expressed in his critical writing requires that the work be a story of detection. 

However, of the sixteen stories included in the anthology, five do not narrate any 

sort of detection. These are Nathaniel Hawthorne’s “Mr Higginbotham’s 

Catastrophe”, Jack London’s “The Minions of Midas”, Guillaume Apollinaire’s 

“Le matelot d’Amsterdam”, Eden Phillpotts’ “The Iron Pineapple”, and 

Stevenson’s “Was It Murder?”.  

Most of these texts pose a problem to the reader in the form of a paradox. 

London’s story offers the paradox of a man who kills himself because he 

 
23 For instance, Michael Innes’ Lament for a Maker showcases a supposedly haunted castle, with 

its satanic Lord and his family curse, and Patrick Quentin’s Puzzle for Players (volume 17) 

revolves around a seemingly jinxed theatre and a mirror. 
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inherited a large sum of money; Stevenson’s text tells of a man’s death that can 

be described as both a murder and an accident; and Hawthorne’s “Mr 

Higginbotham’s Catastrophe” deals with the news of an assassination spreading 

before the act is committed, or, in the narrator’s words, a “‘coming event’[that] 

was made to ‘cast its shadow before’” (115). The title of Hawthorne’s story is 

changed to “La muerte repetida” (LMCP 7), which highlights the importance of 

the paradox. A similar quality is stressed in the title of a less paradoxical story, 

“Solved by Inspection”, which is rendered as “El millonario que murió de 

hambre”. Texts where paradox is central also appeared in “El cuento policial”.24 

We can establish, then, the importance of paradox, which seems to outweight that 

of the Borgesian rules outlined in “Leyes”. 

Paradox’s essential place in LMCP would have been even clearer were it 

not for the intervention of other people in Emecé. Borges and Bioy intended to 

include Chesterton’s “The Three Horsemen of Apocalypse”, a short story from 

The Paradoxes of Mr Pond (1936). However, Emecé feared the political 

implications of the text. As a result, the editors selected “The Honour of Israel 

Gow”.25 “The Three Horsemen” was later published in volume 15-16 of the 

magazine Los anales de Buenos Aires and was finally included in LMCP2. This 

is the only case in which Borges and Bioy with all certainty translated a crime 

text themselves. Borges had reviewed The Paradoxes of Mr Pond for El Hogar 

in 1937, describing “The Three Horsemen” as “extraordinario” and “no menos 

arduo y elegante que un severo problema de ajedrez o que una contrerime de 

Toulet” (“The Paradoxes” 133). In Chesterton’s text, the Prussian army fails to 

carry out Marshal Von Grock’s order to execute an imprisoned Polish poet. The 

reason is, in Mr Pond’s words, that “the discipline was too good. Grock’s soldiers 

obeyed him too well; so he simply couldn’t do a thing he wanted” (7). The story 

that follows shows that the remark makes sense.  

 
24 London’s story was first published in issue number 38 and Knox’s appeared with a similar title 

to that of the anthology in issue 18. The killer in Chesterton’s “The House of the Peacock”, 

published in issue 21, is so obsessively sceptical that he develops unbreakable rituals intended to 

mock superstition. 
25 See their letter to Alfonso Reyes (García 314). 
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The use of paradox in crime fiction is another Chestertonian influence on 

Borges’ approach. But unlike the Chestertonian supernatural suggestion, it is 

almost exclusively present in his editorial work.26 This shows that Borges’ 

publishing work in translated crime fiction is not an unmediated equivalent of his 

essays and reviews. Furthermore, paradox replaces investigation in most of these 

texts. There is no need for detectives, clues, or suspects, even no need for an 

actual crime (like in Hawthorne’s story). The “paradox crime story” only retains 

the exhibition of a problem and the ingenious solution. Yet it still is an intellectual 

exercise. Moreover, it is perhaps the clearest example of how the creative power 

of reason is expressed through plot composition. By building up a plot, the writer 

solves the challenge that she has set for herself, a problem that seems to defy 

reason itself. The paradox story is still a tour de force but does not engage with 

genre-specific elements, such as fair play. 

 Furthermore, the use of paradox brings these texts closer to Borges’ own 

fictional work. This is not only for the pedestrian reason that Borges liked to 

insert paradoxes into his own stories,27 but, more importantly, because these texts 

illustrate the Borgesian focus on what Ricardo Piglia called “la literatura 

conceptual”. According to Piglia, this is a kind of fiction that “tiende a trabajar 

desde ciertos tipos de conceptos, problemas”, and that conceives of storytelling 

as “un modo de pensar y de resolver cuestiones que se pueden plantear en 

términos filosóficos o conceptuales” (“La ficción” 220).28 Similarly, Sarlo finds 

that in Borgesian fiction “narrative situations can be developed through the use 

of [an] ‘as if’ structure”, which “allows the deployment of a consistent invention 

(the kind of rational imagination … we find in Borges)” (Borges 65). Borges 

 
26 Of course, Borges comments on Chesterton’s use of paradox in his review of The Paradoxes 

of Mr Pond. This is limited to said collection of short stories and does not cover more relevant 

Chestertonian works such as Orthodoxy. In “Edgar Wallace”, we get a hint at another case of 

Chestertonian paradoxes in a passing allusion to the Theory of Moderate Murder (20), which is 

explained by one character in Four Faultless Felons (1930). Furthermore, crime fiction is seen 

in “Edgar Wallace” as satisfying a drive for both order and adventure, which could be regarded 

as paradoxical. Borges only considers paradox as a technical asset in crime fiction in his review 

of Mr Pond.  
27 For a commentary on Borges’ use of paradox, see Sarlo (Borges 57-58). 
28 Carlos Fonseca also offers insights into Piglia’s notion of conceptual literature as a form of 

fiction that deals with “la pasión de una idea” or “la aventura del pensamiento” and seeks to bring 

together “el pensamiento y la ficción” (“El idioma privado”).  
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insists on the aesthetic appeal of abstract ideas,29 using them both in his own 

essays and short stories. In the latter, these can turn into narrative action.30 This 

feature is illustrated by the paradox stories, as these translate abstract ideas or 

problems into a storyline. 

 

4.2.5 Crime and Reason: Speculation and the Armchair Detective 

 

Borges and Bioy are well-known for the invention of their own armchair 

detective don Isidro Parodi, who solves crimes without leaving the cell where he 

is imprisoned. The figure of an immobile detective, however, is not only a source 

of humour for Borges. His critical writing favours speculative and intellectual 

investigation over detection through physical clues. Borges goes as far as to 

criticise Sherlock Holmes’ and other sleuths’ reliance on any sort of traces: “por 

un ‘detective’ razonador – por un Ellery Queen o Padre Brown o Príncipe Zaleski 

– hay diez descifradores de cenizas y examinadores de rastros. El mismo 

Sherlock Holmes … era hombre de taladro y microscopio, no de razonamientos” 

(“The Paradoxes” 132). In this vein, issue 24 of the Revista included Baroness de 

Orczy’s “The Fenchurch Street Mystery”.31 This is the first story of the Old Man 

in the Corner saga, showcasing the first armchair detective in the genre’s history. 

Orczy’s short story is described in the Revista as “un misterioso asesinato 

descubierto a distancia por medio de razonamientos” (4). The sentence parallels 

 
29 In the Epilogue to Otras inquisiciones (1952), Borges stressed his tendency to “estimar las 

ideas religiosas o filosóficas por su valor estético” (223). In her classic study, Ana María 

Barrenechea stated that the fundamental aspect of the Borgesian work is “su capacidad de 

maravillarse ante las teorías de los hombres que intentan interpretar un mundo y un destino 

definitivamente impenetrable” (17). Probably the best analysis to approach this issue is that of 

Cordua, who says that “los cuentos de Borges son estaciones terminales de un proceso que 

empieza en el pensamiento y acaba en la fábula” (630). His stories, then, find a narrative use for 

what Edgardo Gutiérrez calls “la imaginación lógica”, which he opposes to “la imaginación 

sensible” (36). According to Cordua, they “convi[erten] conceptos en imágenes” (635). Cordua’s 

analysis has more recently been challenged by David Johnson from a Derridean perspective (1-

2), which probably says more about Derrida than about Borges.  
30 Examples of this are “Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius” and “Funes, el memorioso”. Clive Griffin 

sees “Tlön” as a “what if” story speculating on what would happen “if the idealists’ speculations 

really were true” (10). He maintains that philosophy is “a springboard for [Borges’] fiction” (11). 

For a brief analysis of the bearings of the nominalist versus realist debate on Borgesian fiction, 

see Merrell (16-24). 
31 Translated as “El millonario siberiano”. 
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one from “Leyes” in which Borges praises the stories that focus on “la discusión 

de la resolución abstracta de un crimen, tal vez a muchas leguas del suceso o a 

muchos años” (37). As such, Orczy’s story seems to promote Borges’ approach 

to the genre as a purely intellectual enterprise. This notwithstanding, the text was  

not included in any of the later anthologies. Other short stories would serve as 

replacement.  

Poe’s “The Purloined Letter” had many advantages in illustrating Borges’ 

understanding of the genre. Poe is the inventor of detective fiction and belongs 

to canonical literature, contrasting with Orczy.32 More importantly, however, 

“The Purloined Letter” explicitly contrasts speculative and empirical 

investigation, asserting the superiority of the former. It is treated, in this respect, 

almost as a thesis story. Borges’ summary in a review for El Hogar emphasises 

this aspect of the text: 

  

en el mejor de los tres cuentos ejemplares de Edgar Allan Poe, la policía 

de París, empeñada en descubrir una carta robada, fatiga en vano los 

recursos de la investigación metódica: del taladro, del compás, del 

microscopio. El sedentario Augusto Dupin, mientras tanto, fuma unas 

cuantas pipas, considera los términos del problema, y visita la casa que 

ha burlado el escrutinio policial. Entra e inmediatamente da con la carta. 

(“Death” 77) 

 

In Poe’s story, Dupin explains that the police “ha[ve] taken for granted 

that all men proceed to conceal a letter … in some out-of-the-way hole or corner” 

(“The Purloined” 12). The thief, as a poet and mathematician, is no ordinary 

intelligence and would have been aware of “the ordinary policial modes of 

action” (14). The criminal, Dupin reasons, knew all this and, needing to have the 

letter at hand, he hid it where the police would not look, that is, in plain sight. 

Dupin thinks like the thief because he himself is a man interested in both 

 
32 Orczy was the author of many popular novels, the best known being The Scarlet Pimpernel. 
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mathematics and poetry. The solution may not be wonderful or necessary, as 

required in the Borgesian rules, but is a definite defence of speculative reasoning. 

In Poe’s story, the confluence of mathematics and poetry singles out the 

two contending characters and acts as a metaphor for the crime genre itself, in 

which invention and intellectual rigour are displayed by both author and reader 

in a quest to outwit one another. Interestingly, the version published in LMCP 

stresses Dupin’s mathematical background with a simple change. As Efraín 

Kristal has shown, the Spanish text alters the original equation in the passage 

where Dupin discusses mathematicians and poets (62-63). Any mathematician, 

says Dupin, will hold that “x2 + px is absolutely and unconditionally equal to q” 

(14). In the Spanish text, the equation becomes a more recognisable theorem,33 

with Dupin’s mathematician maintaining that “(a + b)2 es incondicionalmente 

igual a a2 + 2ab + b2” (LMCP 36). By including an equation that can be easily 

recognised as a case of algebraic identity, Borges impresses on the reader’s mind 

a Dupin who is actually concerned with mathematics. We will see that this matter 

of characterisation is important for the parallel between Dupin and the thief 

Minister.   

The relevance of stressing the mathematical side of Dupin is more clearly 

perceived by looking at how the short story deals with the relationship between 

mathematics and poetry. When the prefect of police tells Dupin that he is unable 

to find the letter despite his many efforts, the latter replies that the Minister “is 

not altogether a fool [rendered as “insensato” in LMCP (29)]”. The prefect 

answers “but then he’s a poet, which I take to be only one remove from a fool 

[again translated as “insensato” (29)]”. Dupin agrees: “True …, although I have 

been guilty of certain doggerel myself” (5), which Borges translates as “aunque 

yo mismo haya cometido ciertas rimas” (29), as if writing poetry were a mistake 

in itself. Literature is then portrayed as a generally foolish occupation of foolish 

 
33 Although Poe’s equation is not “arbitrary” (as suggested by Kristal [63]), it may certainly seem 

so to later readers. In Poe’s times, the equation was “a well-established formula for solving 

quadratic equations with one unknown” (Irwin 371). Borges’ is only more recognisable for his 

readers, as he uses algebraic identity. Whereas Poe’s formula is not random, Borges wanted to 

make sure it was not interpreted as such.  
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people and as a guilty pleasure of Dupin’s. By the end of the story, the sleuth 

says that “the remote source of [the Prefect’s] defeat lies in the supposition that 

the Minister is a fool [now “imbécil” (34)], because he has acquired renown as a 

poet. All fools [“imbéciles” (34)] are poets; this the Prefect feels; and he is merely 

guilty of a non distributio medii in thence inferring that all poets are fools 

[imbéciles (35)]” (12). We now know that not all poets are stupid, but the main 

difference between the Minister and the regular poet remains unexplained. The 

detective’s sidekick asks if the Minister is really a poet, adding that “the Minister 

… has written learnedly on the Differential Calculus. He is a mathematician, and 

no poet” (12). His friend then replies that “he is both. As poet and mathematician, 

he would reason well; as mere mathematician, he could not have reasoned at all, 

and thus would have been at the mercy of the Prefect” (12). 

A special quality is attributed, then, to the combination of mathematics 

and literature in Poe’s story.34 Hence, literature, without the rigour of 

“mathematical” thought, becomes foolish. This is further stressed in the Spanish 

translation by changing from the milder “insensato” to the stronger “imbécil” at 

the point when the text suggests that an alliance between “mathematical” thought 

and literature results in superior wit. Without logical thought applied to 

composition, literature degenerates into stupidity. All the literature that Borges 

has been denouncing as formless would, then, be foolish. This is not unlike that 

passage in “El Aleph” where Borges-the-character hears Carlos Argentino’s 

reflections, commenting that “tan ineptas me parecieron esas ideas, tan pomposa 

y tan vasta su exposición, que las relacioné inmediatamente con la literatura” 

(Cuentos 279). A curious parallel comes to mind when thinking about the pure 

reasoner Dupin as a mathematical poet who triumphs over the obsessively 

empirical police. Do the microscope and drill stand for a mistaken ethics of 

literature that is more obsessed with reality than form and that misses altogether 

the point of its own endeavour? Such an interpretation is at least possible. 

Speculative detection additionally illustrates the creative power of logical 

thought within the very story. Chesterton’s “The Honour of Israel Gow” is a good 

 
34 This has been described by Doty (122-123) and others. 
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example of this. Father Brown meets his friend Flambeau and Inspector Craven 

from Scotland Yard in Glengyle Castle to investigate “the life and death of the 

late Earl of Glengyle” (Father Brown 78). The Earl was never seen by anyone 

but his “half-witted” (78) and almost deaf servant Israel Gow. The news had 

come that the Earl had passed away and had been buried by Gow. Father Brown 

is first met by a collection of strange objects discovered in the castle, of which 

Flambeau and Craven cannot make sense. The objects are a “hoard of precious 

stones”, “heaps and heaps of loose snuff”, and “curious little heaps of minute 

pieces of metal” in the form of little wheels and springs, and twenty-five wax 

candles, but no candlestick. Craven comments that “by no stretch of fancy can 

the human mind connect together” such objects (80-81). Father Brown then 

mockingly offers three consequent explanations, convincing his fellow 

investigators each is the real one, only to discard it immediately. Each 

explanation is a speculative flash story about the Earl. Here is the second: 

    

The late Earl of Glengyle was a thief. He lived a second and darker life 

as a desperate housebreaker. He did not have any candlesticks because he 

only used these candles cut short in the little lantern he carried. The snuff 

he employed as the fiercest French criminals have used pepper: to fling it 

suddenly in dense masses in the face of a captor or pursuer. But the final 

proof is in the curious coincidence of the diamonds and the small steel 

wheels. Surely that makes everything plain to you? Diamonds and small 

steel wheels are the only two instruments with which you can cut out a 

pane of glass. (81) 

 

Chesterton’s text showcases the process by which a story serves as an 

explanation of a mystery. Even if this is not the real explanation, the mystery 

triggers the machinery of narrative invention. Speculative detection is a form of 

creative storytelling. By a stretch of the imagination, the speculative detective 

works with formless materials to produce a structured story. This is, perhaps, 

stressed in the Spanish version, with yet another change enacted by Reyes that 
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Borges left untouched. Father Brown’s aim in offering his three false solutions is 

to demonstrate that it is perfectly possible to connect all the pieces together with 

a little brainwork. His conclusion is that “ten false philosophies will fit the 

universe; ten false philosophies will fit Glengyle Castle” (82). Both translations 

read “fácil es construir diez falsas filosofías sobre los datos del universo, o diez 

falsas teorías sobre los datos del castillo de Glengyle” (Reyes 119, LMCP 102). 

In both Spanish versions, it is not two different realms that need to fit (the 

philosophies and the real), but one that is constructed on the foundations of the 

other. Invention arises from imposed chaotic data. Like the crime writer with her 

mystery, like any other writer who sets for herself a compositional challenge, the 

speculating detective is a first-rate storyteller capable of solving a problem and 

making sense of chaos. 

 The mystery as a trigger for story-making is at the core of the already 

mentioned The Poisoned Chocolates Case by Anthony Berkeley (ESC volume 

59). Here, a group of aficionados of criminology, the Crimes Circle, tries to solve 

a challenging poisoning case. Each chapter consists of a club session, during 

which a member presents her theory about the crime. Although the methods of 

investigation are not always speculative, the novel multiplies the explanatory 

narratives to a farcical level. At some point, one member reaches the conclusion 

that the murderer must be himself—oddly enough, he does not remember 

murdering anyone lately (Poisoned Chocolates 138-139).  

So far, I have established the importance of the speculative detective. It 

is noteworthy that Borges is willing to compromise the “necessary and 

wonderful” solution to make space for such a figure. “The Purloined Letter” is 

not the only example of this. Eden Phillpotts’ Mr Digweed and Mr Lumb (volume 

12), which is signalled by the rare privilege of having Borges’ mother as its 

translator, features a detective-organist who solves a (predictable) mystery 

without visiting the crime scene (and not before a chapter-long speech on the 

power of logic). It seems that, for Borges, the armchair detective bears a symbolic 

quality, perhaps, of the relationship between the writer and reality.  
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Furthermore, the figure of the pure reasoner allows Borges to introduce 

elements of his own poetics: the emphasis on creative rationality, his conception 

of literature as an intellectual endeavour, and, perhaps, his attack on realism. 

These stories not only assert the superiority of the intellect over experience, they 

seem to make the point that imagination is the result of rational exercise. As he 

would write many years later, “la imaginación y las matemáticas no se 

contraponen; se complementan como la cerradura y la llave” (“Edward Kasner” 

35). In this perpective, the armchair detective is critical for establishing the 

creativity of reason. This notwithstanding, not all the works selected by Borges 

feature speculative detection and some even contradict this preference.35  

 Similar to the use of paradox, speculative detection converges with some 

aspects of Borges’ own fictional production. Efraín Kristal has shown that the 

confrontation of minds in Poe’s “The Purloined Letter” mirrors the confrontation 

between Lönnrot and Scharlach in Borges’ “La muerte y la brújula” (1942), 

which was also included in LMCP (104-105).36 Speculation is the basic device 

in “Historia del guerrero y la cautiva”, and a major element in “La otra muerte” 

(1949) and “Tema del traidor y del héroe” (1944).37 Although these stories differ 

from the armchair detective’s speculations in many ways, it is important to note 

that Borges is introducing speculation as a narrative device in selecting these 

crime works and in writing these stories. The narrative device of speculation 

 
35 For instance, Borges included Conan Doyle’s “The Red-Headed League” in LMCP, a story in 

which Holmes resorts to physical clues. In addition, some omissions should be stressed, like that 

of Baroness de Orczy’s short stories in both anthologies. The absence of M. P. Shiell’s Prince 

Zaleski stories is remarkable, given that they were praised in different reviews in El Hogar 

(“Tales” 95, “The Paradoxes” 132, “Not to Be” 262).    
36In fact, the anthology stresses this parallel between both texts. LMCP intends to offer a historical 

view of the genre (as said on the front flap, “el orden cronológico observado en la distribución de 

los textos permite al estudioso apreciar la evolución del género”). The anthology opens with 

Hawthorne, who is treated as a forerunner on the front flap, and then continues with Poe’s “The 

Purloined Letter”. The last text is “La muerte y la brújula”. According to this narrative, then, the 

genre begins with Poe (and the triumph of the speculative detective) and ends with Borges (and 

the speculative detective’s defeat). Kristal also suggests parallelisms with London’s “The 

Minions of Midas” and Hawthorne’s “Mr Higginbottam’s Catastrophe” (105-111), which seem 

to me a little far-fetched. 
37 “Historia del guerrero y la cautiva” is basically the narrator trying to imagine the two main 

characters and stories. In “La otra muerte”, the main character tries to make sense of the 

contradictory accounts of the life and death of Pedro Damián. Similarly, in “Tema del traidor y 

del héroe” (1944), Ryan writes about his ancestor and Irish national hero Fergus Kilpatrick and 

is led to dwell on the strange circumstances of his murder. 
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should be regarded as a mode of the Borgesian conceptual literature and a radical 

narrative alternative to the realist poetics. 

 

4.2.6 Crime and Reason: Brevity and the Prominence of Plot 

 

Finally, Borges’ approach to the crime genre addresses the problem of 

concision in fiction. This is very clear in his critical writing, as seen in Chapter 

2, where I described the writer’s hesitation regarding this particular point. At 

times, Borges seems to consider that the crime novel needs to be psychological 

in order to be justified (thus, psychology is a positive feature); at other times, 

Borges strongly rejects the detective novel. However, as is known, in general 

terms he preferred the short story to the novel. This ambiguity is maintained in 

his editorship. But it is evident that Borges first sought to promote the crime story 

and later the crime novel, starting with “El cuento policial”, later with LMCP, to 

then move to editing ESC. Although Borges and Bioy return to the short story 

with LMCP2, Borges dedicated much more time and effort to editing the crime 

novels than short stories.  

 Why did Borges do this? One answer would be simply that novels sell 

better and his work for Emecé was actually a paid job—according to Bioy, ESC 

was at that time the only commercially successful series in Emecé (Memorias 

102). More important was the reality of the genre. As much as Borges’ ideal text 

was a perfectly composed and synthetic crime story, the Golden Age of crime 

fiction clearly excelled in the novel (see Priestman 152). If we think of the 

“masters of crime”—Agatha Christie, Dickson Carr, Dorothy Sayers, etc.—their 

most influential works are all novels, with the sole exception of Chesterton. The 

fact that Borges managed to impress on many Argentine (and Latin American) 

readers the supposed prominence of the short story in classical British detective 

fiction is, perhaps, one of his greatest manipulations of the genre,38 which was 

 
38 An obvious sign of the importance given to the crime story in Argentina is the plethora of 

anthologies published after Borges’ intervention. I have already mentioned Walsh’s Los mejores 

cuentos policiales argentinos. Other examples are Cuentos de crimen y misterio (edited by Juan 

Jacobo Bajarlía), Las mejores novelas policiales (despite the title, a crime story anthology edited 
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enacted mostly by his critical writing and the crime anthologies.39 Borges-the-

reader could be extremely selective, Borges-the-reviewer had to negotiate and 

even managed to derive enthusiasm from those novels while questioning their 

legitimacy from time to time; but Borges-the-editor had to compromise if he 

wanted to keep thriving. Borges and Bioy, in fact, were forced to face the facts, 

which they admitted in LMCP2, after six years of editing ESC. There, on the 

front flap, they wrote “la literatura policial, tan pródiga en famosas novelas, ha 

producido asimismo cuentos memorables y perfectos. Algunos críticos, sensibles 

al valor de estas piezas breves, se lamentan de que no sean más numerosas”.  

 Borges’ emphasis on the short story is related to the prominence of plot 

over characters. A synthetic account of this stand appears in LMCP2: “a 

diferencia de lo que acontece con la novela, donde el juego de los caracteres, la 

riqueza descriptiva y las amenidades del diálogo pueden ocultar o atenuar las 

imperfecciones argumentales, la trama en el cuento policial tiene la obligación 

de ser impecable. La brevedad misma del género así lo exige”. Earlier, in the 

introduction to ESC, the editors had shown a much more ambivalent attitude. On 

the one hand, they stressed the importance of characterisation and description, 

even attacking those who disregarded them:  

 

Sin proponérselo, los tratadistas que han analizado la novela policial, la 

perjudicaron, pues al insistir en el mecanismo del argumento …, han 

fomentado, o tolerado, la creencia errónea de que estas novelas no tienen 

otro valor que el de su argumento y que éste las agota. Quienes profesan 

esa creencia parecen olvidar que la novela policial es, ante todo, una 

novela, es decir una obra en la que tienen decisivo valor la psicología de 

 
by Manuel Peyrou and containing most of the stories selected by Borges for LMCP and LMCP2), 

and El cuento policial (edited by Elvio Gandolfo). The fact that Piglia initiated his SN with an 

anthology of short stories has, of course, everything to do with this. 
39 It should be noted that this is simoultanous to another sublte Borgesian manipulation, that of 

the concept of “classical British crime fiction”. Under this label, Borges puts together writers 

who belong to very different moments, such as (the American) Edgar Allan Poe, Conan Doyle, 

and the Golden Age writers. As Priestman has said, the short story was championed in British 

crime fiction before the Golden Age, and the latter clearly favours the novel (152). 
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los personajes, la eficacia del diálogo, el poder de las descripciones y el 

estilo del narrador. (113)  

 

On the other hand, they still insisted on the crime novel’s “mechanism of the 

plot” when they wrote, just a few lines later on, that “en ella no hay frase ni 

detalle ocioso; todo, en su decurso, propende al fin” (113). Many peritexts in ESC 

maintain the same ambiguity, stressing such features as “la intensidad de los 

caracteres, la energía del diálogo” and “la riqueza del argumento” at the same 

time (Dickson Carr’s Los anteojos negros).  

 However, there is a strong tendency within ESC to select psychological 

or character-oriented novels. Most of the series adheres to this trend of British 

crime fiction. Peritexts do stress this, even attacking the plot-centred perspective. 

For instance, on the back cover of The Mystery of Edwin Drood, the editors point 

to the novel’s “vívida caraterización y el emocionado humorismo”, adding that 

“tales virtudes, según lo ha sugerido Stevenson, confieren a El misterio de Edwin 

Drood su convincente realidad y lo ‘rescatan de esa trivialidad mecánica’, que es 

uno de los riesgos que acechan a las letras policiales”.  In a similar vein, they 

claim in the introductory note to The Woman in White that new crime fiction, 

under the influence of Innes, Gilbert and others “vuelve a las pasiones, a los 

caracteres y a la complejidad psicológica. Ya la novela policial no es un frío juego 

al margen de la literatura” (7).   

Apart from contrasting with those “musas glaciales” that Borges had 

proudly attributed to the genre (“Leyes” 38), it is important to note that the idea 

that characterisation and psychology lend literary status to crime fiction is not 

Borges and Bioy’s. This is one of the main points in Haycraft’s book, and was 

first suggested by Dorothy Sayers (xiii), a writer harshly criticised by Borges. As 

is to be expected, none of these sources are ever acknowledged by the editors.   

The tendency towards the psychological crime novel in ESC is never as 

clear as in the many novels that narrate a crime or an investigation from the point 

of view of different characters. Such works as Wilkie Collins’ The Moonstone 

(volume 23) and The Woman in White (30), Michael Innes’ Lament for a Maker 
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(3), Raymond Postgate’s Verdict of Twelve (49), and Vera Caspary’s Laura (7) 

resort to this narrative mode. Even in LMCP2, the anthology where Borges and 

Bioy insisted on the prominence of plot over characters, they included Wilkie 

Collins’ “The Biter Bit”, which is also narrated from multiple perspectives. The 

importance of this trend in ESC is such that when Marco Denevi, an admirer of 

Borges’, wrote Rosaura a las diez (1955), which became probably the first best-

selling Argentine crime novel, he chose the very same technique. 

 Borges compromises part of his poetics in the most significant editorial 

project, ESC. A clear and strong defence of brevity comes only at the end, in 

LMCP2, and the editors are forced to admit that the short story is a marginal 

genre within the Golden Age. Of course, Borges negotiates to a point. Some 

novels, like Eric Linklater’s Mr Byculla (volume 117) or Innes’ Death at the 

President’s Lodging rely more on plot than characterisation. Anthony Berkeley’s 

The Poisoned Chocolates Case even offers an attack on the psychological novel 

that greatly resembles Borges’. When the sleuth Sheringham is expounding at 

length his conclusions about the poisoning, the psychological novelist Miss 

Dammers loses her patience:  

 

Who was it then?, queried Miss Dammers, who had an unfortunate lack 

of dramatic feeling. For that matter Miss Dammers was inclined to plume 

herself on the fact that she had no sense of construction, and that none of 

her books ever had a plot. Novelists who use words like ‘values’ and 

‘Oedipus complex’ simply won’t have anything to do with plots. (160)  

 

Miss Dammers even thinks, like Ortega y Gasset, that “stories simply weren’t 

done nowadays” (160). It is hardly irrelevant that, by the end of the novel, Miss 

Dammers is found guilty and jailed. It is difficult to believe that this novel was 

innocently selected. 

 Despite such examples, the dominance of the character-oriented crime 

novel in ESC is undeniable, and the simple fact that this well-known series 

published exclusively novels is, of course, relevant. Borges’ editorial 
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intervention, with the comparative prominence of ESC over the anthologies, had 

to give up his ethos in this particular, albeit crucial point. It is even possible that, 

despite the remarks in LMCP2, the editors of ESC were forced to reconsider their 

claims. As seen in Chapter 3, the peritexts of The Woman in White and Edwin 

Drood already speak about “mechanical triviality” as a setback in plot-oriented 

fiction. This is, to my knowledge, the first time that Borges put forth such an idea. 

Much later, in 1951, Borges and Bioy will restate their revised opinion: “lo malo 

es que en todo argumento complejo hay algo de mecánico” (Los orilleros 9). In 

a text written for the first crime story competition organised by the magazine Vea 

y Lea, they conceded that plot was not the only important element, commenting 

that “otros elementos son indispensables: la invención de caracteres, la 

construcción, la vitalidad, el estilo. Sin ellos, el cuento policial es un mero 

esquema” (221). 

 

4.3 Conclusions 

 

Throughout this chapter, I have examined the different literary 

interventions that Borges undertook with his editorial work on crime fiction. I 

have established that Borges regarded his work for Emecé as an opportunity to 

address Argentine writers and intellectuals and to participate in a local debate 

about the general role of fiction. As discussed, Borges tries to manipulate the 

Golden Age tradition, presenting himself as the expert importer. In doing this, 

the editor consciously obliterates the pre-existing Argentine crime fiction 

tradition, co-opting the genre and associating it with his own persona and work. 

It is not surprising, then, that Borges treats detective fiction as a symbol of his 

own poetics, and as representing poetic values and principles that he wishes to 

promote. 

 This is the main reason why posing as an expert is so important for Borges 

(in this respect, both his editorship and criticism work in the same direction). The 

fact that Borges never acknowledged the sources of some of his ideas helps us to 

understand that this is a conscious move. Moreover, the idea that psychologism 
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serves to lend literary quality to the crime novel is taken from both Howard 

Haycraft’s Murder for Pleasure (1941) and Dorothy Sayers’ preface to the 

anthology Tales of Detection (1936). Curiously, both books had been criticised 

by Borges in reviews for El Hogar (“Murder” 265-266 and “Tales” 95 

respectively). Regarding the influence of Sayers, whom he describes as “siempre 

infalible en el error” (“Ellery Queen” 231), it would be easy to show that Tales 

of Detection is a major influence on the text selection of the anthologies of 1943 

and 1951.40 Borges’ manipulation of the British classical tradition includes a 

complete omission of Sayers’ psychological and lengthy novels, which hardly 

serve as examples of Borgesian poetics.41 

Borges uses crime fiction to make a series of statements about Argentine 

literature both through his critical writing and editorial work. The first and most 

obvious one is a defence and promotion of an autonomist conception of literature, 

making a case for the necessity of an autonomous literary space and associated 

practices and attitudes. In order to do this, he calls for a renewal of the modes of 

reading, prioritising the entertainment of the reader of popular fiction over any 

other consideration (be it prestige or engagement) and equating such a reception 

with a form of “pure” reading that is only concerned with form and its effects. 

Borges presents the disposition of the reader of popular fiction as an alternative 

to the politically engaged, nationalistic, or biographic reception of texts. The 

emphasis on fiction’s artificiality in Borges’ selection of works emphasises this 

autonomist perspective. It should be noted how ESC gives considerably more 

importance to fictiveness than Borges’ criticism. It is even possible to detect in 

this a critique of the realist programme as inefficient and unnecessary. 

This cultural intervention also addresses writers by proposing ways to 

practice their craft, discussing the modes by which fiction is assessed. In this 

aestheticist view, it is crucial that a writer proves her talent by mastering the 

 
40 Here I provide a list of the texts selected by Sayers that Borges used later in the Emecé 

anthologies: Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Purloined Letter” (in LMCP); Wilkie Collins’ “The Biter 

Bit” (in LMCP2); Robert Louis Stevenson’s “Was It Murder?” (in LMCP); Father Ronald Knox’s 

“Solved by Inspection” (in LMCP); Anthony Berkeley’s “Avenging Chance” (in LMCP).         
41 In this respect, Bioy commented “tampoco incluimos novelas de Dorothy Sayers; nunca nos 

gustaron” (Memorias 106). 
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elements of her craft. Borges, then, seeks to promote the idea that a writer should 

always try to produce a tour de force as a demonstration of skill. Crime fiction 

(or the kind that Borges is importing) is the perfect mode to that effect. In a work 

of detective fiction, the effectiveness with which the writer manages to fool and 

surprise the reader can be clearly assessed. Therefore, the genre serves as a space 

where the issue of poetic value can be settled.  

Crucially, Borges links such credentials to the role of rationality in 

literary craft and the act of composition. Through the genre’s use of reason in the 

creation and solution of mysteries, the writer can prove not only her skills, but 

creativity as well. Furthermore, Borges seeks to prove, throughout his editorial 

work, that rationality has its own appeal and charms. This is not only exemplified 

by the “wonderful” solution and fair play (as in Berkeley’s “Avenging Chance”), 

but it is also shown by the technique of replacing the supernatural explanation 

with a logical one. It is meaningful that the preference for crime works that resort 

to this device is a clear feature of ESC’s editorial line.  

Borges also introduces other techniques through his editorial work, such 

as the use of paradox and speculation as narrative devices. It is interesting to note 

that both speculation and paradox take a much more dominant role in Borges’ 

editorship than in his critical writing. They are, as shown, concerned with a 

poetics of abstraction or “conceptual literature”, but also illustrate the creative 

power of logical thought and the Borgesian view of literature as an intellectual 

endeavour. More specifically, the figure of the armchair detective, which is 

stressed in Borges’ selection of texts by Poe, Phillpotts, Orczy, and others, also 

seems to act as a metaphor for the writer’s relationship with the real world. The 

use of “The Purloined Letter” as a story that advocates for the combination of 

logical thought and poetic invention, next to solutions hardly worthy of the 

amazement demanded by Borges, supports the idea that some of these texts are 

used more for their symbolic potential than as mere examples.   

The relationship between Borges’ critical writing and his work as editor 

of crime fiction is complex and diverse. Some texts evidently complement each 

other, with published works acting as examples of ideas previously outlined by 
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the critical discourse (Berkeley’s short story, for instance). However, other topics 

or points of the Borgesian approach to crime writing show different emphases in 

one and the other. Such is the case of paradox and the figure of the armchair 

detective, and, especially, of the treatment of speculation as a narrative device. 

The obliteration of the Argentine crime fiction tradition, although working in 

parallel with Borges’ omissions in his critical work, is much more patent in his 

work for Emecé. Furthermore, ESC shows a clear mediation of both the market 

and the reality of the Anglophone production of detective fiction: Borges ends 

up dedicating most of his efforts to the crime novel and one of the most important 

trends within the series is the psychological or character-oriented novel. This 

very fact, added to the inclusion of the paradox stories, shows that the diversity 

of works featured in Borges’ editorial work is much greater than that allowed by 

the Borgesian critical discourse. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that Borges’ 

approach to crime fiction in his editorial work shows both correspondences and 

differences with his own critical discourse. 

 Finally, the reader might wish to take this chapter as an effort to assess 

Gramuglio’s idea that Borges’ editorial intervention was a manner of preparing 

the reception of his own fiction (“Una década” 214). Given the variety of 

dimensions discussed here, I maintain that this idea is correct but limited in scope. 

Whereas one could see Borges’ work for Emecé as a way of disseminating works 

of “conceptual literature” that are similar to his own, it is also true that the writer 

and editor addresses and discusses topics of a much greater breadth, such as the 

modes of reading and writing. The fact that Borges even comments on and attacks 

rival poetics, such as realism, psychologism, or in general what he would call 

“formless” works, proves that he is concerned with establishing a larger debate 

in Argentine letters.   
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Chapter 5: A Note on the Impact of Borges’ Editorial Work 

 

This chapter is a brief survey on the influence of Borges’ editorial pursuits within 

Argentine letters. It aims both to serve as a transition between the two halves of 

this dissertation—from Borges to Piglia—and to point out the impact of the 

Emecé crime publications, and therefore the need for further study. For reasons 

of space, this is but a quick glance at a complex phenomenon. It begins by 

discussing ESC’s influence on Borges’ own work. Then, it sketches its impact 

on Sur. It finally offers a brief review of Walsh’s approach to the genre, which is 

marked by his experience as a translator of crime fiction. 

 I have already mentioned cases where the influence of these editorial 

endeavours is evident (see Chapters 3 and 4), such as the impact on Borges 

himself. The most important aspect of this is his dismissal of the genre and the 

decline of the active reflection begun in the 1930s. Interestingly, according to 

Borges himself, one outcome of this was the detective story “Abenjacán el Bojarí, 

muerto en su laberinto” (1951), which he described as his “swan song” (The 

Aleph 274). Meaningfully, here the figure of the poet-mathematician Dupin is 

split into two characters, Dunraven the poet, and Unwin the mathematician, both 

failing to solve the murder.1 “Abenjacán” is probably the clearest case in which 

a Borges story was influenced by ESC, although “El hombre en el umbral” (1952) 

has thematic and structural similarities with Milward Kennedy’s “The End of a 

Judge” (included in LMCP).  

Furthermore, it should be noted that Borges’ rejection of the hardboiled 

(which will be essential for Piglia’s intervention) is a late development connected 

with ESC. As Pablo de Sanctis remarks, “se suele oponer El Séptimo Círculo a 

la novela negra. Pero el verdadero enemigo conceptual para Borges y Bioy no 

era el policial norteamericano, sino el francés” (“Los mejores asesinatos”). 

 
1 For reasons already mentioned, I cannot analyse in detail the symbology of the story and how 

it relates to Borges’ dismissal of crime fiction. For an interesting and in-depth analysis of this 

text, see Pablo Martín’s “El último cuento policial de Borges y lo que había en el laberinto”. 

Variaciones Borges, no 14, pp. 203-235.           
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Borges’ texts on crime fiction do not reference the hardboiled before 1946.2 The 

issue emerges for the first time in the introductory text to ESC, where the editors 

write about “ciertos ejemplos de la escuela norteamericana” that indulge in 

“delectaciones morbosas” (112). Only in later texts, such as “¿Qué es el género 

policial?” (1961), in interviews (“Orden”, published in 1975) and at conferences 

(“El cuento policial”, delivered in 1978) the critique would be more elaborate. In 

fact, Bioy remarked that they read hardboiled authors when preparing ESC 

(Memorias 105-106), and even wanted to publish Hammett’s The Maltese 

Falcon, but the translation rights were unavailable (196).3 The fact that only in 

1946 does Borges begin to dismiss the hardboiled seems to indicate that this 

occurred as a by-product of his editorial work for Emecé. 

Moving beyond Borges himself, it is noteworthy how ESC induces the 

rest of Sur to debate the literary status of crime fiction. As Pastormerlo remarks 

“durante los primeros quince años de Sur, todas las notas sobre el género 

pertenecen a Borges” (Borges 71).4 Sur’s indifference towards crime fiction 

changes with the appearance of the first volume of ESC in 1945. More than 

Borges’ critical and fictional texts, and despite Caillois’ Le roman policier (1941) 

and Bianco’s crime novel Las ratas (1943), it was the publication of the ESC 

novels that made Sur address the issue of the crime genre.  

 
2 See Fernández (53-54). The only earlier allusion that could point to the hardboiled is in Gervasio 

Montenegro’s prologue to Seis problemas para don Isidro Parodi, where the pretentious critic 

tells us that “la inmovilidad de Parodi es un símbolo intelectual y representa el más rotundo de 

los mentís a la vana y febril agitación norteamericana” (13). It is much likelier that this refers to 

Nick Carter. Borges had already written in “Leyes” and “Los Laberintos” about the 

“nominalmente famoso Nick Carter, atleta higiénico y sonriente”, opposing him to “el genuino 

relato policial” which “rehúsa con parejo desdén los riesgos físicos y la justicia distributiva” (36 

and 126 respectively). The reproach could possibly be directed at S.S. van Dine and some Ellery 

Queen works as well.  
3 Instead, they published three James M. Cain novels, Double Indemnity (volume 5), The Postman 

Always Rings Twice (volume 11), and The Embezzler (volume 20). Later in LMCP2, they 

included “If I Should Die before I Wake” by Cornell Woolrich. According to Bioy’s account they 

were also behind the selection of Chandler’s The Lady in the Lake, which was published in 1961 

(Memorias 106). Bioy says they also read Erle Stanley Gardner, Peter Cheyney, and James 

Hadley Chase (104-105).  
4 The sole exception would be Caillois’ response to Borges’ unfavourable 1942 review of Le 

roman policier. Going beyond the mere magazine, the publication of Caillois’ book (first 

published by Editorial Sur) is another antecedent. The fact that Borges reacted so fiercely and 

arbitrarily to the book may be explained by Borges’ urge to protect what he saw as his own 

ground. Bioy also commented on some aspects of the genre when reviewing Borges’ El jardín.  
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The attitude, however, was not always positive. Reviewing ESC volume 

1, Arturo Sánchez Rivas criticised the crime novel, saying that “en la buena 

literatura, los caracteres no están deformados por la gravitación ominosa del 

desenlace …. La acción debe ser libre y no tiene por qué conducir a causa 

alguna”, whereas in crime fiction the characters move around “como piezas de 

ajedrez” (78). Estela Canto denied any significant connection between Borges 

and the genre, insisting on seeing El Aleph as “angustiosamente humano” (“Jorge 

Luis Borges” 95). She also wrote a tepid review of ESC volume 13 (“Nicholas 

Blake”). Rosa Chacel was well aware of Sur’s impasse. In September 1946, she 

wrote that “hay mucha gente que se pregunta, ¿puede o no ser arte la novela 

policial?” (77).5 In 1951, Luis de Elizalde still thinks that “salvo rarísimas 

excepciones, pertenecen a una categoría muy inferior de la literatura” because 

they do not communicate anything about life and because “para escribirlas, 

siempre se parte de la acción y no de los caracteres” (24). The debate is not only 

about the genre’s status, but about what makes a work good. Becoming an 

explicit manifestation of the conflict between the humanistic and formalist axes 

(see Chapter 1), it shows to what degree Borges’ intervention was successful. 

The clash between these two poetics is never more evident than when Carlos 

Mastonardi comments that “como nadie lo ignora, la novela policial no se 

identifica con la Vida” (77).  

The fiercest opponent on the humanistic wing was Ernesto Sabato, who 

in 1945 stated that the rigour demanded by crime fiction “implica la supresión de 

los caracteres verdaderamente humanos” (“Los relatos” 70-71).6 His most 

interesting attack, however, will come in a fictional form. In El túnel, itself some 

 
5 Her own stance is ambivalent. She writes “no creo que la novela policial signifique para la 

literatura argentina el descubrimiento de un continente maravilloso, pero sí aseguro que es un 

excelente ejercicio, una escuela eficientísima de raciocinio, de persecución de un fin, de exclusión 

de los superfluo y profusión de lo necesario” (81). 
6 This text will be recycled in Sabato’s Uno y el universo (1945) as the well-known essay 

“Geometrización de la novela”. “Geometrización” can be understood as a passive-aggressive 

critique of Borges’ poetics using “La muerte y la brújula” as a case in point. Uno y el universo is 

a book soaked in a Borges-induced anxiety. Read in context, Borges’ radical defence of 

artificiality in his review of Peyrou’s La espada dormida later that year seems a response to 

Sabato’s attacks. In 1946 Borges and Sabato clashed over the issue of engaged literature as well 

(see Podlubne “Desagravio” 61n15). 
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sort of Künstlerthriller, a disgusted Castel witnesses a discussion about crime 

novels: “oí de pronto que [Mimí] preguntaba a Hunter si había leído la última 

novela de El séptimo círculo”. Clearly the authorial object of ridicule, Mimí 

declares that “son la única clase de novela que puedo leer ahora. Te diré que me 

encantan. Todo tan complicado y detectives tan maravillosos que saben de 

todo…. Le diré a Georgie que las novelas policiales te revientan” (65). By the 

end of the scene Hunter expounds his theory that “la novela policial representa 

en el siglo veinte lo que la novela de caballería en la época de Cervantes” (65-

66). 

 Quite interestingly, then, ESC attracted Sur’s attention, introducing the 

genre into cultured discussion (where it has remained since then) and creating a 

strong association between it and the specific dispute between formalists and 

vitalists. This occurs to such an extent that all the texts on crime fiction published 

in Sur after 1945 address the opposition of the cerebral versus sentiment. Thus, 

for instance, Mycroft Holmes in ESC volume 25 is described as someone to 

whom “la meditación ha congelado sus emociones” (Sánchez Rivas “La muerte” 

74). ESC was given a serious reception by intellectuals, producing a significant 

effect on their debates. Little by little, crime fiction acquired cultural legitimacy. 

And already in 1950 Julio Cortázar could critique the hardboiled writers saying 

that with them “la novela policial baja de sus alturas estéticas” (“Situación” 241 

emphasis added).7 

 Borges’ influence extended beyond Sur. Among many examples,8 that of 

Rodolfo Walsh is useful as a transition from Borges to Piglia. I have already 

 
7 Cultured resistance to crime fiction persists, of course. In Adolfo Prieto’s Sociología del público 

argentino (1956) we still find crime fiction described as “paraliteratura” (93) and “subliteratura” 

(94), although Prieto’s approach to popular fiction is more nuanced than what has sometimes 

been ascribed to him. For him, genre and “literary” fiction, however, remain “incomunicables y 

excluyentes” (94). 
8 One interesting example, although perhaps relatively unimportant for present purposes, is that 

Nicholas Blake’s The Beast Must Die (ESC volume 1) was adapted for the screen in Argentina 

in 1952. La bestia debe morir was directed by Román Viñoly Barreto, with Haroldo Conti as 

assistant to the director. Already in 1946 Carlos Hugo Christensen directed La trampa, based on 

Anthony Gilbert’s Something Nasty in the Woodshed; a Gilbert novel translated as La trampa 

was published by ESC that very year in August, but this was a translation of The Mouse Who 

Wouldn’t Play Ball. León Klimovsky’s El pendiente (1951) was an adaptation of Cornell 

Woolrich’s short story “The Earring”, with a script by Ulyses Petit de Murat. In 1952 Christensen 
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described how Walsh’s Diez cuentos policiales argentinos (1953) was influenced 

by Borges’ obliteration of the early crime tradition in Argentina (see 4.2). Walsh 

started his career as a crime writer while he worked as a translator for Hachette, 

mainly translating crime fiction from the mid-1940s (Ruiz 69). In Walsh’s first 

book Variaciones en rojo (1953) and in his crime stories for the magazine 

Leoplán, the influence of Borges is evident in his use of the classic whodunnit 

formula (García “Vuelta” 473) and the fetishization of intelligence. He certainly 

understood Borges’ point about detective fiction and literary craft: “escribiendo 

novelas policiales se aprende mucho, especialmente técnica novelística, y se 

capacita al escritor para encarar obras de otro volumen, de mayores pretensiones” 

(“La novela” 245). 

Nothing in these stories is perhaps more symbolic than the use of chess, 

which is recurrent in Walsh’s detective fiction (Amar 150).9 Walsh’s comisario 

Laurenzi and the journalist/writer Daniel Hernández regularly meet at a chess 

club where Laurenzi tells him about notable cases.10 “Zugzwang” establishes a 

clear parallel between chess and crime fiction. Laurenzi appears as the older 

player handing over a tradition to Hernández “Yo vengo aquí desde que usted era 

un chico. Hace veinte años ya se jugaba al ajedrez en estas mesas. Ese lenguaje 

que usted oye …, esos chistes que nadie de afuera entendería, se han ido 

formando con el tiempo. Una costumbre, una comodidad, un vínculo borroso 

pero fuerte” (Cuentos 563). Chess (and tacitly crime fiction) appear as a closed 

space apart from the outside world. Although the metaphor of chess is hardly 

Borges’ property, it is worth noticing that one of the most iconic symbols of ESC 

is the black knight logo, which appeared on every copy’s first page from volume 

 
directed Si muero antes de despertar, with a script by Alejandro Casona, based on Woolrich’s “If 

I Should Die Before I Wake” (which was contained in Woolrich’s 1946 homonymous collection). 

The latter had been published by Hachette in 1947 as Si muriera antes de despertarme, translated 

by Rodolfo Walsh. The short story was included in LMCP2 in 1951 as well. Christensen also 

directed Nunca abras esa puerta (1952) based on two other Woolrich stories. One could also 

profitably examine the influence of ESC on such writers as Pablo de Sanctis and Guillermo 

Martínez.     
9 For another comparison between crime fiction and chess, see his 1957 letter to Donald Yates 

(Ese hombre 38-39). 
10 Walsh also occasionally used the pseudonym of Daniel Hernández for these stories. 
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one (see figure 2).11 Walsh appears to have known ESC very well (Gandolfo 

59).12 

Later, the 1964 prologue to Operación masacre invests the chess 

metaphor with a deeper meaning. “La primera noticia que tuve sobre los 

fusilamientos clandestinos de junio de 1956” reads this well-known opening, “me 

llegó de forma casual … en un café de La Plata donde se jugaba al ajedrez, se 

hablaba más de Keres o Nimzovitch que de Aramburu y Rojas …. En ese mismo 

lugar, seis meses antes … nos había sorprendido el cercano tiroteo … en la 

fracasada revolución de Valle. Recuerdo cómo salimos en tropel, los jugadores 

de ajedrez” (9). Walsh leaves the enclosed space of chess to find the brutal 

unfolding of history. Later he asks himself: “¿Puedo volver al ajedrez? Puedo. 

Al ajedrez y a la literatura fantástica que leo, a los cuentos policiales que escribo” 

(12); but this is a turning point for him, the passage from the whodunnit to 

political non-fiction, as suggested by the Eliot epigraph in the first edition: “A 

rain of blood has blinded my eyes …. How can I ever return to the soft quiet 

seasons?” (“Murder” 74). This is, of course, not only Walsh’s abandonment of 

the whodunnit, but the collapse of aestheticism under the weight of Argentine 

history (see Chapter 6). This will lead to Walsh’s critique of fiction. As he told 

Piglia in a 1970 interview, it had become imperative to examine “hasta qué punto 

el cuento, la ficción y la novela no son de por sí el arte literario correspondiente 

 
11 How iconic the knight was is recognised by Bioy himself, who considered the symbol as well 

as Bonomi’s art as key to the ESC brand’s success. The decision to use this symbol was discussed 

in Sur by Sánchez Rivas: “la viñeta insignia que ostenta esta colección es un caballo de ajedrez. 

Se quiere destacar de esta manera lo que de cálculo y puro juego tiene la novela policial”. 

However, Sánchez debates the symbol saying that “merece [la] repugna [de Poe]”, because Poe 

in “The Purloined Letter” had written against chess as a symbol of intelligence and in favour of 

draughts (“La muerte” 75). Borges had used the chess metaphor before ESC in some reviews (for 

instance “Sept minutes” and “Excellent Intentions”). At the outset of “Tlön”, the English Herbert 

Ashe is said to play chess against the father of Borges-the-character (Cuentos 79). As Lafforgue 

and Rivera pointed out, the knight is the piece occupying “la séptima casilla del tablero en el 

ajedrez” (129n5). The significance of the logo has been stressed by Zavala (41) and De Sanctis 

(“Los mejores”). 
12 Walsh also translated one novel for ESC: Norman Berrow’s Don’t Go Out after Dark (volume 

93). Already in 1974, Rama hinted at ESC’s influence on the young Rodolfo. Walsh’s 

“fascinación es el género policial, ese que durante su adolescencia fue jerarquizado por la 

colección El Séptimo Círculo” (“Rodolfo Walsh” 297).  
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a una determinada clase social en un determinado periodo de desarrollo” (“Hoy” 

18-19). 

But this re-foundational myth (Piglia Antología 123) is not the only 

connection the political Walsh will have to translated crime fiction. There is a 

clear ethics of craft in his non-fiction, a true literary elaboration of the materials 

of reality (Amar 125-126). Amar has rightly pointed out that some of these 

devices come from crime fiction, particularly the conscious management of 

suspense (148-156).13 This is something that permeates Walsh’s prose at every 

turn, and is not simply a matter of engaging the reader. Every detail is potentially 

loaded with danger: “El reloj de la oficina marcaba las 10:58 cuando se abrió la 

puerta batiente y aparecieron tres hombres. El primero marchaba un poco 

separado de los otros dos, como si no los conociera …. Vestía sobretodo oscuro, 

chalina y guantes de lana grises, a pesar del tiempo casi caluroso” (Caso 

Satanowsky 51-52). But what, to my knowledge, criticism has missed is the 

possible relationship between Walsh’s rough suspense and his work as a 

translator.14 Meaningfully, the author whom Walsh translated most often was 

Cornell Woolrich, widely recognised as a master of suspense (Bassett vii).15 If 

this is correct, what Walsh enacts from Operación masacre onwards is a 

“thrillerisation of politics”, using the lessons he learned as a translator. And this 

is something from which Piglia would later greatly benefit (see Chapters 7 and 

9). 

Walsh’s debt to his experience as a translator of thrillers is, perhaps, better 

expressed in the short story “Nota al pie”, which features a suicide note from a 

 
13 The chapter titles in Caso Satanowsky (1958), for example, clearly allude to the crime fiction 

tradition, as Amar suggests (151). 
14 Álvaro Abós is closer to this hypothesis when he writes that “en el momento de comenzar a 

contar la historia [de los fusilamientos de León Suárez en Operación Masacre], en Walsh 

debieron resonar tantas páginas de Woolrich que su memoria conservaba” (“Un texto”). To me, 

this is something that exceeds Operación masacre.   
15 Among others, Walsh translated Woolrich’s If I Should Die before I Wake, Dead Man Blues, 

The Bride Wore Black, The Black Angel, The Rear Window, Deadline at Dawn, The Night 

Reveals. His prologue to The Night Reveals attests to his admiration and in-depth knowledge of 

Woorlich’s work. By the end of this short text Walsh stresses Woolrich’s “estilo completamente 

personal… - frases elípticas, aunque expresivas en su brevedad, supresión de las conjunciones, 

diálogos rápidos”, which he finds “algo difícil de traducir, preciso es confesarlo” (“Nota 

preliminar” 240). 
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translator of crime novels to his boss. The text can be read as a testimony to how 

much Walsh owed to his experience at Hachette. The translator describes how he 

came to see the value in the genre. Crime series even appear intertwined with 

Argentine history: “A menudo discutí con usted si fue la caída del peronismo lo 

que acabó con el fervor de las novelas policiales. ¡Tantas buenas colecciones! 

Rastros, Evasión, Naranja”. More importantly, he extracts a lesson in style, 

gradually learning “el secreto más duro de todos, la verdadera cifra del arte: 

borrar su personalidad, pasar inadvertido, escribir como otro y que nadie lo 

note”(457).16 Walsh himself is, here, connecting his undeniable “conciencia del 

estilo” (Piglia Antología 128) with his experience as a translator.  

 Borges’ editorial endeavours produced effects on his own work, among 

his own circle, and beyond.17 The fact that many Argentine writers feel the need 

to try their hand at crime fiction at some point in their careers might be regarded 

as an effect of Borges’ operation, and as proof that his legacy is that of associating 

crime writing and craft.18 His editorial endeavours are certainly an important 

chapter in Argentine letters. Based on these reflections, Rama was not 

exaggerating when he wrote that ESC was “de más incidencia en el medio que 

algunas [de sus otras] traducciones” (“Rodolfo Walsh” 295). Some of these 

effects will be crucial for Piglia’s intervention. First, the introduction of the crime 

genre within literary debates will serve as the basis for Piglia’s approach to the 

hardboiled. Second, Borges’ later dismissal of noir will be key for Piglia’s attack 

 
16 Emiliano Ruiz Díaz has suggested a connection between the translator’s experience of writing 

like another and Walsh’s technique of assigning the verbal expressions of pathos to secondary 

characters (69-73). This technique has been described by Piglia as stemming from a poetics where 

“el estilo sería el movimiento hacia otra enunciación, una toma de distancia respecto a la palabra 

propia” (Antología 123-124). 
17 For reasons of space, I cannot cover Juan José Sebreli’s two articles on Hammett, “Dashiell 

Hammett o la ambigüedad” (1959) and “Dashiell Hammett, novelista de una sociedad en 

competencia” (1966). Sebreli’s interpretation of Hammett might be read as part of Contorno’s 

opposition to Borges (see Chapter 6). Sebreli’s texts constitute, too, on of Piglia’s many 

omissions regarding the earlier reception of the hardboiled in Argentina. Sebreli seemed to resent 

this, in a note to a reedition of the 1959 article, he writes: “cuando en los últimos años sesenta 

surgió una pléyade de críticos literarios e imitadores locales de la novela negra, pocos recordaron 

que yo había escrito sobre Hammett ya en 1959, cuando era ignorado en el mundo de la cultura” 

(Escritos 233). Sebreli has repeated this complaint elsewhere and, as Maltz has suggested, it 

seems to point directly to Piglia’s inaugural moment, SN (130). 
18 Contreras refers to this phenomenon as “el imperativo del policial” (142). 
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on his aestheticist poetics. Finally, Walsh’s radical abandonment of fiction, and 

his thrillerisation of politics, will define the younger writer’s view of the genre 

to no lesser extent. These issues will be explored in Chapters 7, 8, and 9, after 

contextualising Piglia’s intervention in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6: Political and Literary Culture in the Long Sixties: Precedents 

and Developments 

 

This chapter succinctly explores the social and cultural context of Piglia’s early 

work, including SN. It singles out the specific issues and challenges for Argentine 

writers during the 1960s and early 1970s. Starting with the group gathered around 

the magazine Contorno (1951-1959), it reflects on the problem of the relationship 

between literature and politics up to the coup of 1976. Stressing the evolution 

that led from Sartrean engagement to the revolutionary intellectual, it shows how 

the intellectual’s role became problematic and was called into question, and how 

specifically cultural or literary criteria gave way to political ones. In other words, 

the autonomy that Borges and Sur’s aestheticist wing had fought for collapsed 

under the pressure of the times, and the political positions of younger writers. 

 My survey of this period is essential to framing the discussion of Piglia’s 

cultural intervention and to analysing his work as editor of crime fiction. The 

wider Latin American context will not be addressed in depth for reasons of space, 

but the reader will find a good analysis of the continental situation in Gilman’s 

work. The second part of this chapter outlines Piglia’s general response to the 

problem of the revolutionary intellectual and literature. It ends by establishing 

the relationship between these seemingly unrelated questions and Piglia’s 

reception of the crime genre, to be explored in Chapter 7. 

 

6.1 The Emergence of the New Left 

 

Argentina’s political situation had a more straightforward impact on 

literary history after Borges’ and Sur’s maturing experiences. The presence of 

politics heightens as we move deeper into the Cold War period. If the period from 

the 1930s to the early 1950s saw the rise of liberal autonomism in Sur’s 

aestheticist wing, the 1960s and early 1970s are a period of increasing political 
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radicalisation both in the country and in the emerging literary culture.1 As the 

Cold War assumes different manifestations worldwide, such as the Cuban 

Revolution and the Vietnam War, the impact of the Latin American left reached 

nearly all spheres of life, including literary production.2 After Perón’s fall and 

the installation of Revolución Libertadora (1955-1958), the signs of Argentina’s 

political instability became clearer and clearer. Writers could hardly ignore the 

social unrest that extended to Frondizi’s, Guido’s, and Illía’s semi-democratic 

administrations, and later to the conservative dictatorship known as Revolución 

Argentina (1966-1973). In this wider context, political heteronomism is 

associated almost exclusively with art’s contribution to social change (and no 

longer with the conservative role of preserving national identity or “human” 

values). Liberal aestheticism will gradually become the representative of 

conservatism for artists eager to address the current social conflicts, who often 

embraced anti-capitalism and questioned nominal democracy.     

   This rather abstract mapping of the literary field serves to explain the 

new generation’s challenge towards Sur and Borges at a time when the latter’s 

prestige was taking off. As forerunners of the new literary ethos, the group 

gathered around the magazine Contorno (1953-1959) offered Sartre and Roberto 

Arlt as alternatives to Borges. Contorno proposed a new role for the intellectual, 

influencing the next generation (Olivari-Fiori 26). After the contornistas, Silvia 

Sigal suggests, the relationship between aesthetic values and ideological views 

became close and continuous (53). Additionally, Contorno set a precedent for the 

intellectual’s awkward relationship with political action. Willing to overcome 

ineffectiveness, they supported Arturo Frondizi’s candidacy. Frondizi, however, 

disappointed the progressive wing who had backed him.3 This experience was 

 
1 Following Gilman, I consider the period of the sixties and early seventies (up to the coup of 

1976) as a unity rather than separate periods (37), hence the term “long sixties” in the title.  
2 I will not elaborate on the Boom phenomenon and the complicated relationship between its 

poetics, politics, and the growth of the Hispanic book market, as it is of secondary importance to 

SN. See Rama (“El Boom” 66-73).   
3 The Argentine Communist Party had also supported Frondizi. See Sigal (169) for details of 

Frondizi’s “treason”. 
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critical for the ensuing radicalisation of intellectuals (Terán Nuestros años 129-

132). 

Contorno was ahead of its time in that it also announced the bankruptcy 

of liberal aesthetics. Terán speaks of the decay in the hegemony of the “facción 

liberal”, represented by Sur, in the post-Perón intellectual field (87). Against the 

advance of the culture industry and the aesthetic left, Victoria Ocampo now fully 

embraces aestheticism in 1961: “el escritor no escribe para el proletariado, ni para 

la oligarquía, ni para la burguesía …. El escritor escribe. El pintor pinta. Y todo 

depende de que lo haga bien o mal” (qtd in Terán 88). Emir Rodríguez Monegal, 

a passionate defender of Borges, had identified the core of the issue in 1955 when 

he described Contorno’s approach as one where “lo literario es estudiado más 

como fenómeno revelador de la realidad que como realidad autónoma” (33). In 

this way, aestheticism would soon represent a conservative view of literature. 

Relying on the notion of taste while largely ignoring recent cultural and historical 

developments, as most of Sur did (King Sur 171-172, 185), meant turning their 

backs on the future. 

Another sign of the intellectual’s radicalisation, the growing protagonism 

of the Communist Party (PCA) was tangible in the official magazine Cuadernos 

de Cultura (De Diego “Los intelectuales” 398, Sigal 397). Héctor Agosti, its 

editor since 1951, brought with him a broader poetic view than Zdhanovism 

allowed, often negotiating between artists and a Committee that espoused Social 

Realism.4 Writers and intellectuals such as Juan Gelman, Juan Carlos Portantiero, 

and Andrés Rivera joined the PCA. But the relationship was short-lived. With 

the crisis in the traditional left, the PCA strengthened its cultural orthodoxy, 

which resulted in young writers leaving (or being expelled from) the party in the 

sixties (De Diego “Los intelectuales” 398).  

    The Argentine New Left shared with its metropolitan counterparts the 

drive towards theoretical modernisation; in Argentina, Sartre and Gramsci were 

further disseminated by an increasing number of publications (Terán Nuestros 

 
4 Agosti is credited with introducing Gramsci in Argentina. His Defensa del realismo (1945), 

which argued for a broader concept of realism, had become a classic of PCA’s orthodoxy (De 

Diego “Los intelectuales” 398).  
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años 100-106). The local New Left phenomenon, however, was much more 

radicalised and militant than in Europe (Marchesi 194-195). After the Cuban 

Revolution, PCA’s reformism was discredited. Mao’s Popular War, but 

especially Guevara’s foquismo, challenged the PCA’s strategy of creating the 

“right conditions”, often proposing militarism and a quick power-grab. 

Additionally, the New Left intellectuals shared the rejection of Social Realism 

(Gilman 33), actively seeking alternatives in unorthodox or dissident Marxism. 

Piglia is in that sense a perfect representative of the New Left, embracing both 

revolutionary ideology and theoretical renovation through Telquelism as a 

critique of PCA in the political and cultural realms. 

But the New Left faced old problems as well. The masses were clearly 

Peronists. Largely student-based and middle class, the New Left had to address 

its divorce from the proletariat. Among other responses, intellectuals embarked 

on a reflection upon their own role as revolutionaries. The questions of militancy, 

of the significance of intellectual labour, the relationship between theory and 

praxis, and the issue of revolutionary art were all encompassed by the question 

of the intellectuals. Those who defended the intellectual’s specific task had to 

argue against a growing wave of anti-intellectualism (Gilman 160, Terán 

Nuestros años 155). But a self-culpatory discourse was shared by all parties 

(Terán 150, De Diego Quién 37). Piglia is, again, a perfect example of this 

tendency, as evidenced by his editorial to Literatura y sociedad (1965). 

 

6.2 The Question of the Intellectuals: from Critical to Revolutionary 

Conscience 

 

From Contorno to the 1970s, the relationship between politics and 

intellectual labour is an urgent one. The tension between writing and action 

became more evident as social polarisation increased. Contorno could at least use 

Sartrean engagement to become involved in social issues “sin abandonar el 

campo intelectual” (Terán “Ideas” 67). The ambiguities inherent to the Sartrean 

model would, however, collapse under the weight of political history (Gilman 
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163). But during the 1960s the issues of the seventies were still to take shape 

(Sigal 84, Gilman 29, Terán Nuestros años 151-159). If the changes in the sixties 

were radical, those that came after the Cordobazo of 1969 were markedly more 

extreme (Sigal 84). Added to a complex series of precedents,5 the mass 

Cordobazo protests finally fixed the equivalence of politics and revolution. For 

many, every effort, including that of the writer, should now point in the direction 

of revolution. As a sign of this, in 1969 the ex-contornista David Viñas criticised 

Cortázar’s 62/ Modelo para armar (1968) for its formalism and lack of a 

“proyecto modificador” (738), viewing his influence on the new generations with 

concern (De Diego Quién 80).  

Thus, the autonomy that had characterised Contorno and part of the 

sixties receded (Terán Nuestros años 154-158). The intellectual of the sixties had 

been “comprometido políticamente … e insertado, simultáneamente, en un 

sistema de criterios culturales específicos” (Sigal 196). Sartre’s engagement had 

served as an alternative to militancy (Gilman 73), but the approaching possibility 

of revolution disturbed its fragile equilibrium. The very nature of intellectual 

endeavour was questioned, and political criteria replaced the autonomous means 

of cultural validation. The gap between the intellectual and the militant, or words 

and action, became more evident and deeply felt. As a result, many more 

embraced anti-intellectualism or left their positions as intellectuals to step into 

political action (160-163).6 Thus, Argentine letters arrived at “la supresión casi 

total de las mediaciones entre el campo literario y el campo político” (De Diego 

Quién 25). At the end of the path towards political effectiveness, writers and 

intellectuals were faced with their own dissolution. 

Now writers were required to position themselves in relation to the 

revolutionary project. These demands for aesthetico-political positionings had 

consequences for both the authorial persona and the literary work, as De Diego 

 
5 Among them Cuba, Algeria, Vietnam, the Chinese Cultural Revolution, the Prague Spring, May 

1968, the defeat of Guevara in 1967, and oppression under Onganía’s regime (1966-1970). 
6 De Diego synthesizes the spirit of the times by remarking that many mediations between writing 

and revolution were taken for granted: the writer by force became an intellectual, who was, in her 

own words, a political intellectual whose politics was necessarily a revolutionary one (Quién 25). 
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suggests (Quién 38). While the former involved questions of militancy and 

action, the latter brought about the question of what revolutionary literature was 

and how to write it. Piglia himself belonged to the segment of intellectuals that 

tried to find an answer to the question of revolutionary literature. As he states in 

a late interview, for many the problem was to think Marxism in a way that “le 

permita al intelectual argentino, al escritor argentino, funcionar y seguir siendo 

marxista” (“Introducción” 39). 

The urgent question of revolutionary literature sparked a series of 

responses. While Viñas attempted a variety of critical realism, Cortázar initially 

argued for the need for a specifically literary revolution in his 1969 polemic with 

Óscar Collazos. His later attempt at radicalisation with Libro de Manuel (1973) 

was largely seen as a failure (De Diego Quién 63).7 Others maintained a 

respectful distance from Social Realism, most importantly Portantiero’s 

Realismo y realidad en la literatura argentina (1963) (Crespo 436-437) and the 

magazine El escarabajo de oro, led by Abelardo Castillo.8 Rodolfo Walsh, for 

his own part, defended nonfiction as the appropriate place for revolutionary 

literature. Others, like Óscar del Barco, believed in transgression à la Bataille. 

Among such options, Piglia had to find his own means to advance his version of 

revolutionary literature. Such was the context for his initial contributions, 

including the SN project.  

       

6.3 The Early Piglia between Art and Politics: A Fellow Traveller    

 

Piglia became involved with the intellectual and political left very quickly 

as an undergraduate, ultimately establishing links with the Maoist Vanguardia 

Comunista (VC) party. Later, through Tiempo Contemporáneo, he becomes 

involved with several members of the Contorno generation (especially David 

Viñas) and with Rodolfo Walsh, as well as Jorge Álvarez and Pirí Lugones.9  

 
7 Piglia himself criticised it in “El socialismo de los consumidores.” La Opinión Cultural 

December 1974. 
8 For a summary of PCA’s poetic approach see Alle’s “Un boedismo optimista”. 
9 For Piglia’s own account of this period see (“Introducción” 33-41). 
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Hierarchical differences within this group can be traced in Los diarios de Emilio 

Renzi (DER), notably a tacit rivalry with Walsh and Viñas, by then two crucial 

figures of the cultural left.10 Piglia distances himself from his partners on the 

literary left, as we can see when he writes that “la ironía es un procedimiento 

negado para la izquierda …. La empresa de modificar el mundo … le niega la 

distancia necesaria” (Box B-001111 Folder 4, 2 February 1967).11 For Piglia, it 

is crucial to take distance to observe the left’s practices and their impact on 

cultural production.12 

 This, however, did not prevent him from engaging with leftist 

organisations and debates. After a Trotskyist season, the young Piglia approaches 

the Maoist VC through Andrés Rivera (“Introducción” 45).13 However, Piglia 

later said that “yo me acerco muchísimo a [VC] …, pero nunca me afilio, lo que 

hago es escribir el periódico [No transar (1963-1982)]”, and that he only became 

“organic” in 1976 for security reasons (“Introducción” 52). Piglia’s informal 

participation places him in-between the engaged and organic intellectual, a 

position that, for Bosteels, is also present in the Los libros articles (218). In a 

debate about the role of the revolutionary intellectual, Piglia stresses the need to 

establish links—“ligarse” (Piglia et al. 61)—with revolutionary organisations, 

 
10 For the portrayal of Viñas see, for instance, Los años felices (67). It is particularly interested to 

follow him through DER in Los años felices (77, 95, 167). For a case of open competition with 

Walsh, see Los años de formación (322) and the entry from the beginning of April 1969 in the 

manuscript diaries (Box B-001112, Folder 3).  
11 From here onwards I occasionally quote from the Ricardo Piglia Papers, which are held by 

Princeton University’s Rare Books and Special Collections. All quotations from the Ricardo 

Piglia Papers indicate box and folder numbers. When quoting Piglia’s manuscript diaries, I 

provide the date so that the entry can be more easily traced. When the passage in question appears 

in DER I indicate it accordingly. In this case, see the rewriting in Los años de formación (289). 

So as to simplify things, I will always refer to Los diarios de Emilio Renzi as DER. Therefore, 

“the diaries” or similar mean by default the manuscript diaries. 
12 See also Renzi’s conclusion about the need for a stylistic analysis of the left’s clichés (Los años 

felices 209). 
13 As elsewhere in Latin America, Maoism emerged as an alternative to Stalinism suitable for the 

revolutionary needs of a meagrely industrialised Third World (Romero 184). Piglia’s debt to 

Rivera needs to be stressed. Piglia states in a 1973 letter: “quiero hacer algún día el balance de 

las cosas que he [me?] has estado dando sin parar desde que nos conocemos, todas las cosas que 

mi ‘desarrollo’ político y literario (para sacar la cosa personal del medio) te debe a vos” (Box B-

001159 Folder 3). Tellingly, a similar poetics to Piglia’s theory of omission (see Chapter 7) seems 

to be behind the short stories in Rivera’s Cuentas pendientes (1972), a work that clearly links 

back to the hardboiled, as Piglia himself noted (“De la traición” 26).   
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carefully omitting the word militancy.14 His choice, then, is that of the fellow 

traveller. As the “Introducción” tells us, for Piglia the VC meant a place where 

debate was possible, and where one could criticise reformism, Peronism, 

foquismo, and guerrillerismo (53).15 VC did not, however, reject the armed path 

(Rupar 113), as Piglia well knew, but interpreted its moment and role differently 

to the foquistas.16  

Piglia was involved in a series of magazines that ranged from the more 

political to the cultural.17 Among the latter, Los Libros has a special place. 

Founded in 1969 as a local version of La Quinzaine Littéraire, it soon turned to 

Maoism under the influence of both local developments and Tel Quel.18 From 

issue 29, in August of 1971, the change of committee lends it a definitive political 

 
14 He resorts to the same word choice in an interview for Nuevo Hombre (“El escritor y el proceso” 

13). 
15 VC’s opposition to foquismo originated in the defeat of Ejército Guerrillero del Pueblo in Salta 

in 1964. See particularly El partido marxista-leninista y el guerrillerismo (1964) by VC leader 

Elías Semán, who criticised the guerrillas placing vanguardist military action over the 

construction of the party and the agency of the peasants over that of a self-conscious proletariat.      
16 Tarcus and Piglia seem to suggest that VC criticised guerrilla warfare and militarism. Tarcus 

speaks of Semán’s critique of guerrillerismo (see previous footnote) as a critique of “la vía 

armada” (Piglia “Introducción” 53). For further evidence to the contrary, see VC’s critique of 

putschism and foquismo in their “Nuestra campaña de rectificación” (1968) where they state that 

“la perspectiva de la preparación de la guerra pasa a convertirse en el aspecto principal de la 

preocupación del Partido” (19). VC followed the idea of People’s War and aimed to organise a 

Revolutionary Army, although they did not consider themselves foquistas because they believed 

in the centrality of the party (Lissandrello and Sartelli 119) and, perhaps, because of the difference 

between the prolonged war and the quick seizure of power defended by Guevara. That Piglia then 

believed that the People’s War was the correct revolutionary strategy is clear from his interview 

for Nuevo Hombre: “la revolución, en Argentina, depende de que la clase obrera se organice en 

un partido revolucionario, capaz de crear el ejército popular e iniciar la guerra”. Although he 

stresses the centrality of the masses in the revolutionary war, the presence of avant-gardist armed 

formations seems to him “un avance decisivo dentro de la izquierda” (13). The tone of the passage 

of a 1972 essay where he describes Mao as “fundador del partido comunista de China y estratega 

de la guerra popular prolongada” is unmistakably laudatory (“Mao” 35n5).    
17 Among the former, Revista de la liberación (1963-1964), No transar (1968-1974), and 

Desacuerdo (1972-1973). Cultural magazines included El escarabajo de oro (1961-1974), 

Literatura y Sociedad (1965), Crisis (1973-1976), Nuevos Aires (1970-1973), and Los libros 

(1969-1976). 
18 Argentine intellectuals’ reception of Maoism was mediated by France (Bosteels 214-215), 

particularly Tel Quel. However, intellectuals like Piglia, Sarlo, and Altamirano collaborated with 

Maoist revolutionary parties—VC and Partido Comunista Revolucionario (PCR)—so their 

reception of Maoism, although perhaps naïve, was not politically shallow. Critics (including Sarlo 

herself) have suggested that their version of the Cultural Revolution was basically Tel Quel’s 

(Bosteels 215, Crivelli 418). We should not forget, however, that Piglia travelled to China by 

official invite in 1973. On Tel Quel’s Orientalist idealisation of Maoism see Hayot (112-118). 

Tarcus describes Los libros as a joint undertaking between VC and PCR (Piglia “Introducción” 

51). 
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scope, becoming “funcional a un proyecto político” (Crivelli 417). Nevertheless, 

it exhibited an elaborate reflection on the role of the intellectual (Bosteels 218), 

undertaking a “modernization of theory” (King “Las revistas” 87-88, de Diego 

“Los intelectuales” 410-412). Piglia’s most complex statements on his own 

poetics appeared mostly in Los libros during this period.  

It was in this intellectual context that Piglia began to define his theory of 

art as social function. That he did this mainly from Los libros and Tiempo 

Contemporáneo shows that these were places where specific cultural criteria 

were still respected.19 Accordingly, Piglia’s interest in Mao started with the 

Chairman’s recognition of a particular aesthetic domain. “Uno de los aportes 

centrales de Mao Tse-Tung al desarrollo teórico del marxismo”, Piglia writes, is 

seeing society as comprised by “tres prácticas fundamentales: la lucha en la 

producción, la lucha de clases, y la cultura y la experimentación científica”, each 

domain having “su propia lógica y su propio tipo de resolución” (“La lucha” 7). 

Based on this idea, Piglia suggests that literature must enact a revolution within 

its own realm in a move that Luis García describes as immanent politization (53).  

 This is not just a sneaky dismissal of social reality. For Mao, Piglia, and 

now also Brecht,  

 

toda obra tiene un “sello de clase” y es preciso incluirla en el campo de 

lo que Brecht llama “aparatos de producción” para dar cuenta de las 

relaciones que mantiene con la lucha de clases a través de los circuitos de 

distribución, las instituciones que regulan la demanda y el consumo, el 

verosímil que en cada época organiza el uso social de los textos. (“Mao” 

22) 

 

Piglia’s main concern during this period is that last element of the social practice 

of literature. In contrast to the Aristotelian concept, verisimilitude here mainly 

describes how literary values and definitions rely on class dominance, having 

 
19 Tel Quel, in fact, saw China as a model for revolution both in culture and politics (Hayot 118), 

a vision that Los libros seemed to share. Tiempo Contemporáneo has been described as a Leftist 

place where political criteria did not replace cultural ones (Álvarez 2, Fernández Cobo 195-204).    
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concrete consequences for the practice of writing. From this perspective the 

ideology of disinterested art dissimulates its own social dimension (Bosteels 

201), and no aspect of literature escapes social reality. 

What is at stake here is the set of criteria that classifies both certain texts 

as literature and, more importantly, certain literary products as “good” works. 

Contradicting Lukács, Piglia asserts that “una obra no es ‘buena’ a pesar de su 

ideología, sino con ella, en el procedimiento mismo de hacerla visible, de 

exhibirla como un momento material de la producción literaria” (“Mao” 25n1). 

The idea has very precise consequences for the connection between literature and 

politics: “reglas, códigos, convenciones, estas ‘técnicas de expresión’ son 

estructuras de significación que determinan, en Mao, que las obras sean pulidas 

o toscas, de alto o bajo nivel”. Mao recognizes technique’s importance, so 

revolutionary art can resort to past procedures by assigning them different roles 

directed against bourgeois/feudal verisimilitude. This, again, brings Mao closer 

to Brecht (23-24).20  

The inevitable conclusion is that “una práctica revolucionaria ‘en el arte 

y la literatura’ debe tener en cuenta este momento productivo, experimental, de 

trabajo contra el verosímil; especialmente en una sociedad donde las clases 

dominantes controlan la propiedad de los códigos de lectura” (“Mao” 25). That 

is to say, revolutionary art must expose and undermine the aesthetic codes and 

values of the ruling classes. Something as specific to literature as style is linked 

with the revolutionary process. In a sense, this is very similar to Piglia’s later 

statement that “la relación entre política y literatura … en Argentina siempre 

suele ser demasiado contenidista e inmediata” (“Cortázar”).21 For Piglia, politics 

must be approached as a stylistic or technical problem. 

The undermining of aesthetic ideology is not achieved only by assigning 

a different function to already existing literary materials. In Piglia’s account, Mao 

holds that writers should seek new elements outside the literary realm. They 

should use forms and materials not found in current literary texts, especially 

 
20 Another formulation of this idea (although perhaps simplistic) would be the need to attack 

beauty, as beauty emerges according to the rules of the dominant class (Bosteels 206). 
21 Piglia’s reflection also assesses the role of the literary critic. See Hacia la crítica (7).  
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elements from certain linguistic practices associated with the people. “La 

actividad práctica de las masas”, for Mao, is “el mayor ‘yacimiento’ no solo de 

materias primas, sino también de instrumentos de trabajo: los dazibao, las 

canciones, las consignas son un cierto modo de actuar del lenguaje del pueblo, 

formas de estructurar una significación y de establecer un cierto horizonte 

retórico” (24). Piglia himself finds a particular, eclectic way of reading among 

the popular classes: “su lectura ‘salvaje’ es una apropiación que unifica al 

conjunto de los textos (historietas, fotonovelas, periodismo amarillo, revistas 

deportivas, literatura de kiosko, etc.) en el espacio común de una ‘lectura 

indiscriminada’” (“Hacia la crítica” 7). Among other features, the use of 

alternative materials is also an opportunity to criticise the ideology of literature 

as private property.22  

The possibility of finding potentially revolutionary materials “outside” 

literature, combining and confronting them with traditional elements, forms the 

core of Piglia’s theory of revolutionary literature. Combining Mao, Brecht, Tel 

Quel, and others, he responds to the issue of revolutionary literature, ultimately 

conceived of as “ejercicios prácticos de crítica ideológica” (“Nuestra estética” 

7)23 that attack modern aesthetic presuppositions. This wish to, in dialectical 

parlance, overcome literature will manifest itself through different efforts or 

paths. Among them, Piglia tries an analysis of Roberto Arlt, narrative non-fiction, 

plagiarism, and the crime genre.  

For now, I will stress the first two. Following Walsh’s example, Piglia 

sees non-fiction as a powerful form of revolutionary literature. From Operación 

masacre to his final “Carta abierta” (1977), Walsh’s impressive style has a 

concrete political impact that makes it difficult to compete with. Walsh’s was a 

conscious attack on traditional writing, as shown in his 1970 interview with 

 
22 It goes against “las relaciones de producción capitalistas que hacen del ‘autor’ el propietario 

del ‘sentido’” (25). See also Bosteels (209) and especially Becerra. 
23 With these words Piglia describes Brecht’s poems published in Desacuerdo, issue number 8 

(August 1972). The list of influences behind Piglia’s approach is far too long for this chapter. I 

should mention Brecht and the Benjamin of “The Author as Producer”. See García’s “Ricardo 

Piglia lector de Walter Benjamin” for a discussion of sources from Western Marxism, especially 

Benjamin and Edoardo Sanguinetti. See González (35-36) for Piglia’s reading of Benjamin.  
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Piglia (“Hoy” 18-19). Signs of Piglia’s temptation to follow Walsh appear in his 

use of the pseudonym Sergio Tretiakov Jr in his articles for Desacuerdo, a 

homage to the creator of Objectivism; in his 1970 remarks on the Black Panthers 

(“Nueva narrativa” 13-14); in the script that will become Plata quemada; and in 

the conclusion drawn from the above-mentioned 1970 interview: “entonces lo 

que hay que hacer … es enfrentar una idea de la literatura”  that holds the 

superiority of fiction (26).24 Although he admired Walsh’s work and extracted 

lessons from it, Piglia did not go down this road. Not only was he much more 

belletrist and intellectualist, but he also understood that that position was already 

taken. 

Another, more successful alternative was the analysis of Arlt started in 

1973. His main ideas on Arlt originated in the theory outlined above (Bosteels 

208-212). For Piglia, Arlt shows an extreme awareness of the connection 

between economy and style. In the preface to Los lanzallamas Arlt equates 

“good” style with luxury, establishing a connection with idleness and class. Arlt’s 

situation is completely different, because he needs the reader to pay for the time 

he has spent writing. Thus, “escribir deja de ser un lujo, un derroche, para 

convertirse en una fatalidad, o mejor, en una necesidad (material)” (“Roberto 

Arlt” 22). Because his relationship with the reader is strictly economic, Arlt does 

not “write well”. The only possible way for someone like him (who came from a 

working-class background) to gain access to literature (in the sense of becoming 

a writer) is writing outside the stylistic norms of his time (22-23). Arlt’s writing 

shows an awareness of its own discredited nature, and his productions:  

 

han debido pagar el precio de la devaluación que provocan. Para una 

economía literaria que hace del misterio de sus razones el fundamento de 

 
24 See also his 1971 interview for the magazine Hombre Nuevo, in which he speaks about the role 

of literature in revolution saying that “yo empezaría por pensar en el papel que ha tenido la 

escritura en la historia del movimiento revolucionario; pensar qué quería decir Lenin cuando 

hacía de la escritura (a través de Iskra) el hilo rojo de “organizar el partido en toda Rusia” (43). 

The writer is proposing a broader understanding of literature which is not limited to fiction, not 

even to documentary writing, but to prose as a whole. Writing here means any possible kind of 

writing. 
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su poder simbólico, el reconocimiento explícito de los lazos materiales 

que la hacen posible, se convierte en una transgresión a ese contrato social 

que obliga a acatar “en silencio” las imposiciones del sistema. (23) 

 

 Arlt’s style also reveals the conditions under which he has become a 

literary consumer. His access to literature (now as a reader), that is to say, his 

material chances of obtaining books, leave a mark on his writing too (24). Arlt’s 

reading is remarkably similar to that “wild” reading we have already heard about. 

Arlt’s merit consists in showcasing all these “flaws”, or, as Piglia puts it, “Arlt 

propone una teoría de la literatura donde un espacio de lectura y ciertas 

condiciones de producción son exhibidos” (23). 

 At the end of Piglia’s text, the analysis of the “reader pole” of Arlt’s 

stylistic behaviour takes an interesting turn. Piglia associates some of the author’s 

mannerisms with his readings of cheap editions of translated literature. As his 

 

estilo sobreactuado, de traductor, alude continuamente a ese otro texto en 

el que nace y por momentos es su propia parodia: en ese sentido habría 

que decir que cuando Arlt confiesa que escribe mal, lo que hace es decir 

que escribe desde donde leyó o mejor, desde donde pudo leer. Así, “las 

horribles traducciones españolas” … son el espejo donde la escritura de 

Arlt encuentra “los modelos” (Sue, Dostoievski, Ponson, etc.) que quiere 

leer. (26-27)  

 

Arlt’s style, then, is influenced by the discredited rewriting of cheap, commercial 

translations.25 In this way, style becomes a clear sign of the “literary economy” 

behind Arlt’s work, an appropriation that deforms the standards of literature: 

 
25 Here Piglia alludes to a stylistic phenomenon that might be difficult to grasp for the English 

reader. Spanish American readers have (consciously or not) a sense of a “translation style” 

somewhat similar to so-called “translationese”. One needs to consider that they practically learn 

to read in translation and are constantly exposed to translated literature; additionally, that most 

translations are made in Spain, and that when Latin America is an intended translation target, it 

is, most of the time, targeted as a single entity. The resulting Spanish American standard(s), or 

the use of Iberian Spanish in an American reading context, means that people in books usually 

do not speak like the people one knows. Always a vague concept, translation style, which is also 
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en el vocabulario y los giros ‘literarios’ de la traducción, Arlt encuentra 

un lenguaje escrito a partir del cual construir –en la lectura- su ‘propia’ 

escritura. Apropiación de la literatura, lectura escrita, la traducción 

define, un cierto espacio de lectura donde el texto de Arlt encuentra un 

lugar que lo condiciona y lo descifra. (27)  

 

In fact, translation “fija mejor que nadie el estilo literario de una época … [,] 

repite los modelos de lo que es posible decir ‘literariamente’” (Los años felices 

57-58).  

  In summary, Piglia’s answer to the traditional problem of the role of the 

intellectual or writer, be it in politics or revolution, is a critique and exposure of 

bourgeois literary ideology as such, which is enacted by showing the 

dissimulated material conditions of literary production. Following Mao and 

Brecht, Piglia proposes both a resignification of traditional procedures and a 

process of “opening” literature to other linguistic practices, resorting to sources 

commonly excluded by the dominant aesthetic ideology. He finds in Arlt a good 

example of this method, and highlights his use of stylistic features learned from 

cheap translations, which marks the marginal place of Arlt’s writing and, at the 

same time, makes use of what would be the most evident example of bourgeois 

rhetoric. While translation passively shows the dominant stylistic “grammar” of 

the period, it is also one of those “raw materials” of which Mao spoke, especially 

in its cheap, marginal version. Arlt’s attitude is, in this way, representative of the 

“wild reading” of the masses. 

 

 
known for its stereotypical heightened language, refers to linguistic practices that mostly appear 

in translated books but sometimes permeate native publications. Sometimes it alludes mainly to 

the use of Iberian Spanish in translation, and its unnatural or rhetorical feel for the American 

reader (see Los años de formación 251 as an example). In certain contexts, it can also point to 

words that are not used in the reader’s particular country. For instance, in Chile, amateur writers 

often have their character smoke “cigarrillos” even when the natural Chilean option is “cigarros”. 

By reading translations made in Spain and Argentina, some Chilean readers have come to feel 

that “cigarrillos” is more “literary” than “cigarros” (a goldmine for the parodist). I am not aware 

of any research on this topic. Rath notices that the idea of a translation style had already been 

advanced by Cortázar and Martínez Estrada (173) but otherwise misses the point entirely.    
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6.4 Towards the Hardboiled 

 

 As an alternative to Walsh’s non-fiction, the young Piglia’s complex 

answer to the problem of revolutionary literature involved attacking sublimated 

art by evidencing its economic roots. Revolutionary literature should mainly 

show how bourgeois poetics obscures the material conditions of production and 

the work’s insertion into class struggle. Tacitly, this is part of the intellectual’s 

process of self-analysis and a way of introducing changes into the cultural field 

instead of hurriedly addressing the masses. Therefore, Piglia conceives of 

revolutionary literature as inserting itself within literary debates, looking for 

change in intellectual activity. However, the critique of literary ideology involves 

opening up the space of literature to incorporate elements from the culture of the 

masses (such as their eclectic mode of reading). 

 In such a context, Piglia’s use of the hardboiled is not surprising. The 

hardboiled was a marginal genre both in Argentina and, originally, in the US. 

Created for a working-class reader, it is openly paid by the word, not hiding its 

place in economic production. As popular fiction, it has been marginalised by 

literary ideology. Introduced into the Argentine context, this ideology of 

literature is represented, Piglia suggests, by Sur and Borges. For instance, writing 

about Arlt, Piglia opposes José Bianco’s conception of literature to the 

former’s.26 Sur represents, then, that disinterested notion of literature that erases 

all trace of its political economy.  

 From Piglia’s perspective, as we will discover, Borges’ approach to crime 

fiction should be seen as an instance of this poetic ideology. Piglia stresses how 

Borges’ and Sur’s perspective involves a reading mode incapable of 

understanding noir. This is revealed in the young Cortázar’s rejection of the 

hardboiled, which closely resembles Bianco’s attitude towards Arlt: “en 1947, 

 
26 “Basta releer el artículo que José Bianco le dedicara en 1961 para ver de qué modo Arlt 

transgrede un espacio de lectura. En este caso, el código de Sur: lectura de clase que refiere –

justamente al revés de Arlt- el acceso fluido a una cultura ‘familiar’. En realidad lo que se lee por 

debajo del texto de Bianco es la definición de esa propiedad que es necesario exhibir para poder 

escribir: ‘Arlt no era un escritor sino un periodista, en la acepción más restringida del término. 

Hablaba el lunfardo con acento extranjero, ignoraba la ortografía, qué decir de la sintaxis’” (23). 
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Cortázar, en ese momento hombre de Sur, escribe en la revista Realidad una 

crítica frontal a los relatos de Cain, Hammett, Chandler, vistos justamente como 

literatura ‘bárbara’, degradada” (“Reivindicación” 23). Thus, these texts 

appeared to Sur as illogical and rough. Crime fiction is, then, a place where 

literary ideology can be exposed and criticised. Therefore, the hardboiled is 

treated as a genre that can oppose the Borgesian poetics and offer, 

simultaneously, the quality and innovation lacking in pamphletary social realism. 

In a context where the hardboiled had already appeared in popular series such as 

Rastros, Pandora, and Serie Naranja, (Lafforgue and Rivera 18), Piglia’s 

contribution would be to frame the genre within this interpretation and debate, 

investing it with a new political meaning.     
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Chapter 7: Piglia’s Critical Discourse on Crime Fiction 

 

In this chapter, I examine the most important aspects of Piglia’s thought on crime 

fiction as expressed mainly in his critical writing, identifying a series of concerns 

that will be crucial in approaching SN. These can be divided into five interrelated 

issues. First and foremost, the critique of Borgesian aestheticism, which 

encompasses young Piglia’s approach as a whole. Second, the role of money in 

the hardboiled. Third, a tacit reflection on the revolutionary writer through a 

fictional treatment of action. Fourth, a poetics of omission and suggestion as a 

manner of treating politics in writing. And, by the end of this chapter, Piglia’s 

explicit remarks on the cultural legitimacy of the hardboiled. This will help 

explain the relationship between Piglia’s critical writing and SN. 

 Criticism has disregarded SN. Of the two academic essays devoted to 

Piglia’s reading of crime fiction, the most thorough does not mention SN at all 

(Pellicer “Ricardo Piglia”) and the other, on top of a merely anecdotal allusion, 

provides inaccurate information (Pacheco 93).1 While most critics mention the 

relationship between SN and Piglia’s critical texts, rarely do they go beyond a 

simple nod towards its existence (see Berg “La escuela”, Fornet El escritor 37, 

Lafforgue and Rivera 27-28, González Álvarez 11n2 and 124n46, Corbatta 69, 

Mattalia 17, Trelles Paz 237-238, and Pacheco).2 Chapters 7, 8, and 9 address 

this current gap in research.  

This dissertation proposes that the experience of editing SN profoundly 

influenced Piglia, enabling him to reflect deeply on crime fiction. His editorial 

experience impacted directly on the development of his theory of crime fiction, 

which, in turn, “es fundamental para entender su teoría de la literatura y su 

 
1 This information is based on the bibliography provided by Piglia himself at the end of 

Conversación en Princeton. Another example of inaccurate information is Mattalia’s inclusion 

of “John Tompson [sic] [and] Truman Capote” among the published authors (17). Berg also 

mentions Jim Thompson with no apparent reason, adding that SN consisted of eighteen volumes 

(instead of twenty-one) (see “Escuela del crimen” and “Ineluctable modalidad”). 
2 The exception, as we will see in Chapter 8, is “Hammett, el amigo americano”, by crime writer 

Juan Sasturain. Debussy also treats it with more detail than most, but essentially repeats Piglia’s 

own discourse on the series (288).  
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escritura” (Corbatta 69). Thus, SN constitutes an important step in the 

development of Piglia’s thought, which will later influence the perception and 

production of crime writing in Argentina.3 The only scholar I am aware of who 

has advanced in the direction of my hypothesis is Arcadio Díaz Quiñones, who 

already in 1998 stated that analysing “su trabajo como editor y antólogo va a 

permitir una nueva aproximación a su obra, una geografía de todos los puntos de 

articulación y las modificaciones de su pensamiento” (x-xi).  

 There are various reasons for the critical neglect of SN. Understandably, 

critics have favoured Piglia’s own writing. They often refer to essays such as 

“Sobre el género policial” and “Lo negro del policial”, most notably Pellicer’s 

“Ricardo Piglia”. There is important scholarship on Plata quemada (1997) and 

Nombre falso (1975). Analyses of Plata quemada usually draw on Piglia’s 

remarks on the topic of money in the hardboiled (see 7.1), sometimes offering 

superficial, incomplete, or distorted accounts of Piglia’s thought.4 The vast 

scholarship on Nombre falso normally addresses the topic of the critic as 

detective and the issue of textual property.5 Similarly, scholars have pointed to 

the use of crime fiction-inspired devices in several works.6 

 Some further comments are necessary, this time on the Piglian texts 

examined within these pages. Among Piglia’s scattered remarks on the genre, 

scholars tacitly identify two prominent texts: his first essay on the subject, 

 
3 For instance, Daniel Link has remarked that Piglia’s interpretation of the hardboiled “se ha 

transformado en la mirada clásicamente argentina sobre el género” (43n1). 
4 For instance, Berg’s remark that “como sabemos, el policial en su vertiente “dura” o “negra” 

discute y polemiza con las razones capitalistas” (“Un mapa” 166) misrepresents the author’s 

argument that these are actually capitalist novels that should be subjected to a Brechtian reading 

(see 7.1). Berg’s attitude also betrays a passive reception of Piglia’s reading of the genre, which 

is common among scholars. Among the many commentaries on Plata Quemada the reader can 

consult Bollig (513-518), Laera (357-368) Rodríguez Pérsico’s “Plata quemada”, and Berg’s 

“Fuera de la ley” and “Asesinos”. 
5 The best analyses are probably Fornet’s (El escritor 36 and “Homenaje”) and González Álvarez’ 

(225-235). See also the polemic between Ellen McCracken and María Eugenia Mudrovic in 

Fornet’s companion Ricardo Piglia (93-117). McCracken summarises the scholarly take on the 

property issue when she writes that Nombre Falso is “una crítica fundamental de la literatura 

como propiedad privada” (“Réplica” 116). A number of papers have elaborated on this. 
6 For example, in Berg (“El relato” 74) and Bratosevich (208-209). Also, Iglesia’s quest for 

Chandlerian traces in La ciudad ausente (101-111). 
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“Reivindicación de la práctica” (January 1976)7 and the preface to the 1979 

anthology of crime stories Cuentos de la serie negra.8 Other pieces are 

sometimes overlooked, even though they reveal different emphases. This is 

especially true of later productions such as “La ficción paranoica y el nacimiento” 

or “Lectores imaginarios”, a chapter of El último lector (2005), which is probably 

Piglia’s most complete account of crime fiction. 

In this chapter, I follow the traditional approach of focusing on the 1976 

and 1979 texts, occasionally referring to others when relevant. Although I treat 

these two pieces as essays, following the general trend, it is worth noting that 

their generic status is not clear-cut. This is particularly relevant for the preface, 

which was originally a peritext to a 1979 anthology of crime stories and is 

therefore part of Piglia’s editorial work. I, however, treat it as an essay for several 

reasons: 1) it is an extensive, characteristically essayistic piece that clearly 

expands “Reivindicación” and acts more like a critical study than a preface; 2) it 

has been reproduced independently as such, sometimes by Piglia, making it both 

an epitext and a peritext; 3) it allows us to see Piglia’s evolving ideas; 4) it is not 

part of SN, which is my main focus. For these reasons I believe in the advantage 

of treating it as a critical text, despite its generic instability.9      

It is worth noting that “Reivindicación” and the 1979 preface were 

published after SN (the former refers to SN in the past tense [23]). This means 

that Piglia’s series and criticism stand in an inverse relationship when compared 

to Borges’. In the diaries, Piglia’s interest in crime fiction can be traced back to 

 
7 Later republished as “Sobre el género policial” in Crítica y ficción. Pellicer’s dating of the text 

to 1974 (89) is probably an editorial gaffe. 
8 Later republished as “Lo negro del policíaco” in Mauro Zavala’s Teorías del cuento II (1997), 

as “Lo negro del policial” in Daniel Link’s El juego de los cautos (2003), in issue 15 of the 

magazine La biblioteca (Spring 2015), and in Piglia’s Escritores norteamericanos (2016).  
9 The generic status of “Reivindicación” is not clear-cut either. It forms part of Lafforgue and 

Rivera’s feature on crime fiction for the magazine Crisis (issue 33, January 1976) alongside other 

texts by Jaime Rest, Rubén Tizziani, and a Borges interview. However, it has all the 

characteristics of an essay and has been reproduced as such, sometimes by Piglia himself (most 

famously since the second edition of Crítica y ficción). Although Lafforgue and Rivera speak of 

these texts as products of a dialogue, they stressed Piglia’s “minuciosa reescritura” of 

“Reivindicación” (Asesinos 79). The prose is clearly Piglian in style and recycles phrases from 

SN and the diaries. 
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1965,10 but his readings remain occasional and superficial until 1968. Published 

critical analyses would have to wait until “Reivindicación” appears in 1976, more 

than ten years after the “discovery” and after seven years as SN’s editor. Before 

1976, we only have an allusion to Chandler, Hammett, and Cain in a note for 

Crónicas de norteamérica (1967), Emilio Renzi’s “Nota” to SN volume 1 (1969), 

a passing allusion to Hammett, Chase, and Chandler in a review of Andrés 

Rivera’s Ajuste de cuentas (1972) (“De la traición” 26), and the description of 

Luis Gusmán’s El frasquito (1973) as a crime novel in Piglia’s preface (“El 

relato” 7). These four texts are quite different from “Reivindicación”. Piglia’s 

discussion of Rivera and Gusmán are hardly statements on the genre. Renzi’s 

note shows a rather different set of concerns than those of 1976 (see Chapter 9). 

Even if the 1968-1969 diaries display a greater amount of commentary on crime 

fiction, Piglia published his reflections only after SN disappeared.  

This critical production should therefore be understood and handled as an 

element after the fact when approaching SN. The manuscript diaries, it is worth 

pointing out, reveal an intense reflection carried out in the 1968-1970 period, 

which suggests that Piglia’s ideas were developed well before 1976. By keeping 

in mind this difference between published and unpublished material, the reader 

will be able to grasp how the ideas that crystallised in “Reivindicación” were 

formed during the SN period, and how some ideas that appeared later are already 

present in both SN and the diaries. That is the aim of the following chapters.   

 

 

7.1 Money Matters:  The Hardboiled as Materialist Fiction 

 

Pellicer has rightly pointed out that a constant throughout Piglia’s career 

is his conception of crime fiction as “un lugar de discusión sobre la sociedad” 

(“Ricardo Piglia” 92). This is most evident in his early treatment of the issue of 

 
10 On 21 February 1965, after reading Chase’s A Lotus for Miss Quon, he writes “tal vez recién 

descubro las novelas policiales” (Box B-001110, Folder 1 [1964-1968]). This entry does not 

appear in DER. 
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money.11 Since “Reivindicación”, the role of money is one of the main concerns 

in Piglia’s thought on crime fiction. Its analysis forms part of the search for his 

own answer to the problem of revolutionary literature, deeply resembling the 

analysis of Arlt described in Chapter 6. But “Reivindicación” is concerned 

mainly with Borges. It is, indeed, an attack on the aestheticism that Borges had 

promoted through crime fiction. Like Arlt, the hardboiled stands for a 

demystifying approach to literature that exposes its economic base. Piglia sees 

the hardboiled as displaying “un manejo de la realidad que yo llamaría 

materialista” (23). First and foremost, “Reivindicación” is a critique of bourgeois 

aesthetic ideology. 

 The critique of Borgesian sublimation of art is mainly introduced through 

money and economic causality. However, if the analysis of Arlt discussed both 

commodified writing, and money as a topic/device in commodified literature, 

Piglia’s early criticism on the hardboiled does not favour crime fiction’s 

commodity status, which remains mostly a tacit issue.12 Unmentioned in 

“Reivindicación”, it appears briefly in the 1979 preface when Black Mask is 

mentioned (7-8),13 despite Piglia’s awareness of the issue before 1976.14 

Therefore, these essays prefer to stress money as a real-life element processed in 

the realm of fiction. Whatever the reason, the critical potential of the hardboiled 

remains the crucial point. Due to its own specific making, this potential cannot 

be grasped with an aestheticist lens. To appreciate noir, a change in the overall 

poetics that creates a new reading mode is necessary. 

 The confrontation between materialist and idealist poetics is, in Piglia’s 

view, reproduced within the genre’s tropes. Crime fiction would be a fictional 

 
11 Although not exclusively. Pellicer is right to state that Piglia’s reflections “se van ampliando” 

as time passes and the centrality of money is disputed as a result (92). However interesting, this 

is not the subject of this chapter. 
12 For later remarks on the hardboiled and the cultural industry, see “La ficción” (228) and the 

preface to Crímenes perfectos (7).  
13 Instead, Piglia focuses on the hardboiled’s connection to 1930s North American radicalism 

(12-13). See, however, the note on Chandler, which stresses that he began writing for Black Mask 

as a way of earning money while learning how to write fiction (83n1).  
14 In the diaries, noir is described as “literatura popular” (Box B-001112 Folder 3, November 

1968), and as produced “en masa” (Box B-00110 Folder 6, 8 January 1970). Furthermore, it 

shows a complete “consciencia del mercado y de la industria literaria” (Box B-001113 Folder 7, 

6 February 1970). 
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elaboration of the two opposing views of aestheticist and political writing, 

respectively embodied in the whodunnit and the hardboiled. Just like their 

opposing views on the work of art, it is the economic or monetary element that 

establishes these poetics’ conflicting representations of crime and investigation. 

The hardboiled sleuth “sólo está motivado por el dinero” and is “un profesional, 

alguien que hace su trabajo y recibe un sueldo”. Conversely, the British detective 

“es generalmente un aficionado que se ofrece ‘desinteresadamente’ a descifrar el 

enigma”. The same opposition is replicated on the criminal’s end, since “el 

crimen, el delito, está siempre sostenido por el dinero” in the hardboiled, while 

the whodunnit portrays crime as mainly unmotivated (23). The amateur sleuth 

and the criminal mastermind, on the one hand, and the PI and the gangster, on 

the other, symbolise these differing poetics. Crime fiction appears as a court 

where rival poetics meet, each subgenre bringing in its understanding of literature 

and its relationship with society.15 

Piglia’s language strongly suggests this parallel between the 

mystification of the work of art and that of character motivation. British crime 

fiction “separa al crimen de su motivación social” and, therefore, “las relaciones 

sociales aparecen sublimadas” (Cuentos 8). Conversely, the hardboiled depicts a 

world where capitalism has de-sublimated social relations. Paraphrasing Marx, 

Piglia describes this society as one where “se ha desgarrado el velo de 

emocionante sentimentalismo que encubría las relaciones sociales hasta 

reducirlas a simples relaciones de interés, convirtiendo a la moral y la dignidad 

en un simple valor de cambio” (9). Even the hero’s identity is defined by money: 

Phillip Marlowe is a “profesional honesto” (“Reivindicación” 24, Cuentos 10), 

but his integrity is “exclusivamente ligada a cuestiones de dinero” (Cuentos 11). 

As “novelas capitalistas” that “deben ser leídas como síntomas” 

(“Reivindicación” 24), noir stories reflect the “naked self-interest” that Marx and 

Engels found characteristic of capitalist societies (Manifesto 3). The whodunnit’s 

sublimation of crime nurtures the mystery, since “a mayor motivación menos 

 
15 “Sobre el género policial”, as a rewriting of “Reivindicación”, is more explicit when it describes 

both subgenres as “dos lógicas, puestas cada una a cada lado de los hechos”.  
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misterio”. The perfect crime, Piglia writes, is “el mito del crimen sin causa” and 

the sleuth “nunca se pregunta por qué, sino cómo se comete un crimen” (8). The 

absence of economic motivation is at the core of these crimes, which Piglia calls 

“gratuitos”. In contrast, “el dinero es la única ‘razón’” in the hardboiled 

(“Reivindicación” 24).  

The parallel between the gratuitousness of crime, investigation, and art 

further suggests a connection between the whodunnit’s complex enigma and the 

mystery of disinterested artistic creation. Bourgeois poetics masks its own social 

dimension with “una economía literaria que hace del misterio de sus razones el 

fundamento de su poder simbólico” (“Roberto Arlt” 23). Accordingly, the 

pervasiveness of money diminishes the mystery element: “ya no hay misterio 

alguno en la causalidad: asesinatos, robos, estafas, extorsiones, la cadena es 

siempre económica” (“Reivindicación” 23).16 In the crime itself “no hay nada 

que descubrir” (Cuentos 9), because “el único enigma que proponen –y que nunca 

resuelven– las novelas de la serie negra es el de las relaciones capitalistas” 

(“Reivindicación” 24). Thus, the complex, classical mystery equals Marx and 

Engel’s traditional “halo” of the “hitherto honoured” occupations now stripped 

by capitalism (Manifesto 4). Just like Arlt unmasks the material base of 

aestheticism, the hardboiled’s introduction of monetary gain dissipates the 

mystery behind the crime. Thus, the hardboiled performs an ideological and 

aesthetic critique by changing the tropes of classical detective fiction. 

Such an approach deals with the politics of the elements fiction is made 

with, making the hardboiled an alternative to such left-wing poetics as social 

realism and non-fiction. Implicit in these critical texts is the view that the 

hardboiled takes a real-life phenomenon (the pervasiveness of exchange value 

under capitalism) and works on it in the realm of fiction.17 Unlike social realism, 

this processing is not merely thematic but involves the very mechanisms of the 

story. Pellicer has pointed out that, for Piglia, “el dinero está en la base de la 

cadena que forman los diversos eslabones del relato” (90). Unlike Lukács and 

 
16 See “Reivindicación” (23) for an earlier formulation. 
17 As such, this attitude should be described, following Fornet, as a poetics that seeks “el punto 

exacto donde la literatura converge con la historia” (El escritor 45). 
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social realism, the hardboiled is not “un simple reflejo de la sociedad”, but 

transfigures the social element into “intriga y en red anecdótica” (Piglia 

Conversación 177). One could well say that the hardboiled builds up stories 

around the Brechtian line that Piglia uses to define noir: “What is the robbing of 

a bank compared with the founding of a bank?” (qtd in “Reivindicación” 24). 

And the same applies to a Marx pseudo-quotation in the diaries: Piglia comments 

“en las novelas policiales se narra una frase de Marx, la frase que dice ‘El dinero 

convierte en destino la vida de los hombres’” (Box B-001112 Folder 7, 19 

September 1971).18 Money has become the driving force of action. Just like 

Borgesian speculation, it becomes a narrative device and, furthermore, a 

storytelling machine.19 For Piglia, the hardboiled, as he would say in 1998, 

“traficaba con lo social, lo convertía en intriga y en red anecdótica” 

(Conversación 9). 

This analysis shows that Piglia’s approach to the hardboiled involves a 

coherent and profound reflection on a possible route for revolutionary writing as 

a critique of bourgeois poetics and as an alternative to social realism, pamphletary 

writing, and Walsh’s non-fiction. The hardboiled is, as Piglia later said, “una 

tradición de izquierda que no tenía que ver con el realismo socialista, ni con el 

compromiso a la Sartre ni con la teoría del ‘reflejo’ en el sentido de Lukács” 

(Conversación 177). This reflection on the politics of fictional devices is at the 

origin of his later idea that fiction and genres discuss “las mismas cuestiones que 

discute la sociedad” but “a su manera” (“La ficción paranoica y el nacimiento” 

220), or “en otro registro” (Conversación 14). As he would later state, “la ficción 

construye enigmas con los materiales ideológicos y políticos” (Crítica 12). 

Perhaps the seventies’ texts stress the narrative devices and fictional ideations of 

 
18 The source of this sentence is, however, not Marx (or not directly). It is found in Oscar 

Masotta’s Sexo y traición en Roberto Arlt (1965), where he himself quotes Marx. This time the 

(unreferenced) sentence is “la economía convierte en destino la vida de los hombres”. Masotta 

may be quoting from memory. A possible source is a passage from The German Ideology where 

Marx paraphrases an “English economist” saying that “trade …, as an English economist says, 

hovers over the earth like the fate of the ancients, and with invisible hand allots fortune and 

misfortune to men” (79).    
19 Let us remember Piglia’s parody of Balzac with the sentence “el dinero -podría decir Arlt- es 

el mejor novelista del mundo” (“Roberto Arlt” 25). 
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money over literary commodification precisely because Piglia is now more 

interested in fiction’s complex relation to reality.20 

 

7.2 The Hardboiled as Means for a Fictional Rhetoric of Action 

 

“Reivindicación” compares Piglia’s and Borges’ poetics using noir’s and 

the whodunnit’s treatment of social causality and money, but a further contrast is 

suggested by the opposition between action and speculative logic. Both positions 

are represented by the armchair detective and the PI, who “se lanza ciegamente 

al encuentro de los hechos”. The detectives’ differing methodologies account for 

two opposed worldviews, each aligned with either empiricism or abstract reason. 

With the armchair detective, Borges confirmed “su concepción de la literatura—

y no solo de la literatura”, mainly “el fetiche de la inteligencia pura” (23). The 

1976 essay finds here the reason for its title, “A Vindication of Practice”, 

recalling Marxist revolutionary praxis. Opposing deductive logic, in noir “no 

parece haber otro criterio de verdad que la práctica” (“Reivindicación” 23).21 

 This opposition is framed not only within Piglia’s critique of Borgesian 

aestheticism, but within a reflection on the political role of the writer and 

literature as well. Albeit tacitly, it engages with the discussions around the 

intellectual’s politization, responding to certain positions on the cultural left. 

Writers’ reactions to the political crisis ranged from social realism and anti-

intellectualism to a direct step into action, sometimes as guerrillas (see Chapter 

6). In such a context, “Reivindicación” defines Piglia’s poetics in relation to the 

revolutionary writer’s desertion of intellectual activity. Again, Walsh proves a 

crucial figure with his work for the CGT (Confederación General del Trabajo) 

and his later involvement in Montoneros.22 It is this double opposition (against 

 
20 This may be related to a change in Piglia’s poetics, of which he himself has spoken, initiated 

in Nombre falso (González Álvarez 275, Berg “Ricardo Piglia” 45). “Reivindicación” could well 

be regarded as a transitional text.  
21 The preface changes “práctica” for “experiencia” (10).   
22 In fact, Piglia criticised Walsh’s anti-intellectualism and rejected his offer to work for the CGT 

(“Introducción” 45).   
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Borges and Walsh) that allows one to understand Piglia’s reflection on the 

hardboiled’s handling of action. 

 Just as the hardboiled represents an alternative to Walsh’s non-fiction and 

Borges’ aestheticism, it points, I think, to Piglia’s third way between intellectual 

passivity and revolutionary action, mirroring his ambiguous stance as VC’s 

fellow traveller.23 Incipiently, the 1970s essays show signs of treating the PI as a 

metaphor for the intellectual.24 But, while the diaries show that Piglia had already 

developed this idea,25 and later texts will certainly make it explicit (El último 86-

87, “Sujetos” 85-87), the 1970s texts approach the notion so obliquely that this 

only becomes apparent after reading the diaries and SN (see Chapter 9). Be that 

as it may, these essays on the genre are crucially concerned with the fictional 

representation of action. While rejecting aestheticism, they still oppose the writer 

to the man of action (see Chapter 9 for the comparison between the criminal and 

guerrillas, which is an extension of the PI as a metaphor for the intellectual).    

Implicit in these texts is the contention that the hardboiled, as a language 

of action, can help one think how to narrate praxis, which is critical for the 

revolutionary writer. Noir would offer the technical elements to create 

revolutionary fiction, overcoming “la imposibilidad de hacer hablar a la práctica 

política con las palabras de la literatura” (“Una lectura” 3). Unlike the still-

belletrist fiction of Cortázar’s Libro de Manuel, Viñas’ Cosas concretas, or 

Francisco Urondo’s Los pasos previos, successful revolutionary literature needs 

to search for forms of writing that have already dealt with similar problems, such 

as violence and crime. Since the answer is outside “literary” writing but still in 

writing, the difference is inherently technical. 

 Many stylistic consequences stem from the hardboiled’s empiricism, but 

only a few make their way into the 1970s critical texts. Others remained in 

 
23 Macedo has noted that Piglia and Juan José Saer try to find a middle ground between Walsh’s 

“direct” relation to reality and Borges’ absolute rejection (“Los guerrilleros”). Piglia has said that 

“escapar a la realidad es una gran tradición literaria” (“Cortázar”). 
24 The notion of the critic as detective had been explicitly formulated in Nombre falso (1975) 

(136n17). See Pellicer (“Ricardo Piglia” 94-95). 
25 For instance, in the entry of 21 February 1969, Piglia compares the detective to an ethnographer 

(Folder 4, Box-B001112). 
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Piglia’s personal papers and were hinted at in SN, as Chapter 9 will show. 

“Reivindicación” and the preface pointed to two technical issues, namely plot 

structure and the play with suggestion and omission. 

 

 

 

 

7.3 The Narration of Chaos and Reading as Ways of Approaching the Real 

 

In opposition to the Golden Age’s orderly and calculated plots, Piglia 

favours the chaotic and convoluted hardboiled stories that follow an often-

disoriented investigator, which often results in inarticulate and random plots. 

Read from the point of view of Borgesian poetics, noir novels were, according to 

Piglia, “malas novelas policiales”, since they appeared as “confusas, informes, 

caóticas” and, therefore, as “la versión degradada de un género armónico”. 

Borges and ESC fail to treat the British and North American subgenres 

separately, reading the hardboiled “de un modo indiscriminado”. Borges’ and 

Sur’s fascination with the classical sleuth’s pure reason made noir novels 

“ilegibles …: eran relatos ‘salvajes’, primitivos, sin lógica, ‘irracionales’”. The 

hardboiled was read with “pautas y criterios de valor impuestos por la novela de 

enigma”, which Piglia exemplifies with Cortázar’s comments on the 

hardboiled.26 By changing the mode of reading, the true potential of noir would 

arise. It had been necessary to create a space (namely, SN) to read the hardboiled 

according to its own logic (“Reivindicación” 23). A change of lens would make 

sense of these senseless plots. 

For Piglia, the chaotic structure of these stories is directly related to the 

idea that the detective is now “a man of action”. The PI blindly steps into the 

 
26 Although “Reivindicación” mentions a 1947 essay by Cortázar published in the magazine 

Realidad, the text alluded to is “Situación de la novela” (1950), published in the Mexican 

magazine Cuadernos Americanos. The text discusses the novel’s stylistic evolution from the late 

19th century to the post-war period and is a clear response to French and Italian developments 

under the influence of the US novel.   
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world of action, probing, and sometimes even “se deja llevar por los 

acontecimientos” and the investigation often produces, “fatalmente, nuevos 

crímenes” (“Reivindicación” 23, Cuentos 10). Instead of going from the victim 

to the criminal, the investigation “avanza de un crimen a otro” (Cuentos 10). The 

path to truth is not straight but marked by contingency. These tales are the 

opposite of a clockwork story, relying more on a sequence of scenes—which 

Piglia would call “cadena de acontecimientos” (Crítica 60)—than on the overall 

plot structure.27 Even though the detective/intellectual metaphor is still implicit 

here, there certainly is a statement on the knowledgeability of the world. 

Knowing requires involvement and experience, and fiction requires the ability to 

work with action and reality. Then, noir’s “formlessness” appears as a device to 

address the search for truth in a chaotic, violent, and opaque world. 

Therefore, the hardboiled’s chaos ceases to represent lack of skill. Piglia 

advocates a kind of fiction that works on the materials of the real world, enabling 

an enquiry into it. Now fiction plays a role in the interpretation of reality, or as 

put in DER: “el sentido de la literatura no es comunicar un significado objetivo 

exterior, sino crear las condiciones de un conocimiento de la experiencia de lo 

real” (Años de formación 244). Thus, this poetics seeks to re-inaugurate fiction’s 

relationship with real life and the social world. Fiction, he implies, has an 

epistemological potential in that it makes us reflect on our ways of knowing the 

world. This epistemological function justifies political fiction’s specific place 

between Borges’ aestheticism and Walsh’s direct action or non-fiction. 

The fact that Piglia attaches a specific role to fiction suggests that his 

opposition to Borges is not absolute. If we look closely enough, “Reivindicación” 

recycles Borges’ defence of imagination and autonomy. Piglia’s intervention, in 

fact, has a clear way of mimicking Borges’. A clear sign of this is the way he 

finds the origin of the genre in a single, canonical short story. If for Borges 

detective fiction began with Poe’s “The Murders of the Rue Morgue”, Piglia 

chooses Hemingway’s “The Killers” as the hardboiled’s inaugural moment 

 
27 For Piglia’s preference for situations over characters and a possible connection to Sartre, see 

(Corral 298-299).  
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(“Reivindicación” 23, Cuentos 13). This gesture indicates a break and a 

continuity with Borges. The very act of founding a poetics through the crime 

genre attests to that.     

 

7.4 On the Theory of Omission 

 

The second technical repercussion of the hardboiled’s empiricism is its 

treatment of suggestion and omission through the opposition of explicit and 

implicit contents.28 This seems to justify the depiction of Hemingway as the 

founding father of the genre, since Piglia’s understanding of omission comes 

from Hemingway’s Iceberg Theory. As famously expounded in Piglia’s “Tesis 

sobre el cuento” (1999), the modern short story narrates both an explicit story 

and a hidden, more crucial one; the latter “se construye con lo no dicho, con el 

sobreentendido y la alusión”. The principle at work is that “lo más importante 

nunca se cuenta” (96), narrated events being “the tip of the iceberg”. As a story 

that speaks of the Prohibition era by avoiding any mention of it, “The Killers” 

acts as a clear example of treating the social using this suggestion-by-omission.  

Hemingway represents the technical side of this new role of fiction in the 

apprehension of the real, and his presence in these essays reminds us that Piglia 

approaches the hardboiled searching for a technique for political fiction. The 

Iceberg Theory enables that oblique treatment of the social that would become 

the main device in Respiración artificial (1980). Fiction, then, simultaneously 

encodes and points to social contents, not as an explanation of society but as an 

invitation to look for the passage from appearances to truth. That is why Piglia 

 
28 I am choosing to speak of implicit and explicit contents to avoid unnecessary jargon. However, 

the explicit-implicit opposition could well be expressed as latent-manifest, which would serve to 

convey Piglia’s dialogue with the intellectual traditions of psychoanalysis and structuralism. The 

latent-manifest pair is a key opposition in Freud’s theory of sexuality sometimes used to refer to 

unconscious or repressed contents and their surface manifestations. The social sciences borrowed 

it to comment on the unconscious functions of rituals and institutions, most famously in the 

functionalism of sociologist Robert Merton. Continental structuralism and poststructuralism used 

the opposition (sometimes loosely), with examples in Lévi-Strauss, Foucault, Lacan, and 

Althusser. Anthony King suggests that the opposition usually stands for “underlying cultural 

codes” and their surface manifestations (“Functionalism”). Althusser’s symptomatic reading, 

already alluded to in Chapter 7, is a good example of this (see following footnote). As a disciple 

of Althusser’s, Pierre Macherey deals with the unspoken through the concept of latency (87).  
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finds in Hemingway “una poética del contenido latente en sentido freudiano” 

(Box B-001109 Folder 1, 26 November 1969). The specificity of the hardboiled 

and “The Killers” is that the omitted content is society. Through crime fiction, 

then, the Iceberg Theory becomes a technique to work with reality at a fictional 

level. By establishing this oblique relationship, Piglia ensures, at the same time, 

a specific space for fiction (its own “register” or “way” of discussing the social) 

and its political meaning.29 

Crucially, my earlier discussion of the hardboiled and capitalism falls 

under the same logic. Even if these are “novelas capitalistas en el sentido más 

literal de la palabra” and put forth the enigma of “las relaciones capitalistas”, 

Piglia is clear in saying that “nunca [lo] resuelven” (“Reivindicación” 23). The 

truth of capitalist relations is never explicitly dealt with, and the solution rests in 

the reader’s hands. The hardboiled treats capitalism as an omitted-suggested 

content; it is not coincidental that Piglia says that these novels “deben ser leídas, 

ante todo, como síntomas” (23). As symptom or clue, noir is “homóloga a la 

sociedad capitalista (norteamericana), a la que significa y en la que se 

desenvuelve” (Box B-001109 Folder 1, 30 October 1969). Chapter 9 will 

examine in depth how this relates to the treatment of money through the Marxian 

concept of commodity fetishism. 

The oblique relationship between literature and society means that 

Piglia’s poetics grants the reader a central and active role (Rovira 49). 

“Reivindicación” is clear about the fact that it deals with an interpretation of 

crime fiction that should not be confused with the political awareness of the 

hardboiled writers: “sin tener nada de Brecht—salvo, quizá, Hammett—estos 

autores deben ser sometidos, sí, a una lectura brechtiana” (24).30 Therefore, Piglia 

himself is reading the hardboiled as a symptom. 

 
29Of course, Hemingway is not Piglia’s sole source, but joins Pavese, Althusser, Sartre, and Marx. 

Fernández Cobo has pointed out the significance of Althusser’s symptomatic reading (“Ricardo 

Piglia” n18). Compare also with Sartre’s “American Novelists in French Eyes” (1946), and the 

mature Marx’s reflection on appearances and real relations (as explained, for instance, in Larraín 

88-94).  
30 On a side note, it is interesting to notice that, in “On the Popularity of the Crime Novel” (1938), 

Brecht offered a reading of the genre that is ironically much closer to Borges’(see 264-270). 

Piglia knew about this, given that the text was included in the anthology El compromiso en el 
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However, it is more important to note that, in this scheme, fiction enables 

an investigation of the real and, simultaneously, reading becomes an 

investigation, a quest for the text’s unsaid.31 From this notion stem other Piglian 

topics that are, however, largely absent from the essays analysed. Among these 

are the idea of the critic as detective in Nombre falso, or the concept of 

storytelling as investigation in the diaries, Respiración artificial, and in Crítica y 

ficción’s contention that investigation is a mode of narrative discourse (13-14).32 

It is not possible to further explore these developments here. I will therefore stop 

short at the idea that, through investigative reading and omission, fiction helps us 

understand the intellectual process of encountering a confusing, misleading 

reality. In other words, it helps us decipher how we understand the real. 

Implied in this approach is a view of reality as “opaque”, that is, as 

needing and resisting our understanding.33 It is interesting to see in Piglia’s 

diaries how the reflection on “la densa opacidad de la realidad” (Box B-001112, 

Folder 5, February 1969)34 almost always originates in crime fiction and films. 

Linking this perspective on the experience of reality with the narrative technique, 

he writes about the thriller that the “opacidad de la realidad (falta de datos) 

justifica la técnica narrativa” (Box B-001112, Folder 5, January 1969). In crime 

fiction, “el lector actúa con el investigador” and the work “muestra la opacidad 

 
arte y la literatura, Península, 1967. Piglia reviewed the second edition (1973) for Los libros. 

See “Notas sobre Brecht”. Los libros, March-Apr. 1975, pp. 4-9. 
31 In this respect, this approach resembles later cognitive approaches to narrative or poetic gaps 

(see Porter “How Do We Read” and Bernaers et al 2-9). This has had an impact in Translation 

Studies (see Boase-Beier 104-106, for example). In Piglia, this seems to derive from the 

structuralist and Marxist tradition of interpretation of the real.   
32 Berg defines Piglia’s concept of storytelling as investigation saying that “un no saber inicial 

pone en marcha y en funcionamiento el andamiaje narrativo” (Ricardo Piglia 125). All these 

Piglian notions form part of a complex and shifting conceptual network, and they constantly 

overlap. This network is what would later become Piglia’s “ficción paranoica”. For a brief 

explanation of the latter, see Gallego Cuiñas 121-122.   
33 This view may come from the mature Marx and his evolution on the problem of ideology and 

science in the period of the Grundrisse and Capital (Larraín 128-143). It is also crucial for the 

structuralist interpretation of Marxism and for the work of Roland Barthes. In a later interview, 

Piglia stated that “el escritor existe para crear problemas. Y siempre quedaremos unos cuantos 

que nos neguemos a aceptar que sólo existe un mundo inmediato con un orden fácilmente 

comprensible” (“El escritor”). Piglia already mentioned “la resistencia de la realidad” and “el 

espesor del mundo” in his editorial to Literatura y sociedad (8), ideas that appear connected with 

Sartre and Marx. 
34 This is part of a commentary on Peter Yates’ police procedural film Bullitt (1968). 
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del mundo” (Box B-001112, Folder 5, February 1969).35 This kind of fiction, 

then, stages the process of inspecting appearances to go beyond them. Therefore, 

anticapitalistic fiction should not denounce capitalism but show how it appears 

to us, how we experience it, enabling rather than performing its critique. In short, 

the theory of omission is Piglia’s way of navigating the tension between literature 

and politics from the specificity of a fictional standpoint. 

In order for literature to play this epistemological role, the early Piglian 

poetics embraces minimalist prose and external focalisation.36 Again, “The 

Killers” provides the best example. “En el relato de Hemingway”, Piglia writes, 

“está también la técnica narrativa que va a definir al género: predominio del 

diálogo, relato de conducta, acción rápida, escritura ‘blanca’ y objetiva” 

(“Reivindicación” 23). By restricting explanation and analysis, the text presents 

an opaque world. Like Barthes in Writing Degree Zero, Piglia advocates the 

adoption of Camus’ “transparent writing” in The Stranger, which descends from 

Hemingway and James M. Cain (Cuentos 9). The hardboiled, then, stages the 

process of experiencing facts in order to go beyond them. Actions are treated as 

indications, which is clearest in the depiction of body language. In these stories 

physical action is there to be interpreted, since “el lenguaje de la acción es 

hablado por el cuerpo” (Cuentos 10).37 Of course, this is Piglia’s way of turning 

the debate on revolutionary literature into a highly technical problem, resembling 

Barthes in that respect as well.38 

Although relatively marginal in “Reivindicación”, the importation of 

external focalisation and transparent writing is, perhaps, hinted at by the oblique 

allusion to Cortázar’s “Situación de la novela”. After questioning the quality of 

the hardboiled writing, Cortázar treats it as part of a new novelistic development 

that threatens the lyric Modernist tradition of Proust, Joyce, and Woolf. Cortázar 

 
35 The entry is rewritten in DER, where this phrase appears as “la literatura cuenta la opacidad 

del mundo” (Años felices 124).  
36 Genette defined external focalisation as when “the hero performs in front of us without our 

ever being allowed to know his thoughts or feelings” (190).  
37 This sentence also appears in the diaries (Box B-001112 Folder 5, February 1969) and, 

rewritten, in DER (Años felices 123). It was taken from Foucault’s The Order of Things (115).  
38 However, it is worth noticing that Piglia and Barthes have different reasons for identifying 

transparent writing as a potentially revolutionary technique.  
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thinks that the hardboiled represents “un repudio … por la literatura” that is solely 

concerned with action and that vainly seeks to “tirar el lenguaje por la borda” 

(which would explain the abuse of slang), choosing “una acción novelesca de la 

piel para afuera”. Scandalised, Cortázar notices that hardboiled characters “jamás 

piensan verbalmente” (emphasis in original) even though most of these stories 

are told in the first person (240-241).39 Quite secretly, Piglia is then attacking the 

resistance to the hardboiled style. More importantly, young Cortázar’s clearly 

aestheticist position holds a vision of literature as “lujo verbal” (240) that 

excludes the hardboiled from its definition. In other words, this is the kind of 

poetics that Mao and Piglia urge us to overcome.    

    

7.5 Early Critical Statements on Noir’s Literary Legitimacy 

 

We have seen that young Piglia’s analysis of the hardboiled represents a 

complex answer to the issue of revolutionary writing in Argentina. Chapter 9 will 

show how this intellectual elaboration was deeply influenced by SN. To that end, 

I will examine how the ideas and problems outlined here were dealt with in the 

series. It is now clear that we need to frame SN not only within a de-sublimation 

of Borgesian aestheticism and a dialogue with Borges’ work, but also within the 

way in which the introduction of this new poetics invests the tropes of detective 

fiction with a new political meaning. 

 It is also important to see Piglia’s early approach as an alternative to other 

forms of political writing, especially to Walsh’s non-fiction, but also to social 

novels, pamphletary writing, and social realism. This theory of the hardboiled 

(and, perhaps, the series from which it emerged) is Piglia’s personal answer to 

 
39 The first person is absent from Piglia’s 1976 and 1979 texts. However, the combination of first 

person and external focalization so typical of the hardboiled and European post-war fiction 

(notably, Pavese and Camus) that it often appears in Piglia’s diaries alongside external 

focalization. For instance, in two commentaries on Hammett (Box B-001111 Folder 2, 21 and 24 

April 1968), one on Pavese and Camus (24 June 1968), and three on Chandler Box B-001112 

Folder 5, 23 January 1969, February 1969, and Box B-001113 Folder 8, 5 June 1972). Clearly, 

Piglia regarded it as a hardboiled trope since he speaks of the “serie de detectives que cuentan en 

primera” (Box B-001113 Folder 6, 6 February 1972). The stylistic function of combining external 

focalization, transparent writing, and the first person is one of the SN-years reflections that will 

not emerge in later texts (at least not explicitly). 
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the issue of revolutionary writing. This answer is a statement on the politics of 

fiction and its devices, which seeks to re-establish the relationship between them 

and social reality. The hardboiled, as a kind of fiction that emerges from close 

contact with society and action, provides the elements for a new language to 

narrate politics from the realm of fiction. As such, it performs an epistemological 

role in making us reflect on the ways in which we understand our experience of 

reality. As seen, Piglia connects all this with a series of technical considerations 

involving plot structure, focalisation, voice, and a reading mode appropriate to 

such devices. Therefore, he turns the problem of revolutionary writing into a 

highly technical one.  

 Finally, I would like to close this chapter with a few remarks on Piglia’s 

handling of the hardboiled’s cultural legitimation in his critical writing. These 

efforts to grant the hardboiled cultural credentials remain mainly tacit in his 

analysis of the genre. While “Reivindicación” is, on a broader level, a call for 

change in Argentine poetics, on a more localized scale it argues for the potential 

of noir. The entire essay is about those two things. Nevertheless, if we focus on 

the specific legitimacy-earning strategies, we will see that these are limited. 

 First and foremost, Piglia is keen to establish the hardboiled’s connection 

with “cierta tradición típica de la literatura norteamericana” (23), which he later 

defined as “el costumbrismo social que viene de Ring Lardner y Sherwood 

Anderson” (Cuentos 12). This idea was already present in SN volume 1 (Cuentos 

policiales 9), but it is the 1979 text that goes deeper, linking the hardboiled to the 

writers’ social awareness in the 1930s, with the examples of Faulkner, Fitzgerald, 

and Hemingway (13). Furthermore, as proof of the genre’s connection with high 

culture, Piglia quotes Chandler’s parodies of Hemingway and the legendary 

anecdote that James Hadley Chase’s No Orchids for Miss Blandish is a rewriting 

of Faulkner’s Sanctuary (13-14).40 The quote he attributes to Hadley Chase 

(“Reivindicación” 23, Cuentos 10), in fact, may be Fitzgerald’s.41 Thus, Piglia is 

 
40 Additionally, Piglia offers a quick interpretation of the “culpable sin crimen” (10) in Kafka’s 

Prozess as the culmination of the classical mystery novel.     
41 “Si me ofrecen 10.000 dólares y los rechazo, entonces no soy un ser humano” (Cuentos 10). 

Slightly modified, the quote had been attributed to Arlt in Nombre falso (133). In some notes on 
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interested in showing the connections between the hardboiled and “literary” 

writing.42 

 Piglia explicitly praises hardboiled writers, although not as often as one 

would expect.43 In this period such commendations are found only in the 1979 

preface, where Piglia praises Chandler for “la perfección de la que fue capaz en 

su debut literario [“Nevada Gas”]”.  He also stresses that Cain and Burnett won 

the O. Henry Award, which “prueba que, en aquel momento, los escritores de 

Black Mask estaban lejos de ser considerados practicantes de una literatura 

‘menor’” (14). “Reivindicación”, however, lays out a problem that Piglia would 

not pick up again. By the end of the text, he describes hardboiled stories as 

“relatos ambiguos” that produce contradictory reactions, such as moralistic 

indignation and, more interestingly, “están también quienes les dan a estos 

escritores un grado de consciencia que jamás tuvieron, y hacen de ellos una 

especie de versión entretenida de Bertolt Brecht” (24). This sudden, perhaps self-

parodying twist establishes some distance to noir itself and draws attention to the 

cultural operation performed on the genre, that is, to the change in the reading 

mode that Piglia is advocating. Piglia’s closing remarks stress the need for a new 

interpretation of the hardboiled: “sin tener nada de Brecht – salvo, quizá, 

Hammett – estos autores, creo, deben ser sometidos, sí, a una lectura brechtiana” 

(24). Clearly, Piglia seeks to stress his own intervention and his own poetics. 

“Reivindicación” and SN aim to “crear una lectura para estos relatos” (23), but 

perhaps this betrays an ambiguous stance towards the ultimate literary value of 

the hardboiled, a possibility I will explore in Chapter 8.44 

 
crime fiction in the Ricardo Piglia Papers, the quote is followed by a reference parenthesis that 

says “F.S. Fitzgerald” (Box B-001121 Folder 4). Nevertheless, I have not been able to find the 

sentence in Fitzgerald’s work. Members of the Francis Scott Fitzgerald Society did not recognise 

it as Fitzgerald’s. The meticulous members of the South African Facebook group James Hadley 

Chase (Fanatics), who often play at spotting the source of random quotations from Chase’s 90-

title corpus, unanimously thought it a false attribution.   
42 Much later, the mature Piglia stated that “podríamos decir que el género fue inventado como 

un modo de mediar entre la alta cultura y la cultura de masas” (El último 100). 
43 In clear opposition to his diaries, where he performs more of an enthusiastic and commendatory 

close reading of hardboiled texts. 
44 It is worth pointing out Piglia’s hesitation towards the quality of noir in the entry of 7 February 

1966: ““¿Hasta dónde los mejores narradores norteamericanos “negros” (Dashiell Hammett, 

Raymond Chandler, James H. Chase) desvirtúan o ‘realizan’ la técnica de Hemingway?” (Box 
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B-001110 Folder 5; rewritten in DER, Años de formación 277). DER changes “realizan” for 

“mejoran” (277). 
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Chapter 8: Legitimation Strategies in Serie Negra 

   

 

 

This chapter explores the ways in which SN seeks to persuade the reader of the 

hardboiled’s cultural value. It describes a set of strategies similar to Borges’ 

manipulative use of foreign critical discourse, plagiarism, comparison with 

canonical authors, and intellectualisation. SN, too, deploys these strategies 

mainly through verbal and visual paratexts. Nevertheless, as discussed, SN’s 

relationship with Piglia’s critical discourse on the genre differs from the Borges 

case. Seeing SN as a direct application of the Piglia criticism examined in 

Chapter 7 would be a mistake, since it corresponds to earlier stages in his 

reflection. 

Legitimation is one of the most relevant aspects of Piglia’s series. Indeed, 

it is an essential part of SN’s attempt to “crear una nueva lectura” for noir 

(“Reivindicación” 23). The following pages examine, first, the influence, 

presence, and manipulation of post-war European (and mainly French) sources, 

including Gallimard’s Série Noire and Le Magazine Littéraire.1 Next, I analyse 

the use and manipulation of critical sources, mainly from Le Magazine. I then 

move on to a brief account of intellectualisation on some SN back covers. Finally, 

I discuss SN’s relationship with commercial crime series from the point of view 

of visual presentation and its supposed improvement in translation and publishing 

quality. 

 

 

 

 

 
1 The best reference for Série Noire is Cericier and Lhomeau’s C’est la historie de la Série Noire. 

Jean-Marc Gouanvic has studied it from a Bourdesian Translation Studies approach in Hard-

boiled Fiction et Série Noire. Like Los libros, Le Magazine was in those days an alternative left-

wing cultural journal, which happened to review Série Noire books. 
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8.1 Translating a Name: Serie Negra as Heir of Série Noire 

 

Crime writer Juan Sasturain has described how his generation began to 

read hardboiled authors between 1968 and 1975: “le empezamos a dar pelota a 

la literatura policial llamada negra …; fue un rebote, algo como una moda, un 

rebote francés”, further stating that “el gesto del acercamiento de cierta opinión 

crítica al policial norteamericano” was marked by “lecturas directas de críticos 

franceses” (36). Far from simply associating this French influence with Piglia’s 

series, Sasturain pointed out that “Serie Negra” is “una traducción directa” from 

the name of Gallimard’s Série Noire, founded by Marcel Duhamel in 1945 (37).2 

Although admitted only once by Piglia in a superficial manner,3 this fact seems 

essential to understanding SN. 

 Gallimard’s influential legitimation effort could hardly be a clearer 

example of high culture’s co-option of popular writing.4 Besides attesting to a 

similar legitimation aim, the borrowed name introduces a denomination for the 

subgenre in Spanish, which is consistent with the intention of founding a space 

to read hardboiled in its own right. Referring to both the series and the subgenre,5 

the new denomination became a common way of speaking of the hardboiled 

among Argentine writers and scholars due to Piglia’s influence (see Chapter 10).6 

 
2 Whether the name was bought or appropriated is unclear. Gallimard had sold the name in 1954 

(Lhomeau 69) and Tiempo Contemporáneo bought the translation rights for José Giovanni’s 

works from Gallimard. 
3 The preface of 1979 opens with the following question: “¿Cómo definir ese género policial al 

que hemos convenido en llamar de la serie negra según el título de una colección francesa?” 

(italics in original) (7).  
4 Série Noire was published by one of the most prestigious French houses and associated with La 

Nouvelle Revue Française. The name was suggested by Jacques Prévert (Lhomeau 31), and it 

counted translators such as Boris Vian and Duhamel himself. Among its commentators, we have 

Raymond Queneau and Gilles Deleuze. 
5 The same phenomenon can also be observed in their French counterpart. 
6 The most popular Spanish American denominations are nonetheless “novela negra”, “policial 

negro”, and “policial duro”. “Serie negra” as applied to the genre might well be classed as 

Argentine academic/literati jargon. It is worth noting that the Spanish expression “serie negra” 

might have had its origin not directly in Série Noire but in the Spanish translation of Fereydoun 

Hoveyda’s Histoire du roman policier (1956), published by the Spanish Alianza Editorial in 

1967, which Piglia might have read (note the year). Hoveyda uses the term “série noire” both to 

refer to Duhamel’s series and the hardboiled genre. The Spanish translation always renders it 

literally as “serie negra” (see 142 and following). Alianza’s translation of Histoire du roman 

policier represents, to my knowledge, the first use of the Spanish denomination of the genre.     
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SN’s visual presentation was influenced by Série Noire as well, particularly in 

the colour choice (see figures 3 and 4). A clear difference, however, is Carlos 

Boccardo’s panels. Evoking film noir’s aesthetics, they recall landmarks of 

American film and its poetization of crime and violence. (see figure 5).7 

 

8.2 Inclusion, Translation, and Manipulation of European Writers and 

Critical Discourses. 

 

 Série Noire is not the only element that links SN to the post-war European 

reception of the hardboiled. The Argentine crime series alludes to Francophone 

figures and discourses right from the first pages of volume one. Emilio Renzi’s 

“Nota” alludes to Albert Camus as an example of the vast cultural impact North 

American crime writing had among European authors (Cuentos policiales 9) and 

a footnote links James M. Cain to Camus, the nouveau roman, and Pavese 

(149n1). More importantly, an introduction by the French critic Robert Louit, 

titled “La novela policial norteamericana” follows the “Nota”.8 No source is 

provided, but I have found that Louit’s text appeared in Le Magazine Littéraire, 

issue 20, August 1968, right when Piglia was preparing the series. The issue is 

dedicated to crime fiction, addressing such themes as French crime writing, 

Agatha Christie, and the hardboiled. Louit was a permanent contributor to Le 

Magazine; for issue number 20, he wrote the essay “Le roman noir américain” 

and two introductory notes to hardboiled writers. As the major threshold to SN, 

Louit’s essay is perhaps the most conspicuous mark of French influence. 

Furthermore, his text begins by mentioning canonical French figures who admit 

to enjoying noir (11).9 Louit’s essay is the first example of one of SN’s main 

 
7 Although the name borrowing from Série Noire is crucial, it also recalls other Argentine crime 

series, like Hachette Argentina’s Serie Naranja and Tor’s Serie Amarilla. Piglia is also playing 

with the concept of literary/cultural series, which he borrows from Tinianov’s “On Literary 

Evolution”. DER’s entries are classified by different thematic/topical series as well, and Piglia’s 

essays often refer to series as a manner of interpreting literary tradition. 
8 Louit’s text was translated by Irene Cusien (9n1). Piglia described it in “Reivindicación” as “un 

prólogo crítico donde justamente se analizaban las particularidades del género y se remarcaban 

las diferencias con la policial ‘a la inglesa’” (23). 
9  André Gide, André Malraux, Louis Aragon, and Jean Giono among them. 
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legitimation strategies, that is, the use of foreign critical discourses, mainly but 

not exclusively from that issue of Le Magazine. 

Indeed, critical discourses are included, or even manipulated in SN with 

the aim of showing that commentators are interested in the hardboiled and in the 

works published by the series. At the most extreme, manipulation can even alter 

the source text to conceal the critic’s true opinion about published authors. 

Louit’s essay is one such case. The original denounces a consumerist reception 

of the hardboiled that takes pleasure in superficial “noirish” elements, then adds 

that some authors encourage this behaviour: “des auteurs tel que James Hadley 

Chase ou Peter Cheyney (ou, dans le roman d’espionage, Ian Fleming) justifient 

souvent cette attitude par une insistence maniaque sur les accessoires (whisky, 

meurtres ou gadgets)” (13).10 In an otherwise literal translation, this is rendered 

as “algunos autores justifican a menudo esta actitud a través de una insistencia 

maníaca en los accesorios (whisky, asesinatos o artefactos raros)” (11). The 

reason is simply that Piglia disagrees. Chase and Cheyney are included in SN,11 

and there is extensive evidence of admiration for the former.12 Piglia is thus 

willing to impose his own idea of the hardboiled canon.   

Further traces of French critical sources appear on SN’s back covers. 

Some, for instance, quote “French critics”. Again, the source is the mentioned 

issue of Le Magazine. Such is the case of the back cover of volume three (Horace 

McCoy’s They Shoot Horses, Don’t They?), which is a literal translation13 of the 

final lines of Louit’s introductory note to Horace McCoy:  

 
10 “authors such as James Hadley Chase or Peter Cheyney (or, for spy novels, Ian Fleming), often 

justify this attitude by maniacally insisting on accessories (whisky, deaths, or gadgets)”. 
11 Volume 1 includes Cheyney’s “A Square Deal”, describing the author’s apparent eccentricities 

as “un tratamiento consciente e irónico de los procedimientos del thriller” (197n1). Chase’s Eve 

was published as volume thirteen. 
12 Chase is mentioned both in “Reivindicación” and the 1979 preface. Several mentions can be 

found in the diaries (Box-B001110 Folder 1, 21 February 1965; Folder 5, 7 February 1966; Folder 

6, 21 June 1970; Folder 9, 14 February 1975; Box-B001111 Folder 2, 23-25 March 1968; Box-

B001112 Folder 1, 7 September 1968; Folder 2, 18 September 1968; Folder 3 19 and 20 

December 1968; Folder 5, 29-31 January 1969; Folder 7, 13 August 1972; Folder 8, 5 June 1972. 

In DER, see (Años de formación 227, Los años felices 85, 92, 96, 115, 188, 290, 300 and 305).   
13 I should still transcribe the source fragment for the reader’s benefit: “Ce qui frappe chez Mac 

Coy [sic], c’est la volonté fiévreuse d’aller droit au nerf du conflit, d’ouvrir les blessures les plus 

vives. Aucun moment d’apaisement dans ses romans. Horace Mac Coy est de ces gens dont 

Emerson disait qu’ils naissent avec des poignards dans le cerveau” [What is surprising about 
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Lo que sorprende en McCoy (escribía el crítico francés Robert Louit en 

un ensayo sobre este clásico de la novela dura norteamericana traducido 

por primera vez al castellano) es la febril voluntad de ir siempre al nervio 

del conflicto, de abrir las heridas más vivas. Ningún momento de calma 

en sus novelas: Horace McCoy es una de esas personas de las que 

Emerson decía que nacen con puñales en el cerebro. (italics added to 

represent the change of colour in original)    

 

Besides announcing volume 3 as the first Spanish translation of the novel, the 

text highlights Louit’s nationality and labels the source text an essay. That a 

French critic wrote an essay about this novel might mean that it is good, but 

Louit’s text can hardly be classified as such. Consisting of four paragraphs and 

placed alongside twenty-six other introductory notes signed with initials only, in 

a section called “Petit dictionnaire des auteurs” (pages 23 to 30 of issue number 

20, see figure 6), the nature of the source text reveals another case of 

manipulation, this time aiming to legitimise McCoy’s novel.14  

 Three other volumes explicitly quote critical statements, although not 

always by French critics: volumes ten (Hammett’s The Dain Curse), twenty 

(James M. Cain’s Serenade) and twenty-one (Richard Prather’s Strip for 

Murder). The back cover of volume ten appears as a direct quotation from “el 

crítico francés Bernard Eisenschitz” (of which more later) and is taken from the 

introductory note to Hammett from Le Magazine (26).15 The back covers of 

volumes twenty and twenty-one are the only times Piglia makes explicit use of 

critical commentaries not coming from Le Magazine. Volume twenty quotes 

 
McCoy is the restless determination of always going to the core of the conflict, of opening the 

sharpest wounds. No moment of calm in his novels: Horace McCoy is one of those persons of 

whom Emerson said that they are born with daggers inside their brains]. (“Horace Mac Coy” 28).  
14 It is worth pointing out that They Shoot Horses, Don’t They? enjoyed a success among French 

literati that surprised some US readers, who thought it a penny dreadful of sorts (Richmond 91-

92).  
15 A source that Piglia mentions for the first and only time. The quote is introduced as such with 

the inserted clause “señalaba el crítico francés Bernard Eisenschitz en el Magazine Litteraire 

[sic]”. 
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Sicilian writer Elio Vittorini, specifically “Alba ancora (sempre del neo-

realismo)”,16 a note on Cain included in Diario in pubblico (1957), as the text 

references. As with Louit’s essay, the Spanish translation conceals the critic’s 

negative comments. While Vittorini describes Cain as a “narratore americano 

contemporaneo” who has “solo due libri che restano degni di nota, Il postino 

suona sempre due volte e Serenata” (102n1),17 Piglia translates: “Una serenata 

y El cartero llama dos veces son los mejores libros del escritor norteamericano 

James M. Cain”. Furthermore, “Alba ancora” is, as the title suggests, a follow-

up from “Alba del neo-realismo”.18 In this text, Vittorini claims that “la poética 

degli americani comme Caldwell, Saroyan, Cain, ecc. ... si affermarono intorno 

al 1936 semplificando la posizione de Hemingway e Faulkner” (101).19 

Incidentally, the comment resembles the hesitation expressed by Piglia in the 

entry of February 1966: “¿Hasta dónde los mejores narradores norteamericanos 

“negros” (Dashiell Hammett, Raymond Chandler, James H. Chase) desvirtúan o 

“realizan” la técnica de Hemingway?” (Box-B001110, Folder 5, 7 February 

1969).20 

On the other hand, the back cover of SN’s last volume attributes an 

indirect quotation to the obscure critic and aficionado Charles Shibuk. The 

closing lines state that Strip for Murder is “considerada por Charles Shibuk (en 

su documentada ‘Historia de la novela policial en EE.UU.’) la mejor novela de 

Prather.” Like Louit and Eisenschitz, this is hardly a prestigious critic, but here 

Piglia might be suggesting so by quoting Shibuk from a “well-documented” 

study that, as far as I could find out, might very well not exist.21 

 
16 “The Dawn Again (Still of Neorrealism)”.  
17 ““Modern American novelist” who has “only two books that are worth noticing, The Postman 

Always Rings Twice and Serenade”. 
18 “The Dawn of Neorrealism”. 
19 “the poetics of such Americans as Caldwell, Saroyan, Cain, etc... took form around 1936, 

simplifying Hemingway’s and Faulkner’s approach”. 
20 DER rewrites the entry (Años de formación 227). 
21 I have not been able to find the alleged source. The most obvious translations of the title given 

by Piglia do not match any of Shibuk’s publications. Although a book appears to be mentioned, 

a likelier candidate would be one of Shibuk’s many contributions to the then fanzine The 

Armchair Detective (New York, 1967-1997, once again, note the years). The few numbers I was 

able to consult, however, did not mention Prather’s novel. Shibuk, clearly a connoisseur, 
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A final example brings us back to Louit’s essay in volume one. Its closing 

lines allude to Victor Shklovsky explicitly referring to a legitimation process. For 

Louit, the influence of the hardboiled “continúa demostrando la regla enunciada 

por V. Chklovsky, según la cual las nuevas formas literarias no son otra cosa que 

la canonización de géneros considerados como inferiores o sub-literarios” (16). 

Louit seems to assert, as Piglia would do later, the potential of the hardboiled to 

change contemporary writing.  

 So far, I have discussed SN’s strategies for borrowing cultural prestige 

from foreign sources, and the important presence of French discourses, including 

Série Noire. Critical discourses are systematically used, and often manipulated 

through translation, to strengthen this legitimation strategy. Criticism occupies 

an important place in SN, which means that the hardboiled is intellectualised in 

an effort to show that these works of fiction are more than just “relatos de sexo y 

violencia” (“Reivindicación” 23). In this process, Piglia is mainly following the 

post-war French canonisation of noir. It is also worth mentioning that some of 

these sources, namely Le Magazine Littéraire and Elio Vittoni’s Diario in 

pubblico, are related to the intellectual left and that most of them are not 

mentioned in Piglia’s later interventions. 

 

8.3 Comparison with Canonical US Authors 

 

 Combined with these strategies, SN resorts to an identification between 

hardboiled authors and canonical figures of North American letters. Renzi’s 

“Nota” in volume one states that “Horace McCoy, Raymond Chandler, Dashiell 

Hammett, James M. Cain … sin duda … merecen su lugar junto a Hemingway, 

Scott Fitzgerald, Sherwood Anderson y el resto de sus compañeros ‘exiliados’ de 

la generarción perdida” (9), which is restated in Louit’s text (16). Louit also 

suggests that the hardboiled is a living part of the North American novel (12) and 

 
collaborated on different encyclopaedic volumes, notably The Encyclopaedia of Mystery and 

Detection (1976) and Detectionary (1977), which do not allude to Strip for Murder. 
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that Hammett’s style was taken from other authors of the time, especially 

Hemingway (15), a hypothesis that re-appears in Piglia’s “Reivindicación”.22  

The introductory footnote to Chandler offers a somewhat different case. 

Chandler’s work is defined as the “culminación y límite del género”, mainly 

referring to “sus últimas novelas (El largo adiós, Playback) [que], utilizando los 

procedimientos y el mundo de la novela negra, están más cerca de Scott 

Fitzgerald que de Hammett” (55n1). While seeming to bestow Chandler with 

cultural prestige, it betrays some sort of hierarchy between Hammett and 

Fitzgerald. Chandler might be the summit of noir, but high literature is above the 

hardboiled. This clearly contradicts Renzi’s “Nota” and its suggestion that the 

hardboiled writers be placed next to Hemingway and company. This is Piglia’s 

earliest public display of the ambiguous attitude that will characterise his later 

approach to crime fiction.23  

Only a few references to canonical US writers are found on the SN back 

covers.24 Next to the legitimation through French sources, this comparative 

scarcity is striking. More so if one considers both the complete absence of French 

figures from “Reivindicación” onwards, and the important role Hemingway 

would play in Piglia’s critical writing. Nevertheless, the few examples where 

canonical US authors are present still show Piglia’s ambivalent attitude towards 

the literary value of the hardboiled. 

 
22 Louit’s hypothesis is common in critical discussions on Hammett. The comparison with 

Hemingway arose quickly among critics. Chandler discusses it in “The Simple Art of Murder”, 

suggesting that the influence might have been mutual (14), which is endorsed by later 

commentators such as Gore Vidal and Otto Penzler (Penzler). It is relevant that Piglia does not 

follow Chandler’s suggestion in this published account. Commenting on Red Harvest in the entry 

of 24 April 1968, he seems to agree with Chandler: “ciertos momentos, ciertos diálogos hacen 

pensar en el mejor Hemingway: se entiende que en esa tradición se haya podido escribir “Los 

asesinos” (y la inversa también vale)” (Box B-001111 Folder 2 emphasis added). For the history 

of criticism on Hammett, see Christopher Metress’ The Critical Response to Dashiell Hammett, 

Greenwood Press, 1994. Thanks to Vikram Katju from the Facebook Dashiell Hammett Reading 

Group, who pointed out Penzler’s article to me. 
23 The focus on Chandler’s later novels is another antecedent of Piglia’s future developments. See 

especially his commentary on The Long Good-Bye in El último lector. 
24 In volume ten, Eisenschitz applies the adjective “Faulknerian” to Hammett’s style. In volume 

nine (David Goodis’ Nightfall), Goodis’ characters are compared to Edgar Allan Poe’s, and in 

volume seventeen (Night Squad, by the same author) the writer is described as “heredero de 

Hammett y McCoy, pero también de Faulkner y de Poe”, in which the adversative may betray, 

again, some sort of hierarchy running parallel to this part of the legitimation effort. 
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8.4 Intellectualisation and Manipulation on Some Serie Negra Back Covers 

  

I will now move to an aspect of legitimation that borders and perhaps 

overlaps with the contents of Chapter 9, namely SN’s emphasis on and 

interpretation of specific features of the selected works. This is because 

intellectualisation is not simply interpretation but also a way of granting cultural 

value, just like the use of foreign critical discourses grants intellectual status to 

these crime works. I will show presently that the use of criticism can go beyond 

showing that critics have addressed works of hardboiled fiction. Interestingly, 

Piglia plays a much more active role when considered in this light. 

Even if Louit’s essay is the most conspicuous example of 

intellectualisation in SN, the back cover of La maldición de los Dain, partially 

discussed already, offers a much more interesting manipulation. Let us remember 

that this text appears as a direct quotation from the introductory note to Hammett 

written by Bernard Eisenschitz for Le Magazine. Among other matters, the note 

establishes a relationship between Hammett’s fiction and psychoanalysis, a link 

that the back cover stresses. Such an interpretation may seem odd coming from 

Piglia.25  But the mention of psychology seems appropriate for The Dain Curse, 

a novel that revolves around Gabrielle Leggett’s mental condition, and where the 

investigation leads to her recovery. Regardless of Piglia’s motives in the allusion 

to psychoanalysis, it certainly lends intellectual value to Hammett’s work by 

showing its cultured roots. 

But this back cover is interesting for further reasons. Once again, Piglia 

manipulates the source text, this time in a more radical fashion, altering the 

original analysis and giving the text a more intellectual tone. The first thing to 

 
25 The only text in which some sort of connection is established is “Los sujetos trágicos (Literatura 

y psicoanálisis)” (1999), supposedly a reproduction of a conference in which Piglia does not 

discuss much psychoanalysis, despite the stated purpose of analysing its relationship with 

literature. Instead, the author seeks the connection with crime fiction in the similarity between 

the figure of the detective and that of the intellectual (83-85). Additionally, a brief association 

between Freud and Ross Macdonald’s private eye Lew Archer is established in the introductory 

footnote to Macdonald found in SN volume one (163n1). Hoveyda is a possible source of this 

idea (see 161). 
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note is that Eisenschitz’s text gives as much importance to works other than The 

Dain Curse (published as Sang maudit by Série Noire) as examples of the 

influence of psychoanalysis in his work.26 To fully appreciate Piglia’s 

manipulation, we have to look at the reassembling of the source fragment: 

 

 

Source Text (Eisenschitz) Translated Text (Piglia) 

A celui-ci [the lucid pessimism of the Lost 

Generation] s’ajoute une dimension 

nouvelle : celle de l’onirisme, [1] 

difficilement assimilable par la critique 

behaviouriste, ce qui lui fait négliger [2] 

l’admirable Sang maudit. [3] En effet, 

c’est à travers de Hammett que la 

psychanalyse va imprégner tout le roman 

noir …. Et il traite du [4] thème sudiste de 

la dégénérescence des familles – dans des 

nombreuses nouvelles et dans Sang maudit 

– de façon quasi mystique, [5] 

faulknérienne. De la concision des 

premiers textes à la maîtrise du langage de 

La moisson rouge, aux dialogues tragiques 

du Faucon du Malte, ou aimables de 

L’introuvable … et a ceux du roman 

inachevé Tulip, [6] Hammett met en scène 

un monde de rapports moraux presque 

déjà mythologique, au même titre que les 

faubourgs de Borges son admirateur, où [7] 

la mort surgit pour un froncement de 

sourcils imperceptible. (26)1 (emphasis 

added) 

[3] A través de Hammett, el 

psicoanálisis impregnará toda 

la novela negra: esta dimensión 

de su obra ha sido [1] 

sistemáticamente reprimida 

por la crítica behaviorista -

señalaba el crítico francés 

Bernard Eisenschitz en el 

Magazine Litteraire [sic]-. Basta 

pensar en [2] la admirable La 

maldición de los Dain, donde 

Hammett, al narrar con una 

temperatura trágica, [5] 

faulkneriana, [4] el tema 

sudista de la degradación de 

las grandes familias, consigue 

[6] poner en escena un 

mundo de relaciones morales 

casi míticas [7] hecho de culpa 

y de violencia. (ibid.) 

 

 
26 He extensively quotes The Glass Key and mentions the Continental Op short stories. 
1 A new dimension is added to the lucid pessimism [of the Los Generation]: that of onirism, [1] 

which can hardly be assimilated by behaviourist criticism, [2] a fact that has led it to 

disregard the remarkable The Dain Curse. [3] In fact, it is through Hammett that 

psychoanalysis impregnates the noir novel as a whole… And he addresses [4] the Southern 

topic of the families’ decadence—in several novels and also in The Dain Curse—in a semi 
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This is an unquestionably conscious intervention. Far from simply showing that the 

French care about the hardboiled, the target text alters the analysis. Behaviourist criticism is, 

in the original, not so much a reference to some sort of criticism influenced by a certain 

school of psychology but a reference to the vulgar realist reception of Hammett. On the back 

cover “crítica behaviorista” seems a reference to a hypothetical Behaviourist criticism, 

seemingly transforming Eisenschitz’ discussion into a dispute between schools of 

psychology applied to literature. In the same direction, there is the use of psychoanalytical 

language when he translates fragment [1] (“difficilement assimilable par la critique 

behaviouriste”1) as “sistemáticamente reprimido por la crítica behaviorista” (emphasis 

added) and the moving of fragment [3] (“En effet, c’est à travers de Hammett que la 

psychanalyse va imprégner tout le roman noir”2) to the first line of the translated text. Both 

instances clearly contribute to the intellectualization of Hammett’s novel. 

Unlike Piglia’s manipulation of Vittorini and Louit, where the evaluation of the crime 

writers was at stake, now the back cover alters the critic’s analysis, stressing the intellectual 

components and adapting them for SN’s own purposes. And here manipulation exceeds mere 

legitimation and steps more decisively into the realm of the editor’s poetics. Piglia actually 

chooses to ignore Eisenschitz’s main objective, which is to attack the “realist” reading of 

Hammett. Against the Argentine’s personal interpretation, Eisenschitz states “tres vide, dès 

les premières nouvelles du “Continental Op”, Hammett s’eloigne du realisme” (26),3 an idea 

that is completely omitted from the back cover. 

The reader may also be surprised by the sudden apparition of Borges in the 

Eisenschitz fragment. Given that SN seeks to oppose the Borgesian approach to crime fiction, 

it is not surprising that Piglia left aside this otherwise legitimising allusion (not to mention 

 
mystic and Faulknerian fashion. From the brevity of his first texts to the skilful use of language in Red 

Harvest, to the tragic dialogues of The Maltese Falcon, or the amiable dialogues of The Thin Man … and those 

of the unfinished novel Tulip, [5] Hammett depicts a world of moral relationships that are almost 

mythological already, just like in the domains of his admirer Borges, where death can suddenly appear after 

an imperceptible frown.      
1 “which can hardly be assimilated by behaviourist criticism”. 
2 “In fact, it is through Hammett that psychoanalysis impregnates the noir novel as a whole”. 
3 “very quickly, from the first Continental Op novellas onwards, Hammett takes distance from realism”.            
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that it is a terrible misconception and that Borges never admired Hammett). However, it is 

more interesting to see how the editor again takes an active role, this time in rendering the 

contents that Eisenschitz attributes to Borges’ fiction. Fragment [7] (“la mort surgit pour un 

froncement de sourcils imperceptible”4) is radically summarised as “un mundo … hecho de 

culpa y violencia”. The back cover seems, in this respect, more interested in highlighting the 

resemblance between The Dain Curse and Faulkner’s work, assigning a secondary status to 

the representation of violence (there is a Faulknerian echo to that “guilt”, which is Piglia’s 

own addition). In fact, in Piglia’s rendering of Eisenschitz, it is the Faulknerian way in which 

Hammett narrates the subject of the family decadence that allows him to depict a world made 

of violence and guilt, whereas in the source text there is no causality between one thing and 

the other.  

In other words, in the manipulated version, Hammett’s Faulknerian style (the “tragic, 

Faulknerian temperature” of his novel) brings forth a certain worldview. This is surprisingly 

similar to Piglia’s later public treatment of the relationship between the pairs ‘suggestion-

omission’and ‘style-politics’, only that now there is no clear allusion to any political 

dimension, just a possible hint behind that seemingly secondary word “violence”.5 After a 

close examination of Piglia’s manipulation of Eisenschitz’ text, it is possible to see that the 

editor is now allowing himself to intervene in the process of intellectualisation of the 

hardboiled, subtly adding elements of his own making.  

 
4 “death can suddenly appear after an imperceptible frown”. 
5 Another surprising aspect of this manipulation is that Eisenschitz’ original description of Borges’ treatment 

of violence so perfectly fits Piglia’s idea on how external focalisation and omission are effective ways in which 

noir narrates violence and politics. This is addressed in DER in an entry from 1964, when Renzi describes 

Hammett’s obsession with superficial details. The reason for Hammett’s attitude is that “en ese mundo todo 

está en peligro, todos se sienten vigilados y la violencia puede estallar en cualquier momento” (Años de 

formación 158-159 emphasis added), which resembles that sudden apparition of death that follows the 

imperceptible gesture in Eisenschitz’ description. The role of body language in this use of external focalisation 

is also stressed in the diaries (Los años felices 123). 
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 The intellectualising efforts in SN clearly show a French influence. Another 

interesting example is provided by the back cover of José Giovanni’s A todo riesgo, 

SN’s volume two,1 this time in the form of plagiarism. Despite the lack of references, 

the text is directly taken from Bruno Vincent’s article “Les français de la Série Noire”, 

from the same issue of Le Magazine. The back cover’s opening reads: “sobre su pasado 

de gangster José Giovanni suele mostrarse discreto. Ninguno de sus críticos ignora, 

sin embargo, que allí se encuentra la fuente íntima de toda su obra”. The original 

sentence is located halfway through the source’s third paragraph, where Vincent writes 

that “sur son passé de truand, José Giovanni est généralement discret. Mais il ne cache 

guère que se trouve là la source unique de ses oeuvres” (21).2 Piglia’s manipulation 

consists in making us believe that Giovanni has received widespread critical attention, 

by interpolating an allusion to critical consensus.  

It is now clear that cultured and mainly French sources are not only used in 

order to show that relevant figures are interested in the hardboiled, but also that Piglia 

actively makes use of them in his intellectualising interpretation of the genre. The main 

difference between both legitimation strategies, as regards the management of the 

sources, is that the manipulation becomes more radical when the editor deals with the 

sources’ analysis of the genre. The examination of different paratexts has also made 

clear that the influence of Le Magazine Littéraire over SN is considerable. 

Furthermore, by deepening Sasturain’s remarks about the French influences in SN and 

by closely examining its legitimation strategies and paratextual apparatus, I have 

revealed the great importance that issue number twenty of the French journal had for 

Piglia’s series and early approach to the genre. His borrowings, plagiarisms, and 

quotations from Le Magazine should be regarded, furthermore, as an attempt to show 

himself as the Argentine expert on the hardboiled, in an effort to mirror Borges’ status 

regarding classical crime writing. Additionally, by exploring the foreign sources 

behind SN, I have demonstrated that Piglia’s 1998 depiction of his early approach to 

crime writing as a diversion from his North American readings (Conversación 9) is 

incomplete. It is now evident that his remarks need to be complemented by the 

inclusion of an important dose of post-war European, and mainly French, sources. 

 
1 Which is reproduced in volumes eight and fifteen. 
2 “about his gangster years, José Giovanni is generally discreet. But he does not hide that that is the 

only source of his works”. 
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In addition, a future line of inquiry can now be opened, which should explore 

the possibility that Piglia’s entire reception of US literature is mediated by French 

interpretations. Piglia’s reading of Hemingway, indeed, suspiciously resembles that of 

Jean-Paul Sartre (an essential figure for his contornista friends) in the article 

“American Novelists in French Eyes” (1946). Sartre discusses the importance of 

Faulkner, Steinbeck, Hemingway, and even James Cain for his generation. He quotes 

Malraux’s remark that “the novels of Faulkner are eruptions of Greek tragedy in the 

detective story” (qtd in 1), which recalls both Piglia’s annotation of 18 September 

1968 that “la presentación a Faulkner [written for Jorge Álvarez Editor’s Crónicas de 

norteamérica], me permitió descubrir la novela como investigación” (Box B-001112 

Folder 2),3 as well as his later treatment of the connection between Greek tragedy and 

the crime novel in “La ficción paranoica” (1991), Plata quemada (1997) and 

Conversación en Princeton. As a final example, Sartre praises the political advantages 

of the North Americans’ external focalisation over traditional French psychological 

analysis, stating that 

 

analysis – analysis à la Proust, à la James – remained our only literary method, 

our favourite procedure. But could it take into account the brutal death of a Jew 

in Auschwitz, the bombardment of Madrid by the planes of Franco? Here a 

new literature presented its characters to us synthetically. It made them perform 

before our eyes acts which were complete in themselves, impossible to analyse, 

acts which it was necessary to grasp completely with all the obscure power of 

our souls. (4) 

 

According to Claire Gorrara, Sartre’s text influenced other critics who analysed 

Hammett’s work, such as Claude Edmonde Magny. In her L’age du roman américain 

(1948)  ̧ she highlighted the North Americans’ (Hammett included) “objective 

narration of films and novels,” which points to the main character’s “sense of social 

and metaphysical alienation” and which is mainly achieved through “what she terms 

‘an art of ellipsis’” (Gorrara 594). But a detailed exploration of this line of inquiry 

would be drifting too much afield. Let us, then, return to the final aspect of SN’s 

 
3 Entry rewritten in DER (Años de formación 64). 
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legitimation strategies. 

 

8.5 Serie Negra and Popular Crime Series in Argentina 

 

An altogether different aspect of these legitimation strategies is SN’s 

relationship with existing popular series that had published hardboiled titles in 

Argentina. The issue is raised mainly in “Reivindicación” but also on one back cover. 

“Reivindicación” blames some popular crime series for their role in the negative 

reception of noir in Argentina, mentioning Rastros, Pandora, and Cobalto.4 Piglia 

criticises them for three main reasons. First, for their undiscerning selection of writers 

of unequal abilities; second, for promoting an image of the genre as “relatos de sexo 

y violencia”, stressing particularly “la portada y la presentación gráfica” (23); finally, 

Piglia condemns their translations as low-quality. Presently I will briefly examine 

these last two aspects (see Chapter 9 for more details). 

Broadly speaking, Piglia was right about these series’ artwork.5 Among the 

many crime series publishing at the time, sleazy front covers were common.6 There 

was the mythical Rastros’ lurid phantasies, but also Cobalto’s and Pandora’s more 

explicit covers (see figure 7).7 Nevertheless, this practice was inherited from foreign 

publishers; in this respect, they were not far from the original publications.8 Effacing 

sensationalism meant obscuring part of the genre’s very origins. As cases in point, 

readers may wish to examine the art in the original publications of Goodis’ Nightfall 

(SN volume 9) and Macdonald’s “The Imaginary Blonde” (included in volume 1) in 

figures 8 and 9. Admittedly, the SN stories themselves came with no mild dose of 

sensationalism.9 SN’s relationship with popular publishing is, then, more complex 

than Piglia allows. 

 
4 Piglia here excludes ESC and Serie Naranja for the most part. They did contribute in a rather different 

way by including hardboiled titles indiscriminately alongside whodunnits (23).  
5 To simplify matters, here I focus on the element of sex. For the issue of violence in SN see Chapter 9.  
6 Especially among those created in the 1940s. Notable exceptions were ESC, Fabril’s Club del 

Misterio, and Serie Naranja. The older Serie Amarilla maintained its art centred on adventures and 

mystery.  
7 Rastros is particularly relevant for Argentine collectors and aficionados. “Quizá lo más fundamental”, 

writes Abraham, “fue su diffusion de la novela negra, a la que impuso en Argentina, Latinoamérica y 

España” and was “más popular que la sofisticada El Séptimo Círculo” (La editorial Acme 138-139).   
8 Regarding Pandora, blogger Mick Sidge has shown that their front covers were directly taken from 

North American and European publishers and assigned to different novels (“Malinca”).  
9 Among a myriad of examples, see the scene when Nick Carter and Mimi Jorgensen “wrestle” on the 

couch in Hammett’s The Thin Man (volume 4) (Complete Novels 899-903). 
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Looking at SN’s art, Piglia’s attitude seems exaggerated. Although some SN 

front covers try other themes, seven volumes still show female nudes (see in figures 

10 and 11). Even though Boccardo’s grim undertones enrich the portrayal of sexuality 

(see figure 12), there is no significant break with popular series. Ironically, an 

alternative printing of the second edition of volume one uses a picture of nudity 

without rhyme or reason (see figure 13),10 evidently undermining SN’s alleged 

intentions.   

 “Reivindicación” additionally attacks commercial series for their bad 

translations. The hardboiled novels “estaban condenadas a circular en ediciones 

bastardeadas (Cobalto, Pandora, Rastros), con los textos podados, en malas 

traducciones”.11 Contrarily, SN “ponía especial cuidado en respetar los textos, en 

traducirlos fielmente” (23).12 SN allegedly eclipsed existing versions,13 but it usually 

did not stress the quality of its own translations. The exception is Chandler’s Red Wind 

(volume 12). Indeed, it was announced in Los libros (September 1972), stating that 

“en oposición a las deplorables traducciones que en general han sufrido sus libros, la 

excelente versión de Rodolfo Walsh trasmite con fidelidad la eficacia del estilo de 

Chandler” (23), a remark that the back cover reproduces.14 However, as Chapter 9 will 

show, this translated text, like many others in SN, is more than problematic. The fact 

 
10 The art of at least three volumes was changed in alternative printings such as this one, which were all 

published alongside printings that kept the original front covers. These volumes are volume one 

(Cuentos policiales de la serie negra), two (Giovanni’s A todo riesgo) and twelve (Chandler’s Viento 

rojo). The first is the only instance of an overtly sexualised paratext.    
11 The implicit notion of poor translation quality seems based on abridgement and stereotyped language.   
12 Piglia insisted on the quality of the SN translations in a 2002 interview with Franken Clemens, where 

he describes them as “traducciones muy cuidadas”. This contrasts with the translators’ lack of 

prominence, despite the series featuring a top-notch formation, with the likes of Juana Bignossi, Estela 

Canto, Floreal Mazía, Roberto Jacoby, and Rodolfo Walsh.  
13 From Rastros’, Cobalto’s, and Pandora’s lists, notwithstanding, Tiempo Contemporáneo’s series just 

replaced Hammett’s The Dain Curse, which had been published by Rastros in an abridged 1947 edition 

(of which more in Chapter 9). Like most of the series, SN’s La maldición de los Dain is unabridged. 

The Thin Man and Goodis’ Nightfall had been respectively published unabridged by the more 

respectable Serie Naranja and Fabril. 
14 According to the back cover, Chandler deserved a translation that matched his stylistic virtues, but 

existing translations were wretched. The editor may have had in mind, among others, Eduardo 

Goligorsky’s version of The Little Sister, which he mentions in the entry of 16 January 1969 (Box-

B001112 Folder 5), which is rewritten in DER (Años de formación 111), being the only “cheap” 

translation of crime fiction mentioned there. The diaries register Piglia’s reaction to Walsh’s version in 

enthusiastic terms (Box-B001113 Folder 8, 5 June 1972), rewritten in DER (Los años felices 305), 

where Renzi speaks of a possible preface (309). Neither Pandora or Cobalto published Chandler’s 

fiction and Rastros had only published Five Murderers in 1945 (which does not contain any of the 

stories included in Viento rojo), but Chandler had been extensively translated into Spanish, both in 

Spain and Argentina (see Linder 465-498). 
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remains, nonetheless, that legitimation through translation quality is a strategy in 

Viento rojo.  

Clearly SN tried to sell itself as a quality crime series, which included the 

standards of the translations, as “Reivindicación” seems to confirm. However, SN 

abounds in typos, misspellings, and serious translation inconsistencies and 

inaccuracies (see Chapter 9). For now, suffice it to show some visible examples, like 

the inverted question mark in volume three’s title (see figure 4), and the misspelling 

of Chase’s name in volume thirteen’s back cover (as “Chace”). Piglia’s remarks of 

1976 do not correspond to the reality of SN, as these cannot be classified as quality 

translations or publications in any traditional sense. As I have shown in this chapter, 

the series seems more concerned with other, more noticeable signs of quality and 

cultural prestige.15 

One of the subjects further examined in Chapter 9 is Piglia’s relationship with 

these popular series, but a final observation might be made here. Piglia’s remarks on 

other series seem aggressive. His diction suggests utter disgust: commercial 

translations of Chandler are “deplorables” and Argentine popular series publish 

“ediciones bastardeadas” (“Reivindicación” 23). Confronted with his analysis of 

Arlt’s use of cheap translations as raw materials for his “wild” and “poor” writing, the 

contradiction is patent. As Piglia’s main example of a style that undermines bourgeois 

literary ideology, Arlt’s writing should teach us that it is possible to find stylistic 

possibilities in these degraded editions. Furthermore, such an attitude would follow 

 
15 This raises the question of how much Piglia attended to proofing and actual copyediting, and whether 

that was beyond his scope or interest. There are plenty of reasons why I think that he did, all of which 

will be explored in depth in Chapter 9. Here I provide my own conclusions based on the evidence 

presented in that chapter. First, all the SN translations bear roughly the same basic features. For instance, 

the use of rioplatense, a clearly Piglian element, given its originality at the time, and the fact that he 

used it in his own translations both before and after SN. On the contrary, when Piglia publishes with a 

house where he is not the editor, rioplatense is standardised. Such is the case of the two CEAL 

publications for which Piglia simply selected the texts (but did not act as an editor), Cuentos de la serie 

negra and El cuento norteamericano contemporáneo. The first completely eliminated rioplatense in 

sharp contrast to SN, while the second recycles Walsh’s translation of Chandler’s “I’ll Be Waiting” but 

neutralising the language. Second, Piglia himself translated some of the short stories in volume 1 

(Falcón “Re: Piglia”), with similar virtues and gaffes to those found in other volumes. Third, similarly, 

Laura Corbalán, who was Piglia’s partner at the time and lived with him, translated volume 10. It is 

hard to believe that Piglia would not have revised that translation at least superficially. Like volume 1, 

Corbalán’s translation is remarkably similar to the rest of the series. Corbalán speaks about her 

translation in a diary notebook held by the Ricardo Piglia Papers (Box B-001111 Folder 3). Fourth, it 

is clear from Piglia’s own diaries that he did revise Walsh’s translation of Chandler’s Red Wind. Fifth, 

as Chapter 9 will show, some of the translated texts bear clear Piglian traits to a point that suggests his 

intervention. Admittedly, this is not enough to establish Piglia’s overseeing presence beyond all 

possible doubt, but it is, I think, enough to support my position.  
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Mao’s demand to seek literature outside (or below) literature, emulating the wild 

reading of the masses.  

Oddly enough, it is Piglia himself who connects Arlt’s style with popular crime 

series (and then, not only with cheap editions of Andreyev or Dostoevsky), thus 

perceiving the text’s stylistic potential. The entry of 16 January 1969 comments on 

Eduardo Goligorsky’s version of The Little Sister: “en una traducción de Chandler 

alguien tradujo el diminutivo de este adjetivo (The Little Sister = hermanita) x Una 

mosca muerta. Este procedimiento de “torción” es el que constituye la lengua de Arlt” 

(Box B-001112, Folder 5).16 How can we account for such a contradictory disposition? 

A possible answer will be suggested by the end of Chapter 9.  

 
16 Rewritten with only slight variations in DER (Los años felices 111). Goligorsky’s translation was 

published in the 1950s by Colección Misterio. As a writer, translator, and pseudo-translator, Goligorsky 

is one of the great omissions in the history of Argentine crime fiction (see, however, Lafforgue and 

Rivera 33n6). To him we owe the now-standard translation of Chandler’s The High Window as La 

ventana siniestra. In a later text, Piglia describes Goligorsky with these words: “traductor de los 

escritores duros de la colección Pandora y autor con seudónimo de falsos thrillers norteamericanos, era 

la contraparte simétrica de Rodolfo Walsh. Pensar la inserción de la literatura policial en la Argentina 

a partir de Walsh y Goligorsky supone tener en cuenta los cruces entre traducir y escribir el género, 

entre adaptarlo y repetir sus fórmulas” (Las fieras 12).    
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Chapter 9: Serie Negra and Piglia’s Interpretation of the Hardboiled 

 

 

 This chapter describes the interpretation of the hardboiled emerging from SN 

itself, shedding light on a series of issues raised in previous chapters. I will show that 

SN’s is a complex but often emergent reflection. As such, it both announces future 

topics in Piglia’s critical writing (some emerging as late as El último lector) and 

evidences concerns that the later Piglia will obliterate or whose importance he will 

radically diminish. To this end, I rely on Piglia’s manuscript diaries, which allow me 

to support some of my claims. Both SN and Piglia’s manuscripts, I suggest, are 

essential to understanding Piglia’s views and offer a complex vision of them.   

Among other goals, I aim to show that Piglia’s editorial work shaped his later 

critical production on the genre (reviewed in Chapter 7). Contrary to ESC’s connection 

to the decline in Borges’ reflection on crime fiction, Piglia develops and refines his 

theory during this period (1969-1976), publishing “Reivindicación” only at the end of 

it (1976). Piglia himself establishes the connection between SN and the development 

of his own reflections in a notebook dated 1973-1976: “lector ‘obligado’ del género, 

dirijo una colección y con ella me gano la vida … [,] he terminado por reflexionar 

sobre el género y a partir de mi reflexión pensar la lit[eratura] que yo mismo escribo” 

(Box B-001119 Folder 2). One key argument in this chapter is that, over the course of 

his editorship, Piglia undertakes a complex reflection behind the scenes, which 

complements our understanding of his early approach to crime fiction as presented in 

“Reivindicación” and the 1979 preface.  

Furthermore, given that his theory of crime fiction is essential for Argentine 

writing, this was the indirect, but crucial impact of SN. This is an important stage in 

Piglia’s developing thought, which will be critical for both Argentine crime and 

literary fiction. A central piece within this dissertation, this chapter seeks to contribute 

to the understanding of Piglia’s work and, ultimately, Argentine letters. In addition, it 

explores how SN presents a complex network of concerns with regards to fiction and 

politics, and shows that these are simultaneously evolving and coherent. 

Following this introduction, I present a brief account of Piglia’s early history 

as a crime reader based on his manuscript diaries, thus paving the way for the chapter’s 

general argument (described above). Next, I move on to SN’s intrinsic contents, 
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describing how the genre is first defined through the concept of violence, which is 

only later replaced by money. 9.3 is the longest section in this chapter, discussing how 

Piglia formed his theory of money as the defining element of the hardboiled, offering 

an alternative interpretation of this crucial issue. Additionally, it analyses how SN 

deals with the subject of money, foreshadowing issues in Piglia’s writing on the genre, 

such as the tension between explicitness and implicitness in noir’s treatment of money, 

and the connection between money and art. After that follows a briefer section on the 

broader problem of omission. It discusses how, although transparent writing is only 

partially represented in SN, the series engages with omission through a different 

element linked to the psychoanalytical concept of repression: the metaphor of the sea. 

The next section examines how the metaphor of the writer-as-detective appears in SN 

in connection to issues such as the writers’ autonomy, the conflict between analysis 

and action, and the tension between detachment and social engagement. This leads me 

to discuss the parallelisms between Piglia’s approach to Arlt and SN, and how the 

series has a clearly Arltian mark. Among the Arltian elements the most notable is the 

series’ complex use of language and lunfardo, a salient feature in SN. I then offer a 

series of considerations that helps us understand SN’s language. Among these, I stress 

the complex relationship between SN and Argentine popular crime series, offering a 

possible explanation to the contradictory attitude mentioned by the end of Chapter 8. 

Finally, I close with a few reflections on SN as a self-canonisation strategy that seeks 

to prompt a comparison between Piglia and Borges. 

 

9.1 Piglia’s “Discovery” of Crime Fiction as Recorded in His Diary Manuscripts  

 

My thesis is that Piglia developed his thought on the crime genre over the course, and 

largely as a consequence, of his editorial practice. Nevertheless, some of Piglia’s later 

remarks contradict this thesis. None seems more significant to me than an entry in 

DER where Renzi remembers “aquella noche de 1964 en La Plata, en un altillo, 

trabajando sobre Goodis y Jim Thompson” (Años de formación 204)—hardly a 

newcomer’s reading list. The image we get is that of the expert: at a late hour, the 

passionate intellectual in his loft is not reading Hammett or Chandler but studying 

authors one reads after them. But the diary manuscripts tell an altogether different 

story. Apart from revealing the fragment as an interpolation, they show how Piglia 
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developed his taste for hardboiled fiction in the late sixties, very near the point when 

he and Jorge Álvarez agreed on the series project. 

 The first manuscript mention of noir does occur in 1964. However, here Piglia 

reads arguably the most emblematic hardboiled novel, Hammett’s The Maltese 

Falcon, commenting on its very first scene. The original entry (26 December 1964) 

bears the heading “Técnicas narrativas (Leyendo a Hammett)”, which suggests a note 

taken while reading. Below the heading, he wrote “alguien narra una historia de un 

modo confuso, casi ininteligible. Hacia el final otra persona entra en el cuarto. El que 

había estado escuchando la historia … la resume para el que entró” (Box B-001110 

Folder 1). In DER, the note is rewritten with variations, the most remarkable of which 

concludes expertly that “este procedimiento es típico de Dashiell Hammett” (Años de 

formación 158).1 

 A sudden burst of enthusiasm follows in the manuscripts. Piglia reads the 

Mexican crime novel Los albañiles, by Vicente Leñero (2 February 1965), along with 

Cain’s classic The Postman Always Rings Twice (20 February) and Chase’s A Lotus 

for Miss Quon (21 February).2 None of these entries appear in DER. Commenting on 

Chase’s novel, he writes “tal vez recién descubro las novelas policiales” (Box B-

001110 Folder 1). One concludes that he was not well-read in the hardboiled tradition 

until 1965 at least. Less than a year before publishing volume 1, he is still doing his 

homework: he reads Hammett’s Red Harvest in April 1968, only getting to The Big 

Sleep in September.3 By then he was officially preparing the series. 

 That his editorial work influenced Piglia’s theory of the genre is evidenced in 

the manuscripts by the sharp increase in commentaries related to crime fiction. If we 

look at the decades of the sixties and seventies, we have a total of 187 crime-fiction-

related mentions, with 140 concentrated between 1968 and 1971. The year before the 

series is conceived (1967) brings only six mentions, and the total occurrences of the 

pre-1968 period amount to 24, with no mentions before 1964. While the “discovery 

period” (December 1964-1965) amounts to 12 mentions only, 1968 and 1969 

constitute the peaks (with 48 and 52 respectively).4 The preparation of SN involved 

 
1 The reader of Hammett will notice that this device is hardly characteristic of his fiction. 
2 Respectively, Cain’s and Chases’ novels correspond to ESC volumes 11 (Borges era) and 179 (Carlos 

Frías era). 
3 Piglia is clearly not rereading Chandler’s classic: “seducido x el clima formidable que es capaz de 

armar Raymond Chandler en 10 páginas” (Box B-001112 Folder 1, 5 September 1968). 
4 Similar trends can be detected in DER. However, the numbers vary significantly between DER and 

the diary manuscripts due to DER’s interpolations and omissions. 
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reading well beyond the twenty-one published volumes, and Piglia’s reflections in the 

diaries become more complex as he gains knowledge of the hardboiled tradition. 

 This period of reading and reflection left a mark on SN. Tellingly, the essential 

role of money analysed in Chapter 7 is absent in the peritexts to volume 1, an 

anthology that seeks to offer a panoramic view of the genre in the vein of Borges and 

Bioy’s LMCP. According to the first volume’s back cover, the hardboiled is “un 

género que hace de la violencia el fundamento de un estilo y de una mitología”, 

making violence the essence of noir. In fact, in the early stages of the series there is 

still a hesitation as to which, money or violence, is the key concept for interpreting the 

genre. But when Piglia writes “Reivindicación” the balance is inclined towards the 

former. Let us examine this evolution and the different aspects of the issue of money 

raised by SN. 

  

9.2 The Issue of Money in Serie Negra. 

 

9.2.1 The Quest for the Essence of Noir: From Violence to Money as Defining 

Concepts 

 

 

SN volume 1 proposes that violence is the key concept in the interpretation of 

the hardboiled. It is hardly surprising that Piglia thought violence a relevant topic in 

the context of the Argentina of the late sixties and seventies (see Chapter 6 for an 

account of the political turmoil that led to the coup of 1976). SN displays a conscious 

involvement with violence as a major element of the genre. After volume 1, allusions 

to its importance appear in volumes 4, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 17, and 21. Of special interest 

are the quotations from journalistic reviews in volume 5, one of which holds that “el 

personaje central es siempre la violencia”. Pervasive violence also appears on 

Boccardo’s panels, which Renzi suitably describes as “pensada[s] como una pantalla 

en la que se ve una escena de violencia” (Los años felices 214; see figure 10). I cannot 

account here for the many forms of brutality present in the selected works, but I think 

the importance of violence is sufficiently established.  

 Coherently, Piglia’s diary shows that violence is an early preoccupation in his 

reading of crime fiction. Commenting on A Lotus for Miss Quon in 1965, he identifies 

two principles for the genre: “narración directa” and “su violencia” (Box B-001110 
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Folder 1). The diaries show that Piglia was not interested merely in rampages but in 

the techniques for their verbal representation. This is particularly true concerning 

Hammett and Chandler. In September 1968 he comments on Chandler’s “sugestión 

para la violencia” in The Big Sleep, and, on the subject of Peter Yates’ film Bullitt 

(1968), he says that “lo mejor [es] la violencia instantánea, fugaz: aquello de Borges 

‘vi un cuerpo que caía y escuché el estruendo’” (Box B-001112 Folder 5, 16 February 

1969). These remarks manifest a concern with a stylised treatment of violence, which 

we may link to a search for narrative techniques suitable for troubled times. In its own 

turn, this search will prove relevant for his reflection about fiction’s relationship with 

praxis and reality (see 7.2, 7.3, and 9.4.2). 

  The well-known definition of the genre through money, present from 

“Reivindicación” onwards in Piglia’s critical production, emerges in SN considerably 

later than violence. The first back cover to mention it is volume 12 (Chandler’s Red 

Wind), published in 1972, followed by volumes 13, 14, 16, 17, and 18. This 

development roughly matches Piglia’s evolution in the manuscripts, where the first 

explicit identification between the genre and money emerges on 19 September 1971.5 

Under the heading “Serie negra”, he writes: “en las novelas policiales se narra una 

frase de Marx. La frase de Marx que dice: ‘El dinero convierte en destino la vida de 

los hombres’” (Box B-001112, Folder 7). The 1971 entry is Piglia’s first known 

articulation of the theory of the hardboiled as a narration of the power of money. 

With time the idea would proliferate into a whole theory of the genre, and its 

reappearance in the diaries confirms Piglia’s interest in this line of inquiry after 

reading Chandler’s Red Wind. Associating money and fate again, the following 

mention conveys a conscious operation: “lo que quiero es definir la función del thriller 

en la sociedad capitalista: dinero como destino, etc.” (Box B-001113 Folder 7, 4 

January 1972). Explicitly commenting on Red Wind later that year, he notes 

Chandler’s “conciencia de las ‘relaciones capitalistas’ y del papel del dinero”, which 

indicates volume 12’s importance for the development of his theory (Folder 8, 5 June 

1972). 

There are further clues that point to the connection between Piglia’s editorial 

work and the development of his view of the hardboiled. Volume 12 was not SN’s 

 
5 The issue of money had arisen earlier, but only as a description of The Big Sleep (Box B-001112, 

Folder 5, September 1968). 
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first, but the second Chandler publication, which invites comparison with volume 6 

(Pearls Are a Nuisance, published as El simple arte de matar in 1970).6 The latter’s 

back cover states that Marlowe “trata de desentrañar el sentido” of the world he 

inhabits. Piglia characterises this world by quoting Chandler’s essay “The Simple Art 

of Murder”: “a world in which gangsters can rule nations and almost rule cities” (The 

Simple 17). Volume 12, however, paints Marlowe’s social watchfulness in different 

terms: “en nadie es tan claro como en Raymond Chandler que el verdadero enigma 

que desentrañan las novelas de la serie negra es el de las relaciones capitalistas”. 

Between these volumes, Piglia has replaced the Chandlerian denunciation of 

corruption by an “anticapitalistic” interpretation of the entire genre. Added to what we 

know from the diaries, the contrast allows the rare opportunity of roughly dating the 

birth of an idea. Between 1970 (the publishing year of volume 6) and September 1971 

(when Piglia explicitly associates money and the genre) he hypothesised that money 

(and not violence) defines the hardboiled.  

The role of money in volume 12’s stories is especially worthy of note, 

particularly in “Trouble Is My Business”. Persuading the reader that money is essential 

to this text to an exceptional degree will strengthen the argument outlined above. 

Therefore, a summary of the story will prove useful, showing the extent to which all 

the characters, their destinies, and actions are motivated or defined by money. Anna 

Hasley, who runs her own detective agency and brings in John Dalmas to do the job 

for her, wants an easy income. Dalmas is willing to risk his own life for profit. After 

learning that the case involves gangster Marty Estel, he wants to walk out but 

“business had been bad for a month and … I needed the money”. He demands a better 

fee, adding: “my life wasn’t worth much, but it was worth that much” (8-9). By the 

end of the story, he will complain that he actually “made a bad debt” (60). Harriet 

Huntress is first presented as a fortune hunter who dates Marty Estel and wants to 

marry Gerald—the adoptive son of millionaire Mr Jeeter—, who is soon to inherit big 

money from a trust fund. Gerald is a gambler in debt to Estel, who runs a betting joint. 

Dalmas’ job is to make Huntress go away. When he offers her money to that end, she 

tells him about her revengeful motivations: “Jeeter ruined my father—all proper and 

legitimate, the way that kind of heel ruins people— … and my father committed 

suicide” (“Trouble”). Estel, in his turn, wants his money and puts pressure on Gerald 

 
6 “The Simple Art of Murder” is the title of Chandler’s seminal essay contained in this volume. 
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and Jeeter by sending proof of the debt. As Jeeter refuses to cover the expenses, 

Dalmas suspects Estel of hiring two hit men to kill Gerald, but Estel points out that he 

needs the gambler alive at least until he inherits. Gerald is, however, found dead in 

Harriet’s apartment.  

 Mr Jeeter is a tight-fisted millionaire who “hadn’t lost a nickel in the 

depression”, presumably through the questionable means that led Harriet’s father to 

commit suicide. In the end we learn that the story is Jeeters’ scheme to get even richer. 

He adopted Gerald because of his inheritance, which made him Gerald’s natural heir 

under California law. When he receives the photostats proving the gambling debts to 

a dangerous gangster and learns of Huntress’ connection with Estel, he sees the perfect 

opportunity to kill Gerald and throw suspicion on Estel, so he hires a private detective, 

mounts an attack on Gerald supposedly by Estel’s hitmen, and finally has his adoptive 

son shot dead in Harriett’s apartment. Jeeter is the “source” of the chain of events.  

In “Trouble Is My Business”, people live and die because of money. 

Relationships that are supposed to arise from affection exist because of economic 

motives. The characters’ destiny is decided by money to such an extent that the 

characters “become” it: Jeeter is ironically named after the poor farmer in Erskine 

Caldwell’s Tobacco Road, as Dalmas points out, and the surname Huntress alludes, at 

first, to money digging, and later to revenge over a money issue. The story’s title 

corresponds to Dalmas’ recurring, self-defining wisecrack. The meaning of “business” 

is economic: “trouble is my business” Dalmas says. “How else would I make a 

nickel?”. 

Although Jeeter’s greed is the story’s “unmoved mover”, “Trouble Is My 

Business” points to deeper social issues. Jeeter is the man who thrived during the Great 

Depression, at the expense and ruin of Harriett’s father. The Crash of 1929, a defining 

event in the history of capitalism with well-known connections to loans and 

speculation, is the social origin of Jeeter’s and Huntress’ stories. The unregulated 

handling of money as a thing in itself produced the events depicted in Chandler’s text. 

This strong connection between money in its most abstract form (speculation) and “the 

lives of men” is symbolised by the event that brings together Harriett’s and Jeeter’s 

fates, the suicide of Harriett’s father. And the way in which Chandler depicts it, with 

just a passing remark (“her father went broke back in thirty-one and jumped out of his 

office window”, tells Anna Hassley), is meaningful. By recalling the image of the Wall 
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Street brokers jumping off the skyscrapers, it suggests a subtle parallelism between 

the immediate origin of the crisis and the remote origin of the story. 

Far from simply thematising money, the economy becomes part of the 

workings of the text. Like any mechanism, its outcomes are predictable and classed 

society confirms the rules of its own game, with Dalmas getting poorer and Jeeters 

richer. When Dalmas unveils the truth in front of everyone, Jeeters has a stroke, and 

so we envisage a rightful, theatrical finale. The ending, though, is less fanciful. The 

millionaire survives, although now bedridden. The last image we get of him is the old 

man boasting about how he thrived during the Depression: “they didn’t touch old man 

Jeeter, because he never came out of his stroke, except to lie on his back and have 

nurses and tell people how he hadn’t lost a nickel in the depression”. As Estel tells 

Dalmas, “you can’t convict a couple million bucks of murder in this man’s town”.     

We cannot tell if Piglia saw all this in “Trouble Is My Business”, but most of 

it is hard to miss. I have shown how strikingly the story matches Marx’s pseudo-

quotation of September 1971, linking fate and money. Added to the publishing dates 

and the evolution from volume 6 to volume 12, this is sufficient evidence that reading 

Red Wind, and most probably, “Trouble Is My Business”, was instrumental for the 

development of Piglia’s theory of crime fiction as we know it today. On 5 July 1972, 

when preparing volume 12, he writes “ahora leo el original de Viento rojo de R. 

Chandler para preparar el tema de la tapa y la presentación”, in the longest 

commentary on crime fiction in the diaries. The entry stresses Chandler’s “concienca 

de las ‘relaciones capitalistas’ y del papel del dinero,” the fact that “el detective está 

contratado …, tiene un cliente que le compra su fuerza de trabajo”, and the opposition 

between the importance of money and Marlowe’s “Puritan” incorruptibility—all 

essential points in “Reivindicación”. On 7 June, he writes “ahora termino de leer 

Viento rojo”, and quotes the story’s most explicit remark about money, the dialogue 

at the very moment of Jeeter’s stroke: “‘My God!’ he whispered. ‘My God!’”, 

followed by Dalmas’ rightful reply: “you don’t have one – except money” (Chandler 

“Trouble”).7 

Putting the back covers of volumes 6 and 12 together with Piglia’s comments 

on Viento rojo and the nature of “Trouble Is My Business”, one can safely conclude 

that the experience of editing SN led to the elaboration of Piglia’s influential theory 

 
7 Piglia quotes in Spanish. See Box B-001113, Folder 8, 5 and 7 June 1972. 
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of the hardboiled. This is not to say that the issue of money was absent from the first 

eleven volumes (some stories in volume 1 explicitly deal with money). Instead, I 

contend that Piglia jumps from the broader conception of a genre that deals with 

“social issues” to the more refined, “(anti) capitalistic” one. The statement in volume 

12 can be seen as a reformulation of Louit’s analysis in the preface to volume 1. If 

Louit had suggested that in the hardboiled “la complexité de l’enigme n’est plus ici un 

problème abstrait, mais un reflet de la densité et de l’ambiguïté des rapports sociaux” 

(14),8 Piglia substituted the “social relations” for “las relaciones capitalistas”, thus 

marking his own evolution. After editing volume 12, he was one step closer to defining 

the genre using Brecht’s famous remark about robbing and founding banks, as he did 

in “Reivindicación” (24). 

 

 

9.2.2 A Clue, but Not the Culprit: A Reinterpretation of the Issue of Money 

 

 

An examination of SN alongside the diaries, I believe, allows me to complicate 

Piglia’s understanding of the hardboiled. Some of the above points suggest that SN is 

a much more tentative statement than Piglia himself allowed. Consequently, the series 

possesses a great richness of meaning, including ideas that only partially made it 

through to the essays. In this sub-section I will show that SN and the diaries together 

point to the need for a reinterpretation of the issue of money in the hardboiled. This 

reinterpretation will address the contradiction, raised in Chapter 7, between Piglia’s 

praise of omission and his explanation (i.e., explicitation) of the role of money in the 

hardboiled. This will take us from SN and the manuscripts to Marx’s Capital and back 

to “Reivindicación”. To this end, it will be necessary to introduce the metaphor of the-

writer-as-detective (which I examine more thoroughly in 9.5) and the displacement of 

the mystery in the hardboiled. 

One of the partially revealed issues in “Reivindicación” and the 1979 preface 

is the displacement of the mystery from its central position in the whodunnit to a 

secondary role (or complete elimination) in noir. This notion seems to stem from 

 
8 “the complexity of the mystery is no longer an abstract problem but reflects the density and ambiguity 

of social relations”.  
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Louit’s statement about the abstract enigma being replaced by “social relationships”. 

A similar idea emerges on the back cover of volume 6, where Marlowe is said to try 

to unravel the sense of a corrupt world. Marlowe is not really trying to solve a murder 

but looking for society’s ultimate meaning. “Perdido en una maraña de 

acontecimientos”, he “atraviesa estas historias tratando de desentrañar el sentido de un 

mundo [corrupto]”. The PI, then, inspects the social world, and the mystery of the case 

becomes an excuse for the mystery of society. 

Society being the mystery behind the mystery, the PI acts as the projection of 

the writer/intellectual who interprets it. The simile appears in the diaries in 1969, when 

Piglia compares the investigator to the ethnographer because both “leen los signos no 

escritos” (Box B-001112 Folder 4, 21 February). On 25 March, this reflection is 

expanded to a dense statement on Marxist literary theory: 

 

la teoría marxista de la literatura hay que buscarla + allá de las proposiciones 

explícitas del marxismo sobre esa cuestión: en el método mismo, en el análisis 

de la producción (simbólica) …. El cap[ítulo] del capital sobre el fetichismo 

debe ser leído como una novela. 

 

This passage is a complex network of allusions. Reading Capital as a novel alludes to 

Paul Valéry’s idea that Descartes’ Discourse on the Method is the first modern novel, 

a statement often commented on by Borges.9 Nevertheless, it is necessary to recall 

Marx’s analysis of commodity fetishism in Chapter 1, section 4 of Capital to 

understand how this entry relates to crime fiction. Revising Marx’s text will lead us to 

conclude that money is not the ultimate “reason” behind the hardboiled.  

In the section “The Fetishism of Commodities and the Secret Thereof”, Marx 

presents commodities as having an “enigmatic character”, as being a “mysterious 

thing”. Every product is a “social hieroglyphic”, and what he tries to do is to “get 

behind the secret of our own social products”. Like the detective arriving at the crime 

scene, the social analyst finds the quest “with the results … ready before him”. 

Scanning for clues, “man seeks to decipher” commodities, to find “their meaning” 

(66), which is what Capital is supposed to do. The analysis of commodity fetishism 

 
9 Reading Descartes’s work as a novel is a clear illustration of conceptual literature. Note how Piglia 

replicates Borges’ attitude as a creative reader. 
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could be seen, then, as the story of PI Marxlowe. In other words, Piglia’s entry 

proposes reading Capital as a crime novel, suggesting a view of literature as an 

investigation of reality that replicates the form of the examination performed in 

Capital. Literature would act as the passage from appearances to social truth (although 

never really arriving at that truth). 

The concept of the social hieroglyphic opens an area of inquiry that I will 

encapsulate under Piglia’s theory of omission and the opposition of the explicit and 

implicit. The explicit-implicit opposition is at the core of Hemingway’s Iceberg 

Theory and Piglia’s reception of it, as discussed in Chapter 7. In my view, reading SN 

alongside Capital provides a connection between the stylistic question of omission 

and Piglia’s broader conception of the crime genre, a link which is not clearly 

articulated in his critical texts. That this poetics of the explicit and implicit is related 

to both commodity fetishism and crime fiction is suggested by Piglia’s rewriting of 

the entry under examination. After quoting Marx’s well-known statement that science 

would not be necessary were appearances to coincide directly with essences, DER 

characterises Marx’s phrase as the one that “abre el análisis del fetichismo, es decir, 

de la realidad que en el capitalismo se revela ilusoria”,10 finding in it “una poética de 

la narración policial, el filósofo es un detective que indaga en los rastros confusos para 

descifrar el mundo oculto” (Años de formación 55). The entry of 25 March 1969 can 

therefore illuminate Piglia’s view of the crime genre and its connection to his attempt 

to navigate the tension between literature and politics.11  

It is important to note Piglia’s identification of writer and detective. This idea 

will only emerge, albeit partially, in “Los sujetos trágicos” (dated 1997) and El último 

lector (2005). In fact, Piglia insists on identifying both figures when he quotes from 

Donald Fanger’s Dostoevsky and Romantic Realism (1965) in the manuscript diaries. 

In his own translation he makes Fanger say of Dickens that “en cada una de estas 

novelas aparecen detectives, no sólo para desenmarañar los misterios de la trama, sino 

para desentrañar la red subterránea de las relaciones sociales” (qtd in Box B-001112 

Folder 7, 25 December 1971). Fanger’s original, however, does not say that there are 

 
10 Note that the passage belongs to Capital volume 3, and not to the section on commodity fetishism. 

Arguably, however, the quote is pertinent. 
11 This does not mean that Piglia had, by 1969, a clear definition of the hardboiled as centred on money, 

but that he is connecting the notion of narration as investigation to aesthetic-political concerns. 
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detectives in Dickens’ novels, but that they “involve detective work” (82).12 This 

subtle manipulation shows that Piglia kept in mind the-writer-as-detective metaphor, 

confirming that its appearance in later texts is in fact a re-emergence. Piglia even 

plagiarises Fanger in 1979 by writing that “el detective no descifra solamente los 

misterios de la trama, sino que encuentra y descubre a cada paso la determinación de 

las relaciones sociales” (Cuentos 9), a phrase which he explicitly re-connects to the 

figure of the detective-as-reader in El último lector (96). The detective is the figure 

who explores society and therefore has a glimpse of society’s inner workings. 

As pointed out, there seems to be some sort of contradiction between Piglia’s 

defence of omission and his essays’ explanation of the main point behind noir (namely, 

money). There is at least one sense in which the writer-as-detective metaphor and 

commodity fetishism offer an answer to that problem. So far, I have shown that the 

genre puts into action the idea (attributed to Marx via Masotta) that money decides the 

fate of men; additionally, Piglia makes Fanger say that the detective uncovers a hidden 

network of social relations, which is the mystery behind the mystery. To further that 

point, I indicate the Fanger quotation that follows later in that entry, which might give 

away the solution to the problem: “en París, la educación de Lucien sigue la misma 

línea que la de Rastignac: descubre que el dinero es ‘la clave de todo enigma’ (qtd in 

25 September 1971)”.13 Note the nuance: money is not so much what is behind every 

enigma, as the key. Reading this sentence alongside Marx’s section on commodity 

fetishism, the following passage is likely to catch one’s attention:  

 

it is … just this ultimate money form of the world of commodities that actually 

conceals, instead of disclosing, the social character of private labour, and the 

social relations between individual producers. (66)  

 

Money is, then, just another trace, even the clue par excellence, but not the culprit, as 

one might have gathered from “Reivindicación” and the 1979 preface. As Piglia writes 

elsewhere in the diaries, “está claro que para mí el dinero es una metáfora de la 

‘realidad’” (Box B-001109 Folder 7, February 1970). 

 
12 Inspector Bucket, who plays a minor part in Bleak House, is the only proper Dickensian detective I 

am aware of. Mystery and investigation, however, are central in Dickens’ fiction, which is what Fanger 

accounts for with “detective work”. 
13 I transcribe Fanger’s original: “In Paris, Lucien’s education follows the line of Rastignac’s: he too 

discovers that money is ‘the key to every enigma’” (56). 
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What fetishism and money hide, in Marxian understanding, is the social 

relations organised by private property under capitalism, the workers’ labour being the 

true source of value and capital. The hardboiled, in this reading, presents a 

sophisticated and oblique critique of capitalism: the primary mystery leads to the 

mystery of society, which leads to money, whose mystery, following Marx, leads to 

capitalist class structure and private property. In this multi-layered arrangement, the 

hardboiled presents images of an alienated society and only remotely points to a 

critique of capitalism, which is never thematised. El último lector, in fact, opens with 

a story about a drachma, where this sentence casually appears: “la moneda griega es 

un modelo en escala de toda una economía y de toda una civilización y a la vez es sólo 

un objeto extraviado” (13).14 Money really is the key to every enigma. This allows us 

to understand the addendum in “Reivindicación” to volume 12’s definition of noir: “el 

único enigma que proponen – y nunca resuelven – las novelas de la serie negra es el 

de las relaciones capitalistas” (“Reivindicación” 53 emphasis added). If we link this 

idea to Piglia’s later statement that “el escritor existe para crear problemas” (“El 

escritor”), that is, not to provide solutions, we might get a clearer sense of the proposed 

role of fiction as a passage towards the understanding of reality. As Piglia wrote, to 

tell a story is “dar a entender antes que explicar” (El último 62). 

My interpretation of these entries explains two of the main contradictions in 

Piglia’s theory of noir. On the one hand, it shows that he never made explicit the full 

argument but left (as if to illustrate the point) clues pointing to it. This attitude, 

moreover, seems to indicate that the writer must never show all her cards, that some 

secret knowledge should remain coded within her work. On the other hand, the 

explanation answers the question of why a well-read Marxist would propose that a 

genre that illustrates the centrality of money in people’s lives would have an 

anticapitalist potential.  

The identification of writer and detective in SN, therefore, points to a series of 

reflections that Piglia is having behind the scenes, which complements our 

understanding of his early approach to crime fiction as presented in “Reivindicación” 

and the 1979 preface. The preceding analysis illustrates how a complex reflection on 

 
14 Meaningfully, the previous sentence reads: “el arte es una forma sintética del universo, un 

microcosmos que reproduce la especificidad del mundo”. This appears as a paraphrasis of Lévi-Strauss’ 

idea that “l’art travaille à l’échelle réduit” (qtd in 13). The same text appears in DER (Años de formación 

273-280). 
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both the genre and the broader issue of revolutionary literature arises from Piglia’s 

experience as editor. The idea that money is the key to solving the mystery is evidence 

of a comprehensive and coherent reflection that brings together the centrality of 

money, the theory of omission, and revolutionary literature. This reflection, I have 

shown, took place as a by-product of SN. 

 

9.2.3 Money as a Topic and Device in the Serie Negra works  

 

This discussion shows how embedded in Piglia’s approach the problem of 

omission, and especially the explicit-implicit tension, really is. Even if his 

commentaries on noir are never explicitly about a critique of the capitalist relations of 

production, they can be explicitly about money. His text selection as editor of crime 

fiction replicates this, showing different degrees of clarity as to the centrality of 

money. “Trouble Is My Business”, for instance, displays the full range, from Dalmas’ 

rebuke to Jeeters that money is his only god, to the image of the jumper businessman. 

This tension extends to the whole SN and the 1979 anthology.15  

As examples of the most explicit representation of the power of money, there 

is the scene in James Cain’s “Dead Man” (in Cuentos de la serie negra) with hobo kid 

Lucky kissing the one-dollar bill he gets from the Mexicans. In I Should Have Stayed 

Home (volume 7), Horace McCoy’s alter ego writer John Hill describes how film 

producers “make the laws and they own the courts” (124). A little less obvious are the 

different instances of male and female prostitution.16 In this volume too, would-be 

actor Ralph Carston turns into the socialite Mrs Smithers’ gigolo. A bit of her money 

makes him forget his disgust and even changes his perception of Hollywood:  

 

I felt the hundred-dollar bill in my pocket, wadded up into a little ball, and 

then, for the first time that I had been in Hollywood, I was not afraid of the 

sun. All at once I began to look at all the automobiles that passed and the people 

in them, not ashamed anymore, not frightened, daring to look everybody in the 

face. (41) 

 

 
15 Arguably, the problem of explicitness and implicitness re-emerges in Plata quemada, especially at 

the climax of the story, where the denunciation of society borders on explanation. 
16 Prostitution plays an important role in volumes 7, 11, 13, and 20.  
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SN novels can also be explicit about other forms of social denunciation. McCoy’s 

novel, for example, is very explicit about union-busting in Hollywood, and his 

denunciation of the yellow press is itself pure melodrama. In McCoy’s They Shoot 

Horses, Don’t They? (volume 3), the use of the dance marathon as a symbol of the 

inhumane conditions during the Great Depression is just a step further from 

conspicuousness. 

 Social critique is more subtle in SN when it is not dealing directly with money, 

but with other issues, such as corruption, gangsterism, and Prohibition. A good 

example is Chandler’s “I’ll Be Waiting” in volume 12. While gangsterism may be 

patent by the end of the story, it is obliquely alluded to as the plot unfolds. Gangsterism 

is suggested by the hotel porter’s sense of danger about the situation he relates to hotel 

detective Tony Reseck: “There’s a big black car down the block …. There’s a guy 

standing beside it …. He says, ‘Get Tony’, out of the side of his mouth. You ain’t got 

any enemies, have you, Tony?” (Red Wind 129-130). As the danger escalates, 

corruption is further suggested by the fact that no one even considers calling the police. 

In this manner, different aspects of the world are somehow coded within the events 

taking place at the hotel. 

  

 Money in SN is, perhaps, more interestingly treated as the driving energy of 

action. As suggested in “Reivindicación”, it (often) motivates both crime and 

investigation. At this level, it acquires a symbolic quality, as it either chases the 

characters or is chased by them, often deciding their fates. Charles Williams’ The 

Sailcloth Shroud (volume 14) takes the hunter-hunted theme to an extreme. Stuart 

Rogers is being harassed by gangsters, which leads him to investigate the man whom 

he has recently buried at sea after his death on board his ship. The gangsters have told 

Rogers that the man carried a big sum, but where it is now and where he got it from is 

a mystery. Rogers, chased by the man’s money and chasing it too, learns that the 

deceased took various identities throughout his life, faking his death several times. 

Every new identity and death are linked to stolen money or gambling debts. It is 

noteworthy that we never learn the character’s real name or origin; we just know that 

he was a man in a perpetual race. 

 The pervasiveness of money is best illustrated by David Goodis’ Night Squad 

(volume 17). From the first scene, when three thugs rob a drunk in an alley, to the end 

of the story, money appears at every turn. The story’s “unmoved mover” is mobster 
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Walter Grogan’s undeclared $1,500,000, which are hidden somewhere. Everyone is 

secretly trying to get them, and Grogan does his best to find out who is after them. 

Once again, people are defined by money. The main character Corey Bradford is an 

excellent example. An impoverished ex-policeman expelled for taking bribes, he is 

hired by Grogan to find out who is after his money, and later by the police’s secret 

Night Squad, whose aim is to take down Grogan. Bradford’s own quest is getting the 

fortune for himself. Grogan, on the other hand, is described as “a money bag” (174). 

His life’s dream is visiting China, but his racket is too demanding, making travel 

impossible, so he has made himself a “Chinese” house full of clichéd paraphernalia. 

Symbolically, Bradford finds the treasure stored within a bronze figure of the smiling 

Buddha at Grogan’s hall, under everyone’s noses. The spiritual side of the mobster is 

made to contain the million and a half. And the last touch of the Pigliesque is that 

Bradford never gets to the bottom of the mysterious origin of Grogan’s 

disproportionate fortune. It was just there. It came, like capital, from nowhere. Or so 

it seems.  

 Similarly, in Ross Macdonald’s “The Imaginary Blonde” (included in volume 

1) PI Lew Archer traces the entire chain of events back to a remote origin in the 

mobster known as Angel. It is a highly symbolic moment. After being knocked out by 

one of Angel’s goons, Archer learns about the economic root of the crimes. He literally 

wakes up from his dream to discover the economic truth. Still dizzy and pretending to 

be unconscious, he overhears a conversation: Angel is saying that Fern (the “imaginary 

blonde” Archer is looking for) was his girlfriend and, more crucially, that he “want[s] 

her back … to shut her mouth” because “the government … want[s] her to testify about 

my income” (15). This is a clue to the more serious, unmentioned crimes, the ones that 

Angel is really wanted for. Like Al Capone, the text hints, he is being prosecuted for 

tax evasion because there is no other way to get at him. Added to this 

suggestion/omission device, it is coherent with Piglia’s ideas that this is the only 

glimpse we get of the economic motivation of action. Archer wakes up, overhears an 

“Angel” announcing some tiny bit of truth, and then that truth is forgotten in the frenzy 

of events. 

The technique of pointing to the wider picture through the story is also present 

in other volumes. For instance, in Chandler’s “Finger Man” (included in volume 6) 

the bag of money points to the broader reality of corruption in politics and justice. At 

first it appears that Marlowe’s friend Lou is killed over the money he gained cheating 
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at roulette. Marlowe uncovers the bigger scheme, in which Lou’s bag of money is a 

key piece. We are told at the outset that Marlowe was a court witness in the “Shannon 

kill” case declaring against Manny Tinnen, a known business partner of the “big 

politico” Frank Dorr (63). Dorr’s plot consists in leading Marlowe to the bag and 

threatening to frame him for Lou’s murder. If Marlowe takes his witness statement 

back, he can walk free and even keep the money. Later, Dorr is killed. After an account 

of the different characters’ destinies, Marlowe wraps it up, admitting the uselessness 

of his heroism in the face of a corrupt system:  

 

I think that’s about all, except that I had to turn the twenty-two grand over to 

the Public Administrator. He allowed me two hundred dollars fee and nine 

dollars and twenty cents mileage. Sometimes I wonder what he did with the 

rest of it. (120-121)  

 

With this final remark, the text suggests that the story is merely a microscopic look at 

society. The story of the bag is the story of the world, in a nutshell.17 

 It is possible to conclude, then, that in SN the power of money appears both as 

an explicit thematic element and as a storytelling device. In many SN stories money 

is the force propelling the action. There is a whole trend of stories revolving around a 

bag (or other container) full of cash. These stories can potentially acquire a semi-

allegorical dimension, representing the way in which economic value controls 

people’s lives. The reversibility of the money chaser into chasing money suggests a 

view of the economy as the alpha and omega of our lives. Furthermore, some of the 

SN stories use money to point to a wider picture that is never mentioned, thus treating, 

as it were, capitalism as a form of the sublime. It appears, then, that the element of 

money guides a considerable part of SN’s text selection.18  

 
17 This idea (and all these money bags/containers, see volumes 6, 9, 12, and 17, for instance) invite a 

comparison with the lost money bag over which Tony Durán seems to have been killed in Piglia’s noir 

Blanco nocturno (2010). The novel itself alludes to this parallelism by indirectly pointing to volume 9 

(Al caer la noche, or Nighfall) and therefore to SN. Examining the town’s municipal archives, Renzi 

finds “una foto del bar El Moderno, donde funcionaba un cine (y con una lupa Renzi pudo ver el cartel 

con el anuncio de la película Nightfall – Al caer la noche – de Jacques Tourneur)” (191). Note how the 

picture encodes some meaning on a “reduced scale”. Note also the signature element of the magnifying 

glass, and the trope of finding a clue by enlarging a picture. It is noteworthy that Goodis’ novel and 

Tourneur’s adaptation differ on the whereabouts of the satchel. The connection between the satchels in 

Blanco Nocturno and Nightfall has been noted by Berg as well (“Ineluctable modalidad” 134). 
18 SN’s text selection, however, is not a perfect equivalent of Piglia’s theoretical propositions regarding 

money, which is best seen in the series’ different investigators. Although in theory the inquiry is always 
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9.2.4 Art and Money in Serie Negra 

      

Another interesting feature in SN is the number of stories addressing the 

relationship between art and money, which tacitly connects Arlt to the hardboiled (see 

9.6 for more on Arlt and SN). In contrast to the scarcity of references to artistic 

commodification in “Reivindicación” and the 1979 preface (see Chapter 7), SN clearly 

engages with this issue, which is also true of the Ricardo Piglia Papers. The diary entry 

of 6 February 1972 stresses the crime writer’s “consciencia del mercado y de la 

industria literaria: de la demanda”, and the hardboiled’s “sistema de circulación: 

revistas baratas, libros de quiosko [sic]”, noting the economy’s impact on the very 

form of crime works in their tendency to “uniformar la producción en beneficio de la 

demanda” (Box B-001113 Folder 7). In a series of notes dated 1977, Piglia writes 

about No Orchids for Miss Blandish that, among the crime novels “la mejor = + venta”. 

Furthermore, he stresses the screenwriter careers of Chandler, Hammett, and McCoy, 

and the Black Mask writer’s fee (one cent per word) (Box B-001121 Folder 4).  

However, there is almost no explicit statement about this aspect of the genre 

in the crime series. Perhaps the most important remarks appear in Chandler’s essay 

“The Simple Art of Murder” (included in volume 6), where he speaks of the “too 

powerful pressure groups whose business is selling books, although they would like 

you to think they are fostering culture”, asserting that “just get a little behind in your 

payments and you will find out how idealistic they are” (1). Discussing Hammett’s 

style, Chandler says that “I doubt that Hammett had any deliberate artistic aims 

whatever; he was trying to make a living” (14). Besides “debunking” aestheticism, the 

Chandlerian remarks reference Piglia’s own situation. Just as Hammett writes to make 

a living, Tiempo Contemporáneo is Piglia’s breadwinner. This is greatly stressed in 

both DER and the manuscript diaries. The entry of 28 November 1968 defines his role 

as editor of crime fiction as a job: “ayer travesía x la ciudad … encontrando (al fin) 

trabajo[:] una antología de policiales” (Box B-001112 Folder 3). In February 1969 he 

comments on “los riesgos de vivir a costa de [Jorge] Álvarez[,] siempre al borde de la 

 
motivated by financial gain, there are a number of other reasons behind the detective’s involvement in 

SN. In “Finger Man”, for example, Marlowe wants to help his friend Lou and explicitly says “I don’t 

want any money for it” (68). Both Carmady in “Guns at Cyrano’s” (in volume 18) and Walter Gage in 

“Pearls Are a Nuisance” (in volume 6) are idle, rich men who help a young woman for romantic/sexual 

motives. Therefore, both the hardboiled and the series admit other motivations. 
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crisis” (Folder 4), and when he submits the 1979 anthology he writes down how much 

he has earned: “cobro 13 millones x la antología policial y el prólogo” (Box B-001115 

Folder 1, 19 February 1979).  

Although SN’s peritexts have little to say about this, many of the novels 

themselves speak about the relationship between money and art. This line is developed 

through two motifs: art’s hidden economic motivations and the opposition between 

artistic talent and wealth. Tellingly, such cases usually involve women characters, 

which foretells the idea explored in El último lector that women characters and money 

are closely associated in noir (91-95).  

In an Arlt-like manner, many of these stories feature scenes where it is revealed 

that art is not alien to economic interests. Grogan’s girlfriend Lita in Night Squad 

appears first as someone interested in culture: she reads Thus Spoke Zarathustra and 

speaks about French impressionism (34-35). In the end, Bradford finds out that this 

pretence is part of Lita and Kingsley’s scheme to get Grogan’s money. As Kingsley 

explains, “she’s putting a blindfold on him, selling him the idea that with her the 

money comes second. What comes first is reading the philosophers and looking at 

paintings and going to lectures and so forth” (174). Culture is, therefore, just an 

illusion, a pretension of disinterestedness. Goodis’ novel, therefore, goes hand in hand 

with the denunciation of aestheticism and de-sublimation of art endorsed by Piglia as 

a way of transforming bourgeois poetics.19 

The second motif in Piglia’s selection of works sets up an opposition between 

wealth and creative talent. Thus, throughout SN we can see various wealthy artists 

who have no talent, are perpetually blocked, or whose initial artistic interests have 

vanished. In Eve, after fraudulently becoming a successful writer, Clive Thurston 

manages to write a best-selling novel but soon runs out of steam. It is only when he is 

restored to his initial poverty that he finds the drive to write a good piece of fiction 

(which is Eve itself). The Dain Curse’s Owen Fitzstephan is a luxury-loving writer 

who cannot produce a quality work, while Serenade’s singer John Sharp has lost his 

 
19 Another interesting example is Hammett’s “The Girl with the Silver Eyes”, included in the 1979 

anthology. Here, the Continental Op is hired to find Jeanne, the missing fiancée of Burke Pangburn, a 

“fairly known” and rather naive poet (183). When the Op asks Pangburn whether there was “ever any 

transaction in money or other valuables in which both of you were interested?” the latter’s answer is an 

indignant “money? What could money have to do with it?” (152-153). The Op then learns that Jeanne 

wrote letters to Burke expressing her admiration for his last poetry collection, after which they met and 

began a relationship. Although it first appears that Jeanne has been touched by Pangburn’s lines, the 

detective finds out that it was all a plan to get money from Burke’s brother-in-law. In other words, the 

rough world of scam and treason invades the pure space of the poem. 
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voice under the stalking influence of his rich partner, but begins to find it again in a 

Mexican suburban hut shared by five prostitutes. In Dead Calm Hughie is a frustrated 

painter whose work has been continuously thwarted by rich, older women patrons. 

Finally, I Should Have Stayed Home features two writers spoilt by money. Heinrich 

confesses that he is  

 

no writer. Why, there are guys walking the boulevard who can write a million 

times better than I can. I used to be a newspaper reporter. When I came out 

here, I was still a good reporter, but nobody would give me a job. I starved to 

death. … I started to do screwy things, like I did tonight …. The studios fought 

for me. They thought I was a genius. So I’m now getting two grand a week. 

(138-139) 

 

The second writer is Hill, who evolves from a socially committed author planning to 

write a novel similar to I Should Have Stayed Home, but then “sells” himself to the 

older and rich Mrs Smithers. When asked about the planned novel, he shouts from 

Smithers’ bedroom that it “can wait …. I’m going to be too busy spending money” 

(176). In short, while art cannot be dissociated from money, getting too much means 

giving up one’s artistic insight. Just like in Arlt, money needs to be the driving force 

of writing, but that writing must not stem from the luxury of idleness. It is the 

gratuitousness allowed by wealth at the basis of the Borgesian poetics that is under 

attack.    

 The number of SN novels that insist on this opposition is such that the trend 

can hardly be a coincidence. Decades earlier, it announces the analysis of the same 

motive in Chandler’s The Long Goodbye in El último lector. SN announces, too, this 

book’s representation of women characters and money, which I discuss later, because 

it is more closely concerned with the detective’s (and writer’s) independence (see 

9.5.1). There is a pattern in that women are either wealthy older ladies or gold-digging 

cultural impostors.20 What unites these two types is that both are opposed to and even 

conspire against literature.21  

 
20 Aside from a few meek sweethearts. 
21 I should record that SN features one authentic woman reader, Eve, who dislikes Thurston’s work but 

reads Hemingway and, presumably, Chandler. Nonetheless, it should be noted that Eve radically 

reverses the traditional depiction of gender roles (as a manly woman, she possesses literary judgement). 

It is important to consider Eve as a parody/homage to noir’s femmes fatales. The fact that it was 
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9.2.5. Closing Remarks on Money in Serie Negra 

 

This section has shown that SN is not univocal; its interpretation of the genre 

evolves, arriving at Piglia’s well-known theory of noir in volume 12 when he grounds 

his reading on money. Viento rojo is, in this respect, a turning point that leads to 

“Reivindicación” (and ultimately to Plata quemada). My reinterpretation of Piglia’s 

theory of money in the hardboiled speaks of a view of fiction as a place of passage 

towards political critique, and additionally introduces the metaphor of the 

writer/intellectual as detective or decipherer of society. Money is present in SN in 

many ways, ranging from the characters’ explicit adoration, to the more sophisticated 

treatments of money as the diving energy of action, the use of it to point to “the wider 

picture”, and its relationships with art. All this serves as evidence that Piglia developed 

his well-known interpretation of the hardboiled thanks to his editorial pursuits, and 

that SN is crucial for a deeper understanding of Piglia’s approach to the genre. This 

in-depth understanding points not only to the development of Piglia’s ideas, but also 

to their complexity and coherence. An example of the latter is the connection between 

commodity fetishism and the poetics of omission, since money, like fiction, is a 

product that simultaneously omits and codifies reality. This poetics, however, displays 

further elements that can be interpreted separately from the issue of money, to which 

I now turn. 

 

9.3 Serie Negra and the Poetics of Omission: From Transparent Writing to the 

Sea Metaphor 

 

Omission is a key element in Piglia’s enquiry into the relationship between 

politics and literature. In his view, omission constitutes a central device for creating a 

form of fiction that can act as an alternative to the political pamphlet, Borgesian 

aestheticism, and Walsh’s desertion of fiction. As we have seen, this issue 

encompasses Piglia’s early approach to the hardboiled, from capitalist relations to 

 
translated by Estela Canto may trigger certain associations for the reader of Borges, but I have found 

nothing to further support this line of inquiry.   
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mysteries, to transparent writing, external focalisation, and body language (see 

Chapter 7 and 9.3). 

 

9.3.1 Transparent Writing and Omission in Serie Negra 

 

SN provides different examples of this poetics of omission at the level of 

transparent writing through the works of Chandler, Hammett, McCoy, and Williams. 

Nevertheless, the counter examples are profuse. Goodis’ Night Squad, for instance, is 

told in the third person and alternates between external and internal focalisation, 

depicting the main character’s inner debates. In strict opposition to Piglia’s stylistic 

ideal, internal focalisation is systematically used to explain body language (like the 

lengthy interpretation of Grogan’s glance in 24). Goodis’ Nightfall and Jose 

Giovanni’s novels constitute further examples. In fact, Giovanni is the most frequently 

published writer in SN (which is odd, but can be explained considering that Giovanni’s 

translation rights might have been comparatively much more accessible).22 Therefore, 

SN’s statement on omission seems at least problematic. 

As a further example, there is James Cain, the writer who is best known for his 

technique of objective-suggestive prose in the hardboiled tradition and who had an 

important influence in post-war France and Italy. It makes sense that the back cover 

of Serenade (volume 20) constitutes the series’ strongest statement on omission and 

transparent writing. However, even Serenade contains a considerable amount of 

psychological analysis. That ESC had already published The Postman Always Rings 

Twice and Double Indemnity, Cain’s most influential and radical novels, must account 

for the selection of Serenade. Piglia acknowledges that The Postman is the work that 

has influenced “la novela europea de postguerra, desde Pavese a Camus y el Nouveau 

roman” (Cuentos policiales 149n1). Despite the back cover, volume 20 is not the most 

representative title in Cain’s canon. 

Therefore, adding Serenade to Giovanni and Goodis, it seems that this 

essential part of Piglia’s approach does not emerge properly in SN. Notwithstanding 

this, there are other ways to overcome the circumstantial limitations. There are, in fact, 

two. The first one is manipulating the reception of Serenade by stressing the features 

 
22 Chandler, Hammett, Prather, Goodis, and Chase were all mass-selling authors and the rights had 

already been purchased by other Argentine and Spanish publishers. Jose Giovanni is not an author who 

managed to penetrate foreign markets in the way these did. 
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that are better represented by Cain’s major novels, as the back cover of Serenade does. 

Let us remember that this peritext is a heavily manipulated quotation from Elio 

Vittorini’s Diario in pubblico. In both the Diario and volume 20, the main point is the 

effectiveness of Cain’s objective style. “I fatti interiori”, comments Vittorini, “dà 

impliciti negli esteriori: perciò il nome crudo del fatto stesso, di qualunque specie esso 

sia, non salta mai fuori” (101).23 Piglia translates in a very personal style, rendering it 

as “el sentido está siempre implícito en la acción, escondido bajo la superficie de los 

acontecimientos”. The emphasis on meaning (instead of “internal facts”) is 

noteworthy. For Piglia, it is always about facing the opacity of the world (the 

resistance that reality offers to its decipherer). “La opacidad de la realidad (falta de 

datos)” in the thriller, he annotates, “justifica la técnica narrativa” (Box B-001112 

Folder 5, 8 January 1969). Following Piglia, this narrative technique prompts an 

investigative process, which starts by deciphering the characters’ actions, and ideally 

concludes with a critique of capitalist relations. Piglia’s more abstract wording reflects 

that broader spectrum to which to apply the ommission-suggestion device. 

 Transparent writing thus demands the reader’s perusal of events. It involves, 

too, a reflection on experience. “Il fatto, delitto o altro”, says Vittorini “appare sempre 

innocentissimo, fresco e leggero nella sua innocenza” (101).24 One needs to go beyond 

the bare facts to grasp their sense. “È come se Cain ignorasse che gli uomini 

posseggono, e già da molto tempo, dei nomi pero tutto quello che sentono o fanno”, 

Vittorini continues, and adds: “come se ignorasse che si può chiamare un uomo, per 

certa azione, ladro, assasino per un’altra, e via di seguito” (101).25 One needs to 

confront bare facts to get closer to the truth, but experience is never as clear as 

narration: nobody appears to be a thief, a killer, a corrupt leader.26 Such epithets are, 

as it were, hidden within the people we encounter. The objective style, therefore, is a 

formal reproduction of the process of deciphering experience as a passage to truth. It 

 
23 “[Cain includes] interior facts within the exterior ones: therefore, the brutal name of the fact itself, 

whatever its kind is, never emerges”. Thanks to Simona Di Martino for this (and the following) English 

translation of Vittorini. Additional thanks to her and Barbara Distefano for discussing this passage with 

me.  
24 “the fact, being it a crime or anything else, always appears as completely innocent, fresh and light in 

its innocence” (Di Martino’s translation). 
25 “It seems that Cain ignores that men have had at their disposal, and for a long time already, 

appropriate names for everything they hear or do. He seems to ignore that a man can be named thief 

due to a certain deed, or murderer due to another one, and so on and so forth” (Di Martino’s translation). 
26 There is a scene in DER in which Renzi visits some black-market offices. “Ningún gangster parece 

un gangster aquí”, he comments, “todos son caballeros que aprenden las maneras y las modas en 

Playboy” (Los años felices 305). 
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appears, then, as the way to prompt the reader’s investigative process which ultimately 

leads to a critique of society, as shown in 9.3. Therefore, volume 20 evidences the 

coherence and articulation of Piglia’s thought on how money and omission, style and 

politics, coexist in the hardboiled. 

 

9.3.2 The Sea as a Metaphor for the Poetics of Omission 

    

 As dense in meaning as volume 20’s back cover is, it is just one peritext in the 

entire series. It is surprising that SN is not more insistent on transparent writing, given 

its importance in “Reivindicación”, the diaries, and for Piglia’s poetics in general. 

Whatever the reason for this, it is interesting to note that SN still deals with the 

problem of omission to a great extent, sometimes even beyond the problem of political 

fiction. This shows that, for Piglia, the question of omission in the hardboiled is 

crucial. Interestingly, and perhaps as a counterbalance to Giovanni’s and Goodis’ 

explicitness, he develops yet another metaphor to take the problem of omission to the 

forefront. This is the metaphor of the sea, which opposes surface to depth in order to 

talk about the opposition between explicit and implicit contents.  

The metaphor, of course, echoes Hemingway’s Iceberg Theory (see Chapter 

7), and its use in SN is foreshadowed by Piglia’s 1965 translation of Hemingway’s 

“The Sea-Change”. The short story depicts a heterosexual break-up scene. The elusive 

dialogue hints at the woman’s new homosexual relationship. In the original, the sea-

change represents both the change of sexual identity and life plans. Piglia, however, 

recovers the image of this dead metaphor by renaming the text as “El mar cambia” 

(61).27 This conscious mistranslation symbolises the text’s veiled allusion to 

homosexuality. Every time the sea changes something else is going on.  

Significantly, the sea metaphor re-emerges in volumes 1, 3, 10, 12, 13, 14, 19, 

and 20. But the trend is not clear until the final numbers of the series. Volumes 19 and 

20 are explicit in the metaphor connecting the ocean and the explicit-implicit 

opposition. In Serenade, the main characters embark Captain Conners’ ship to flee 

Mexico. During the trip, John Sharp, an ex-opera singer, engages in a musical 

 
27 It might be objected that Piglia’s English may have not been good enough in 1965. However, when 

in 1976 he edited the anthology El cuento norteamericano contemporáneo for CEAL, he still used “El 

mar cambia” as a title (67). It is unlikely that, after eight years of editing US and British literature, one 

would not be able to tell the third person from a hyphenated noun.  
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discussion with Conners. Embodying wisdom, the Captain gives a speech on beauty, 

which he declares is “always under the surface”. Furthermore, “true beauty has terror 

in it …. You can throw a stone into Beethoven and you will never hear it strike 

bottom”. After he extends his theory to Sharp’s partner, the prostitute Juana Montes, 

they silently contemplate the sea. The narrator acknowledges Conners’ teachings (“I 

had felt the terror in her, God knows”) just before “a black fin lifted out of the water. 

It was an ugly thing to see …. It just came up and stayed a few seconds. Then it was a 

swash of a big tail and it went down”.  The Captain comments:  

 

[This] cleared up for me what I’ve been trying to say to you. Sit here, now, and 

look. The water, the surf, the colours on the shore. You think they make the beauty 

of the tropical sea …? They do not. ‘Tis the knowledge of what lurks below the 

surface of it, that awful-looking thing, as you call it, that carries death with every 

move that it makes. So it is, so it is with all beauty. So it is with Mexico. I hope 

you never forget it. (71-72) 

 

The romantic aesthetic discussion is, as one discovers towards the end, a foretelling of 

the revelation of Sharp’s biggest secret, his own homosexual tendencies and past, 

which Juana helps him come to terms with. Clearly, we have moved from a Marxist 

version of the omitted/implicit to a Freudian one. 

 While Serenade features the series’ most explicit use of the symbol, the sea is 

also clearly metaphorical in Charles Williams’ Dead Calm (published as Mar calmo). 

A generic thriller, it is the story of two honeymooners who, while enjoying their yacht 

on the open seas, run into a young man, “Hughie”, on a lifeboat. Hughie says that he 

was shipwrecked, but John mistrusts him and, having seen the other ship with his 

binoculars, goes to explore while Hughie naps. He finds Hughie’s wife and the writer 

Bellew locked up onboard. They explain that Hughie is mentally unbalanced and has 

suffered a crisis. Believing they plotted to drown him at sea, he locked them up and 

escaped the sinking yacht. Now John must repair the ship and try to reach his own, 

where his wife Rae is using all her wits to deal with the madman. 

 The symbolic element begins to emerge when Hughie’s wife Lillian explains 

her husband’s condition. He suffers “a fear of drowning carried to the point of phobia”. 

More interestingly, she describes Hughie’s perception of the sea:  
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When you look out there you see nothing but the surface. So do I; so does 

everybody. We realise vaguely that two miles down there’s a bottom, but we 

never think of it …. I think he imagines himself rather precariously suspended 

on the surface of it…. In other words, I get the impression that he sees it all the 

way down. (118) 

 

Hughie is further described as a man spoiled by women and traumatised by his father, 

of whom little is known (99). An overprotective and possessive mother and a series of 

partners made of him “an over sheltered boy who never had the chance to grow up” 

(117). Lillian is, in fact, much older than him and financially supports his art. Rae, an 

American sweetheart who lost a child some years ago, has all the qualities to soothe 

Hughie. Hughie’s yacht is meaningfully called Orpheus (i.e. the artist who sings to 

cover the sirens’ deadly song, the musician who descends to the underworld crossing 

the Styx). 

 The ironically named Hughie is portrayed as unable to face real life. His 

admiration for Gauguin has led him to plan an escape from civilisation supported by 

his wife’s money. Lillian is more of a realist (“there’s no escape from the so-called 

civilisation anymore”, she says [120]). The conflict between reality and denial is 

further developed through the contrast between the two male passengers on the 

Orpheus. The Hemingwayan Bellew, who writes articles for shooting and fishing 

magazines, constantly taunts the idealistic Hughie for his “unmanliness”. Moreover, 

the artist suspects that Bellew and Lillian are lovers and plot to drown him. When the 

Orpheus finally catches up with the Saracen, Hughie has fallen asleep once again. 

Bellew wakes him up, and the artist takes him for his own father, attacking him. They 

wrestle, fall overboard, and are last seen sinking in an embracing struggle. John then 

reflects on Hughie, hinting at sexual abuse as an explanation for his acts: “probably 

nobody will ever know what his father did to him, but it was there in his subconscious 

all the time” (187). The artist, therefore, had been “robbed of his manhood”, and 

descends to the depths after waking up, fighting the paternal figure, and re-enacting 

the traumatic scene. 

 The analysis of Serenade and Dead Calm indicates a clear use of the implicit-

explicit opposition not so much in Marxist but Freudian terms, thus linked to sexuality 

and repression. Read backwards, SN displays many instances that can be interpreted 

as forming part of a sea-metaphor pattern. James Hadley Chase’s Eve is particularly 
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interesting in this respect, but Chandler’s “Red Wind”, Hammett’s The Dain Curse, 

and Cain’s “The Girl in the Storm” also deserve attention. Born of Piglia’s conscious 

mistranslation of Hemingway’s “The Sea-Change”, the metaphor extends to SN. As 

suggested, this might be considered an attempt to counter certain novels’ stylistic 

features, but its true value lies in extending the poetics of omission clearly beyond the 

realm of revolutionary literature. The sea metaphor transports the explicit-implicit 

opposition from the more evident socioeconomic and stylistic versions to a Freudian 

one that reveals issues of sexuality and trauma. It is by no means a coincidence that 

Piglia stated, on the back cover of The Dain Curse, that through Hammett “el 

psicoanálisis impregnará toda la novela negra”.28 Psychoanalysis in SN, I think, is an 

instance of the poetics of omission.29 

 The centrality of the metaphor can be detected not just in the SN novels 

mentioned. In the Spanish version of Louit’s essay, for instance, we read that the 

detective “se hunde en la maraña social” (Cuentos 14 emphasis added), while the 

original uses the verb “foncer” (rush into) (15). In his manuscript commentary on 

Viento rojo, Piglia speaks of the Chandlerian investigator with the following simile: 

“el detective se mete entre asesinos, mujeres malas, policías, cadáveres, drogadictos 

como si anduviera dentro de una escafandra” (Box B-001113, Folder 8 5 June 1972, 

emphasis added).30  

Furthermore, the immersion-and-discovery motif appears repeatedly in the 

work of the late Piglia, sometimes hinting back at SN and connecting with the issue 

of money. This is clearest with the motif of the drachma.31 The 2006 reedition of La 

invasión replaces the original story “En noviembre” by an altogether different one.32 

In the new text, which is republished in DER as “El nadador”, a man finds a coin 

(which in other texts will be a drachma) onboard a shipwreck near the coast when 

 
28 Let us not forget that this is a plagiarism of Eisenschitz’ introductory note (26). 
29 Some of Piglia’s manuscript mentions of Freud may strengthen this argument. According to Piglia, 

in The Interpretation of Dreams “Freud es el detective de sí mismo y la escritura y las palabras su 

campo de investigación”. Later, he writes that “en Hemingway es preciso buscar una poética del 

contenido latente en sentido freudiano” (Box B-001109, Folder 1, November 1969). The first quote is 

rewritten in DER (Los años felices 165).  
30 The sentence appears unchanged in DER (Los años felices 304). 
31 For an analysis of this in DER first volume, see Bergonzoni, who also connects it with a swimming 

metaphor (624-625). 
32 Despite certain similarities: they are both set on a beach and feature a swimmer and the danger of 

drowning. It is a matter of interpretation whether this is a rewriting of the original “En noviembre”, as 

Bergonzoni proposes (615), or a different text, which I think is justified. The new “En noviembre” 

appears in the first volume of DER as well, where the main character is named “El polaco” (Años de 

formación 161). 
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exploring its submerged rooms.33 Casually, the text leaves a mark of the connection 

with SN: in passing, the narrator says that he will swim “hasta llegar al mar calmo” 

(La invasión 81 emphasis added), which recalls the Spanish title of SN volume 20 

(Mar calmo), one of the novels that explicitly deals with the sea metaphor.34 

The significance of this resides in the fact that Piglia is consciously connecting 

two important metaphors in SN: money as a metaphor of reality, and the sea as a 

metaphor of the omitted. DER’s first volume will make the connection more evident, 

with the coin reappearing at several points. Besides “El nadador”, there is a story in 

which the same man gives the coin to Lucía (“la encontré en un barco hundido”, he 

says), and Lucía gives it to Renzi as a memento (116); the text “La moneda griega”, 

which is roughly the same as the prologue to El último lector, has Renzi taking the 

drachma to Russell to prove its authenticity. By the end of the text Renzi says that “la 

moneda griega es un modelo en escala de toda una economía y de toda una 

civilización”, that is, it is a metaphor of the society that created it; but, Renzi continues, 

“y a la vez es sólo un objeto extraviado que brilla al atardecer en la transparencia del 

agua”. Here, finally, Piglia puts together the two main metaphors that we find in SN. 

If there remained any doubt as to the consciousness with which the sea metaphor is 

employed in the series, I think that this little rabbit hole strengthens my case.35  

 

9.4 The Writer as Detective: Further Aspects of a Metaphor 

 

We can now return to the symbolic function of the detective as an allegory of 

the writer’s situation with regard to the real or social world. So far, I have described 

how both figures act as interpreters of society who inspect its surface to gain access to 

its underlying truth. This metaphor has rarely been pointed out by critics. Instead, 

 
33 According to Piglia, the story “tiene como referencia el naufragio del barco griego Navarchos que se 

hundió en Mar del Plata, frente a Playa Grande, el 20 de octubre de 1964” (La invasión 8). 
34 The text also features the combination “el mar cambia”, just like Piglia’s mistranslation of “The Sea-

Change”. However, this seems much likelier to be merely a coincidence. The full sentence reads: “hay 

una luz limpia y clara, pero más lejos, frente a mí, el mar cambia de color, el cielo está oscuro y cae la 

lluvia, como una tela gris” (82 emphasis added).  
35 The immersion metaphor is also present in a passage in Blanco nocturno, where Croce has a vision 

of human bodies lying at the bottom of a lake (59-60). As Bergonzoni recalls, “Los sujetos trágicos” 

ends up alluding to the idea that narrating is like swimming (615-616). The idea, taken from Joyce but 

also from Pavese, appears at various moments in DER. For instance: “hace un tiempo escribí un relato, 

‘El nadador’, contando la experiencia de un hombre al que conocí en la playa, que nadaba hasta el barco 

hundido tres kilómetros adentro, y buceaba en el interior de la nave sumergida con la ilusión de 

encontrar un tesoro. Ésa sería para mí la metáfora de una novela” (Los años felices 75-76). 
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scholars have stressed the double metaphor of the critic-as-detective and the artist-as-

criminal, a well-known comparison that can be traced back to Thomas de Quincey and 

Chesterton. Critics point to how Piglia continues this tradition in “Homenaje a Roberto 

Arlt” (136n17).36  Nonetheless, as Chapter 7 mentions, Piglia uses the figure of the 

detective as a metaphor for the writer/intellectual as well, although this becomes 

explicit only in later texts. Given the reversibility between criticism and creative 

writing in Piglia’s poetics, this is hardly surprising. In addition, there is a secondary 

tradition that sees the detective as a projection of the artist, into which Piglia might be 

inserting himself.37 In 9.2.2 I established the importance of the writer-as-detective 

symbolism to complicate Piglia’s anticapitalistic reading of the hardboiled, with Marx 

becoming an investigator of commodities. SN stresses this relationship, in a manner 

that recalls Borges’ treatment of the armchair detective. As in other cases, this will be 

made explicit in El último lector, which sees the genre as narrating the tensions 

between intellectuals and praxis (101). 

In addition to the issues discussed in 9.2.2, there are various facets of the 

metaphor in SN, such as the writer’s and detective’s paid jobs, social positions, 

investigation of people’s lives, handling of stories/histories, their vantage point for 

assessing society, and finally, their experience of the conflict between praxis and 

analysis. Hammett’s The Dain Curse deals with the detective-as-writer trope and 

begins by establishing the parallel between economic motivations in art and detection. 

The Continental Op and his friend, the writer Owen Fitzstephan, engage in the 

investigation of a series of mysteries surrounding the Leggett/Dain family. Their initial 

catching-up positions each one as the other’s doppelganger. As they discuss the 

Leggett case, the Op asks: 

 

“How much of [Gabrielle Leggett’s] affairs have you turned up in your 

snooping around?” 

“Are you—who make your living snooping—sneering at my curiosity about 

people and attempts to satisfy it?” 

 
36 See, for instance, Pellicer (94-95), McCracken (98-104), Fornet (El escritor 36), and Feuillet (2306-

2310). 
37 See especially Ross Macdonald’s On Crime Writing (1973). Some passages in Benjamin’s Arcades 

Project are also in this vein. Arguably, this is already tacit in Poe and Baudelaire’s reading of Poe, not 

to mention other writers such as Nabokov. 
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“We’re different,” I said. “I do mine with the object of putting people in jail, 

and get paid for it, though not as much as I should”. 

“That’s not different”, he said. “I do mine with the object of putting people in 

books, and get paid for it, though not as much as I should”. (Complete Novels 

210) 

 

Both writer and detective investigate people to “capture” them, and do so for money, 

although not for much.38 This defines the nature of their work and social position. 

Moreover, the resemblance extends to a similar relationship with people’s 

histories/stories when the Op cracks the case open, finding that all the murders were 

plotted by his friend. Fitzstephan mirrors the Op’s function as narrator by creating the 

narrated events: as story-maker and storyteller, they secretly dispute the action, in the 

same way that they dispute Gabrielle. There is also a notable friction between the two, 

which marks the difference between art and life with continuous passive-aggressive 

banter. Hammett’s novel serves to establish the multiple parallelisms between 

detective and writer. This section, however, will focus on the elements of 

independence, action, and detachment which I think more relevant for Piglia’s view 

of political writing. 

 

9.4.1 Loners: The Detective’s and Writer’s Autonomy 

 

 Inadequate financial compensation, paid jobs, researching people, and 

producing a story are not the only elements that link writer and detective in SN. As 

Piglia will state in “Los sujetos trágicos” and El último lector, the private detective is 

characterised by his outsiderness (the lack of links to family, marriage, the State, or 

any institution other than work itself) (85-86). This independence from a normal 

lifestyle, Piglia argues, grants him a unique perspective on society, a vantage point 

facilitated by distance and detachment. It is easy to note that both writer and detective 

are loners who perform a diagnosis of the social world and mingle, from a distance, 

 
38 Although Fitzstephan lives like a dandy (like his quasi-namesake Scott Fitzgerald), he still represents 

himself as not earning enough. The comparison between Hammett and Fitzstephan is topical in criticism 

(see Johnson 76). 
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with the lives of others.39 Furthermore, the Chandlerian detective and the intellectual 

share similar social positions, in the terms described by Piglia in the introduction to 

Literatura y sociedad: neither proletarians nor bourgeois, they belong to a degraded 

middle class and they have both rejected the possibility of enjoying a much better 

situation.40  

 Their independence allows them the social insight of an intellectual avant-

garde, as they have the education and the social position that allow critical thought. 

This independence is grounded in their rejection of a series of institutional bonds that 

include the State, the party, and the family (marriage and fatherhood), but is also based 

on a rejection of wealth. Marlowe’s “Calvinist ethics”, as Piglia likes to put it, entails 

fully devoting oneself to work, not only timewise but with real commitment, which 

involves turning down bigger money. Much as Marlowe rejects bribes, the intellectual 

rejects traditional careers, sliding down the social scale. Rejecting wealth includes 

turning down a conventional professional career. The detective’s lack of commitment 

to anyone but himself and to anything but his work stands for Piglia’s choice of 

holding literary work above everything else: revolutionary politics, family 

expectations, and the traditional lifestyle. Furthermore, it is what guarantees the 

writer’s critical distance: “ser un loser es la condición de la mirada crítica. El que 

pierde tiene la distancia para ver lo que los triunfadores no ven” (El último 98).  

The figure of the detective reflects the uncertain position of the writer in 

society and connects that situation with the writer’s cultural and political role. While 

it is clear that the writer-as-detective metaphor speaks of a relationship with practical 

politics, it is also true that there is much more at stake. In the end, the detective is also 

a way of speaking of what it means to choose the life of a writer. This broader aspect 

of the metaphor appears more clearly in Piglia’s analysis of the detective and his 

relationship to marriage, which again is thematised in the later texts “La ficción 

paranoica”, “Sujetos trágicos”, and specially in El último lector. The 2005 book states 

 
39 One can easily trace the topic of the writer as a loner throughout DER. Let us remember, again, 

Renzi’s image of himself listening to the news of the death of Aramburu through the wall of his 

apartment (Los años felices 201). 
40 One can trace in DER Renzi’s awareness of his rejection of an easier, more conventional middle-

class lifestyle. For example, he reflects on “las vidas que podría haber vivido y perdí, lo que he matado 

en mí para ser el que soy” (Los años felices 212). This is more explicit when he says that “Dejé de lado 

todas las coartadas (estudiar derecho, buscar trabajo seguro, hacer, como se dice, una familia, etc) (69)”. 

There is a noteworthy parallel with Marlowe, who went to college and knows his literature, music, and 

history, but has the job of a “low life”. How a college student ended up in the “mean streets” is never 

revealed. 
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that crime fiction takes the idea that “estar sin mujeres es la condición de la 

independencia masculina” to an extreme; “la independencia del detective”, Piglia 

adds, “depende de que se mantenga alejado de [la mujer y el dinero]”. Similarly to the 

political writer with institutions and practical politics, the detective “está mezclado 

con ese universo pero se mantiene aparte” (93-94). In this late analysis of Chandler’s 

The Long Goodbye, the rich woman suffocates the talent of both the writer and the 

detective. 

 A review of the SN novels shows that this line of thought is already present in 

the young Piglia, especially through the figure of the woman-patron, usually an older 

predator present in many SN novels. Dead Calm’s Lillian Warriner stands out. She is 

the wife of young painter Hughie, a childish man spoilt by an overprotective mother 

and a series of older and wealthy girlfriends. As Lillian explains: 

 

I’m considerably older than Hughie, and when I met him I was a widow, a 

fairly wealthy one…. We were genuinely in love with each other .… I have a 

small but very good collection of paintings, and I know the work of talent when 

I see it. I wanted to help him, and in Hughie’s case one way to help him—and 

me—was to keep him out of the reach of all that gaggle of soi-dissant 

benefactresses and painting patrons of the arts who couldn’t keep their hands 

off him. (120) 

 

Hughie’s perception of his relationship is telling, coming out as a literary allusion. 

“Tell me what the leopard was looking for on the slopes of Kilimanjaro”, he tells his 

new motherly figure Rae. “Just a parking place, or did he hear music?” (100). Hughie 

alludes to Hemingway’s “The Snows of Kilimanjaro”, and the parallel between the 

leopard carcass (inexplicably found on the mount’s heights) and the agonizing writer 

of the story. Throughout Hemingway’s text, the writer accuses his wife of 

undermining his talent with her wealth and attentions. Not knowing if he is pursuing 

his ambitions or just giving them up, Hughie is the thwarted artist and the leopard. 

 This problem is further explored in the scene in Nightfall when Vanning chats 

with “one of the most successful surrealist painters”, who confesses to him that “my 

wife means everything to me. More than my art. That’s why I’ll never be a truly great 

painter” (104-105). Vanning will not become a true artist either, because his innermost 

desire is to marry and start a family. Likewise, in other SN novels the detective’s 
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(prospective) wife is the one who stops the action, therefore counteracting the effect 

of money. This is most clear in Night Squad, which starts with decadent and divorced 

Bradford’s quest for money and closes with his ex-wife finally opening her front door 

to let him in. As opposed to money (and money-seeking “tramps”), sweethearts have 

the power to stop the action, the novel, and writing.  

It is meaningful that, for Piglia, the married detective is a common device in 

parodies of the genre. SN illustrates this with Hammett’s The Thin Man (volume 4) 

and Peter Cheyney’s “A Square Deal” in volume 1. Given that the first volume aims 

to offer a panoramic view of the genre, it is hardly coincidental that it closes with 

Cheyney’s story. In its last scene, the wife of the murdered detective breaks into his 

office, a tommy gun in hand, spreading lead all over. According to Emilio Renzi’s 

prefatory note, the space that the anthology seeks to establish “concluye en el cuento 

de Cheyney con la parodia misma de los procedimientos que hacen la retórica del 

género” (9).41 Moreover, the association between wives and parody is stressed in 

volume 1 by renaming Cheyney’s story with a manipulated rendering not of the title 

of the source text, but of that of the original collection within which it is contained. 

While the title of Cheyney’s volume is You Can’t Hit a Woman, in SN “A Square 

Deal” appears as “No te metas con una mujer”.42 As soon as the wife shows up, then, 

the detective loses his independence and the genre is obliterated. 

  

9.4.2 The Detective between Action and Analysis 

 

 Gender issues aside, that the figure of the private detective stands for artistic 

autonomy is particularly relevant in a pre-revolutionary context. Piglia, indeed, uses 

the detective metaphor with a more directly political meaning to reflect on the conflict 

between intellectual work and revolutionary practice. As we will see, in Piglia, the 

Marxist intellectual compares himself to the practical revolutionary and, especially, to 

the guerrilla. This somewhat shameful comparison emerges very clearly in later texts 

 
41 In this respect, placing Cheyney’s story at the end of the anthology resembles the idea that The Long 

Goodbye represents the end of the hardboiled, expressed both in volume 1 (55n1), and El último lector 

(94). The idea, stretching from the 1969 to the 2005 publications is essentially that the genre ends when 

the wife appears. 
42 On the inside of the front cover of one notebook dated 1969, Piglia wrote “Peter Cheyney – No se le 

puede pegar a una dama” (Box B-001112, Folder 4). As customary, Cheyney’s collection is named after 

a short story. “You Can’t Hit a Woman” is an altogether different text from “A Square Deal”. 
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such as DER and El último lector.43 Stemming from the specificity of third-world 

revolutionary struggles, the reflection is closely related to foquismo and Maoism. Let 

us remember that Piglia’s first text on crime fiction is titled “Reivindicación de la 

práctica”. 

 Consequently, SN stresses the PI’s empiricism, in a conscious opposition to 

Borges’ armchair detective. Robert Louit’s essay says that “le détective n’est plus un 

dilettante évoluant dans un groupe gentiment pitoresque, c’est un homme seul qui 

fonce dans un brouillard social” (15).44 Meaningfully, the Spanish version renders this 

as “un hombre solo que se hunde en la maraña social”, (14) with that “rushing into” 

(“foncer”) translated as “diving” or “sinking”. A second manipulation deals with the 

noirish metaphor of “social fog”, which refers either to social milieu or to some sort 

of blurred reality. The Spanish version, “a social jumble”, emphasises the chaos 

governing such a world rather than its obscurity. The resulting image is no longer the 

investigator stepping into the fog, but a man getting involved in a social mess. This is 

exactly what Piglia seeks to represent when he describes Marlowe as “perdido en una 

maraña de acontecimientos” (volume 6 emphasis added): he dives into experience to 

unravel social truth. As a metaphor for the writer, Marlowe represents the intellectual 

who approaches and analyses action. 

The “jumble” is additionally a way of accounting for one of the hardboiled’s 

dizzyingly convoluted, fast-paced stories, illustrating how this technique of story-

making reflects social violence, chaos, and uncertainty. Chapter 7 opposed hardboiled 

plots to Borges’ ideal of a neat story, connecting it with an empiricist worldview. 

Alongside the figure of the PI stepping into the frenetic chaos, other devices point to 

the importance of empiricism. Among them, the cinematic style emphasises not only 

visual prompting, but dynamism: “la eficacia del estilo de Chandler, un estilo nervioso 

y ágil” (volume 12). In addition, as Piglia notes in his diaries, there is a prevalence of 

the scene over plot-design and an acute emphasis on secondary characters.45 In this 

manner, the narrative discourse evokes the accidental and confusing nature of real life: 

both the hardboiled plots and society are “marañas” where the only thing that is clear 

 
43 See the chapter devoted to Guevara where he applies the topic of “las armas y las letras” to guerrilla 

warfare. 
44 “The detective is no more a dilettante evolving within a charmingly picturesque group, he is the lone 

man who rushes into a social fog”.         
45 Commenting on Chester Himes’ The End of a Primitive, he stresses Himes’ “respeto muy 

norteamericano por los personajes secundarios y la tension” (Box B-001109 Folder 1, 6 January 1970). 
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is the here-and-now. Thus, the genre conveys a worldview centred on practical 

experience through its narrative technique.  

However, it would be inexact to claim that SN is a call to arms. Since Piglia’s 

approach to crime fiction is, in part, a response to Walsh’s non-fiction, it is better 

understood as a search for Piglia’s own place within the literary left. That place cannot 

be the same as that of Walsh, whose Operación masacre represented the epitome of 

conjoined political involvement and stylistic innovation, great literature turned into 

effective political action. Piglia’s alternative is much more intellectualised and 

establishes the value of staying within fiction, not stepping into action. Without 

following the armchair detective’s escapism, the writer can look into the social world, 

analyse it, and fight the ideological and cultural struggle. This is yet another similitude 

between intellectual and detective since they are both outsiders in the world of action 

and use this position to inspect the real. One might say that Piglia chooses to stand at 

the edge of thought and fiction, eyeing the landscape of a pre-revolutionary stage. 

The private detective is then an imaginary projection of the writer into the 

world of action, a mediation between Marxism’s revindication of praxis and the 

writer’s need for detachment.46 In short, it encompasses that “tensión entre el acto de 

leer y la acción política” (103) that is at the core of Piglia’s later analysis of Guevara. 

And El último lector finally states that “el detective plantea la tensión y el pasaje entre 

el hombre de letras y el hombre de acción” (87). The PI would be, then, the figure that 

allows for that work on the raw materials of society identified in Arlt and demanded 

by Mao. Therefore, the series conveys an image of the sleuth as an outsider whose 

business is to dive into the “mean streets” to probe society and the lives of others. As 

I have shown, this reflection on action is already present in SN. 

 

9.4.3 The Squint Eye: A Narrative Technique for Involvement and Detachment  

 

The intellectual and the detective look at society from the unique perspective 

of an outsider. Although this was already present in SN, its most explicit formulation 

 
46 The writer’s need for detachment and the resulting conflict with politics is accurately conveyed in 

the entry of 2 February 1967, which reads: “la ironía es un procedimiento negado para la izquierda 

(también x la tradicional y estúpida solemnidad y “seriedad” que la caracteriza [unreadable]) sobre todo 

porque la empresa de modificar el mundo compromete la totalidad del revolucionario, le exige “tomarse 

en serio” el mundo, le niega la “distancia” necesaria para la ironía” (Box B-001111 Folder 4). This 

entry is rewritten in DER (Años de formación 289). 
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is in “Los sujetos trágicos”, in which the intellectual’s paradox is formulated in these 

terms: 

  

cómo hablar de una sociedad que a su vez nos determina, desde qué lugar 

externo juzgarla si nosotros también estamos dentro de ella. El género policial 

da una respuesta, que es extrema: el detective, aunque forme parte del universo 

que analiza, puede interpretarlo porque no tiene relación con ninguna 

institución …, porque ahí donde quede incluido no podrá decir lo que tiene que 

decir. (85-86) 

 

Here detachment is key for the writer’s social role, which is coherent with the 

perspective displayed over the course of his editorial activity. 

 This view on the writer’s estrangement is also connected with stylistic devices. 

Indeed, the outside perspective of the intellectual attracts Piglia’s attention to 

Chandler’s lyric irony. Diving into the lives of others, Marlowe witnesses alien stories 

and environments with a heightened perception. In the commentary on Red Wind, we 

read:  

 

el detective se mete entre asesinos, mujeres malas, policías, cadáveres, 

drogadictos como si anduviera dentro de una escafandra: todos esos dramas no 

le pertenecen, los mira de afuera buscando pistas, sin emoción, sostenido por 

una ironía cínica (5 June 1972). 

 

Aside from the conscious use of the sea metaphor, the entry underlines the stylistic 

coherence of Chandler’s prose. “Distanciado”, he continues, “el narrador asiste a los 

acontecimientos como si mirara un film[.] [A]l mismo tiempo, va construyendo un 

comentario irónico de ese film, una especie de crítica cómica” (Box B-001113 Folder 

8, Piglia’s emphasis). In other words, the detective’s estrangement produces a split 

gaze, similar to the experience that Renzi describes as seeing “[la] vida en tercera 

persona” (Los años 210). This arises from the tension and interaction between 

Marlowe’s first person and external focalization, and between Marlowe-the-character 

and Marlowe-the-narrator. The main device consists of suggesting the character’s 

reaction through the description of external elements. Squint-eyed, the PI is already a 
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transitional figure between the worlds of analysis (as a narrator) and action (as a 

character). 

 The squint in the private eye is a complex metaphor for the writer and her craft. 

With multiple meanings, it points to the oblique relationship to politics and the real 

world, the meeting of autonomous gaze and practical experience that allows for social 

analysis, and Piglia’s own act of looking at a local and a foreign tradition at the same 

time.47 Having something to do with the fact that Chandler is the second most 

published author in the series, the significance of this device appears in DER too as an 

interpolation to this entry: 

 

Como muchos grandes escritores, como Borges en primer lugar, en Chandler 

hay una contradicción que nunca se resuelve: una atracción por los aspectos de 

la vida que los escritores más tradicionales terminan por resolver eligiendo una 

de las dos (por ejemplo, en Chase sólo vale el costado cínico), mientras los 

grandes luchan siempre contra dos tentaciones simétricas. (Los años 305) 

 

It is as though ambivalence, that conspicuous Piglian trait, were the stylistic expression 

of talent. 

 Marlowe’s squint appears in SN mainly by stressing Chandler’s ironic prose 

and the distanced relation between the detective and the story. Volume 12, for 

instance, speaks of the coexisting “sutil construcción lírica y lúcida ironía”. In volume 

6, Marlowe is “irónico, escéptico” and “atraviesa estas historias” in his effort to solve 

society’s riddle. The meaningful verb choice hints at how the PI crosses paths with 

strangers, like one crosses rivers, and therefore speaks of the superposition of two 

levels, the story of Marlowe and the crime story, which is replicated by the series of 

pairs I have described: narrator-character, analysis-action, irony-involvement. 

 Given the importance of Chandler’s lyric irony, the fact that Piglia 

commissioned Walsh to translate Red Wind can be seen in a new light. Walsh 

represents an aesthetico-political ideal and is a rival as well as a point of reference. 

With vast experience as a translator of crime fiction, he was a practitioner of the genre 

himself, and, moreover, had used the prose techniques of the thriller to write political 

 
47 This is, of course, very much in line with Borges’ “El escritor argentino y la tradición”. Piglia liked 

to speak of Borges’ “mirada estrábica”, a somewhat mean pun referring to certain pictures of the blind 

Borges and his acute attention to both British and Argentine traditions.  
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prose (see Chapter 10). Maybe Walsh was the only match for Chandler’s style, “uno 

de los estilos más perfectos de la literatura norteamericana de este siglo”, as Piglia 

writes precisely in volume 12. Therefore, the stylistic importance of Red Wind can be 

established, complementing the ideological relevance described in 9.2.1.  

 Walsh’s translation (or the published text), nevertheless, is more than 

problematic, like the rest of the series. In the entry for 5 June 1972, Piglia shows the 

enthusiasm he would express on the back cover and in the advert in Los Libros. “Walsh 

engancha justo el tono de Chandler”, he writes, and proceeds to describe the duplicity 

of Chandler’s style in the terms already examined. But the translated text is highly 

irregular. There is a clear concern with adapting the text’s English orality to Spanish, 

which is revealed in little details. For instance, let us look at one of Chandler’s casual 

lines and its translation:  

 

 

Source Text (Chandler) Translated Text (Walsh) 

 

“the kid behind the bar was in his early 

twenties and looked as if he had never 

had a drink in his life” (11 emphasis 

added). 

 

“el chico que atendía el bar tenía 

veintitantos años y daba la impresión de 

no haber visto un trago en su vida” (5 

idem).  

 

 

 

However, there are also numerous moments when the translation falters. This 

translation inconsistency is captured in the following moment. PI Dalmas is held at 

gunpoint against the wall by a creepy criminal, then the narration follows:  

 

 

 

Source Text (Chandler) Translated Text (Walsh) 

 

“he smiled at me. It was a lousy smile to 

be the last one you might see” (20 idem). 

 

“era una sonrisa de mierda, por ser la 

última que uno debía ver” (21 idem). 
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Walsh skilfully transforms “lousy smile” into “una sonrisa de mierda”, but the 

translation of the complement seems questionable from the point of view of 

“transmit[ir] con fidelidad” Chandler’s style, as the back cover says. Instead of being 

a horrible smile to take with you to the afterlife, the smile is horrible because it is the 

last one. Therefore, the grotesque quality of the scene is diminished. More conspicuous 

gaffes can be found throughout the volume, a notable one being when Dalmas asks if 

an attractive woman has “a steady” (9), which appears in the translated text as “esta 

Gladys …, ¿tiene un punto estable?” (75). 

 The reasons for the instability of the SN translations will be examined in 9.5.2. 

For now, it suffices that Piglia turns a blind eye to these evident gaffes, insisting that 

Chandler’s style has been finally rendered in Spanish. As stated on the back cover, “en 

oposición a las deplorables traducciones que en general han sufrido sus libros, la 

excelente traducción de Rodolfo Walsh transmite con fidelidad la eficacia del estilo 

de Chandler”. As far as Piglia is concerned, SN has managed to introduce Chandler’s 

poetic irony and its twofold narrative focus. 

 

9.4.4. Bovarism and the Myth of the Criminal 

 

The opposition to Walsh acquires the form of a confrontation between fiction 

and practice, which appears in DER as an opposition between Renzi and his guerrilla 

friends. This seems to be one of Piglia’s main concerns (and anxieties) during the pre-

coup period. Unsurprisingly, the issue arises in SN. The series approaches the division 

between action and writing mainly through two conflating modes, by opposing reading 

to practical life, on the one hand, and by showing their mutual influence through 

bovarism. 

 The first mode can be detected in the different books that briefly figure in the 

selected stories. When we first see the detective’s house in Nightfall, for instance, the 

attention is directed to the bookshelf where there is “a good deal of Freud and Jung 

and Horney and Menninger” (11). The books’ only repercussion will come by the end 

of the story, after the conflict is resolved, when the detective explains the 

psychological causes of Vanning’s memory loss, so the books appear either when 

action has not begun or when it has stopped. In Giovanni’s Ho! (volume 8), after the 
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main character is jailed, he worries that his girlfriend will find out through the 

newspapers but concludes that this will not happen because she only reads literary 

magazines (53), thus opposing the action-driven criminal to the self-absorbed reader. 

In Hammett’s “The Girl with the Silver Eyes”, the Op interrogates the poet Burke, his 

costumer, and he is unable to provide any useful information about his missing 

girlfriend, to the detective’s exasperation. The poet himself recognises the divide: “I 

know she’s in some sort of trouble … but I’m a silly poet. I can’t deal with mysteries” 

(149), which is perhaps stressed in the Spanish version: “no sé hacer frente a estas 

situaciones” (19). An opposition, then, is clearly established.48 

The contradiction between fiction and praxis can sometimes take more 

nuanced forms. The best example is the old gangster Gu in Giovanni’s Le deuxième 

souffle (volume 5). Despite the fact that he “ne lisait pas de roman policiers; sa proper 

vie lui suffisait amplement”, we are immediately told that “il amait Steinbeck, 

Hemingway, et les personnages rudes et simples” (91).49 In the context of the series, 

the passage suggests that the “tough guy” figure constitutes a space where the man of 

action and the intellectual can meet. Furthermore, the action stories, such as the 

hardboiled’s, have the potential to bring together praxis and fiction. In this light we 

can understand why Renzi’s guerrilla friends are represented as thrilleresque heroes in 

DER. The violent world of the sixties and seventies provides the writer with stories 

that can be worked up as fiction. 

The second mode of dealing with the tension between fiction and action is 

bovarism. A reflection on bovarism in different kinds of fiction (Arlt included) will 

lead Piglia to develop his idea of fiction as a political force that intersects with and 

influences society, as expressed in Crítica y ficción. Not getting that far, SN puts forth 

examples of how fiction influences experience in real life, resembling the text on 

Guevara in that respect. In fact, Renzi’s “Nota” in volume 1 begins by stressing the 

influence of the thriller within contemporary culture, which is not only seen in cultured 

literary outcomes, but also in the attitude described as “la dureza melancólica de 

Humphrey Bogart”. Moreover, “todo un nivel del mundo moderno nos remite a la 

 
48 Some of these examples might be put together with Gallego Cuiñas’ idea that “para Piglia, la literatura 

siempre es femenina” (116). It would indeed be interesting to connect Piglia’s poetics to his gender 

scheme, though this of course exceeds the limits of the present work.  
49 “did not read crime novels; his own life was totally enough for him”, we are immediately told that 

“he loved Steinbeck, Hemingway, and the tough, simple characters”. 
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mitología y al ‘estilo’ [del] género” (9), as if large areas of the social world were 

modelled on a thrilleresque ideology. 

However, the concept of this pervasive ideology does not reappear after 

volume 1. SN thematises bovarism mainly on a localised scale, for instance, in Eve’s 

Clive Thurston and his project of living his screenplay story before writing it down, 

or in I Should Have Stayed Home’s Dorothy, who comes to Hollywood with dreams 

fuelled by magazines. In fact, the change in the title of McCoy’s novel synthesizes 

showbusiness’s allure in one image: Luces de Hollywood.50 All this aside, the novel 

that most consciously displays the issue of bovarism is Giovanni’s Ho! Piglia’s interest 

in this aspect is expressed in the entry that describes Robert Enrico’s film adaptation.51 

In his own words Ho is  

 

un ‘gangster’ … que aprende su papel en los mass media, en la página de la 

prensa amarilla: una suerte de Don Quijote que se convierte en pistolero a partir 

de la imagen que inventan de él los diarios. (Box B-001109 Folder 7, 7 June 

1970) 

 

Boccardo’s illustration on the front cover in volume 8 (see figure 14) can thus be 

interpreted as Ho’s self-image filtered by the media and himself, foretelling his tragic 

end. 

 Bovarism, therefore, permeates Piglia’s early approach to crime fiction as 

represented in this series.52  It is key to understanding the relationship between the 

paired concepts of fact-fiction and praxis-analysis. As observed, the writer stands at 

the edge of fiction scrutinising the realm of action, working with the materials it 

provides and producing a fictional outcome. So does myth, and years later Piglia will 

insist on describing crime fiction as the Greek tragedy of our times with the idea that 

fiction “discute lo mismo que la sociedad, pero en otro registro” (Conversación 14). 

Apart from volume 1, this mythological level only reappears in the José Giovanni 

novels (with the exception of volume 11, which has a different text), but is nonetheless 

 
50 This title also brings to mind Adelqui Millar’s Las luces de Buenos Aires (1931), featuring Carlos 

Gardel. Both McCoy’s novel and Millar’s film are tragic stories about a naïve provincian youth who 

arrives in the metropolis persuing dreams of success in show business.  
51 Volume 8’s title, Alias ‘Ho’ clearly derives from the (homonymous) Spanish title for Enrico’s Ho! 
52 Later on, this aspect will no longer be associated with the genre, but it will keep coming up in relation 

to Arlt and Puig. 
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significant as it sheds light on the relationship between art and life in the editor’s 

poetics. One could say, therefore, that “mythification” is a form of elaboration of the 

raw materials of the real world.53   

This is exactly what the genre does with the figures of the private detective and 

the gangster, as they are both real-life borrowings that often become glamorised, 

sophisticated, and even critical individuals in fiction. The former is meaningfully 

involved with unmasking corruption instead of union-busting. As such, the PI does 

not belong to the world he inhabits and is an outsider in yet another sense. Marlowe’s 

moral code in money matters is what makes him a hero (“Reivindicación” 23-24). Or, 

to put it differently, he “es artesanal, precapitalista (anarquista?) y se nutre 

precisamente de la ruptura con el código económico” (5 June 1972). Such a 

displacement can be linked with bovarism through Don Quixote, of whom Piglia said 

in El último lector that it shows “un anacronismo esencial …. Es el que llega tarde, el 

último caballero andante” (189). In fact, in the entry of the 23 October 1968, he writes 

that “el thriller es una crítica ambigua a la sociedad. O mejor es una crítica a la 

sociedad burguesa desde los valores de la sociedad feudal: el detective es el “caballero 

andante” [que] desprecia el dinero”. Quite interestingly, this reflection on the 

relationship between bovarism, social critique, and ambiguous conservatism is left 

completely out of SN and, later, only hinted at in the 1979 Preface for the attentive 

reader of Marx.54  

The mythification of the criminal, on the other hand, is explicitly 

acknowledged in the text that features in most of the Giovanni novels, which describes 

the writer’s fiction as “la recuperación mítica de ciertos modos de relacionarse con la 

violencia y con la muerte” and “el vértigo de una experiencia legendaria”. The back 

cover takes care in underlining that “la fuente íntima” of Giovanni’s writing is in “su 

pasado de gangster”. Thus, the real-life raw material and the later fictional elaboration 

are highlighted. In fact, one of the changes that Piglia made to the original French text 

was to rewrite as “fuente íntima” what originally was “la source unique” (Bruno 21), 

 
53 One could also call this process fictionalisation or stylisation (and apply it, for instance, to the 

stylisation of violence). I choose the term following volume 1 and in view of the following paragraph. 
54 The argument is that the hardboiled’s evolution towards the disappearance of the detective runs 

parallel with an abandonment of the hero’s moralistic approach, which is replaced by a cynical 

worldview and eventually by the espionage novel. Then we read that “visto desde James Bond, Phillip 

Marlowe es Robinson Crusoe que ha vuelto a la isla” (Cuentos 11). This is yet another allusion to 

Capital’s section on commodity fetishism, in which Marx uses Robinson Crusoe as an example of 

primitive economic value. Only those really acquainted with this text would realise that Marlowe 

represents a conservative criticism of capitalism.     
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which would otherwise have obscured Giovanni’s elaboration on his autobiographical 

experiences.  

The gangster is, then, a hero, in a remarkably similar vein to that of 

Hobsbawm’s social bandit.55 As in Hobsbawm’s view, the bandit is part of that “pre-

political people who have not yet found, or only begun to find, a specific language in 

which to express their aspirations about the world” and “has not as yet grown into 

modern society”. Like Marlowe, social bandits are forced “into it, or more rarely … 

they break into it” (2-3). Therefore, SN is might be proposing that working with this 

pre-political dimension of the bandit as a way of exploring society’s troubles. This is 

exactly what Plata quemada is about: the story of some bank robbers illuminates 

aspects of our society. Or, as Piglia put it elsewhere, “la sociedad es vista desde el 

crimen” (Cuentos 9). Alejandra Laera has described the pre-political quality of the 

events described in the 1997 novel (230), which SN can now be said to foreshadow. 

It is not a coincidence that the representation of the guerrilla in the diaries 

follows a similar pattern of stylisation and idealisation. On the 16 January 1970 Piglia 

comments on Jean-Pierre Melville’s film adaptation of Giovanni’s Le deuxième 

souffle, concluding: “la épica de nuestro tiempo: los únicos héroes posibles son los 

que niegan el sistema (guerrilleros, delincuentes)”.56 An entry in DER describes a 

conversation with militant friends in the following terms: “Andrés y Carlos con su 

historia del gangsterismo de nuevo estilo: maxitapados para asaltar hoteles de 

alojamiento, tiroteos con la policía, pintadas ambiguas en las paredes” (Los años 

felices 200). In fact, just like Plata quemada, SN surreptitiously points to the blurry 

borders between guerrilla groups and criminal outlaws, through two main aspects.57 

The first of them is the figure of José Giovanni, about whom we are told of the criminal 

past that inspires his work. In Le deuxième souffle, however, Giovanni hints at the 

origin of his own criminal activities through the character of Venture: “son frère avait 

 
55 See Primitive Rebels. Praeger, 1963. I have found no indication that Piglia read Hobsbawm at this 

time, nonetheless. It seems more likely that Piglia’s ideas on this point are influenced by Brecht (see 

Me-Ti 69). 
56 See Años felices (123) for the rewritten version of this entry. 
57 The 1997 novel deals with this issue mainly through the figure of Hernando Heguilein, an ex-militant 

of the right-wing Alianza Libertadora Nacionalista. He applies his guerrilla experience to bank robbing. 

“Una estructura celular impide las caídas en cadena y te da tiempo para escapar”, he says (20).  
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connu Venture au sein d’un résau, sous l’Occupation” (113).58 Thus, the boundaries 

between the heroic Resistance and organised crime become blurry.59  

Secondly, and most importantly, there is one of the most notorious translation 

features in the series, namely, the use of the lunfardo expression “la pesada”.60 

Literally meaning “the heavy one”, it refers primarily to heavily armed organised 

criminals. However, it is not unusual to extend the tag to other armed groups such as 

hired escorts or guerrillas. The flexibility of the term applies perfectly to the 

ambiguous position of the guerrilla groups. One need look no further than DER to find 

“la pesada” applied to clandestine revolutionary formations. In an entry from 

September 1971 Renzi registers his friend Ricardo’s rant about the Peronist 

revolutionaries who “seducidos por el guevarismo” have become the opposite of “los 

que, como él, intentan … alzar la línea de masas, trabajosa, gris y humilde (nada 

épica).” Ricardo tells of a “muchacha de su grupo político que rompe el contacto con 

sus excompañeros porque se va a ‘la pesada’” (Los años 268).61. 

The use of “la pesada” in several SN translations, then, shows that the series is 

consciously engaging with local problems, alluding to such important issues in 

Argentine history as the post-Cordobazo violence and guerrilla groups such as 

Montoneros or Ejército Revolucionario del Pueblo. Furthermore, the idiom points to 

one of the most crucial strategic debates within the revolutionary left, that of Guevarist 

Focus Theory versus traditional mass work and agency, as stressed in the last 

quotation. However, the series does not seem to express any specific view on the issue. 

Instead, it follows the editor’s general attitude as a passive observer of events. Even if 

this is true, one should bear in mind that the series still shows a fascination with the 

epics of “men of action”, as if stressing the irresistible allure of criminals and 

guerrillas.62 

 
58 “his brother had met Venture in a [resistance] network under the Occupation”. 
59 The transition from guerrilla to common crime is also addressed in Plata quemada. See the 

description of ex-Peronists (42). See also Los años de formación (191). 
60 See 9.5.1 and 9.5.2 for an analysis of SN’s use of lunfardo. 
61 The character of the “revolutionary bandit” is further explored in DER through the figure of Lucas T 

and the X Series. 
62 It seems to me that Piglia betrays a certain “temptation” of foquismo, which might be expressed here 

in the epic of the criminal/guerrilla, and in his approach to the bandit’s pre-political stance. That 

temptation is implied when Piglia says that “yo creo que VC me salvó la vida, en el sentido que nosotros 

en los tiempos de VC teníamos claro que la guerrilla no era el camino” (“Introducción general” 53 

emphasis added). Macedo has analysed the “épica del guerrillero” in Piglia’s work, which should be 

understood in the context of this fascination with guerrillas.  
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Although “la pesada” is used throughout the series, one of the most interesting 

uses is found in volume 12. The title of Chandler’s classic story “Trouble Is My 

Business” becomes “La pesada” (73). After Hasley warns him of the dangers of his 

mission (“you might get into trouble, of course”), Dalmas’ reply is “trouble is my 

business” (8), which is rendered as “me gusta la pesada” (74), alluding to gangster 

Marty Estel. Just like the original wisecrack and title, “la pesada” becomes a phrase 

that Dalmas repeats throughout the story to signal his detached, ironic, and tough 

attitude. “Trouble is my business” then becomes “me gusta la pesada,” or even “estoy 

en la pesada” by the end of the story (125). Although the idiom might not imply any 

ulterior meaning, both Pigla and Dalmas show a detached fascination with “la pesada”. 

 

9.5 Arlt and Serie Negra 

 

SN’s approach to bovarism and the figure of the criminal are among the 

elements that could be termed Arltian. As in the critical texts, the meeting of Arlt and 

crime fiction is hinted at in the series. The Arltian figure of the criminal is interlinked 

with other topics in SN, such as the figure of the rogue and the obsession with money. 

The former relates to Chase’s and Giovanni’s characters, and the latter is found in 

most of the series’ volumes. In addition, Giovanni’s epic of criminality resembles 

Arlt’s in El juguete rabioso and Los siete locos.63 

 The implicit connection with Arlt is a conscious one, and not merely the result 

of Piglia’s totalising perspective. One indication of this is that the issue of money is 

addressed in volume 1 through Frederic Brown’s “Don’t Look Behind You”, which 

tells the story of a counterfeiter who becomes insane and ends up killing the reader. 

The link between Arlt and counterfeiting would be particularly stressed in “Roberto 

Arlt: la ficción del dinero” (1974) (27). Therefore, SN is part of that careful 

interweaving of Arlt and crime fiction described in Chapter 7. 

 Another element that reveals this parallelism is the main theme in volume 13. 

Plagiarism is at the core of James Hadley Chase’s Eve, with Clive Thurston stealing 

the brilliant play from his deceased roommate. Chase’s exploration of plagiarism and 

the writer’s identity is a conspicuous Piglian/Arltian topic and one of the main reasons 

 
63 Arlt’s work has indeed been treated as crime fiction by several scholars, most notably Ben Bollig and 

Sonia Mattalia. 
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for including Eve in the series. Furthermore, the structure of the novel suggests that 

Thurston becomes a writer through plagiarism. Although he is first a successful but 

fraudulent author, he becomes a real writer after disgrace has befallen him, as if 

literature could not be dissociated from plagiarism. Eve (published in Argentina in 

1972) foreshadows one of Piglia’s most famous texts, “Homenaje a Roberto Arlt” 

(1975), where Arlt plagiarises the Russian author Lenoid Andreiev (or so it seems).64 

The story, in fact, is the only text where Piglia explicitly connects Arlt and crime 

fiction.65 Among the many ways in which this is done is by attributing to Arlt a quote 

that Piglia would later attribute to Chase in the 1979 preface. The “si me ofrecen 

100.000 pesos y los rechazo entonces no soy un ser humano” that Kostia attributes to 

Arlt in “Homenaje” (133) later becomes “‘si me ofrecen 10.000 dólares y los rechazo, 

no soy un ser humano’, dice un personaje de James Hadley Chase” (Cuentos 10). 

Superposing Chase onto Arlt and treating both as plagiarists is one of Piglia’s most 

radical gestures towards the link between Arlt and crime fiction. Therefore, one can 

“join the dots back” from the 1979 preface to “Homenaje” to Eve. 

 However, the most relevant respect in which Arlt and crime fiction meet is that 

both are treated as representatives of a marginal, extra-literary mode of writing, and 

therefore fall into that kind of text that Mao proposed to appropriate, according to 

Piglia. As inherently popular fiction, the hardboiled is also “uncultured” writing with 

scarce resources. This is especially true about José Giovanni, a writer who came to 

crime fiction directly from the criminal world to earn a living. Like Arlt, he “escribe 

desde donde pudo leer” (“Roberto Arlt” 26). Although Piglia never established a 

connection between Arlt and Giovanni in his published writing, in an undated 

notebook he associated both with regard to the “mito del marginal” (Box B-001116 

Folder 5).66  Thus, connecting Arlt and Giovanni is not an overinterpretation. Arlt’s 

and Giovanni’s marginality as writers and their “reading standpoint”, however, are 

 
64 This has been noted by various critics. The best study to my knowledge remains Fornet’s (quoted 

below). The parallel between “Homenaje” and Eve has, to my knowledge, surprisingly not been 

suggested before. 
65 Besides the preface to Las fieras, which is a rather marginal text in Piglia’s oeuvre. The connection 

is also evident in the posthumous Los casos del comisario Croce (2018), particularly in the story “El 

Astrólogo”. 
66 The notebook is officially undated in the Ricardo Piglia papers. This particular note, however, cannot 

be dated any earlier than 1977, as it explicitly mentions the film The American Friend (1977). Many of 

the elements in this notebook appear for the first time in the 1979 anthology, which was printed in 

December of that year. It is easy to assume that the notebook can be dated to around those years. 
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best expressed in the use of language, which brings us to one of the most conspicuous 

features of SN: the use of lunfardo. 

 

9.5.1 Lunfardo and Serie Negra: A Multi-faceted Interpretation 

 

I have decided to frame the discussion of SN’s main translation strategy within 

the Arltian interpretation of the hardboiled (and the reader will discover the reason for 

this by the end of this subsection). Nevertheless, we need to note that the interpretation 

of the use of rioplatense and lunfardo is open to a wide range of readings. I therefore 

think it is necessary to speak of these different interpretations, some of which overlap 

with the Arltian reading of this form of translatorial adaptation. I believe these 

interpretations are not mutually exclusive. 

 There are five different ways to understand the use of lunfardo. The first, 

attributed to Jorge Lafforgue, views it as an attempt to represent the characters’ 

“marginality”. According to Norma Carribacuro, Lafforgue thought that the lunfardo 

“se adaptab[a] mejor a ciertos personajes” (455-456n2). Indeed, both lunfardo and 

hardboiled slang represent a form of marginal argot that eventually pervaded an entire 

nation (Argentina and the US respectively).67 Lafforgue’s interpretation, however, 

reduces the matter to a question of plausibility. A second path is to follow Piglia’s 

inspiration in Série Noire, as Gallimard’s series recurred to French argot (Gouanvic 

Hard-boiled 95-98). But interest in this interpretation is limited mainly to the second-

hand nature of Piglia’s early reception of the genre (see Chapter 8). As it stands, these 

first two interpretations are not necessarily untrue, but are not broad enough. 

 I pointed out in Chapter 8 that the use of Argentine Spanish can be understood 

as a way of associating the hardboiled with recent developments in local fiction. A 

strong incorporation of voseo and rioplatense took place during the sixties. According 

to Carricaburo, the use of rioplatense is consolidated with Cortázar’s Los premios 

(1960) and Sabato’s Sobre héroes y tumbas (1961),68 which inaugurate the decade’s 

tendency (451). An extreme example of this trend is the oral language of Puig’s 

Boquitas pintadas (1969). In 1971 Abelardo Castillo vindicated his generation’s use 

 
67 I take this observation from Jean-Marc Gouanvic, who applies it to the French context. Gouanvic 

quotes H. L Mencken’s seminal The American Language (Hard-boiled 132). 
68 There are, of course, precedents. It is with the second edition of Sabato’s El túnel (1951) and its 

influence over the contornistas that the voseo begins to penetrate literary fiction in Argentina. The 

second issue of Contorno (May 1954) recognises Arlt’s use of lunfardo. 
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of rioplatense. In contrast to Sabato and Cortázar, they used voseo “con naturalidad” 

(qtd in H.R. 51).69  

One should perhaps connect this line of interpretation with Piglia’s observation 

that translated literature “marks better than anything else the mode in which literary 

style is fixed at a given point in time. Comparing translations tells us about the history 

of a literary language more than literature itself” (“Writing” 66). While these ideas 

might not credit the translator with the agency found in SN,70 some early notes for 

Piglia’s unpublished essay on translation (announced at the end of “Roberto Arlt: La 

ficción del dinero”) can be seen as more balanced in this respect: “la historia de la 

traducción – si esa historia fuera posible – podría quizás mostrar los cambios en el 

estilo” (Box B-001118 Folder 1 emphasis added). He instantly adds that “un ejemplo 

es el uso del voseo”. Therefore, given that Piglia is trying to influence the Argentine 

literary field, it seems valid to claim that he tried to bring the hardboiled closer to 

recent literary developments; perhaps he even conceived this as pushing for the sixties’ 

stylistic innovation.  

These observations need to be complemented by some practices within Jorge 

Álvarez’s publishing houses themselves. In effect, the SN publications are not the only 

ones to translate into rioplatense. As Alejandrina Falcón has pointed out, Pirí Lugones 

translated James Baldwin’s “This Morning, This Evening, so Soon” using voseo in the 

1967 anthology Crónicas de norteamérica (“Traducir” 12), which was edited by 

Piglia. Some Tiempo Contemporáneo publications also resort to the local Spanish 

variety.71 But only the crime series tries to make this a systematic translation policy. 

 
69 Piglia inscribed himself in this current, with his use of local language in La invasión (1967) and the 

later “Agua florida” (1974), “La loca y el relato del crimen,” and Nombre falso (1975). Carribacuro 

considers Respiración artificial only and therefore includes Piglia within a later trend of diminishing 

use of voseo (482). 
70 The idea is descriptive rather than prescriptive. Note, however, that this description credits the 

translator with little more than a certain passivity. There does not seem to be much room for translating 

against a dominant poetics. “One finds the translator in the translation”, he writes, “but one always finds 

the register of style that at that moment functions as a field from which one translates. That is, the 

translator does not translate freely, he or she translates with an implicit stylistic model” (66). This 

relative passivity appears to be at odds with his effort to introduce rioplatense and lunfardo in translated 

texts. It would also be possible to approach Piglia’s concept as similar to Antoine Berman’s idea that 

there is a “system of textual deformation that operates in every translation”, which is the object of study 

of his analytics. This system is, for Berman, “largely unconscious”. Therefore, translation’s aim of 

“receiving the Foreign as Foreign” is usually “skewed, perverted and assimilated to something other 

than itself, such as the play of hypertextual transformations” (285-286). To a degree, then, it is 

impossible to completely break away from the dominant style or poetics of his time or culture. 
71 For example, the anthology Cuentos de Leroi Jones (1968, translated by Patricio Canto). Curiously, 

the only non-SN publications that I have found that use rioplatense are translations of books by African 

American authors. 
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Note that all these publications are somehow linked to Piglia, and that he had already 

experimented with the use of voseo in his 1965 translation of Hemingway’s “The Sea-

Change”. Nevertheless, SN’s strategy is still special within the Argentine context.72  

Additionally, one should approach the issue from the point of view of Piglia 

himself. He would insist on this strategy in his 1977 translation of Hemingway’s Men 

without Women (Willson “Traductores” 24),73 which evidences the self-awareness 

with which this translation choice is made. Damián Tabarosky has signalled the 

extreme reached by Piglia in his translation of “The Undefeated” in this volume, as he 

makes a Spanish bullfighter speak like an Argentine (“Piglia traductor”). We can 

regard this as the culmination of an experiment with translation, of which SN is the 

middle point between the 1965 and 1977 translations. It is probably not a coincidence 

that Hemingway is closely associated with such a trend, given that Piglia established 

“The Killers” as the origin of the hardboiled. 

A fourth way of making sense of the series’ translation policy is to frame it 

within Piglia’s opposition to Borges. For Piglia, Borges is the representative of a 

polished and perfect style of which Arlt’s is the radical opposite. SN could be the 

Arltian antithesis of ESC. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that Borges himself had 

expressed an opinion about translating into rioplatense. Answering Leoplán 

magazine’s 1964 survey, he had stated that “en cuanto a la traducción de un ‘slang’ o 

jerga extranjera, yo aconsejaría evitar el vos, puesto que este sugiere el ambiente de 

Buenos Aires y no, digamos, el de Londres” (qtd in Carricaburo 76).74 The Emecé 

crime publications attempted a neutral Spanish and the “amendment” of Wilcock’s 

use of rioplatense in the second edition of ESC volume 1 strongly suggests that this 

was a conscious choice (see Chapter 4). SN appears at the opposite end of the spectrum 

where translation and local language are concerned, although there is no indication 

that Piglia knew about the difference between the first and second edition of ESC 

volume 1. Since he was an avid reader of Argentine editions of crime works (more of 

 
72 Falcón quotes Tomás Eloy Martínez’ testimony, according to which this translation policy was “algo 

absolutamente infrecuente para las editoriales argentinas, que generalmente traducían en un español 

neutro” (“Traducir” 28). In fact, CEAL’s policy seems to have aimed for a more neutral Spanish, as 

shown by the anthologies Cuentos de la serie negra and El cuento norteamericano contemporáneo 

(1977), both edited by Piglia. In contrast to his position at Tiempo Contemporáneo, Piglia was not an 

editor for CEAL. It does not come as a surprise, then, that in Walsh’s translation of Chandler’s “I’ll Be 

Waiting” for the later anthology (originally published in SN volume 12) the language has been 

neutralised.  
73 In this case, Editorial Fausto seems to have tolerated Piglia’s stylistic preferences. 
74 Note that “El mar cambia” was published just the following year. 
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which later), it is possible that he did. Most of his recorded readings, however, 

correspond to hardboiled authors. In any case, the use of rioplatense opposes the 

practice of the Emecé publications and Borges’ view on the matter. Moreover, the 

pervasive use of lunfardo can be contrasted with Borges’ opinion on the dialect.75 

According to Tabarovski, Piglia’s Hombres sin mujeres is “una intervención 

en la querella de la lengua argentina. Una forma de herencia, de darse a sí mismo un 

don: el don de la tradición argentina” (“Piglia traductor”). On the other hand, Willson 

suggests that this Argentine translation is “una forma de situarse frente a lo foráneo” 

(“Traductores” 24). If SN is Hombres sin mujeres’ predecessor, if the most reputed 

story of Hemingway’s book is none other than “The Killers”, it would not be far-

fetched to apply these observations to the series. Indeed, choosing to stress the target 

culture by using local language, Piglia may be voicing a conception of Argentine 

literature as a translation—that is, as a culture whose very tradition consists in looking 

at, incorporating, and deforming foreign/European cultures.76 Adaptation to 

rioplatense makes the translation (and the editor) visible, staging the very act of 

appropriation. Or, as Piglia would say many years later, this might imply that “una 

novela norteamericana será siempre para mí una novela argentina” (“Una novela”). 

Such a perspective perpetuates Borges’ idea that Argentine writers can be Argentine 

by reading and writing about the foreign.77 Piglia’s approach to Borges is, as 

elsewhere, not that of mere opposition but also of dialogue. Perhaps the use of lunfardo 

in SN should also work as a reminder that Borges used lunfardo and translated into 

rioplatense as well.78 

 

 
75 From “Invectiva contra el arrabalero” Borges showed a disdainful attitude towards lunfardo, although 

he would use it in some works, such as “El hombre de la esquina rosada”. 
76 This is a similar view to that expressed in “La ex-tradición” (1991). Expanding ideas put forth in 

“Notas sobre el Facundo” (1980) and Crítica y ficción, this text suggests that “la tradición argentina 

tiene la forma de una traducción. De una mala traducción hay que decir”. Sarmiento’s misquotation of 

Diderot defines, for Piglia, “un procedimiento de uso, adaptación, traducción, olvido, apropiación, 

invención de una tradición que define una de las líneas centrales de nuestra cultura” (Antología 149-

150).  
77 This is an issue that might have been approached from Lawrence Venuti’s theory of domestication 

and foreignization, as expounded in The Translator’s Invisibility: A History of Translation (1995, 

updated 2008, and 2018) and The Scandals of Translation (1998). Nevertheless, I have not done so 

since his theory’s lack of nuance does not seem helpful in this case. The history of what constitutes the 

cultural and linguistic standard (and hence the deviant) in Spanish American translation practice and 

translation consumption is, in my view, far too complex to accommodate Venuti’s oppositions.   
78 Borges used voseo and local language in his 1925 translation of Molly Bloom’s monologue. See 

(Willson La constelación 126-132).  
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 We have now arrived at the fifth and final possible interpretation of SN’s use 

of local language. Probably the most interesting of the five, it calls for solid 

argumentation and is the reason why I think it appropriate to frame it within a 

discussion of the links between SN and Arlt. The hypothesis is that the series’ use of 

language references Arlt and his style. Indeed, Chandler’s description of Hammett’s 

linguistic revolution in volume 6 seems to echo Piglia’s own description of Arlt. 

Hammett “had style, but … it was in a language not supposed to be capable of such 

refinements” (The Simple 15). They are both “rough” languages that emerge from their 

conditions of production. Hammett’s achievement “certainly was not a matter of fine 

writing, since any attempt at that would have been ruthlessly blue-pencilled by [Black 

Mask’s] editorial staff” (Introduction 7). Furthermore, he “wrote … for people with a 

sharp, aggressive attitude to life. They were not afraid of the seamy side of things; 

they lived there” (The Simple 14). As such, in volume 6 Chandler voices a stylistic 

revolution that could, perhaps, be replicated in the use of lunfardo and rioplatense, a 

language that Arlt did not hesitate to use. 

 

9.5.2 Serie Negra’s Lunfardo, Arlt, and Popular Translations 

 

 Let us now remember that, for Piglia, Arlt’s is a defective use of lunfardo, 

which he combines with the language of the cheap Spanish editions of Russian writers. 

Lunfardo and the formalised and prototypical language of translations constitute Arlt’s 

raw materials. Furthermore, Arlt makes mistakes.79 His imperfections point to the 

conditions of production: he reads what he can read, he writes what he can write, but 

reflects on this condition while doing so. Thus, imperfections become valuable and 

culturally significant (see Chapter 7). Here is where we can introduce a perhaps radical 

(and unverifiable) hypothesis: that the language of SN may have been purposefully 

designed to be a “defective” style, a sign of “poor” conditions of production, full of 

mistakes and mistranslations. 

 Is there any indication of this? Piglia’s own remarks suggest the contrary. 

Describing the translations as “excellent”, his stated purpose was to offer better 

translations than those available in the Argentine market (“Reivindicación” 23), which 

 
79 On Arlt’s use of prepositions, see Años de formación (40). 
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is explicitly stated in volume 17 and Los Libros.80 Nevertheless, aside from the 

coherence of my hypothesis with Piglia’s view of Arlt and the conscious 

mistranslation of “The Sea-Change”, I cannot help but be suspicious of the multiple 

mistranslations in SN. There are, of course, other possible explanations than the one 

proposed above, none of them fully convincing. It was, indeed, a rough time for 

independent publishers, and Tiempo Contemporáneo was always on the brink of 

bankruptcy. One can expect that translators, copyeditors, and proofreaders (if any) 

were badly paid (if at all). However, none of the other Tiempo Contemporáneo 

publications I consulted present as many mistakes (quite the contrary). It could have 

been that other people at the publishing house did not care for Piglia’s series or simply 

looked down on the genre, but this is unlikely of Walsh, for instance. 

 Taking all this into account, it is even stranger that such experienced and 

prominent translators as Walsh and Estela Canto would make the mistakes they seem 

to have made. Let us take Canto as an example. She was an experienced translator 

from French and English in different genres and made a living out of it. She translated 

several ESC novels and, more meaningfully, would come to produce one of the best-

regarded translations of À la recherche du temps perdu81 and would be the first to 

translate Raymond Roussel’s Impressions d'Afrique in 1973. According to Walter 

Romero, Professor of French at Universidad de Buenos Aires, Canto’s French was 

superb (see Mecca). In a semi-fictional portrait, Andrés Rivera remembers that 

“hablaba y escribía inglés y francés a la perfección” (71). Little doubt can there be 

about her French. Thus, it seems more than odd that she would translate such a basic 

French expression as “mot de passe” as “palabra de pase” twice (Giovanni Historia 31 

and 32). Not even I, whose French may as well not be, could do that.  

Examples of this nature abound in SN, not varying from one translator to the 

next. Walsh, for instance, while perfectly rendering Norman Mailer for Tiempo 

Contemporáneo, makes a Chandler character say “está enganchada con un número 

equivocado” (62). Floreal Mazía, whose translation skills were described by Rivera as 

“a la altura de Borges y de Cortázar” (quoted in “Recuerdo de un traductor”), and who 

had worked for such prestigious publishers as Sudamericana and Paidós, is so 

 
80 Piglia never defines what he means by an “excellent” translation. In the context of “Reivindicación” 

and SN volume 12 this might be taken to mean that the translation is 1) capable of rendering the 

original’s style; 2) unabridged; 3) avoids the stereotypical language of traditional Hispanic translations. 
81 The translation contracts with Losada were signed in 1974 and 1978 but the work was postponed for 

budget reasons (Mecca). 
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indecisive about the variety of Spanish as to mix the conjugations of usted and vos in 

two adjacent verbs, “podés sentarse” (Giovanni A todo 162). At many points these 

“blunders” render the text incomprehensible, too-basic spelling mistakes being also 

frequent. After noting all this (which over-respectful critics have not done), Piglia’s 

remarks on the quality of the translations seem like a joke. 

 Given the number, pervasiveness, and absurdity of the mistakes next to the 

experience and knowledge of the translators, it is not impossible that this was 

intentional. It seems even more likely if we consider that second editions were not 

revised, not even after the translation quality was harshly criticised in La Nación.82 

Quite the opposite, the second edition of volume 1 (1973) quotes the review, omitting 

the reviewer’s complaints. It is clear, then, that Piglia was aware of his series’ 

translation quality and did nothing to change it. 

 If SN seeks to convey a defective style in the manner of Arlt, it is not simply a 

matter of mixing together conspicuous mistakes and lunfardo. It should also follow 

Arlt’s recycling of the Spanish translations of Dostoevsky. But the stated purpose of 

SN is to move away from the cheap, abridged translations of Rastros and others 

(“Reivindicación” 23). This is the contradictory attitude towards popular translated 

fiction noted in Chapter 7. The actual attitude of Tiempo Contemporáneo’s series may 

provide a solution to this contradiction. Many of the translations combine the 

stereotypical “translation language” with local language. Volume 12, for instance, 

radically mixes local language with “higher”, bookish, and unnatural turns of phrase.83 

While Walsh can use a language like “a su voz le faltaba ese dejo guarango de las 

coperas” (13),84 he can also render “you punk peepers always did make me sick” (54 

emphasis added) as “ustedes, espías de afición, siempre me dieron asco” (43 idem). 

Such a mixture of registers can occur in a single sentence, like in “Los borrachos con 

 
82 The anonymous reviewer writes that “nos parece algo arbitrario el lenguaje de la traducción: un 

forzado hablar aporteñado que, al lado del “vos”, “decime” o “llamame”, utiliza, por ejemplo, en la 

boca del mismo personaje, dos líneas más abajo del “decime”, la correcta forma española: ‘Prepárame 

otro trago, querida’. Además, si se quiso utilizar el lenguaje callejero de Buenos Aires, habría que haber 

evitado la imitación del habla de los negros norteamericanos: ‘Sí, señó, Míste Candless”, que 

impresiona al lector como algo forzado” (4).  
83 This does bring SN closer to Venuti’s foreignization, since SN does “expand the parameters of 

fluency” (Translator’s Invisibility xv). But framing SN’s mix of registers as an attempt to show the 

original’s foreignness would be jumping to conclusions. As I aim to show in this subsection, the issue 

at stake is quite different.    
84 Chandler’s original is “her voice lacked the edgy twang of a beer-parlour frill” (20). 
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automóvil van a cualquier parte a empinar el codo” (94 idem).85 I have to 

acknowledge, however, that the result does not resemble Arlt’s style most of the time. 

 SN is not so different, then, from popular Argentine crime series. But the 

reader may simply attribute this to careless publishing, or lack of funds. While that 

remains a possibility, I suspect that it is not the case. In order to offer my reasons, I 

first need to bring to the reader’s attention the fact, noted by Alejandrina Falcón, that 

Ricardo Ocampo, one of the translators in volume 1, is Piglia himself.86 The four 

stories translated by Piglia (Frederic Brown’s “Don’t Look Behind You”, James 

Cain’s “The Girl in the Storm”, Ross Macdonald’s “The Imaginary Blonde”, and Peter 

Cheyney’s “A Square Deal”) display the same characteristics described above. 

Mistranslations abound, such as Brown’s “he was a good printer and engraver; I’ll say 

that for him” (105) turned into “era un buen impresor y grabador; lo digo yo” (136). 

In addition, there is an inconsistent use of voseo throughout these texts.  

 Ocampo/Piglia’s attitude as a translator, in fact, replicates what he will later 

criticise in “Reivindicación”. Ocampo is closer to the Spanish translators of 

Dostoevsky than Piglia. There is no clearer mark of this than the Hispanicisation of 

the main character’s forename in Cain’s story, where he becomes Juan Schwab (and 

not Jack).87 There are also instances of original phrases turned into bookish clichés, 

such as when Macdonald’s hypallage “the door creaked reluctantly open” (8) is erased 

and instead we get something we have read a thousand times before: “la puerta se abrió 

con un chirrido” (173). Sometimes Ocampo introduces stereotyped expressions 

forcibly, like in “el bolso tenía también un agradable fajo de billetes de mil dólares. 

Spike lo vio, ¡Dios mío!” (198 emphasis added), which comes from “there was a fat 

roll of thousand-dollar bills in the bag. Spike saw that too” (Cheyney 77). There is also 

a mixture of high register and lunfardo. Cheyney’s “if they did pinch him he’d get out 

of it for long enough to bump me—or one of his boys would” (78) appears as this 

implausible assortment: “admitiendo que lo encanen, encontrará la forma de escaparse 

 
85 Chandler’s original is “drunks in cars go all kinds of places to drink” (29). 
86 Falcón suggests this (“Traducir” 12) without further explanation. In a personal email, she told me 

that “la información procede de fuente directa: le pedí a un colega y amigo que trabajaba con Piglia que 

le preguntara a Ricardo. Respondió ‘Ricardo Ocampo, soy yo y no soy yo’, algo semejante”.   
87 Rumour has it among Barcelonese literati that there is a rare Spanish translation of Montaigne’s 

Essais in which the author is re-baptised “Miguel de Montaña”. Fact or fiction, the anecdote speaks for 

itself. Of course, the Hispanicisation of forenames is not exclusively Peninsular, but Spanish publishers 

retained that policy longer than the Latin Americans. Some elderly Chileans still speak of Carlos Marx. 

And speaking of “Jules Verne” in Chile would be regarded as ultimate snobbery by the same people 

who mock the volumes of Federico Nietzsche.   
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el tiempo necesario para liquidarme, o de lo contrario, será uno de sus muchachos el 

que lo haga” (199 emphasis added). Ocampo even seems to undermine Macdonald’s 

signature wisecracks. After encountering Archer in his pyjamas, Ella comes across the 

now-dressed detective once again. “Oh. I didn’t recognize you with all your clothes 

on”, she says, and Archer replies, “that’s a good line. May I use it?” (4). The 

translation, instead, has Archer answering “la frase resulta divertidísima, ¿no?” (168). 

In a nutshell, Piglia/Ocampo is methodically translating poorly. 

 This is not to say that every single aspect of the SN translations follows that 

line. However, their most relevant feature is the sharp contrast between the reality of 

the translations and their alleged nature, especially when Piglia intervenes as Ocampo. 

Perhaps the most surprising among these features is the abridgement in 

Piglia/Ocampo’s translations. Found in these texts only, the significant abridgement 

at times compromises the intelligibility of the story.88 Let us recall that 

“Reivindicación” stresses the abridgement in the popular editions, in addition to the 

poor quality of the translations. SN, it suggests, was “una colección donde se ponía 

especial cuidado en respetar los textos, en traducirlos fielmente”, as opposed to the 

published works “en ediciones bastardeadas (Cobalto, Pandora, Rastros), con los 

textos podados, en malas traducciones” (23). It transpires that Piglia is re-writing his 

own series. 

Volume 1’s most radical abridgement takes place in “The Imaginary Blonde”. 

One illustrative example will suffice. In the original, Archer describes a fight with a 

gangster. After punching the criminal, he narrates the struggle in detail:   

 

he went down but not out, his spread hand scrabbling for the gun, then closing 

on it. I stamped his wrist. He grunted but wouldn’t let go of it. I threw a rabbit 

punch at the short hairs on the back of his neck. He took it and came up under 

it with the gun, shaking his head from side to side like a bull.  

“Up with the hands now”. (14) 

 

The fight-scene is reduced to “hubo una breve lucha violentísima por el arma; hice 

todo lo que pude, pero terminó por apoderarse de ella” (181). Alongside many other 

 
88 This happens with the omission of two key paragraphs in the translation of Brown’s text. 
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cases, this makes it plain that Piglia is playing with the reception of his own 

intervention. 

 Abridgement and “translation language” are therefore SN’s replication of 

popular editions’ practices. As an illustration, let us take a look at Rastros’ version of 

The Dain Curse. Not only does it summarise extensive passages,89 but it is a good 

illustration of “translation Spanish”, with such heightened language as “tratábase 

realmente de un diamante que relucía entre el césped” (5 emphasis added).90 At times, 

Piglia/Ocampo seems to replicate or parody this style. The following sentence from 

Brown’s story is a good example: “las primeras luces de la aurora empezaban a teñir 

ligeramente de gris el cielo” (142 emphasis added).91 It is exactly when Piglia himself 

translates that SN most resembles Rastros. That these phenomena are conscious 

allusions to popular editions is perhaps still a matter for discussion. Nevertheless, as a 

final argument, it is worth noting that volume 3 displays a curious sign of self-

awareness. Towards the end of the novel, the monthly The Line-Up is alluded to (57). 

The name of this real-life popular publication92 becomes, in SN, “Rastros” (59). One 

conclusion we can safely reach is that, while Piglia’s criticism is contradictory in its 

approach to popular translations, SN is not. 

 SN displays an attitude towards popular crime series that strikingly differs 

from Piglia’s critical interventions, establishing a relationship with popular 

translations that is closer to Arlt’s. Indeed, the non-Hispanic crime fiction titles 

recorded in the Ricardo Piglia papers are almost entirely translations.93 He reads The 

Maltese Falcon and The Long Good-bye in Fabril’s editions, Red Harvest in Rastros’, 

The Big Sleep in Barral, and Chase in ESC (Frías era) and Plaza&Janés,94 all of which 

is carefully left out of DER.95 This hidden attitude towards popular translations is 

evident in the entry of  June 23 1968, which describes Piglia’s “hallazgo del anónimo 

L. M.[,] genial traductor de la versión española de Al morir quedamos solos de James 

 
89 For example, the 35-word description of Eric Collinson (Complete Novels 201) that is reduced to “no 

muy inteligente” (13). 
90 The original reads: “It was a diamond all right, shining in the grass” (Complete Novels 193). 
91 Brown’s original is “the sky was getting faintly grey with first dawn” (53). 
92 Jean Murley describes it as True Detective Magazine’s “popular monthly … feature, a precursor of 

the America’s Most Wanted phenomenon” (27). 
93 The only exceptions are Giovanni’s Le trou and Red Wind. 
94 Although the first three are not explicitly recognised as translations, the quotations match the 

Argentine editions exactly, word for word. The two last publications correspond to Peninsular 

publications. 
95 Only the allusion to Goligorsky’s translation of The Little Sister remains in the published diaries, 

perhaps intended as a clue. 
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Hadley Chase en G. P. Policíaca [Plaza&Janés’ series]”. As if that were not enough, 

the entry figures under the heading “Las virtudes son defectos” and quotes this Arltian 

sentence “‘de haber visto aquella fotografía antes de recibir su visita no hubiese 

necesitado una segunda invitación para refocilarme con Anita en el canapé’ (Pag. 51)” 

(qtd in 23 October 1968 Box B-001111 Folder 2).96 SN’s connection with popular 

editions extends to the acquisition of rights, as Piglia indicates a possible deal with 

Rastros and Cobalto, which includes nearly all the hardboiled writers published in his 

series: “posibilidad de comprar (a Malinca y Acme) los derechos de J. H. Chase, D. 

Hammett, R. Chandler, Ch. Williams, D. Goodis, F. Brown (Serie Negra)” (Box B-

001112, Folder 5, February 1969). 

 One must conclude that Piglia’s later dismissal of Argentine popular editions 

is both pose and deceit. On the one hand, he wants to convince the reader that his series 

introduced a radical change in Argentine letters, on the other he appears as an expert 

who approaches the genre from the heights of literary fiction. His treatment of the 

genre is, in fact, always analytical and even opportunistic, devoid of the “purer” 

relationship of the crime geek with her sleazy pulps. 

 

9.6 Serie Negra and Borges: The Question of Self-canonisation 

 

As discussed in chapter 7, “Reivindicación” uses the genre as an arena where 

two rival poetics meet, and as an attempt to influence the modes of reading promoted 

by Borgesian aestheticism. It was important, it argued, to have a series that was 

exclusively dedicated to the hardboiled, so readers could see it from its own 

perspective, and not Borges’. In that respect, the series of contrasts between British 

and North American crime fiction (realism versus fictiveness, action versus 

immobility, scene versus plot, experience versus thought, causality versus 

gratuitousness, etc.) intend to divide the debate between politically and technically 

minded fiction and escapist aestheticism, which Piglia mocked by creating Ricardo 

Ocampo. 

 Reading SN as a response to Borges, one finds statements that, once 

recontextualised, seem to allude to the author. This is particularly true of Chandler’s 

 
96 In DER, Renzi writes: “Según mi madre, Arlt siempre la pifia [con las preposiciones]. Los defectos 

son virtudes, le digo. Lo mismo al ‘vesre’, dice mi madre, siempre que se ‘conduzcan’ al límite y se 

reiteren” (Años de formación 40 emphasis added). 
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“The Simple Art of Murder” in volume 6. Chandler attacks “the cool-headed 

constructionist”, the “grim logician”, and says that “the only kind of writer who could 

be happy with these properties was the one who did not know what reality was” (12). 

The aim of the series also affects the text selection, particularly the image conveyed 

of Hammett. Two of the three selected Hammett texts are in fact parodies of the 

Golden Age, The Thin Man (volume 4) and “A Man Called Spade” (in volume 1). The 

latter’s position as the first work of fiction in the anthology stresses that the hardboiled 

is also a critique of British crime fiction. Like Borges’ 1943 anthology, the first and 

last texts acquire significance as descriptions of the genre’s history. 

 Details aside, most of this is sufficiently plain. It is perhaps too neat. The main 

reason for this conspicuousness is that SN seeks to elicit critical commentary. If SN is 

too obvious an opposition, it is because Piglia not only wants to compare himself with 

Borges, he wants to prompt that comparison in other people. It is not just a matter of 

introducing a different poetics, it is a rhetorical strategy for positioning himself as heir 

and innovator, a way of inscribing himself in Argentine literary history. At times it 

appears that half of Piglia’s work is self-canonisation, and SN is no exception, 

although it is more persuasive than other attempts because it does not appear so 

evidently as Piglia’s own production. 97 Nevertheless, the series is one of the clearest 

examples of how he prepares and controls his own critical reception. As in other cases, 

he has succeeded. 

 

 It is in this context that, I think, one should understand Piglia’s later statements 

on SN, particularly his different re-writings of it throughout the years. I have shown 

that the first re-writing takes place in 1976, consisting in describing the alleged quality 

and faithfulness of the purportedly unabridged translations.98 In other cases, the 

editor’s experience is re-elaborated. In Conversación en Princeton (1998) Piglia 

describes his experience as “professional reader” of the genre saying that  

 

para tener quince o veinte títulos contratados, uno tiene que leer trescientos 

libros …. Yo me pasé cerca de dos o tres años leyendo casi exclusivamente 

 
97 What is Respiración artificial’s “¿Quién de nosotros escribirá el Facundo?” (95) but a phrase that 

begs to be endlessly quoted? 
98 Piglia will repeat this in his interview with Franken Clemens (2002), where he says that the SN 

translations were “muy cuidadas” (“El género”).  
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novelas policiales, tenía la casa llena de libros, me llegaban cajas y cajas, 

ediciones baratas: los Gold Medal Books de los años cincuenta, los paper de 

la Ace Books. (11) 

 

First, it is noteworthy how he exaggerates the reading load, boasting of his knowledge 

of the hardboiled.99 A few lines later, in fact, he calls his reading in the series “la 

lectura de un experto” (12). Second, Piglia mentions original paperbacks and not their 

Argentine counterparts, which is coherent with his dismissiveness and strengthens the 

sense of the series as a quality product that enacts an innovative importation.100 This 

movement from Argentine editions to the original is replicated by the change in the 

use of the Spanish titles in “Reivindicación” and the 1979 preface to the English ones 

in later publications.101 

 Conversación en Princeton contains a bibliography of Piglia’s works in which 

SN is also manipulatively described. With seven additional titles, the series appears 

more monumental and representative. On top of some mistakes,102 the knowing eye 

can note that all the added novels are works that were published in Argentina or Spain 

before SN. Thus, the publication list secretly points back to Piglia’s reading of popular 

editions. Within these previous interventions, one can detect an obscure allusion to 

other writers who largely contributed to the importation of the genre, Rodolfo Walsh 

and Eduardo Goligorsky, who are respectively the translators of Cornell Woolrich’s 

The Black Angel (listed as volume 21) and Chase’s The Flesh of the Orchid (as volume 

26).103 These contributions, which Piglia only marginally recognised at a late stage, 

are simultaneously obscured and hinted at. 

 Finally, when asked about SN in “Conversación en Princeton”, Piglia paints 

an image of himself as becoming a connoisseur before starting his editorial work. “Yo 

 
99 A similar comment appears in DER, where Renzi describes himself as “alguien que lee ficción 

policial ‘profesionalmente’, porque dirige una colección, y recibe más de trescientos libros por mes, de 

los cuales elige cinco” (Años felices 159-160). All the comments on SN and crime fiction in this entry 

are additions to the original entry (see Box B-001109 Folder 1, 17 October 1969).  
100 Of course, one cannot discard the element of cultural prestige. 
101 See, especially, the reedition of the preface in the issue 15 of La biblioteca. The same occurs in DER.  
102 Volumes 20 and 21 are missing; The Thin Man is moved from volume 4 to volume 8; Louis Beretti 

is attributed to William Burnett instead of Donald Henderson Clarke; and the names of Cornell 

Woolrich and John McPartland are misspelled.  
103 The film version of The Black Angel is mentioned in Piglia’s “Un pez en el hielo”. The story, 

allegedly written “a principios de 1970” but unpublished until 2006, features in the second edition of 

La invasión (8). Indications that Piglia was working on a story similar to “Un pez en el hielo” in 1971 

can be found in his interview with Marcelo Pichón Rivere for Panorama issue 196, 2-8 February 1971. 
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propuse una colección de novelas policiales”, he says, and continues: “leyendo 

literatura norteamericana había encontrado el desvío hacia el género policial”. He adds 

that “no era nada raro para mí encontrarme con Hammett o con Chandler o con Cain” 

(9). This invention of the past announces the work that he will do with his diaries.     

 DER displays the most radical manipulation of the SN experience. Framed 

within the ambiguous re-writing of his own image through Renzi, Piglia devoted 

further efforts to continuing the mythification of SN and his knowledge of the genre. 

What appears in the manuscripts as evidence that he developed his knowledge as a 

result of his editorial work (see 9.1), is manipulated so SN appears as the outcome of 

previous readings. This is sometimes a simple change in wording that turns everything 

upside-down: where Piglia says “estoy tratando de terminar a Chandler (Carne y 

demonio)” Renzi writes “estoy releyendo todo Chandler”. Carne y demonio, it should 

be noted, is Triángulo Verde’s 1955 translation of The Big Sleep. While the manuscript 

suggests that Piglia initially encountered Chandler’s first novel through a popular 

translation on 16 September 1968,104 DER shows Renzi re-reading Chandler’s 

Complete Works, presumably in English, as he tends to quote the original title.105 

Similarly, while Renzi writes in November 1970 “hoy volví a leer casi de un tirón The 

Long Goodbye de Chandler” (Los años felices 100), Piglia is more modest: “terminé 

El largo adiós de Chandler”.106 Finally, there is the entry alluded to at the beginning 

of this chapter, where Renzi remembers “aquella noche de 1964 en La Plata, en un 

altillo, trabajando sobre Goodis y Jim Thompson” (204). Crafting an image of himself 

working on authors who are hardly for beginners years before SN, this is perhaps the 

most extreme instance of the self-mythification effort.  

 Other forms of manipulation abound. In an entry that does not mention the 

series, he adds commentaries on his editorial work and criteria, basically reproducing 

the picture painted in Conversación (9). In December 1970, Renzi tells of a “caminata 

por Corrientes hasta las oficinas donde me esperan dos libros de Chandler, dos libros 

de David Goodis y una novela de Ross Macdonald, libres de derechos, en castellano, 

y por las cuales haremos una oferta” (99). However, the publisher’s offices appear in 

the manuscripts as second-hand bookshops: “recién caminando x Corrientes para 

 
104 A translation which, incidentally, Juan Sasturain once called an “engendro” (qtd in Linder 248). 
105 Furthermore, in January 1970 the manuscript diaries read “Raymond Chandler (1888 – 1959). Quiero 

leer toda la saga” (Box B-001109 Folder 7, 18 January 1970). 
106 Asked whether he “leía la literatura norteamericana en traducciones” in Crítica y ficción, Piglia 

answers that he did not (66). 
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descubrir libros de Chandler, y de David Goodis, una novela de Ross MacDonald”. In 

February 1971 Renzi proudly notes “en la revista Panorama elogios a la Serie Negra” 

(236), whereas the manuscript version says “jodido x la crítica de Panorama a Goodis” 

(19 April 1971). 

 As this chapter has shown, SN is a polysemous creation offering a complex 

network of concerns and references. Crucially, they all point to the establishment of 

Piglia’s poetics, including his self-canonisation. It is noteworthy that SN “hides” 

elements such as its close connection with popular crime series, the interpretation of 

the issue of money and politics, or the relevance of the sea metaphor. Thus, SN seems 

to invite us to investigate it, following its different threads, as I have tried to do here. 

These “threads” point to a key Piglian concept: the notion of series. A borrowing from 

Tinianov’s “On Literary Evolution”, Piglia’s series are a mode of reading aimed at 

exploring both literature and life in search of the pattern that gives rise to 

interpretation.107 This is, perhaps, yet another sense in which the name of the series 

can be read. The name is, then, just another multivocal clue. It indicates the influence 

of Série Noire and, perhaps, hints at the manipulation and plagiarism from French 

sources, it places the hardboiled as a series, that is, as a poetic pattern and a tradition 

to be explored; finally, it points to the hidden connection with the popular series, 

comparing itself with Hachette’s Serie Naranja and Tor’s Serie Amarilla. It is, 

perhaps, possible to dive into SN in many other ways, treading through many other 

dark alleys. This was just one possible route.

 
107 Piglia’s concept of “series” has been oddly neglected by critics, although nobody, I think, would 

deny its importance. “Para Piglia”, writes Leonardo Sabatella “las series y las secuencias autónomas 

han sido la estrategia clínica de su escritura” (“La novela”). DER applies the concept of series to the 

life of Piglia/Renzi. See especially the opening text “En el umbral”. Perhaps the concept of series is 

better illustrated by this passage from that text: “Me gustaría contar mi vida siguiendo esas escenas, 

como quien sigue las señas en un mapa para guiarse en una ciudad desconocida y orientarse en la 

multiplicidad caótica de las calles, sin saber muy bien adónde quiere llegar. Sólo busca en realidad 

conocer esa ciudad” (Años de formación 19). Or perhaps “cada generación lee de un mismo modo una 

serie recortada de libros y eso es lo que la identifica y lo que se ve en lo que escribe” (207).  
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10. Note on the Influence of Serie Negra 

 

These pages offer a quick glance at SN’s influence on Argentine literature, similar to 

Chapter 5. SN’s impact is complex in its own way, and often more difficult to assess 

than ESC’s. Chapter 10 seeks to open lines of inquiry by sketching some relevant 

elements rather than fully examining the issue. Chapter 9 has already established what 

is arguably SN’s clearest impact: how it sparked Piglia’s reflection on the hardboiled, 

which, in turn, “se ha transformado en la mirada clásicamente argentina sobre el 

género”, in Daniel Link’s words (43n1). SN, then, influenced Piglia, and indirectly, 

Argentine fiction. Those are exactly the two domains that I wish to briefly address: 

SN’s influence on Piglia himself, first, and on other writers later. But before that I 

want to point out two facts related to Piglia and SN’s influence on the Argentine 

reception of the genre. 

 The most obvious influence of SN is the fact that many scholars (like Edgardo 

Berg, Hernán Maltz, Rosa Pellicer, Sonia Mattalia, Román Setton), and writers (like 

Sasturain and the Peruvian Diego Trelles Paz) often refer to noir as “serie negra”.1 

Although the widely preferred denomination remains “novela negra”, this is certainly 

noteworthy.2 More significantly, SN has contributed, through Piglia’s critical writing, 

to a change in the way critics see the hardboiled. Piglia’s interpretation of the genre is 

so influential that scholars even repeat his words in the way you repeat a lesson.3  

Perhaps the most influential aspect of Piglia’s approach is the dissemination of 

the idea that money is hardboiled fiction’s defining element. Piglia’s ideas are 

obviously behind academic efforts such as Ben Bollig’s “Money in Argentine Crime 

 
1 A very early use of “serie negra” as a genre label in Argentina is in an anonymous 1971 review of 

Chase’s The Whiff of Money for Análisis. The reviewer talks about “El secuestro de Miss Blandish, 

impresionante best-seller de la serie negra” (51). 
2 I should also point out that RBA’s crime series, which is currently one of the dominant series 

translating crime fiction into Spanish, is also named Serie Negra (see https://www.serienegra.es/). Juan 

Carlos Martini, while exiled in Barcelona, founded his own Serie Negra with Bruguera (see Falcón 

Traductores). Serie Negra (2015) is also the title of Jordi Bernet and Enrique Abulí’s comic book 

collection of crime stories.  
3 For example, Amar Sánchez describes the hardboiled as “un nuevo género en el que se deshecha la 

importancia del enigma para concentrarse en las relaciones entre delito y sociedad”. She then writes: 

“Este desplazamiento del enigma modifica el régimen del relato” (136). Compare this with Piglia’s “no 

solo se desplaza el enigma sino que se modifica el régimen del relato” (Cuentos 9 emphasis added). 

For Amar Sánchez, the hardboiled “estaría más conectado con una vertiente interna de la literatura 

norteamericana de esos años” (136), while, for Piglia, “surge como una vertiente interna de la literatura 

norteamericana” (13 emphasis added). Another example, this time drawing from “Reivindicación” 

would be Debussy (287n2).   

https://www.serienegra.es/
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Fiction” (despite Piglia only being mentioned in relation to Plata quemada). When 

Berg writes “como sabemos, el policial en su vertiente “dura” o “negra” discute y 

polemiza con las razones capitalistas” (“Un mapa” 166), he is not simply stating a fact, 

he is adhering to Piglia’s perspective to analyse Piglia.4 As suggested in III, it is 

increasingly necessary to take greater distance from Piglia’s work to develop a richer 

understanding of it. Interpreting crime fiction in a very personal way, Piglia enacted 

the reading mode he always defended: the writer’s reading is deviant (Crítica 12) 

because, unlike the critic, she is not interested in who is the best reader, but “lee desde 

donde … escribe” (Tres vanguardias 25). 

 Chapter 9 established SN’s influence on Piglia’s ideas about the genre, but 

arguably the series influenced his fictional writing as well. While some of the stories 

in La invasión (1967) have elements that can be associated with the genre,5 it is with 

Nombre falso (1975) that noir becomes a strong referent in texts like “Homenaje a 

Roberto Arlt”, “El final del viaje”, and “El Laucha Benítez cantaba rancheras”. The 

crime story “La loca y el relato del crimen” is also from that period. It is hard to be 

exact about the extent to which SN itself influenced these texts, but “Homenaje a 

Roberto Arlt” has clear parallels with James Hadley Chase’s Eve (see Chapter 9).6 

These are also the years when Piglia works on the screenplay that would become Plata 

quemada decades later. 

 It is certain that Piglia was trying to write crime fiction over the SN period. 

Already in 1968 he speaks of a project he describes as “el pastiche a lo ‘novela dura’” 

(Box B-001112 Folder 2). In March 1970, he toys with doing a pseudotranslation: 

“inventar un novelista norteamericano que escribe una novela policial que ocurre en 

Argentina: denuncia torturas, represión. Se publica en la Serie Negra. Traducción: 

Emilio Renzi” (Folder 9). In November 1971, he mentions a crime project called Trata 

de blancas, which sometimes appears to be a novel, and sometimes part of a larger 

work: “Me obsesiona la idea de despejar [despojar?] Trata de blancas y publicarlo 

solo, en la Serie Negra. De este modo me saco de encima el problema, quedo más libre 

para elaborar una novela menos ‘abierta’”. Throughout the many notes about this 

 
4 Here are some further examples of this critical attitude in case the above are not sufficient. Martha 

Barboza, when describing Walsh’s journalist-detective, writes that “[no] lo mueve el dinero, como 

habitualmente sucede con los detectives de la serie negra” (“Emergencia”). For Braceras and Leytour, 

US crime fiction denounces “una sociedad que tiene como máquina central al dinero” (23).     
5 For example, “Mata Hari 55” and its elements of intrigue and espionage. 
6 It also thematises Arlt’s use of popular translations, which is important for part of SN as well, as 

discussed in Chapter 9. 
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project, we see a cast of characters that will briefly appear in Nombre falso and “La 

loca…”: Lettiff, Almada, Larry, el Jailaife. SN’s influx is clearly perceived in that two 

characters are at first named McCoy and Chase (Folder 6 June 1969); in the 

typewritten papers titled “Trata de blancas” (Box B-001137 Folders 5 and 6, mostly 

undated) McCoy’s name is crossed out and changed to Jailaife. Even in 1975, Piglia 

considers the idea of telling a story that is “puro género”, that is, a story without a 

story where “el enigma es el relato. ¿Qué es lo que se narra? Cierto clima kafkiano: 

persecuciones, crímenes. Una mujer llega. Una mujer se va” (Box B-001110 Folder 6, 

January 31).7 

 “Trata de blancas”—or Piglia’s pastiche/pseudotranslation—was regretfully 

never completed. However, traces from it remain in the published texts mentioned 

above. Perhaps the closest to a real pastiche is the uncollected story “Agua florida” 

(published in Crisis on 10 February 1974).8 The text resembles chapter 5 of Chandler’s 

Farewell, My Lovely, where Marlowe, looking for the whereabouts of Velma Valento, 

visits Miss Florian—an aged ex dancehall artist whose late husband had owned the 

nightclub where Valento used to work. In both cases, a man is looking for a missing 

dancehall artist, visits the nightclub owner’s wife (a faded beauty), takes advantage of 

her nostalgia and alcoholism (both women favour gin), only to get an evident lie from 

her. Inserted into the context of La ciudad ausente, however, the similarity is less 

evident than as an isolated text.9 

 It seems that, since Plata quemada, Piglia sought to return to some elements 

of this early epoch (Rodríguez Pérsico 113). Plata quemada has, of course, the 

(perhaps too-evident) element of the burnt money that can be traced back to SN. But 

other later texts also refer to SN in their own way. In Blanco nocturno Tony is killed 

 
7In an article published in Panorama on 16 March 1973, Marcelo Pichón-Riviere talks about Piglia’s 

ongoing crime novel. “La novela policial de Piglia”, he writes “todavía tiene un destino incierto: puede 

llegar a formar parte de una más vasta, [o] publicarse unitariamente”. He describes the novel in terms 

that are very similar to Piglia’s story “Un pez en el hielo” (included in the second edition of La invasión 

and the Antología personal): “la totalidad de la novela cuenta la historia de un hombre que consigue 

una beca para estudiar la obra de Pavese. Cuando llega a Italia comienza a escribir … Y escribe en 

varios géneros, uno de los cuales es el policial”. But the crime section grew and “Piglia … pensó en 

sustraerla, como obra unitaria, y publicarla en la propia colección [SN]”. Its style “emula 

premeditadamente a la de la novela negra, aunque se insinúa una parodia”. La historia trascurre en los 

bajos fondos de Buenos Aires, donde se mezcla el crimen y la política”. 
8 For brief comments on this text see Berg (“La novela” 38n12 and “Ineluctable modalidad” 133n12). 

“Agua florida” appears later as Chapter 2 of La ciudad ausente, with some changes. Most notably, el 

Jailaife becomes Junior, Lettiff is now Fuyita, Almada is Saurio, and Larry, la Mudita. 
9 Blanco nocturno features similar forms of rewriting, most notably Renzi’s interview with old man 

Belladona, which echoes Marlowe’s interview with General Sternwood at the beginning of The Big 

Sleep.  
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apparently over a briefcase filled with money. At some point, while Piglia is 

researching the town’s archives, he sees in the background of a picture an advert for a 

screening of Jacques Tourneur’s Nightfall, the film version of volume 9, which 

revolves around a missing satchel with stolen money (191).10 The posthumous Los 

casos del comisario Croce (2018) points, at least once, to Piglia’s early reading of 

translated crime fiction during the SN period. The story “La película” takes Hadley 

Chase’s The Whiff of Money as an intertext (translation published by ESC in 1971). 

While in Chase’s novel Mark Girland is hired to retrieve three adult films featuring 

the daughter of the next US president, in “La película” Croce finds and destroys a 

pornographic movie featuring a young Eva Perón.11 

 

 Going beyond Piglia himself, an inquiry into SN’s influence on the 

development of the Argentine noir tradition is a difficult task, partly because of the 

mythification noted in Chapter 9, partly because in itself it is hard to assess. Certainly, 

SN is a relevant factor in the legitimation, dissemination, and assimilation of the 

hardboiled in the River Plate. However, we must not forget that SN occurred within a 

broader context with many participants. The 1970s saw a whole generation of Latin 

American and Spanish writers, critics, and editors exploring noir (Giardinelli 234).12 

 
10 The link to Goodis’ novel has already been noted by Berg (“Ineluctable modalidad” 134). 
11 One may also think of how Piglia “thrillerises” politics in DER, perhaps following Walsh. The extent 

to which SN contributed to this is hard to tell.  
12 The Brazilian Rubem Fonseca began publishing in 1963. Rafael Bernal’s Mexican classic El complot 

mongol is from 1969. Manuel Vásquez Montalbán’s Yo maté a Kennedy is from 1972. Paco Ignacio 

Taibo II’s Días de combate was published in 1976. In the River Plate itself, aside from Walsh, Onetti, 

and Rivera’s “lateral” uses of the genre, we have Goligorsky’s many crime novels, Juan Carlos 

Martelli’s Getsemaní (1964), Osvaldo Soriano’s Triste, solitario y final (1973), Juan Martini’s El agua 

en los pulmones (1973), Manuel Puig’s The Buenos Aires Affair (1973), Rubén Tizziani’s Noches sin 

lunas ni soles (1975), Sergio Sinay’s Ni un dólar partido por la mitad (1975), Mario Levrero’s Nick 

Carter (1975), Pablo Urbanyi, Un revólver para Mack (1975), Alberto Laiseca’s Su turno para morir 

(1976), José Pablo Feinmann’s Los últimos días de la víctima (1979), among others like Vicente 

Battista, Alfonso Saccomanno, and Adolfo Pérez Zelaschi. Noir had received critical attention from 

Juan José Sebreli during the 1950s and Jaime Rest during the 1970s. Soriano and Marcelo Pichon-

Rivere wrote various articles about noir during the 1970s and Soriano even interviewed Ross 

MacDonald in 1972 (Giardinelli 229). Publishing from Mexico, the Spanish Luis Cernuda wrote 

enthusiastically about Hammett in 1961. From Venezuela, Argentine scholar Carlos Alberto Morán 

published an article called “Lectura Latinoamericana de Raymond Chandler” (1975). The Mexican 

Carlos Monsiváis launched an attack on the genre in his 1973 “Ustedes que jamás han sido asesinados”. 

Publishers also did their part. Piglia owes much to Carlos Frías’ editorship in ESC, and to Libros del 

Mirasol and Jacobo Muchnik’s insights into the hardboiled. One hardboiled series published 

simultaneously to SN was Editorial Corregidor’s Serie Escarlata, which existed at least from 1975 

(Corregidor was founded in 1971). Furthermore, one needs to consider the literary medium—bar talk, 

for instance. María Moreno remembers how “las metáforas exageradísimas de Raymond Chandler [a 

mí y a Norberto Soares], nos hacían reir, admirar y copiar de memoria. Nos servían para una rutina 

compleja de titeo …. La usábamos con los nuevos, generalmente tímidos y expectantes, durante su 
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SN was doubtlessly an important part of that ambience, but a direct causal link 

between it and the hardboiled boom of the seventies would be hard to prove. 

Nevertheless, we still have Sasturain’s testimony. Of the reception of Hammett in 

Argentina he says that “ya estaba requetecontra publicado, pero lo redescubren [en la 

SN]”; nonetheless, Sasturain still affirms that he had extensively engaged with the 

published Hammett stories in Leoplán (37-38).13   

 Perhaps the clearest case of direct SN influence is Osvaldo Soriano’s classic 

Triste, solitario y final (1973), a novel where an old Marlowe helps Soriano to find 

out about Laurel and Hardy’s fate. The novel itself connects with translated crime 

fiction from its very title and epigraph, taken from Mirasol’s 1962 translation of The 

Long Goodbye (336-337), and alludes to other translations as well.14 The singularity 

of its language has often been noted. Cortázar pointed to “esa especie de traslatese 

deliberado” (qtd Martini “Génesis y escritura”),15 but the novel’s use of rioplatense 

and lunfardo is also ostensive.16 As the novel progresses, Marlowe incorporates 

rioplatense more and more, as Pérez has noted (146). The mixture of both uses results 

in the feeling that “existe algo errático, defectuoso y falso en el lenguaje” (Bastidas 

Zambrano). Although Pérez connects the use of lunfardo with Walsh’s translation of 

Red Wind for SN (146), we now know that local language appears in most of SN (see 

Chapter 9). Furthermore, SN mixes both “translation Spanish” with rioplatense, as I 

have demonstrated, which suggests a strong connection between Triste, solitario y 

final and SN. Thankfully Soriano’s reading of SN is not a question of probability, 

because he reviewed SN volume 10 for La Opinión in July 1971 and commented on 

Walsh’s Viento rojo (volume 12) in a 1972 article published in La Opinión Cultural.17 

Considering the dates and the references to various Argentine translations in Triste, 

 
periodo de adaptación a las maneras de nuestra mafia de bar” (130). According to Soriano, it was Soares 

who introduced him to Chandler on a 1971 night out (Clavijo 11). 
13 As another example, see Morán’s 1975 article on Chandler, where he quotes from SN, Soriano’s 

various articles, and from Goligorsky’s translation of The High Window.  
14 For instance, the scene where some goons leave Diana and Marlowe knocked out together in bed to 

stage an illicit love scene where they will die by gas asphyxiation. Right before the thugs leave, one of 

them quips “Adiós para siempre, preciosidad” (106). This is the title of a 1958 (very Iberian) translation 

of Chandler’s Farewell, My Lovely. The canonical title translation is now Josep Elías’ Adiós, muñeca.    
15 This has also been noted by Bastidas Zambrano, who writes that “Soriano representa paródicamente 

las problemáticas de las traducciones populares y el relato simula los doblajes del cine”.  
16 The novel, however, strangely omits the use of voseo in favour of “usted”, with the sole exception of 

John Wayne, who is portrayed as a prepotent villain.   
17 Both texts are collected in Cómicos, tiranos y leyendas. Seix Barral, 2012, pp. 185-193. 
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solitario y final, SN’s signature mixture of clichéd translation language and lunfardo 

most likely influenced the novel’s linguistic experimentation.18 

 SN has been influential in other ways. For example, writers and critics have 

founded their own noir series (not only Lafforgue and Rivera’s La muerte y la brújula, 

but Sasturain’s Negro Absoluto). The fact that an Argentine poet and fiction writer, 

Aldo Giacometti, is the official Lee Child Spanish translator today, and that an 

independent, “literary” publisher such as Eterna Cadencia coedits some of his 

translations, may be seen as another SN effect. Furthermore, Giacometti’s translations 

are characterised by a mild use of rioplatense.19 Finally, SN clearly contributed to the 

creation of a hardboiled canon for Argentine writers. Claudia Piñeiro, for example, 

often quotes McCoy’s They Shoot Horses, Don’t They? (SN volume 3) when speaking 

about crime fiction’s depiction of inequality. 

 In that respect, one might say that Piglia and SN’s greatest contribution is 

positioning the hardboiled as necessarily and unmistakably political. Furthermore, 

Piglia’s vision of the thriller’s devices as offering opportunities for approaching 

politics in fiction has proved tremendously prophetic, if not influential.20 It is not only 

that, as Mariana Enríquez once said, “genre fiction is a very refreshing way of 

approaching politics” (“The Author”), but also that writers can extract lessons and 

techniques from it. A clear example of the latter, some of Samanta Schweblin’s works 

use the thriller’s suspense and terseness both in a Hammettian fashion (“Matar a un 

perro”) or in more innovative ways (Distancia de rescate; “Un hombre sin suerte”).  

Even today the thriller provides useful tools for literary fiction across Latin 

America. In clear dialogue with the thriller, Chilean writer Matías Celedón’s El clan 

Braniff (2018) resorts to the same neutral, stiff, transparent writing to talk about the 

anonymous agents of Pinochet’s secret police. Sometimes questioned for thrillerising 

such a sensitive topic, Celedón’s novel looks for a different, less sentimental and 

autobiographical approach to the Chilean 1980s (“El anonimato”). In a different arena, 

Colombian writer Margarita García Robayo is notable for her “neutral”, almost aseptic 

 
18 Other examples of direct influence on Argentine fiction would be Washington Cucurto’s La serie 

negra, quoted in the introduction to this thesis, and Jorge Manzur’s short story collection Serie Negra 

(1987).  
19 Another Argentine publisher who has opted for rioplatense is La Bestia Equilátera, most notably in 

the translation of Kurt Vonnegut’s novels. They also publish translated noir novels, most of them 

translated by author Carlos Gardini. 
20 Of course, Piglia is not solely responsible for this. He would have to be placed alongside authors like 

Puig, Walsh, and Antonio dal Masetto. 
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approach to male characters. These, it seems to me, are indications that Piglia’s 

reflections on the crime genre, from SN onwards, remain central for today’s literary 

writing in Latin America.
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11. Conclusions 

 

I am sure that, for the reader, this has been as long a journey as it has been for me. 

That a thesis on translated crime fiction in Argentina can become an odyssey of sorts 

might be sufficient proof that the crime publications analysed here constitute complex 

cultural objects, despite their critical neglect. This thesis is, primarily, witness to, 

evidence, analysis, and explanation of, that complexity. Through an analysis of their 

situation as responses to literary debates and crises, to their subtle and influential 

manipulations and their complicated relationship with Borges’ and Piglia’s own 

approaches to writing and crime fiction, I have asserted the cultural value of these 

texts. I have additionally contributed to mending an important research gap in the field 

of Argentine literary history. 

 

11.1 On the Advantages of Analysing These Crime Publications  

 

 Looking back at my various findings and reflections, I see that my work 

demonstrates two reasons why these crime publications should be valued and further 

studied. One is their “documentary” potential: how, through them, the scholar can gain 

a different, more nuanced perspective on Borges’ and Piglia’s takes on the genre and 

significance thereof. The second reason is the intrinsic value of SN, ESC, and LMCP 

as highly sophisticated cultural productions that constitute important moments in the 

history of Argentine literature. Examining the effort both writer-editors invested in 

these editorial endeavours allows us to discover not only the sophistication of these 

series and anthologies, but the relevance they acquired for Borges, Piglia, and other 

writers around them. 

 SN and the Emecé crime publications derive their complexity mainly from 

engaging with crucial literary debates in Argentina. Piglia’s and Borges’ willingness 

to engage with these discussions through different means, and their insightful 

assessment of the problems at stake, make these publications very special. Indeed, the 

extent to which SN, LMCP, and ESC engage with different aspects of 

contemporaneous literary debates, even in the smallest details and through minute 

gestures, is surprising, as my detail-driven reading of these texts has demonstrated. 

Thus, for example, we find in LMCP a discussion of realism in the translation of 
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Kennedy’s “The End of a Judge” or an allusion to Rastros in SN volume 3. As shown, 

the editors’ framing of the genre through these publications is a careful and conscious 

one, enacted mainly through peritexts. Thanks to these framing devices, these crime 

series and anthologies address Argentine writers and intellectuals to discuss and 

dispute core poetic elements, such as inventories (symbols, techniques, themes, etc.) 

and definitions (what literature/fiction is, what good writing is, and what its role in our 

society is) (Lefevere Translation 20). 

 

11.2 On the Specificities of These Publications 

 

 Evidently, Borges’ and Piglia’s interventions in the debates of the 1940s and 

1970s would have not succeeded without the conjoined efforts, as expressed through 

reviews, essays, interviews, conferences, and fiction. Their editorial endeavours might 

be regarded as just another output in highly coherent campaigns. It is not my intention 

to deny that. One of the functions of their editorships might be that of illustrating 

points made elsewhere, simply disseminating the editors’ ideas or consolidating their 

arguments. But that would be an incomplete picture. These texts are not unmediated 

actualisations of the editors’ well-known “theory” of the genre. They have their own 

specificity. This specificity can be perceived by focusing either on the particular role 

played by these publications within the editors’ broader aesthetic interventions, or on 

the opportunities they provide as documents, allowing the scholar to develop new 

perspectives on Piglia and Borges. 

 To better understand how these editorial pursuits do more than merely 

illustrate the editors’ critical analysis of crime fiction, it is useful to return to 

Lefevere’s concepts of rewriting and manipulation. As this thesis has sufficiently 

established, Borges’ and Piglia’s approaches to crime fiction are highly and 

consciously manipulative. This can be easy to forget because of the weight of the 

received images of the whodunnit and the hardboiled in the Hispanic world (images 

largely influenced by these editor-writers). But there are further reasons for failing to 

properly address such a manipulation. Setting aside here the scholar’s silent dismissal 

of translated popular fiction, preconceived images of highly formulaic genres such as 

crime fiction are particularly powerful. When I say whodunnit it will inevitably evoke 

an English manor painted in the colours of Cluedo. But how many works have we read 

that fit that tight description? How many whodunnits are not set in manors? How true 
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these preconceptions are is hard to assess because it is difficult to distinguish the 

models of the too-vast crime genre from the images we have formed about it. To 

account for this phenomenon perhaps we should put aside Lefevere’s manipulation 

and borrow his metaphor of the refraction (“Mother Courage” 3). Rewritings are 

refractions that can subtly introduce changes that we then perceive as part of the 

original image, and which sometimes we cannot tell apart from the source’s original 

features. 

 Why is this relevant to my point about the specificity of these publications? 

Because, when you change the means of rewriting (from literary criticism to editorial 

endeavours, for instance), you potentially alter the refraction possibilities. 

Theoretically speaking, the factors that can alter these possibilities are countless. For 

the present case, only a few seem relevant. First, I have tangentially discussed some 

external determinants, such as translation rights and their costs, which account for the 

absence of Ellery Queen in ESC and the prominence of Jose Giovanni in SN. More 

interestingly, however, is the fact that, compared with criticism, publishing a 

translated book series entails being “closer” to the works in question. Manipulating a 

series is not as easy as writing about a foreign (and mostly unknown) genre for readers 

who probably cannot or will not access the original book. The editor is obliged to 

negotiate her approach to a much greater extent, which may result in a more evident 

clash between the refracted image she intends to convey and the realities of the genre. 

Thus, ESC makes it much more patent that the short story is not the Golden Age’s 

prime genre, while SN evidences that transparent writing is only one tradition within 

US crime fiction.1 More a constraint than a “function” from the editor’s perspective, 

this situation is relevant for the scholar who wishes to understand Piglia’s or Borges’ 

approach to crime fiction. 

 

11.2.1 Documentary Value 

 

 These texts are, indeed, really useful as objects of study, which is most evident 

in the conclusions reached in Chapters 4 and 9. Furthermore, serving as a complement 

to the image crafted in more visibly authorial statements, publications such as ESC 

and SN can help us detect the editor’s changing attitudes (Borges’ eventual weariness, 

 
1 As opposed, for instance, to the psychological thriller. 
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Piglia’s path to his well-known theory of the hardboiled). The strong element of 

contingency in these editorial endeavours make fluctuations more visible. For the 

cases of Borges and Piglia, this is particularly important, since criticism has tended to 

see their approaches to crime fiction as more unchanging and homogeneous than they 

actually were.2 

 Examining ESC and SN can be useful when assessing Borges’ and Piglia’s 

evaluation of the genre from a different perspective. SN and ESC confirm their editors’ 

ambivalent attitudes towards crime fiction. While I think their interest truly honest, 

their relationship with the genre is clearly opportunistic. Both editor-writers display a 

“predatory” attitude towards popular fiction, which can be mined for their own, 

highbrow purposes. It would be a mistake to imply, as critics sometimes have, that 

Borges and Piglia enact some sort of rupturist celebration of mass culture that 

undermines prevailing hierarchies of the low and the high. I would not class their 

interventions (not even the editorial ones, which are those closer to the market) as 

“aesthetic populism” in Fredric Jameson’s postmodernist sense (64). As Chapter 9 has 

shown, Piglia himself tries to minimise his relationship with popular crime series. In 

no way does this downplay both writer-editors’ contributions. An interesting case for 

comparison here is Mario Levrero’s reception of translated crime fiction, in particular 

his obsession with Rastros.3 Be that as it may, Piglia’s and Borges’ interventions have 

done more than any other to legitimise crime fiction in the Argentine literary field.  

 

11.2.2 These Publications’ Specific Role 

 

 In terms of the specific role played by these publications in Piglia’ and Borges’ 

poetic interventions, one notices that the series sometimes have different emphases 

than the writer-editors’ critical discourse. This is, I think, a clue to their ultimate 

function. ESC and LMCP, for example, stress the figure of the armchair detective, 

 
2 For example, the 1940s Borges is often approached through “El cuento policial”, a talk delivered in 

1978 (as a case in point, see Cortínez). This is not necessarily a problem in itself. Nevertheless, it 

becomes one when the issue of the writer’s evolution and career is not taken into account, since it 

renders the critical approach errorprone. 
3 Levrero’s openness towards popular crime series is evidenced many times throughout his oeuvre. To 

quote an explicit statement, this is one of his declarations to Pablo Silva Olazábal: “como lector, busco 

el entretenimiento; para mí, el colmo del placer lo encuentro en la novela policial. Y no me refiero 

exclusivamente a los grandes como Chandler; me gusta leer cualquier tipo de novela policial. Tengo 

rachas en que disfruto de la buena literatura …; pero soy capaz de abandonar a Joyce por la novelita 

más infame de la colección Rastros” (51). 
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which remained marginal in Borges’ critical writing compared to other topics (such as 

the comparison of the novel and the short story). SN, in its own turn, places the 

encounter of the detective and the real at the forefront. Both editors thus favour the 

problems of speculation and empiricism. Then, these crime publications seem to insist 

more heavily on a symbolic treatment of the genre and, particularly, of the figure of 

the detective. Both genre and sleuth are used to incarnate and condensate a whole 

network of attitudes, values, and devices that constitute and define a poetics, with its 

inventories and definitions.  

 This is a point where we can turn again to Lefevere and another of his 

metaphors: the one he employs when defining the rewrite as an image of the original. 

This image might be highly discursive, connecting crime fiction with, say, capitalism 

or a poetics of stringency on an abstract plane. But the image can also be more of an 

image itself in the sense of an imaginary artifact that conveys meaning through 

symbolism, connotation, or iconicity. I think that these crime publications are more 

heavily oriented toward that sort of rewriting than Piglia’s and Borges’ critical 

writings. Their nature is, to me, more clearly symbolical and synthetic. The symbols 

of the sleuth and genre act in multiple directions, working as authorial trademarks and 

also testifying to the editor’s response to a literary crisis. In this respect, these 

publications can be seen as subtle but efficient devices that try to smuggle a definition 

of literature and its social situation or role in a less discursive and analytical, but also 

more underhand, fashion. Furthermore, by stressing the symbolic usage of the genre, 

these texts contribute in a unique manner to Borges’ and Piglia’s mythification of 

crime fiction. Borges’ and Piglia’s carefully crafted symbolic rewritings derive their 

power and efficiency from acting as polyvalent images, and their editorial production 

plays a major role in grounding and communicating these images as images. This is 

perhaps more patent on their iconic front covers, but it is also clear on the back covers 

and in the introductory notes (in the way Marlowe is presented on the SN back covers, 

for example).4 

 It is noteworthy that, alongside this appropriation of the genre, both Piglia and 

Borges are concerned with crafting an authorial image through their editorships (as 

 
4 I cannot resist recalling Calvino’s words on the language of myth that illustrate the power of 

communicating through images: “sé que toda interpretación empobrece el mito y lo ahoga; con los 

mitos no hay que andar con prisa; es mejor dejar que se depositen en la memoria, detenerse a meditar 

en cada detalle, razonar sobre lo que nos dicen sin salir de su lenguaje de imágenes” (Seis propuestas 

20). 
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well as through their critical interventions). Crime fiction is a key element of both 

writers’ authorial personas, and their careers as editors and analysts have contributed 

to positioning them as crime experts. As the analysis of their editorship has shown, 

hiding their sources (Haycraft and Sayers in Borges’ case, Le Magazine Littéraire in 

Piglia) is key to boasting of their knowledge of the genre. Similarly, the gesture of 

“bringing crime fiction closer” to their own works through clear Borgesian or Piglian 

stylistic marks helps to infuse the genre with their own poetics, sometimes blurring 

what could otherwise be a clear borderline. While the crafting of an authorial image is 

not an exclusive feature of these editorial endeavours, this blurring of the line where 

Borges and Piglia end and the actual genre begins is particularly radical and significant 

in the analysed crime publications, since editing and publishing are supposed to be 

about presenting someone else’s work. The case tempts one to draw parallels with 

Borges’ “Kafka y sus precursores”, since “cada escritor crea sus precursores. Su labor 

modifica nuestra concepción del pasado” (89). In the same way that, for Borges, 

reading Kafka “afina y desvía sensiblemente nuestra lectura” of his precursors, 

Piglia’s and Borges’ efforts project their own presence into the crime genre, a process 

in which these crime publications are particularly persuasive.  

 Another notable difference in emphasis between crime publications and 

critical texts is the publications’ special concern for the genre’s literary legitimation. 

While tacit or marginal in the editors’ critical production, this is directly addressed by 

their editorship, and a large part of their manipulation efforts are directed towards 

imbuing the genre with cultural and aesthetic value. The impact this has had on 

Argentine literature has already been addressed, and it is most clear in Sur’s shifting 

attitude toward the genre. Additionally, one should not underestimate the effectiveness 

of having a series (which is one’s own brand, incidentally) out there in newsstands and 

bookshops, being reviewed in newspapers and magazines, and sitting on people’s 

shelves and desks. There is definitely a “material cultural” side to this venture, an act 

of presence, and the signature art of each book series is clearly important in that 

respect. Essays and reviews are easily buried and ignored, not so books themselves. 

 

11.3 Similarities and Differences between El séptimo círculo and Serie Negra 

 

 One clear difference between ESC and SN is the different kind of impact each 

one had on the editor’s own work. This has to do with the respective point in their 
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careers when the undertaking took place. Piglia’s relationship with his own series is, 

therefore, much more complex. SN is, for him, a foundational moment. Being a young, 

still emergent writer, the potential influence of this experience was significantly 

greater, especially since he had not developed a clear discourse on the genre 

beforehand. Additionally, Piglia’s position allowed him plenty of time to rewrite his 

own experience and series and make further use of it (see Chapter 9). 

 In addition, the difference in the editors’ situation partially explains the fact 

that SN seems to me, as shown in Chapter 9, to be a much more complex and 

polyvalent cultural object. Indeed, Borges and ESC were already a point of reference 

for Piglia. This gives SN an added layer of (genealogical) meaning, but also allows 

Piglia to build on and take advantage of Borges’ previous efforts. It is likely that the 

editor of SN took his work much more seriously as an important part of his own career, 

or as having potential in terms of recognition. Piglia could and did experiment with 

SN, taking care to trace clear patterns that he then incorporated in his own work (such 

as the sea-metaphor explored in Chapter 9). 

 This dissertation’s “core chapters” (3, 4, 8, and 9) make it clear that the most 

relevant and effective manipulation devices are the peritexts, as these are the places 

where the editor can intervene more freely. What is striking is how the strategies 

utilised by both editors are oddly similar. Both incorporate foreign critical apparatuses, 

which they manipulate through their own translations into Spanish. In both cases, the 

manipulation is so radical that the editors can even make the quoted critic say exactly 

the opposite of what they originally stated.5 ESC and SN practice direct and 

“transparent” quotation, but also heavily altered quotation and downright plagiarism, 

which indicates the freedom with which the editor operates at this level. Examining 

the editor’s treatment of this source material is a useful way of shedding light on the 

series’ (or anthology’s) goals, as this is the very place where one can see refraction 

happening. As an example, both Piglia and Borges somehow downplay the 

commercial origins and nature of crime fiction. For Borges, Nicholas Blake is not 

potboiling, but having fun; for Piglia, pulp’s iconic sleaziness does not do justice to 

noir’s literary quality. The different instances of manipulation described in these core 

 
5 For instance, in the cases of Vittorini’s evaluation of James M. Cain, and Fitzgerald’s opinion on The 

Woman in White. 
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chapters clearly show that these crime publications act as messages directed at 

intellectuals and writers.6    

 However, Borges’ and Piglia’s uses of crime fiction both share the qualities of 

being complex and influential interventions that address crucial literary debates, 

performing a profound assessment of the literary culture of their times and, perhaps, 

of literature and fiction themselves. Aesthetic autonomy, literary value, the grounds 

for its assessment, the place of technique and craft, and the relationship between 

literature and politics, are all questions that go to the core of a given literary culture, 

aiming to discuss the very foundations of its definitions and repertoires. Borges’ 

interrogation of literary value and insistence on craft is unparalleled, and Piglia’s 

reflection on the relationship between politics and literature is not a mere subject, but 

evidence of a profound literary ethics.  

 Before moving on to some reflections on translation, I would like to add a few 

words on the current importance of Piglia’s attitude towards the tension between 

politics and literature as seen in this dissertation. Piglia devoted his life to this problem, 

setting an example of what it means to seriously address it. The problem of the politics 

of literature is present, as such, throughout his work, acting, too, as a driving force 

behind his writing. This thesis has expounded one of Piglia’s main lessons, that a 

political writer cannot take the problem of how to approach politics merely as a given. 

To do that would mean falling into self-serving simplicity. Further, putting forth the 

inevitable dilemmas and all the possible mediations between politics and writing is 

just one part of the task. It is also necessary that each writer generates her own response 

to it, since that response, be it unilateral or multifarious, rigid or hesitating, already 

forms part of her own work. In short, Piglia’s and Borges’ conjoined legacy is stressing 

the need for a critical (and even ruthless) examination of the presuppositions that 

govern literary production. 

 
6 One question that I am leaving open is whether Piglia’s manipulative practices in SN somehow 

consciously seek to emulate Borges’ in ESC. This would add a whole new level of quasi plagiarism to 

SN. Such a hypothesis calls for a thorough and long discussion. To what extent the young Piglia might 

have realised how extensive Borges’ manipulations actually were is unclear to me. While many of the 

parallels are striking, Piglia may not have had all the elements at hand. What has allowed me to see 

many of Borges’ tricks is not only the time that a PhD allows one, but also having daily access to the 

Bodleian Libraries for over three years, thanks to which I could consult so many Golden Age first 

editions and Haycraft’s, Sayers’, and Fosca’s books, among others. I suspect there is no objective, 

positive way of identifying what should be attributed to shared traits in their poetics and view of writing 

and literature, and what to actual, conscious mimicking; unless, of course, archives or testimonies 

provide all the necessary clues, and someone is there to “hacer camino al andar”.   
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11.4 On the Uses of Translation in Borges’ and Piglia’s Editorships 

 

 This thesis touches upon many crucial translation issues, but its main focus is 

the role that these translations played in crucial debates of the 1940s and the long 

sixties. The first thing to note is that both writer-editors display great awareness of the 

cultural operations they are performing. Although this might sound self-evident 

coming from such authors, it has clear implications for their uses of translation and 

accounts for the meticulous manipulation work I have described in this dissertation. I 

have already mentioned Piglia’s and Borges’ main usages of translation: on the one 

hand, as an address to intellectuals and a manner of participating in literary debates; 

on the other, as a way of crafting an authorial image. I do not think that both functions 

can be isolated at all times, and they certainly influence each other, but it does help to 

understand how both writer-editors benefit from their editorial work. 

 By now it is sufficiently established that Borges and Piglia use translation to 

address intellectuals, to debate with them, promote literary definitions and repertoires, 

and to fix or establish a poetics, introducing changes in the local writing tradition in 

response to acute crises. There is in this an obvious element of appropriation, an 

element that perhaps is typical or even inherent to translation itself (see Berman 

“Translation” 286) and also a topic that seems irresistible for Latin Americanists. 

Instead of pursuing such avenues, I would like to draw the reader’s attention to other, 

more particular aspects of this form of appropriation. The first is how we can consider 

Borges’ and Piglia’s editorial endeavours and use of translation as liminal regions of 

their own works. This statement, which would be readily accepted for those cases 

where Borges himself translates a canonical author such as Faulkner, is not as 

commonsensical when applied to translations of popular fiction that Borges or Piglia 

did not do themselves for the most part. However, the complex, careful framing and 

refraction produced by their editorial intervention allows me to at least open a debate 

about where to place the frontiers of these authors’ oeuvres.  

 These forms of appropriation interrogate the issues of originality, quotation, 

translation, and plagiarism (something Piglia would have surely suggested). Had I had 

time and space, I could have shown how, in ESC, Borges seems to treat many crime 
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novels like those imaginary books of which we get a passing glance in his own fiction.7 

Alongside this authorial grey area, it is worth noting that appropriation also includes, 

in both cases, an elaborate reflection on the nature of literature and fiction and their 

situation in the social world. But using translation to reflect on literature is often 

something that occurs as a consequence of a translation the writer herself undertakes 

or examines, and most commonly when the work at stake is deemed artistically 

refined. In those cases, it is not new to regard translation as capable of illuminating, in 

Borges’ words, the “modesto misterio [de las letras]” (“Las versiones” 239). This is 

hardly the case here, yet the reflection about literature is still there, although in a 

different manner. Borges’ and Piglia’s endeavours show that it is possible to engage 

in a reflection on literature through a different use of translation, namely that of re-

signifying a foreign work by inserting it into the local literary context (or local literary 

field, to use Bourdieu’s term). 

 Piglia and Borges use translation in order to craft an authorial image as well. I 

have already shown that Borges rewrites the history of Argentine crime fiction to 

appear as a founding figure, and that Piglia seeks to prompt a comparison with Borges 

and establish a sort of genealogy and succession in a self-canonising effort. Perhaps 

another way of reading both writers’ gestures is by interpreting them as a way of 

appearing as an eccentric reader, someone who reads differently, finding things where 

others did not even think to look. If that is the case, the gesture displays a surprising 

awareness of Borges’ and Piglia’s desire to alter the prevailing modes of reading in 

Argentina. Such a hypothesis would fit nicely with Piglia’s definition of Borges as “un 

lector de vanguardia” in opposition to his not being “un escritor de vanguardia” 

(“Borges por Piglia”).     

 

 
7 For example, in his book, Haycraft quotes Dickson Carr’s statement that he first “wrote a novel: an 

historical romance with lots of gadzookses and sword-play. Somewhat later I wrote It Walks by Night 

[1930]” (qtd in 200 brackets in original). In his note to volume 2, Borges transforms this into “It Walks 

by Night, su primera novela, data de 1930 (antes había intentado los estudios jurídicos, el periodismo y 

la novela histórica, ‘abrumada de arcaísmos y espadachines’)” (7). Note how the adjective “abrumada” 

is a mark of Borges’ style, completely absent from the original, and charged with irony. Note, too, how 

Borges strives to present that glance at Dickson Carr’s historical novel absolutely in passing, inserting 

it at the end of an enumeration (which, again, is absent from the original), and compare it with how 

many words Dickson Carr devotes to that novel. The stylistic effect is one that Borges knew well: the 

colourful intensity achieved by metafictional condensation. Note how elegantly this is achieved not so 

much by altering the “immediate trigger-words” (“gadzookes and sword-play” are mildly transformed 

into archaisms and swashbucklers) but by changing their contours. The effect is to transform Dickson 

Carr’s account into a picturesque window briefly opened onto a Dumas-like fictional world. Is this, 

then, Dickson Carr’s or Borges’? 
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11.5 Brief Outline of Future Research  

 

 Despite my attempt at exhaustiveness, there is so much work to be done on the 

translation of crime fiction in Argentina. As suggested in the Introduction, this issue 

could be addressed from the perspective of publishing history, or the history of popular 

readerships. A new study could also take the form of a comparative approach. Mexico 

is another giant of Latin American publishing and has had its own crime series and a 

very prestigious translator of Chesterton, Alfonso Reyes. Evidently, Spain is the 

logical next option.8 

 As Chapters 5 and 10 make evident, we could also take a deeper look at SN’s 

and ESC’s impact on Argentine literature, searching for more traces of their influence 

on Argentine writers and minutely perusing their reception in the local press. There 

are, too, other cases which urgently deserve a close inspection. First, Rodolfo Walsh’s 

work as a translator for Hachette and Leoplán, and how that activity had consequences 

for his writing. Eduardo Goligorsky’s pseudotranslations still wait to be assessed in 

terms of the development of the local crime fiction tradition, while studying Mario 

Levrero’s reception of popular crime series would produce, I am sure, very interesting 

findings. As I pointed out in the Introduction, there are many other Argentine or River 

Plate writers who have actively engaged with translated crime fiction, or have 

translated crime fiction themselves, especially César Aira and his translations of 

Chandler. Lastly, I would welcome similar exercises to the one I have performed here. 

Inevitably, omissions and simplifications have been made, and my perspective on 

crime fiction, Borges, and Piglia, significantly differs from others. Probably, the 

Argentine scholar’s inside-knowledge would have produced other observations and 

findings, but I trust that an outsider’s point of view can sometimes be an advantage, 

as Piglia knew well.  

 

 
8 And has already been researched from the point of view of Argentine exiles and their participation in 

Bruguera’s crime series. See Falcón’s Traductores.  
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Appendix (Figures) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Front covers of volumes 1, 2, 46, and 72, 
designed by José Bonomi. 
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Figure 2. Chess knight chosen as ESC's symbol 

and designed by José Bonomi. 

 

 

Figure 3. Série Noire’s classic design. 
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Figure 4. SN's standard design.  
Volume 2, with inverted question mark in title. 

 

.  

Figure 5. Detail of panel that evokes film noir,  
designed by Carlos Boccardo. 

 

 

Figure 6. First lines of Louit’s “essay”  
in Le Magazine’s Petit dictionnaire (23). 
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Figure 7. Front cover of Tom Stone’s Mala como todas  
(Nueva Pandora volume 24, original title unknown). 

 

 

Figure 8. Front cover of first publication  
of Goodis’ Nightfall. 
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Figure 9. Front cover of Manhunt,  
issue of February 1953, where Macdonald’s  

“The Imaginary Blonde” first appeared.  

 

 

Figure 10. SN volume 21.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. SN volume 11.  
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Figure 12. SN volume 15. 

 

 

Figure 13. SN volume 1 (alternative printing). 
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Figure 34. Examples of violence in Boccardo's panels.  
Volumes 14 and 16 (upper half) and 18 and 4 (lower half).  

 

 

Figure 15. Front cover volume 8, which appears to depict  
the image of Ho reflected on his own sunglasses. 
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